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Foreword
arious forms of renewable energy could become important contributors to the U.S. energy system early in the next century. If
that happens, the United States will enjoy major economic, environmental, and national security benefits. However, expediting
progress will require expanding research, development, and commercialization programs. If budget constraints mandate cuts in programs for
renewable energy, some progress can still be made if efforts are focused
on the most productive areas.
This study evaluates the potential for cost-effective renewable energy
in the coming decades and the actions that have to be taken to achieve the
potential. Some applications, especially wind and bioenergy, are already
competitive with conventional technologies. Others, such as photovoltaics, have great promise, but will require significant research and development to achieve cost-competitiveness. Implementing renewable
energy will be also require attention to a variety of factors that inhibit
potential users.
This study was requested by the House Committee on Science and its
Subcommittee on Energy and Environment; Senator Charles E. Grassley; two Subcommittees of the House Committee on Agriculture—Department Operations, Nutrition and Foreign Agriculture and Resource
Conservation, Research and Forestry; and the House Subcommittee on
Energy and Environment of the Committee on Appropriations.
OTA appreciates the invaluable advice and assistance of the many
people who contributed to this project, including the advisory panel,
contractors. and reviewers.
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Overview

s

ince the early 1970s, U.S. energy policy has included the
development of renewable energy resources—biomass,
wind, solar, and geothermal—as an important long-term
strategy. Renewable have exceptionally low environmental impact and reduce the nation’s oil import vulnerability.
They also promise significant economic benefits. These motivations remain strong today even though many factors associated
with commercialization of renewable energy technologies
(RETs) have changed substantially since the 1980s. In particular,
increases in energy efficiency, decontrol of oil and gas prices, and
changing OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) politics and global oil markets have resulted in lower energy
prices. At the same time, the changing regulatory framework for
electricity is opening new opportunities for nonutility generation
of power, which could include RETs.
RET commercial successes and failures have begun to establish a track record in technology cost and performance. As a result, capital markets are now more familiar with the potential
benefits and risks of RET investments. Over the past 20 years, for
example, prices of wind- and photovoltaic-generated power
dropped by 10 times or more, and a small but significant industry
has begun to develop around them. Growing awareness of the
new opportunities presented by RETs, particularly in developing
countries, has generated much interest in, and intense competition from, European and Asian countries and companies,
The costs, benefits, and risks of developing and commercializing RETs, and the time frame and scale of their contribution, depend on the relative maturity of each technology, the particular
application, and the market competition. This report reviews the
lessons learned in the last 20 years of renewable technology de-
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velopment. In addition, it describes recent advances in RETs and how they might contribute to
key U.S. energy policy goals, including economic
vitality, environmental quality, and national security. Finally, the report also charts alternative
technology and policy paths for developing and
commercializing RETs. An overview of how energy is used in the U.S. economy and how RETs
fit into changing energy patterns is presented in
appendix 1 -A.
It should be noted that RETs are not the only
technologies that can help meet national energy
goals. Energy efficiency improvements, cleaner
conventional technologies, increasing use of natural gas and other lower emission fuels, and other
fuels and technologies are all competing for these
markets. As discussed throughout this report,
RETs offer advantages as well as disadvantages in
meeting market as well as national needs. The
time frame and scale in which RETs are used in the
future will ultimately depend on their cost, performance, and benefits compared with the cost,
performance, and benefits of competitors in particular applications.

RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES
AND TECHNOLOGIES
Renewable energy resources include biomass,
geothermal, hydro, ocean, solar, and wind energy.
These resources are discussed in chapters 2 and 5.
Summaries of key issues and findings are presented in boxes 1-1 to 1-5. The technical, economic, and environmental characteristics of these
resources and their conversion technologies are
described in the following chapters. A number of
facilitating technologies are also briefly examined
in the following chapters, including energy storage, ’ electricity transmission and distribution (see

chapter 5), and power electronics (see chapters 4
and 5). Renewable energy resources are distributed widely across the United States, with one or
more resources readily available in every region.

| what Has Changed
Crash efforts to develop RETs were initiated following the first OPEC oil embargo two decades
ago. In a number of cases, commercialization was
begun while the technologies were still under development; inevitably, this resulted in some technical and commercial failures. For those
technologies that were successful, we now have
the benefit of two decades of research development, and demonstration (RD&D) and commercialization efforts. Costs of many RETs have
dropped sharply (e.g., see figure 1 -1), and performance and reliability have gone up. Numerous
systems have been installed in the field, providing
experience and allowing some scaleup in
manufacturing (see figure 1-2). Where high-quality resources are available, a variety of RETs now
offer cost-effective,2 env ironmentall y sound energy services in numerous applications. Examples
include the use of passive solar in buildings and
electricity-generating technologies such as biomass, geothermal, and wind energy.3 Several others, such as photovoltaics (PVs, are now limited
to high-value niche markets, but could become
broadly cost-competitive within the next decade
or two (see chapter 5). Technologies for integrating renewable into systems are also substantially
improved (chapter 5).
Commercialization efforts over the past two
decades have shown that some technologies and
policies work and some do not. Federally supported RD&D programs have found considerable
value in public-private partnerships, as they main-

I storage technolo~ies include bioener~y liquids and gases; compressed air storage; electric batteries (and other chemical storage systems);
thermal energy storage in thermal mass, oil, or phase change salts; pumped hydroelectric; and others not discussed in this report such as superconducting magnetic energy storage.
2,.4s used ~roughout

~is repo~, a Cosl-eflecr;ve technology

is one that costs less than competing technologies when they are compared on a

life-cycle cost basis, using the technologies’ capital and maintenance costs, market energy costs and discount rates, technology lifetimes, and
other relevant factors. This does not include externalities, fuel cost risks, or other factors (see chapter 6).
3Hydro has long ken a ]ow-~ost electricity generator and is not listed here.
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Biomass (“stored sunshine”)
dropower. Biomass

IS

IS

the second most commonly used renewable resource, just behind hy-

used extensively for home heating(firewood)andfor generating electricity, especial-

ly inthe forest products Industry In addition to wood burned directly for heat, agricultural residues, animal
wastes, and municipal solid wastes are used as biofuels and have considerable potential The greatest
potential

IS

from plants grown specifically for their energy content. These plants also could be burned di

rectly or gasified for use in a combustion turbine for electriciy, or converted to other fuels, such as alcohol,
for use in the transportation sector
The agricultural sector could produce large quantities of trees and grasses that can be converted to
electricity heat, or liquid or gaseous fuels These crops could provide such as one-quarter of current
national primary energy use, however, the amount of land that WiII be available for energy crops

IS

un-

certain
Perennial trees and grasses can protect SOiIS, improve water quality and provide habitat for a variety of
animals, unlike conventional annual row crops In contrast to corn-ethanol—the most familar energy crop---these crops have high net energy returns and are potentially

cost-comptitive with fossils. If bioenerg

crops replace fossil fuels, they can reduce the emission of sulfur oxides (SO X) and greenhouse gases, and
also reduce U S dependence on Imported ott, which now costs $45 billion per year. Growing these crops
and converting them to fuels or electricity could provide additional jobs and income to hard-pressed rural
areas while potentially offsetting portion of the roughly $10 billion in current federal expenditures on SOiI
conservation, commoditysupports, and certain other agricultural programs.
Bioenergy crop productivityhas increased by more than 50 percent and costs have been sharply reduced in the past 15 years, based on research on more than 125 woody and grassy species and Intensive
development of half a dozen Although they are approaching cost-competitiveness in some cases, additional R&D

IS

needed to further Improve these crops and their harvesting and transport equipment, support

agricultural extension efforts, and fully develop the fuel conversion and electricity generation technologies.
Much of the success of U S agriculture

IS

due to federally funded RD&D. The highly fragmented nature

of the sector has precluded extensive research,and that situationalso applies to biomass In addition to
RD&D, realizing the broad potential of energy crops WiII require considerable planning and coordination
among public and privateentitles Mechanisms to help broker or leverage partnerships between bioenergy
farmers and processors may be useful during the commercialization process.
SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1995

tain a commercial focus and incorporate a technology transfer process. Federal tax policy has, in
some cases, begun shifting to performance-based
measures such as energy production credits and
away from investment-based measures such as investment tax credits. Many programs increasingly
emphasize leveraging federal investment by moving Upstream to where a product is designed or
produced in order to have the greatest impact per
unit investment. The past two decades of commercialization experience can be a useful guide
should changes in federal policies and initiatives

to develop and commercialize RETs be considered.
For some RETs, a substantial industry has begun to develop. The industry downsized after tax
benefits expired or were reduced beginning in
1986 and as energy prices dropped. Many large
firms left renewable energy, and smaller companies closed. Other firms-many small, some medium, and a few large-continueddevelopment
and have realized substantial improvements in
cost and performance. Based on these advances
and the many new opportunities foreseen for
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Residentialand commercial buildings use about $18 billon worthof energy annually for services such
as space heating and cooling, Iighting, and water heating. Following the first oilembargo, a number of
efforts were launched to use renewable energy inbulidngs despite the lack of research, development, and
demonstration (RD&D). Many of these premature efforts to commercialize unproven technologies failed
Two decades later, there

IS

now a substantial base of proven technologies and practical policy experience,

and many more mid-term RD&D opportunities
Passive architecture and daylighting,which require few or no additional materials, are the most cost-effective of the building RETs. Passivearchitecture uses the same elements as the conventionalbuilding—for
example, walls, windows, overhangs—but reconfigures them to capture, store, and distributerenewable
energy. Daylighting is a technique for integratingatural light using Iightingontrols Combined with efficiency improvements, these RETs have demonstrated cost-effectwe energy savings of 50 percent in new
buildings compared withtheir conventionalcounterparts. Bulldlng-integrated technologies that reduce material use by serving both as part of the roof or wall and as an energy collector are also frequently cost-effective. In contrast, technologies that require large amounts of expensivematerials, for Instance, add-on
rooftop collectors to provide low-quality heat, such as for spaceheatingthe type most people think of—
are often not cost-effectiveunder current conditions
Although passive architecture, daylighting, and certain other technologies have demonstrated good
performance inthe field, their use remains limited due to factors such as the complexity of passivedesign,
the lack of good computer-aided design tools, and the lack of trained architects/engineers Further, the
construction Industry is highly fragmented inthe United States, invests Iittle in RD&D or technology transfer, and

IS

slow to change. The buildings market also places little premium on building energy perfor-

mance, few know what their energy bills are likelyto be before purchasing a building, energy costs are
generally not considered indetermining mortgage eligibility, even if energy costs are a significantfraction
of owning and operating the building and landlords, for example, often do not pay energy bills and so
have little reason to invest in RET features,
Tax credits have been used to encourage the application of RETs in buildings However, the credits
effectively were Iimited to measurable add-on equipment, rather than more cost-effective passivearchitecture and buildingintegrated systems. Potentially higher leverage supports include RD&D and field validation, design assistance and education and Information programs, and energy performance-based mor-

tages

or financial incentives.Inrecent years, funding of the Department of Energy’s solar buildings

program has been less than $5 million, a tiny fraction of the potential savingsfrom wide-scale commercialization.
SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment, 1995

RETs due to environmental, economic, and other
considerations, some large firms (including foreign firms) are now entering (or recentering) the
RET industry. Wind electric companies are now
beginning to emerge as strong competitors with
conventional systems. Others, such as in the
buildings sector and solar thermal electric systems, have not yet recovered. Still others—such as
PVs—were relatively unaffected by these changes
and have continued to grow at a strong pace

throughout this period by concentrating on higher
value niche markets (although still a small industry).
Finally, the general business practices of the
RET industry have matured considerably in the
last decade. The substantial changes in the business environment-declining (in real terms) fossil energy prices, international competition, new
federal legislation such as the Energy Policy Act
of 1992 and reauthorization of the Clean Air Act,
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Highway transportation accounts for about
one-fifth of total U S primary energy use, and
over half of total U S 011 use, about half of
which

IS

Imported These imports are ex-

pected to Increase dramatically over the next
several decades, making the economy more
vulnerable to the supply and price volatility of

the world 011 market
Ethanol and methanol from trees or
grasses, diesel 011 substitutes from oil-producing plants, electricity generated by renewable
energy, and hydrogen gasified from crops or
electrolyzed from water by renewable-generated electricity are the principal renewable energy fuels that might substitute for today’s
petroleum-based liquids These fuels could be

The Ford Flexible Fuel vehicle, an adaptation from a regular
production Taurus, will operate on methanol, ethanol,
gasoline, or any combination of those fuels

used in a variety of vehicle technologies,
Includingconventional Internal combustion engine, battery-powered, hybrid, and fuel cell vehicles Each
alternative offers a different set of technical, economic, and performance tradeoffs, research, development,
and

demonstration

(RD&D)challenges,

and

time

frames

for

commercializationSubstantial

technological

advances have already been realized in each of these areas over the past two decades Further RD&D
remains, but the wide range of renewable fuel and vehicle options greatly Improves the Iikelihood that one
or more WiII succeed
Even the potentially best process for converting biomass to methanol (thermochemical gasification) or
ethanol (enzymatic hydrolyses) WiII be only marginally competlive with gasoline on a direct replacement
basis However, alcohol fuels also can be used in fuel cells, with significantly Improved
As Important Will be developing the necessary fuel and vehicle Infrastructure Technology paths that
can take one step at a time, such as fossil fuels in hybrid and then fuel cell vehicles combined with renewable fuels in conventional and then hybrid or fuel cell vehicles, may ease the transition and allow infrastructure development
Much of the benefit of renewable fuels in the transportation sector iS public reduced 011 imports and
U S vulnerability reduced pollution (for example, cleaner combustion in urban areas, Iittle or no carbon
dioxide emissions), and strengthened rural economies The primary incentive for private sector Investment
in substantial R&D efforts

IS

regulatory, such as the low- and zero-emission vehicle requirements in Califor-

ma Publlc-private joint ventures can leverage Investment and ensure effective commercialization.
SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1995

and considerable changes in the state economic
and environmental regulation of the electric utilit y
industry—have added complexity to making RET
investment decisions. Where resources are favorable, technology cost and performance demonstrated, and environmental benefits valued, some
RETs can compete and others have the potential to

be competitive with additional R&D. However,
establishing the conditions necessary for largescale investment in RETs, including developing
an awareness of the opportunities among potential
users and the financial community and resolving
institutional difficulties. remains a substantial
challenge.
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Many RETs are particularly suited to the generation of electricity, a sector that consumes about 36 percent of U S primary energy Of particular interest are
●

Bioenergy from plants, which can be burned directly to drive a steam turbine, much Iike a coal-fired
plant, or gasified and burned in a combustion turbine as noted in box 1-1

Geothermal
IS

energy in the earth can be exploited in areas where it is concentrated near the surface It

tapped by drilling a well and extracting hot water or steam (similar to an 011 well) to power a turbine

Hydrothermal resources, the only commercial resource, are steam or hot water that can be extracted to
power a turbine. Geopressurized brine, hot dry rocks, and magma are other resources that WiII require
further RD&D
●

Photovoltaic technologies convert sunlight directly to electricity Technology and production are advancing rapidly

●

Solar thermal technologies concentrate sunlight on a receiver. The heat

IS

transferred to a fluid that

powers a turbine (or is used for industroal process heat). Solar thermal trough systems have performed
well, but central receivers and dishes appear more promissing.
●

Wind energy
effective.

IS

captured by a turbine The technology has matured rapidly. Many applications are cost-

Two main types have been developed, horizontal and vertical axis

All of these technologies show great promise to contribute silgnificantly to electricity needs cleanly and
cost-effectively;

1

hydropower (a mature renewable technology) has long served The cost and performance

of these technologies have Improved dramatically over the past 10 to 20 years, and considerable field
experience has demonstrated their long-term potential, The maturity of these technologies varies widely
Some are already cost-competitive where renewable resources are favorable Others are still expensive
and used primarily in niche markets.
All these RETs need further RD&D to improve their cost-competitiveness. Many major Improvements in
technology are expected Scaling up manufacturing WiII also help significantly in reducing costs, but this is
difficult because the markets that are viable at current or near-term-achievable costs are not large enough
to support Increased manufacturing For biomass, geothermal, and wind, commercialilzation efforts are
probably even more Important than RD&D

1

Not Included here are ocean thermal energy conversion, andtidal and wave energy These technologies have limited applicabili (y for the United States and are likely to have higher costs than many alfernatives

SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment 1995
—

Renewable Energy
— Characteristics
Several characteristics substantitilly affect renewable energy technology cost, performance, and
operation. These characteristics directly motivate
many of the strategies and policy options discussed below.

Site Specificity
Most renewable resources are site-specific. For
example, biomass is available where soils and cli-

—

mate provide good growing conditions for plants
(see chapter 2). Geothermal resources are limited
to regions where there are good underground hot
water or steam resources, or high temperatures relatively near the surface; hydropower is available
where there are adequate river flows and appropriate topography (including sites for dams); solar
energy is widely distributed, but is best in the
sunny and dry southwest; and wind resources are
best along coastal regions, mountain passes. and

1
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U S manufacturers have led the world in photovoltaic (PV) research, development, and commercialization Today, these manufacturers are facing strong challenges from foreign competitors, which are often
more strongly supported by public RD&D and commercilalization programs
The United States was a close third behind Germany and Japan in total support for photovoltaic RD&D
in 1992 U S commercialization supports for PVs Include five-year accelerated depredation and a 10-percent Investment tax credit for nonutility generators Electricity buyback rates are set at the utility avoided
markets generally The U S strategy for PVS has been to identify and aggregate high-value niche markets
In contrast, Italy subsidizes up to 80 percent of the Installation costs of PVs, or provides buyback rates for
peak periods of up to 28@/kWh Japan recently launched a program to subsildize up to two-thirds of the
cost of household PV systems—with a goal of 70,000 systems Installed by 2000—or has buyback rates as
high as 24@/kWh Germany subsidizes up to 70 percent of system capital costs Such large supports appear excessive, but may in fact be strategic these countries expect that by encouraging large-scale production, costs WiII decline rapidly to levels more broadly competitive. This will provide domestic environmental and other benefits and Will also provide a potentially large cost advantage in International markets
In developing countries, demand for electricity is growing rapidily. Estimates of the overall market for
utility power generation equipment are typically in the range of $100 billion per year, Further, many people
in rural areas of developing countries are unlikely to be served by conventional electric utility grids for
many years RET systems for remote applications can be quite competive with diesel generators Provid ing these technologies can have a powerful impact on economic development in these countries as well as
offering a large market opportunity that can leverage even greater sales of other equipment
U S -based PV production accounted for about 37 percent of the global total in 1993, of this, about 70
percent was shipped abroad Whether or not U S -owned or U.S. -based firms can maintain this strength
WiII depend on both the level of RD&D conducted here and on the ability of these firms to scale up
manufacturing The recent sale of Arco Solar, Solec, Mobil Solar, and others to German and Japanese
firms and the joint venture by ECD with Canon (Japan) Indicates a continuing and serious problem for U S
firms in supporting long-term RD&D and manufacturing Investment As a consequence, nearly two-thirds of
U S -based PV production

IS

by foreign-owned firms Other companies, especially small, innovative firms,

may also be bought out if they cannot obtain funding for R&D and manufacturing scaleup On the other
hand, the recently announced venture between Solarex and Enron Corp. for a manufacturing scaleup of PV
production within the Nevada Solar Enterprise Zone may provide a model for privately led, publicly leveraged investment A potentially very large market is at stake
SOURCE Off ce of Technology Assessment 1995
.

in the plains states (see chapter 5 ). Some resources
also vary dramatically even among adjacent locations. For example, wind resources may be very
good at one part of a mountain pass. but poor on
the downwind slope. This site specificity has several important implications:
Resource evaluation. Site-specific (and often
intermittent) resources may require extensive
measurement over a relatively long period of
●

—

—

time (years) in order to adequakly evaluate
their potential.
Design. Site specificity requires greater atten tion to the design of renewable energy systems
than is the case for fossil-fueled technologies.
This is particularly important in the case of passive solar buildings (chapter 3) and certain
electricity generating RETs (chapter 5).
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cal tools, including geographic information systems.

Intermittence

| |
.

Renewable resources differ in their availability.
Hydro (with dam storage) and biomass have storage built in—for example, biomass is stored sunshine—and can consequently be operated at any
time of the day or night as needed. Geothermal
and ocean thermal energy tap very large heat reserves that provide storage. These systems can directly offset utility fossil-fuel-fired capacity. In
contrast, wind and solar systems are available
only when the wind blows or the sun shines; they
are intermittent. Intermittence introduces two major considerations:
Application, integration, and operation. For
electric power systems, the energy end use
powered by an intermittent renewable resource
must either not require energy on demand, such
as certain remote electric power applications,
■

Kenetech Windpower Inc. 33M-VS wind turbines lated at
Altamont Pass, California Wind turbine performance
greatly improved over the past 15 years, and costs have
declined

Energy transportation/transmission. Site specificity may mean that economically attractive
resources are located at a distance from where
the energy will be used, requiring long-distance
transportation/transmission of the generated
energy. In turn, this may require the development of substantial infrastructure at a significant capital investment. RETs also vary
considerably in their energy transportation/
transmission requirements. Geothermal, wind,
biomass, and some solar thermal systems tend
to be relatively large centralized facilities requiring (often dedicated) high-power transmission systems, while PV and solar thermal
systems can be small, widely dispersed units
that can potentially be integrated into existing
lower power transmission and distribution
(T&D) systems.
Strategies that respond to site specificity include: conducting extensive resource valuations
and developing appropriate site-sensitive analyti-

A home in the 1994 award-winning Esperanza del Sol
development m Dallas For a net capital cost of $150, energy
effciency and renewable energy /improvements reduce the
annual heating and cooling bill to an estiamated $300, ha/f that
of s/molar convenal homes in the area
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NOTE The cost of wind and photovoitaic (PV) systems and generated eleclricity DECLINED The figure or the Left shows data for win d
turbines rstalied in Calfornia (which accounts for most turbines in the United States) The figure on the right shows overall U S. PV modole COS ts,
and complete PV systems installed at the Pte PVUSA site in Davis California To
conver PV system costs to an approximate cost of generated electricity
divide the system capital cost by 20,000 to get c/ kWh Expanded scales show that costs continue to decline sharply
SOURCES Wind data are from Pad Gipe Paul Gipe and Associates Tehachapl CA Wind Energy Comes of Age in California, Dale Osborn.
persona commumcation, April 1994 PV data for modules only are for U S based production and were provided by George Cody E YXOn Corporate
Research and Developmenyt Laboratory personal communication, February 1993 Paul Maycock, PV Energy Systems.Inc., January 1993 For complete PV systems data are for installations by U S PV manufacturers under the PVUSA project at Davis California, and were provide by Dan Shugar
Advanced Photovoltaoc Systems Inc., personal communication, June 1994

or the system must be effectively backed up by
integrating it with other power systems (such as
gas turbines or hydropower) or by storage systems (such as batteries ).4 At small to moderate
penetration levels, intermittence poses few difficulties for system integration: at high levels
there may be some operational difficulties by
requiring greater ramping up and down of generation by conventional equipment in order to
meet demand (see chapter 5). Similarly, using
intermittent solar energy in buildings generally
requires thermal storage or conventional backup for heating, and integration with conventional lighting.

. Capacity value. Capacity value refers to the

conventional generating capacity (that a utility
does not need when it invests in a RET. Where
the match between intermittent RETs (iRETs)
and utility peak load is good. as with solar radiation and summer air conditioning, the capacity value of the iRET is relatively high.
Capacity value can significantly affect iRET
economics. but only if the utility calculates and
credits it, The full value of the iRET is determined by both the conventional capacity that it
offsets and the fuel it saves (see chapter 5 ). Similar considerations apply to the design of passive or active systems for buildings and the
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energy storage systems such as hydro (pumped or
conventional) or compressed air (see chapter 5).

Resource Intensity
Some renewable energy resources are very diffuse. Biomass is probably the most diffuse resource (the conversion efficiency from sunlight is
typically less than 1 percent), but it is an inherently stored form of solar energy that can be collected
and held until needed. Solar and wind also must be
collected over large areas but are not in a readily
storable form like biomass or hydro.s

A

There are several strategies that may be useful 2,500- i
in accommodating interrnittency. In electricity
Geothermal
generation, for example, resources such as wind 2,000
and solar can be collected over a larger geographic 1,500area to average fluctuations, or combined with
other RETs (e.g., combining wind and solar sys- 1,000- /
terns) that provide energy at different times, comSolar thermal
plementing each other. This may, however, have 500
significant impacts on T&D systems in order to
o
move the energy across these larger geographic
1988
1990
1986
1980
1982
1984
areas. More generally, hybrids of conventional
and renewable energy systems can be formed. A
NOTE PV Installations are on a global basis, the others are for the
United
States alone Substantial amounts of RET electricity-generatmg
hybrid plant relies on renewable energy when
capacity have been Installed over the past 15 years This has provided
available, providing environmental and other
field experience and allowed some scaleup in manufacturing of particutar technologies
benefits, as well as extending fossil resources, and
SOURCES Office of Technology Assessment, based on data from (PV)
switches to fossil fuel when necessary for backup.
Paul Maycock, PV Energy Systems, Inc , personal communication, DeFossil hybrids have been particularly important
cember 1993, (solar thermal) David Kearney, Kearney and Associates,
fer solar thermal development in California and
personal communication, June 1993, (wind) Paul Gipe, Paul Gipe and
Associates, Tehachapi, CA, “Wind Energy Comes of Age in California, ”
may have many other applications with biomass,
n d , and (geothermal) Gerald W Braun and H K “Pete” McCluer, Geogeothermal, and other systems. There may also be
thermal Power Generation in the United States, ” Proceedings of the
opportunities to form hybrids between RETs and
/EEE, VOI, 81, No 3, March 1993 pp 434-448

5

2

solar energy has typical energy fluxes of 150 tO 250 watts/square meter (W/m ) as an annual average, depending on the local climate (see

figure 5-6). High-quality wind energy resources are somewhat more concentrated; in good locations such as the Altamont Pass in California,
typical wind energy fluxes are perhaps 450 W/m*.
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Area
Plant type

Hectares
per MW

Acres
per MW

Geothermal

0.1-03

0.25-0.75

Gas turbine

03-08

0.75-2.0

Wind

0.4- 1.7

1,0-4,2

Nuclear

O 8-1.0

2,0-2.5

Coal-steam

0.8-80

20-20,0

Solar thermal

10-4,0

2.5-10.0

Hydropower

2.4-1,000

6.0-2,500

Photovoltaics

3.0-7.0

7,5-17.0

Biomass

150-300

370-750

NOTE All values have been rounded off The value for nuclear Includes only the plant Itself, not the area required for
mining or waste disposal, the value for coal includes the area for mining the value for natural gas does not include the
area for long-distance pipiline transport, the value for solar thermal and photovoltaics, as well as other renewable
depends strongly on the assumed conversion effociency.
SOURCES Ronald DiPippo, “Geothermal Energy, ” Energy Policy October 1991, pp. 798-807, table p 804, Jose-Roberto Morera and Alan Douglas Poole, “Hydropower and Its Constraints, ” Renewable Energy Sources for FueLs and
E/ectricity, Thomas B Johansson et al (eds ) (Washington, DC Island Press, 1993), and Keith Lee Kozioff and Roger C
Dower, A New Power Base Renewable Energy Policies for the Nometoes and (Washington, DC World Resources
Institute, 1993)

solar, wind, and certain other low-intensity renewable energy resources require large, capitalintensive collectors. In effect, these systems pay
up front for fuel over the lifetime of the system.
This eliminates the risk of fuel cost increases
faced by fossil-powered systems, but raises the financial risk should the system not perform as predicted. In some cases, these front-loaded costs
result in the demand for greater financial security
up-front.
One strategy to moderate the high capital costs
of large-area energy collection is to develop lightweight, low-cost collectors. Lowering capital
costs usually requires minimizing use of materials
and poses difficult engineering tradeoffs. Many
renewable energy systems can be constructed in
small- to moderate-sized modular units. This can
reduce the financial costs and risks and the time
required to demonstrate new generations of the
technology compared with large-scale technologies such as coal and nuclear plants. Small modular units can also be manufactured at centralized

mass production facilities, providing economies
of scale to reduce costs.
Another strategy is to use systems for multiple
purposes. A good example of a multiple-purpose
system is the passive solar building, in which the
building itself serves as the collector (see chapter
3). Such systems are design-intensive as it is necessary to effectively capture solar energy with
minimal use of costly additional materials. Other
examples include integrating PVs or thermal collectors directly into the building shell to serve as a
part of the roof or wall and provide energy at the
same time.
Despite the low resource intensity, the large
land areas required for renewable energy collection do not generally appear to be a significant
constraint for most RETs. For example, with the
exception of biomass and, in some cases hydro,
the total collection area required for RETs is comparable to that for many fossil energy resources
when the land area required for mining is included
(see table l-l). The best locations for solar sys-
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terns, in particular, also tend to be desert areas
with fewer land-use conflicts. Thus, total U.S.
electricity y needs could in theory be produced from
less than 10 percent of the land of Nevada.

Technology Maturity
Renewable energy technologies vary widely in
maturity. RETs such as passive solar buildings,
biomass electricity, geothermal, and wind are already cost-competitive in many important applications. PVs, solar thermal-electric, and
biomass fuels for transport show great promise,
but require further RD&D and commercialization
to become cost-competitive in key markets; they
are now limited to niche applications. (Specific
RD&D needs and opportunities are discussed in
the following chapters). Policies designed to encourage the growth of RETs must be tailored to the
unique attributes and needs of each.

Accommodating Resource and
Technological Characteristics
These renewable resource characteristics are, in
some respects, little different from those of conventional resources used today. For example,
electric utilities have always had to consider site
specificity-such as in hydropower siting, obtaining cooling water for coal or nuclear plants, or
in dealing with local environmental concerns.
Scheduled maintenance and breakdowns reduce
the availability of all plants. Utilities integrate reserves and nonutility generators, often of small
scale, into their networks.
While the operating characteristics of RETs are
not very different from those of conventional
technologies, the analytical tools that utilities use
to plan and operate the grid (e.g., utility capacity
expansion and dispatch models) are often not
well-suited to aspects of many RETs, such as their
site specificity, intermittence, often small scale,
and T&D requirements and impacts. Developing
such tools offers a potential y high leverage means
of encouraging the use of RETs, especially in the
buildings and electricity sectors.

Significant benefits could be realized by integrating renewable energy, conventional supply,
and energy-efficient technologies. Building design and operation can benefit by combining efficiency and renewable, which can also benefit
utilities through load shifting, peak-load reduction, and other demand-side management
techniques (see chapter 3). Building-integrated
photovoltaics have the potential to lower PV costs
and T&D requirements (see chapters 3 and 5). Integrating fuel cells might have analogous benefits.
Battery-powered vehicles might be recharged on a
schedule that assists utility operations (see chapters 4 and 5). Hybrids can be formed of renewable
and conventional electricity-generating equipment (see chapter 5). Such approaches to intraand intersystem integration can open new, costeffective market opportunities.

| Energy Markets and Renewable
Energy Technologies
Although they manifest themselves in different
ways, several market challenges appear repeatedly when commercializing RETs in the different
sectors of the U.S. economy.

Competitor Prices
The price of fossil fuels is near historic lows, making them very difficult to compete against in many
energy markets. Although the Energy Information
Administration (EIA) projects that fossil fuel
prices will increase over time (see appendix 1-A),
the risk of sharp and/or sustained reductions in
their price make it difficult for many firms to
maintain a viable long-term development strategy
for RETs.
Energy (oil) markets have been and may again
be driven by the OPEC cartel rather than market
supply and demand. The economy is highly vulnerable to energy price increases, and alternative
supplies require long lead times to develop (see
figure 1-3). For example, slightly higher oil prices
for six months following Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait raised the U.S. oil import bill by roughly $8
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nancial incentives and competitive set-asides in
order to diversify supplies.

Front-Loaded Costs

Percentage of total
energy consumption
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NOTE The energy resources used by the United States have changed
considerably over the past 150 years Fuelwood was initially the dominant resource giving way to coal then to 011 and natural gas The time
for each trarsition has been somewhat more than half a century This
provides a measure of how much lead time may be required to significantly shift our energy systems over to nonfossil fuels should global
warming or other environmental economic or security concerns so
warrant
SOURCES Off Ice of Technology Assessment based on data in J Alterman Electric Power Research Institute “A Historical Perspective on
Charges in U S Energy-Output Ratios “ Report EA-3997 June 1985
and Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Review 1993,
USDOE/EIA-0384(93) (Washington, DC July 1994)

bi11ion 6---on top of the roughly $45 billion spent
annual] y for imported oil. In addition, energy markets do not now incorporate all environmental
costs, resulting in imperfect market functioning.
Some observers believe that any attempts to
modify the market will be worse than the problems they were intended to solve. Many such observers still support RD&D programs as a strategy
for dealing with energy price volatility and other
issues. A more activist strategy might include fi-

As noted above, many RETs are capital -intensive.
requiring large capital investment and possibly
additional financial security to cover risk (see
chapter 6). Many potential investors also require
short payback times, further complicating investment strategies.
Strategies to deal with high capital costs include encouraging (or requiring, in some cases)
purchasing decisions to be based on Iifecyclc
costs; allowing utility customers to choose generation technologies through green pricing
schemes; 7 placing front-loaded environmental
taxes and fuel cost bonds on conventional systems: and creating innovative financial mechanisms that reduce the front-loading.

Manufacturing Scaleup
With many new technologies, including RETs.
there is a frequent “chicken-and-egg” problem of
needing a large market to scale up manufacturing:
and thus lower costs, but needing low costs to develop a large market. There are several strategies
to encourage manufacturing scaleup. Market purchases can be aggregated and coordinated across
many potential customers. This is being actively
pursued by electric utilities in PV markets (see
chapters 5 and 6). Compatible market niches can
be found that independently allow gradual scalcup: an example might be cofiring biomass with
coal (see chapters 2, 5, and 6). Low-value uses as
energy can sometimes be linked with high-value
uses; an example is using biomass for energy (low
value) or for fiber (high value) according to market demands and biomass supplies. Long-term
partnerships can be formed to lower the product ion scaleup risks for both supplier and user; an example might be to partner farmers with utilities.

6Rough]) equlva]en[ to 2(K) times cumen[ federal RD&D funding for biomass transport fuel.
7Green ~rlclng is discussed in the policy option~ section be]OM and in chapter 6.
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Farmers m Texas discussing switch grass, a potentially
Important energy crop

Finally. electricity markets can be differentiated
by value, in contrast to the average pricing now
common. This is already done in the case of remotc markets; structural change may also encourage such market differentiation within the
electricity grid and elsewhere.

Strural Change in the Electricity Sector
Substantial structural change is now under way in
U.S. (see chapters 5 and 6) and global electricity
markets (See chapter 7). In the United States, this

celerated by the Energy Policy Act of 1992
(EPACT—which allows the formation of Exempt
Wholesale Generators and addresses transmission
access issues) and by recent proposals by several
state public utility commissions to consider opening competition for electric power sales to the retail level (see chapters 5 and 6).

8

Leveling the Playing Field
Many have suggested that the market is sharply
tilted against the purchase and use of RETs due to
direct and indirect taxes, subsidies. and other factors. The Office of Technology Assessment evalu ated five factors affecting RETs in the electricity

The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act establishblished a category
of qualifiing facilities ( QFs ), which were restricted to enewable energy
,
and cogeneration power stations. Utilities were directed to buy the power from QFs at their avoided cost of power production. The California
standard offers were developed in response to this requirement. Competitive bidding not generally restricted by fuel source.
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sector: powcrplant finance, full-fuel-cycle financc. direct and indirect subsidies, risk and uncertainty, and environmental costs (See chapter 6).
While there appears to be some tilt against RETs
overall, the nature and degree vary with the particular energy resource and technology. More significantly. the analysis suggested that some of’ the
policies intended to stimulate use of RETs probably have relatively little impact.
Accelerated depreciation compensates for
part—but often not all--of tax code provisions
that disadvantage capital-intensive RETs. Benefits such as EPACTs 10-year, 1.5c/kWh Renewable Electricity Production Credit provided to
wind and closed-loop biomass systems reduce
full-fuel-cycle taxes in the scenarios modeled
down to or somewhat below those for natural gas,
unless limited by Alternative Minimum Tax provisions (see chapter 6). In contrast, these tax benefits provide 1ittle support for RETs that now have
relatively high costs, yet need to enter these largescale markets if’they are to scale up manufacturing
and and capture economies of scale sufficient to 1ower
their costs to more competitive levels.

Infrastructure Development
The development of a supporting infrastructure
for RETs can require large capital investments.
This can be a heavy overhead before RET development can begin. Examples include establishing
long-distance transmission lines for RET generating facilities sited where resources are g OOd but
far from loads. and pipelines and distribution systems for renewable fuels.
Strategies to develop supporting infrastructure
involve long-term. multiple-use planning around
particular technology paths. Transmission systems installed for conventional power systems
r-night consider routes that would allow longer
term development of RETs: gas pipelines might
consider routes that would allow gas use in hybrid

RET powerplants, or conversely. might allow
trtinsport of renew’able fuels to load c’enters.
Technologies might be chosen that are more readily adapted to a wider range of fuels, allowing use
of renew’able fuels when they become cost-effective in the future.

POLICY OPTIONS
If RETs are to be further developed and commercialized. various policy options could be considered (see table 1 -2). The costs, benefits. and risks
of specific strategies will vary with a particular
RET, its relative maturity, its market competitors.
and other factors.

Sector applicable
Option

Agriculture

Building

P

v

Transportation Electricity

Comments

Resource assessment
Resource assessment

—

v

More extensive evaluation of renewable energy resources could be done, Including long-term analysis of
the Impacts of geographic diversity, intermIttency, and
correlations between renewable resources.

Research, development, and
demonstration
R&D

R&D supports could be expanded in areas with high
potential returns.

Demonstrations

Expanded technology demonstrations and field validation of performance for resources and technologies with
high potential returns could provide useful technical and
market data and Increase confidence of potential investors.

Safe harbors

Regulated industries such as electric utilities are often
now constrained in Investing in promissing but not yet
commercial equipment due to concerns of financial costs
to ratepayers, State regulators could consider providing
safe harbors for prudent Investments.

Design, planning, and information
v

Design tools

Design competitions

Planning supports

—

.

The development of good design tools—that better
account for the characteristics of renewable energy resources and technologies, such as site specificity, intermittency, low intensity, and small scale, than tools now in
use--could be supported. This could Improve the capability of considering and using RETs.
Numerous small awards for good design of, for example,
passive solar buildings (which are highly design-lntensive but now poorly supported), could be provided. This
could raise the visibility of RETs and encourage their use.
State and local planning efforts to use RETs could be
supported technically and financially.

Information programs could be broadened and extended
to provide markets sufficient access to up-to-date information on the cost and performance of these rapidly
advancing technologies

Information

Ratings and standards
Rating systems

—

Supporting the broader establishment of rating and certification systems in the private sector could provide
greater consumer confidence in these products
Codes and standards might be pursued where marketbased approaches do not work in order to promote
greater use of RETs and reduce use of conventional
fuels, where financially and environmentally appropriate

Codes and standards

Finance and commercialization
Market aggregation

Public-prwate partnerships could be formed to aggregate markets and support large-scale, long-term purchases of RETs

Green set-asides

Because of the difficulty of removing the various tilts in
the playing field and of valuing the many benefits and
costs of RETs relative to conventional technologies,
technology-specific competitive set-asides might be
established for RETs. Although some argue that this IS
simply a hidden tax on ratepayers, others note that ratepayers would benefit by reducing the risk of future fuel
cost increases, environmental costs, and potentially capturing longer term cost savings by developing the RET
industry and creating jobs.

Golden carrots

Financial awards might be given to manufacturers for the
development of particularly high-performance or environmentally friendly RETs that would otherwise not receive
sufficient market return to justify development

Green pricing

Utility incentives

—

—

—

Programs to allow customers to voluntarily pay more for
environmentally sound energy resources or services,
such as RET-generated electricity, could be initiated

—

State Publlc Utilityty Commissions (PUC) might allow utilities to earn slightly higher returns on Investments for
RETs or purchases of renewable energy from third
parties

—
(continued)

Sector applicable
Agriculture

Building

Ratepayer impact

—

@

Subsidies

v

Option

Risks

Standard

contracts

v

Transportation Electricity
—

Comments

P

Ratepayer impact tests (RITs) at the PUC level may not
take into account risks such as future fuel cost increases
and environmental externalities. State PUCs could broaden the factors considered in RITs.

P

Energy or other related subsidies could be reduced or
adjusted on the basis of energy resource and technology
potential to contribute to national goals over the long
term.

v

P

A variety of risks, including the risk of future fuel cost
Increases, environmental liabilities, and global climate
change-often not now adequately considered in the
choice of technology in some sectors due to regulatory
procedures or other reasons-could be evaluated and
incorporated in decisionmaking.

.

P

Standard contracts provide a means of reducing transaction costs for small renewable developers Broader
use of such contracts could be considered.

Federal procurement

1=

v

v

Federal procurement could be more aggressively directed toward use of all cost-effective RETs, including
risks and externalities.

Power Marketing Authorities

—

—

v

Federal Power Marketing Authorities might be directed to
increase use of RETs, as appropriate, given costs, fuel
diversity concerns, and environmental externalities.

Infrastructure

—

J-

Support could be provided to assist in the development
of infrastructure needed for RETs. This might include
providing a portion of the additional costs needed to shift
infrastructure (transmission and distribution, pipelines) to
where it can support longer term development of renewable resources.

Externalities

Feebates

I-"

V-

I-"

I-"

Tax burdens per unit energy supplied or saved-which
can vary widely between technologies-could be adJusted or reformulated to level the playing field across
energy resources and technologies, Including risk, environmental impacts, and security. Of particular Importance at the local level are property taxes. For all taxes,
macroeconomiC, federal revenue, and equity Issues must
also be considered

I-"

v

I-"

I-"

Approximate environmental externality costs could be
Included In the planning or costing of energy-related
taxes, tradable permits, environmental adders, or frontloaded bonds

I

Taxes
Taxes

v

I-"

I-"

Fees could be levied on lower efficiency and/or higher
polluting energy resources/technologies and then used
to provide rebates to higher efficiency and/or low pollutIng resources/technologies This could lower front-end
capital costs.

NOTE Additional policy options are discussed within each sector"s chapter
SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment, 1995
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of energy infrastructures to make best use of
these resources.
RD&D. In addition to technology improvements, RD&D includes field monitoring, commercial demonstration, and manufacturing
processes and scaleup, sometimes underemphasized in the past. Field monitoring has particular value in validating performance and
providing data for researchers. Commercial
demonstrations of market-ready technologies
can provide valuable hands-on, kick-the-tires
experience for potential builders and users.
Many of these activities are best done through
public-private partnerships, which can provide
a commercial focus, improve technology transfer, and leverage both public and private funds.
m
Design, planning, and information. Activities
include supporting the development of design
tools, holding design competitions, supporting
the education of professionals in the field, providing planning support, and developing and
disseminating information. By directly addressing the initial planning and design processes, these activities can have particularly
high leverage.
10
8 Ratings
and standards. Additional SUPpport
could be provided to professional standardssetting organizations and/or manufacturer
associations for developing ratings and standards for RET equipment and systems—for example, passive solar buildings.
If funding for support of renewable RD&D and
associated measures to aid development of these
technologies is reduced, costs will decline more
slowly and fewer opportunities for using cost-effective RETs will be realized. In the mid- to long
term, RETs will displace less imported oil and
contribute less to reducing pollution, and the
economy will remain more vulnerable to the risk
of future energy price increases. The competitive
challenge posed by Europe and Japan for interna●

In the state of Ceara in northeast Brazil, all the homes in the
willage of Cacimba have been outfitted with 50-W PV solar
home power systems that provide up 4 to 6 hours of light
each night from two fluorescent lights

as biomass and wind—but will not be used in
many cases due to various market challenges.
The following policy options could be considered in support of RET development.
8 Resource assessment. Additional long-term
support for resource assessment would allow
careful evaluation of more sites, and determination of how resources vary across geographic regions individually and with
potentially complementary resources. This assessment of renewable resources and the incorporation of this data in geographic information
systems would also allow longer term planning
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tional RET markets—particularly in developing
countries—might not be met effectively and could
potentially cost U.S. employment and export opportunities (see chapter 7). Small U.S. manufacturers and innovative technologies will also likely
be bought out by foreign competitors. If, however,
energy prices remain unexpectedly low over the
long term, or if the impacts of global warming
prove to be below the low end of current scientific
estimates, 11 then the delay in developing renewable that would result from reduced support
would not be as significant, although export market opportunities would still be at risk.

Commercialization
Market challenges faced by RETs could be addressed by various strategies. Improving the competitive position of RETs in a changing market
includes crediting RETs with environmental
benefits, actual system capacity value even if intermittent, and potential savings in T&D capacity
if used in a distributed utility mode (see chapters 5
and 6). The development and use of smart technologies and controls to determine energy value and
use would permit premium prices for market segments such as peaking power. Such technologies
may also allow better use of RETs, as well as energy-efficient technologies, in utility demand-side
management programs. Finance and commercialization options include: identifying and tapping
niche markets, including through private-public
ventures; encouraging the unbundling of energy
prices to create additional niche markets; supporting market aggregation and manufacturing sca-

leup activities; supporting green pricing systems;
helping establish competitive set-asides; and establishing preference for RETs in federal procurement.
In addition, there are other strategies that could
help further level the playing field and capture
additional cost-effective applications of RETs. A
number of financial risks and liabilities are not
now fully accounted for in developing energy
projects. Examples include the risk of fuel price
increases in electricity generation (largely passed
through to ratepayers by Fuel Adjustment
Clauses), and taxpayer liability for waste cleanup
in some cases. For energy markets to work better,
these risks and liabilities should be identified,
their value estimated to the extent possible, and
these costs included in energy prices, as appropriate. The costs of environmental damage and other
externalities caused by energy use are also largely
not included in energy prices, limiting the efficiency of market decisions.
Leveling the playing field may not be possible
in some cases. Precise values are not known for
factors such as risk reduction or environmental
costs and benefits. Rather than attempt to fit all
conventional and renewable energy technologies—with their widely varying characteristics—
into a single framework, it may in some cases be
preferable to consider technology-specific competitive set-asides12 to ensure resource diversity
and promote environmentally benign technologies. This could allow consideration of RETs with
widely varying maturities and, with careful design
of the set-aside, could allow an appropriate scale-
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up of manufacturing in order to reduce their production costs efficiently. At the same time, it
would be important not to inadvertently restrict
RETs to small market segments.
Tax benefits might be provided for those
technologies that do not now receive credit for
benefits such as reduced environmental costs and
other externalities. Several tax policy options are
listed in table 1-2 and are discussed within the respective chapters. More detailed analysis is needed of any tax policy change, including potential
macroeconomic impacts, revenue impacts, and
equity concerns.
The impact of such policies will vary considerably by the particular technology and will be most
important for those technologies that are now or
are very close to being cost-competitive. Less mature technologies that have potential for commercialization at a significant scale, but remain high
in cost due to the lack of large-scale markets and
manufacturing, will not be assisted nearly as
much by these changes and may require other approaches. Many of these commercialization activities will be most effective if pursued through
public-private partnerships.
Financial costs associated with these types of
development and commercialization policies include greater budget outlays for RD&D and selected high-leverage commercialization efforts.
Additional costs would vary with the activity.
RD&D and high- leverage commercialization activities (such as the development of building design tools) might be increased by a few million to a
few tens of millions of dollars. Large-scale demonstrations and commercialization could cost $50
million to $100 million in some cases, but the federal share would be heavily leveraged with private
sector investment. For a few technologies, the
higher funding levels for RD&D would need to be
provided consistently for at least a decade and
possibly longer in order to lower the cost of power-generating technologies such as PY s to levels
comparable to those of fossil fuels. This funding
would require careful allocation to high-leverage
opportunities. If this path is chosen, some consideration could be given to paying for this increase
in direct budget outlays by some reduction of

present subsidies of conventional energy technologies. Increasing funding for RETs and related
strategies to accelerate their development could
lay the groundwork for earlier and more rapid expansion of use of RETs should world energy markets, environmental concerns, or other factors
require it. If federal development funding for
RETs is reduced, the private sector would presumably have to decide whether to provide increased
funds for RET development. The prospects for
this are not good (see box 1-6). If strategies to address market challenges faced by RETs are not
pursued, commercialization of RETs would occur
much more slowly and the competitive disadvantages would be much more difficult to overcome
even in the longer term.
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The policy options listed in table 1-2 and discussed throughout this report should be evaluated
in the context of a long-term national strategy for
the role of energy in meeting goals of economic
vitality, environmental quality, and national security. In developing this strategy, factors to consider include:
■

■

■

Tirne frames. Significant changes in national
energy use patterns have required half a century
or more (see figure 1-3). This is due in large part
to the enormous amount of infrastructure that
must be turned over. This time lag poses a significant problem for the United States and the
world should a rapid transition from today's
conventional technologies be required in the
future. Laying the groundwork for such a transition is an important component of national
energy policy.
Energy pricing. Conventional energy systems
security impacts that are not now fully incorporated in energy prices.
RD&D and commerciali:ation. RETs vary
considerably in their level of development and
may require policies that account for this range
of maturity. In particular, current policies do
not adequately address the transition from
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What role public support of research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) and commercialization
should play for any energy supply technology—fossil, fission, fusion, or renewables---is a critical question,
are not reflected in the market price or that cannot be fully captured by the pioneering company, or if the
technology is too high risk or long term for private Investment. RET’s public benefits—environmental, rural
economic development, federal budget savings, national security-are not Incentives for private RD&D
funding, In addition, the smaller companies that typify the renewable energy industry cannot support the
long-term, high-risk RD&D that iS necessary to move some RETs (e.g., photovoltaics) into the marketplace,
RD&D—both public and private-for energy supply technologies has declined over the past decade,
As a percentage of gross domestic product, public support of overall energy RD&D has declined by a
factor of about three since 1978. Industry support of energy RD&D has declined by a factor of about two,
Restructuring of the electricity sector may also be shfting private funds away from mid- and long-term
RD&D efforts, such as renewable, toward very short-term projects. Sectors such as agriculture (bioenergy) have never Invested heavily in RD&D due to their highly fragmented nature, public support has played
a vital role in the development of U.S. agriculture.
Although there were substantial gains in technical performance of RETs during the 1980s, while federal
RD&D supports were low, much of these gains—such as in the wind and solar thermal Industries—were
actually driven (infficiently) by industry using tax credits in effect to support RD&D. With the sharp reduction in federal and state tax credits in the mid- to late 1980s, this avenue has been signficantly closed, In
addition, these gains resulted in part from exceptionally large pioneering economies of scale and Iearning
in mass production and field operation, and by easy, one-time transfers of technology from other sectors It
Will be difficult for renewable energy firms to repeat the successes of the 1980s without dedicated RD&D,
and support for this RD&D Will be difficult to obtain from industry sources.
SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1995

RD&D to large-scale, low-cost manufacturing
coupled with large-scale commercialization.
Federal policies regarding RETs should be considered in the context of the state, local, utility,
and other efforts already under way. In many areas
of RET policy—including information, incentives, and regulation—states, localities, and utilities are often more active than the federal
government. Renewable energy depends on the
local situation, making the involvement of state
and local organizations more important. Any fed-

eral efforts would be most effective if they complemented existing efforts. In most cases, states
and utilities would welcome federal support and
assistance, but might not welcome arbitrary federal preemption. Since, in the past, such state-local
efforts have been supported in part with funds that
are now in most cases expired, ] 3 other forms of
support could be considered.
Renewable energy has significant potential to
contribute to the national goals of economic vitality, environmental quality, and national security.
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The extent and timing of renewable energy pcne(ration into energy markets will be affected by the
levels of support provi ded for the research, devel opment, demonstration, and commercialization
of RETs. Policies will be most effective if they
take into account the widely varying characteris-
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tics of renewable resources and differing levels of
maturity of renewable energy technologies. The
policies and efforts pursued over the next several
years will significantly influence energy use and
environmental impact during the 21 st century.

Appendix l-A:
National
Energy Use and
Renewable Energy

A

T

otal U.S. energy use in 1993 was 88 exajoules (EJ or 84
quads—see appendix A at the back of this report for a discussion of units and conversions). Oil accounts for about
40 percent of current energy consumption, followed by
natural gas and coal with about 25 percent each ] (see figure
l-A-l).
Oil is used primarily in transport; gas is used in industry, buildings, and electricity generation; 2 and coal is used to generate electricity and in some industrial processes such as steel production.
Electricity is supplied by coal, nuclear, hydro, and gas and is used
in buildings and industry (see figure 1 -A-2). Conversely, buildings rely primarily on electricity and gas; industry relies on all of
these supplies, depending on the process; and transport is almost
entirely dependent on oils
National energy supply and demand is undergoing continual
change. Energy supplies shift with resource availability and cost;
energy end-uses shift with technology advances and market demands; and overall energy supply and demand shift with national
economic, environmental, and regulatory considerations. Economic growth, which is also a function of changing demographics (population growth creates new demands) and productivity,
creates new demands for energy services, but energy use can grow
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1994), pp 9 165, 199, 215

These gains greatly slowed the expansion of the
either faster or slower. Important factors shaping
U.S. energy use include:
U.S. energy supply infrastructure during this
period. More recently, energy use has grown.
Energy efficiency. The energy intensity of the
U.S. economy declined 30 percent between . Electricity intensity. The economy has become
more electricity intensive, even while the total
1970 and 1990, from 29 megajoules
energy intensity per unit GNP has declined (see
(MJ)/$GNP to 20.6 MJ/$GNP due to efficiency
4
figure 1 -A-3). The electricity sector share of
gains and other factors (see figure 1 -A-3).
●

.

-—
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U.S. energy consumption has increased from
25 percent in 1970 to 36 percent in 1990 and is
expected to increase further to roughly 42 percent by 2010.5
Environmental concerns. Environmental con-

-

electric it y, or liquid or gaseous fuels for transport.
Geothermal energy can be used to generate electricity or for heating. Solar energy can be used directly for thermal applications such as heating,
cooling, or lighting homes and offices, or it can be
used to generate electricity or ultimately hydrogen. Wind energy can be used to generate electricity or for direct mechanical drive. These
applications are detailed in chapters 2 through 5.
Thus renewable energy can become a very important part of the U.S. energy system, contributing
simultaneously to all U.S. energy goals: economic
vitality, environmental quality, and national security.

1 Economic Vitality
Cost-effective, reliable supplies of energy are critical for a well-functioning economy. Fossil fuels
are readily available and low in cost at the present

sEnerOy Information Administration, ibid., table 4; and U.S. Department of Energy, Energy lnfOrnla[iOn Administration, Annuul Energy
Ourlook, 7992, DOE/EIA-0383(92) (Washington, DC: January 1992).
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NOTE U S energy use, energy Intensity (energy dtvlded by economy), and electrlclfy Intensity (electricity divided by economy)
changed course significantly in the mid-1970s following the 011 embargo and as structural changes accelerated in the electricity
sector and the economy Before 1974, energy use was growing in tandem with the economy and electricity use was growing somewhat faster After the mid- 1970s, energy use substantially leveled off, while electricity use Increased at slightly more than the rate
of economic growth The Energy information Administration projects that energy usewill continue to grow more slowly than the economy for the next decade and a half, and that electricity use WiII decline as a fraction of the economy
SOURCES U S Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Review, 1993, USDOE/ElA-0384(93)
(Washington, DC July 1994), and U S Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook, 1995,
DOE/EIA-0383(95) (Washington, DC January 1995)

time, and have a well-developed infrastructure to
support their use. Oil imports, however, now cost
about $45 billion per year, equivalent to roughly
half of the total U.S. international trade deficit.
Further, the Energy Information Administration
(EIA) projects that natural gas and oil prices may
increase over time as resources decline and markets tighten 6 (see figure l-A-4), although there is
much disagreement over the timing and magnitude of possible price increases. Coal prices, however, are expected to increase only slightly in the
near to mid-term as there is a large resource base in
the United States, but longer term costs could be
affected by environmental considerations.
In contrast, in most cases the cost of renewable
energy is expected to decrease over time with fur-

~see U.S.

Depafirnen[

ther research, development, and demonstration
(RD&D) and improvements in production. This
would significantly expand the current range of
cost-effective uses of RETs, providing net economic benefits. Further, domestically produced
renewable fuels can potentially offset some oil imports. Rural communities that produce renewable
energy—particularly biomass-could receive
significant employment and income benefits (see
chapter 2), helping offset possible income losses if
other federal supports in the agricultural sector are
reduced.
International trade is another area where RETs
can contribute to the nation’s economic vitality.
The United States is already exporting some
RETs, including 70 percent of U.S. photovoltaic

of Energy, Energy Information Administration: Annua/ Energy Re}<iew’, 1993, Report US DOEIEIA-0384(93) (Wash-

ington, DC: July 1994); and Annual Energy Ourlook, 1995, Report DOHEIA-0383(95) (Washington, DC:

Janwiry 1995 ).
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SOURCE U S Department of Energy Energy Information Administration Annual energy Review 1993 USDO/EIA 0384(93) (Washington DC July
1994) and U S Department of Energy Energy Information Administration Annua/ Energy Out/ook 1995 USDOE/ EIA-0383(95) (Washington DC
January 1995)

production in 1993. RETs are often the most costeffective and reliable means of providing energy
in rural areas of developing countries. Overall
capital investment in the electricity sector in developing countries is about $ 100 billion per year;
RETs could account for a significant fraction of
this market in the mid- to long term. Further, these
RETs have important strategic value in these markets as they can help leverage the sale of a wide
range of end-use technologies, including communications, information, lighting, appliances, and
electric motors. Thus. international trade in RETs
and related end-use equipment could become very
large. Those countries that can capture international markets will create significant numbers of
jobs at home. Competition for these markets between U. S.. European. and Japanese firms is already intense (see chapter 7).

| Environmental Quality
The extraction and use of fossil energy imposes a
variety of environmental burdens, including mining wastes, oil spills, urban smog, acid rain, and
the emission of greenhouse gases. The location,
magnitude, and costs of these impacts depend on
many factors, including the particular fossil resource and the extraction and conversion technologies used, For some environmental impacts,
such as the extinction of species or global warming, no monetary value can realistically be placed
on them. Although some RETs such as hydropower can have large-scale environmental impacts, the
low environmental impacts of most RETs make
them of particular interest today. For example,
table 1 -A-1 shows one example of the relative
emissions of various electricity generation cycles
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Coal boiler

1,000

Natural gas
turbine

500

Nuclear
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Photovoltaics

50

30 .

30

1.6

NA
NA

003

0.003

3.6

002

0.02

NA

Small

003
0.008
06

02

05

NA

570

TR

TR

TR

NA

Wind

70

TR

TR

TR

NA

Solar thermal

36

TR

TR

TR

NA

Hydropower

30

TR

TR

TR

NA

Biomass
Geothermal

KEY NA=not applicable, TR -trace
NOTE Values have been rounded off
SOURCE .Solar industry Journal, VOI. 1, No 3, 1990, pp. 17 as adapted from U S Department of Energy,
Environmental
Emissions from Energy Technology Systems The Total Fuel Cycle (Washington, DC 1989)

and the very low emissions possible from particular RETs.
| National Security
Energy-related national security has primarily
been viewed in terms of U.S. dependence on foreign oil. The United States currently imports
about 45 percent of the petroleum it consumes,
and according to EIA, these imports are projected
to grow steadily in coming years (see figure
1-A-5 ).7 Renewable fuels coupled with advanced
vehicle technologies have the potential to offset a
significant portion of these fuel imports for transport while reducing environmental impacts (see
chapter 4). An additional consideration is that the
use of RETs in developing countries can promote
economic growth and contribute to political stability, with corresponding benefits for U.S. national security.
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Energy
Crops

T

he agricultural sector has the potential to produce large
quantities of renewable energy in the form of bioenergy
crops,2 which can be converted to electricity, heat, or liquid or gaseous fuels. s Producing these crops can potentially improve the environment, increase rural incomes, reduce
federal budget expenditures, and reduce the U.S. trade imbalance.
To realize this broad potential will require continuing research,
development, demonstration, and commercialization efforts. It
will also require considerable planning and coordination because
of the numerous issues that bioenergy crops impact. Haphazardly
implementing large-scale bioenergy programs without a sufficient foundation could damage the environment and reduce potential economic benefits.

| What Has Changed?
Bioenergy cropping has advanced significantly since 1980. More
than 100 woody species and 25 grassy species have been examined by Oak Ridge National Laboratory and others for their
suitability as energy crops; six species of woody crops and one
specie of grassy crop were selected as models for intensive devel -

2
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hi!

Sycamore
Sweetgum
Poplars
Black locust
Switchgrass
Tropical grasses
Sorghum

.
Eucalyptus

opment. 4 Advances in genetic engineering and
breeding techniques have allowed rapid improvements in crop productivity, with biomass yields
increasing 50 percent and more over this period
for the two principal crops, poplar and switchgrass, on which detailed work has been done.5
Methods of establishing and maintaining these
crops have also been developed and improved. In

4

the 1970s, short rotation woody crops, which can
be harvested repeatedly and regrown from the
stump, 6 were little more than a scientific curiosity.
Today, they are in commercial use. For example,
more than 25,000 hectares (62,000 acres) of hy brid poplars have been established in the Pacific
Northwest for pulp (paper) and energy use. The

Lynn Wright, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, personal communication, Apr. 7, 1994.

5Anthony Turho]]ow, Consultant, personal communication, May 1 I, 1994
6With We ~ument rapid pace of crop improvement, replanting may sometimes be

new crop strains.

preferable [c) regrowth In order [O realize higher yields with
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Several national policies reflect the growing interest in bioenergy, A variety of excise tax and other exemptions, tax credits, and other supports are available at both the federal and state levels. Some federal

I

incentives for bioenergy are Iisted in table 2-1.
Recent Iegislation related to bioenergy includes
m The 1988 Alternative Motor Fuels Act encouraged the use of methanol, ethanol, and natural gas transport fuels
■

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 Iimited sulfur emissions from powerplants (potentially benefiting
bioenergy because it contains Iittle sulfur), set requirements for the use of oxygenated fuels (potentially
benefiting ethanol and methanol production—see chapter 4), and established credits for the use of renewable energy,

■

The Energy Policy Act of 1992 established federal, state, and private Iight-duty vehicle fleet mandates
for the use of alternative fuels, a variety of tax exemptions and credits for alternate fuel vehicles (in-

I

cluding electric vehicles), and a 1 5¢/kWh credit for closed-loop, biomass-fired electricity generation
Finally, the United States, along with 153 other nations, signed the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change at the RIO de Janeiro “Earth Summit” in June 1992, and the U. S. Senate ratified it in
October 1992 This Framework Convention established the objective of stabilizing “greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic Interference with the
climate system “ The Climate Change Action Plan, announced in October 1993, has the goal of returning
“U S. greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000 with cost effective domestic actions “
Bioenergy can potentially play a significant role in providing energy with little or no net greenhouse gas
emissions
SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1995

—

costs of such energy crops are declining to the
point of being competitive as energy resources,
and a variety of these crops can be grown across
the United States, depending on the region and climate (figure 2-1 ).
Bioenergy conversion technologies have also
advanced significantly over the past two decades.
Roughly 8,000 megawatts (MW) of bioenergy fueled electricity generating capacity is currently
connected to the electricity grid, compared with
less than 200 MW in 1979; additional bioelectric
capacity is operated offgrid. 7 New classes of effi-

cient bioelectric technologies are emerging that
can help make biomass competitive over a wider
range of conditions (see chapter 5). Similarly, significant advances have been made in converting
biomass to liquid fuels such as ethanol and methanol (chapter 4). For example, the cost of converting cellulosic biomass to ethanol has declined
from $3.60/gallon ($0.95/liter) in 1980 to
$1.20/gallon ($0.32/liter) in 1993. 8 Several national policies now encourage greater use of
bioenergy resources (see box 2-1 and table 2-l).
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mance alternative to imported petroleum for powering transport (see chapter 4).
Exemption from excise taxes on
motor fuels

5. 4¢/gal

Alternative fuels production tax credit

$5,35/barrel

Tax credit for ethanol fuels

54¢-60¢/gal

Credit for small ethanol producers

10¢/gal

Electricity production credit for
closed-loop biomass systems

1.5¢/kWh

Income tax deduction for alcohol
fuel-powered vehicles (maximum)

$2,000
deduction

| Principal Themes
Five broad themes are addressed in this chapter: 1 )
the potential supply and cost of bioenergy; 2) the
potential environmental impacts of large-scale
bioenergy production; 3) the potential economic
impacts of bioenergy production; 4) research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) needs
and market challenges in commercializing bioen ergy prroduction and conversion technologies; and
5) policy issues associated with further development of bioenergy.

BIOENERGY SUPPLIES
I Potential Roles
Biomass is an already stored form of solar energy
and so can be used to generate electricity as needed, rather than as available as is the case for wind
and solar energy. Biomass may therefore play an
important role in the electricity sector, providing
baseload and load following capabilities (see box
5-2), complementing intermittent generation by
wind and solar systcms (see chapters 5 and 6). It
can be burned directly to provide industrial or
commercial process heat or space heat for buildings (chapter 3). Liquid fuels9 from biomass offer
10
a relatively high-energy-density, high-perfor-

Bioenergy resources include agricultural and forestry residues (see figure 2-2), animal waste, municipal solid waste, and dedicated energy crops.
Residues and wastes are often collected at central
sites, such as agricultural processing plants, pulp
and paper mills, animal feedlots. or municipal
waste dumps; their use for energy may then be
very cost-effective, particularly as an alternative
to trucking them away for disposal. Although limited in quantity, these are the primary bioenergy
resources now used (table 2-2). For large-scale
energy use, dedicated energy crops are necessary
and are the focus of this chapter.
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I

1

o

2
3
4
Biomass supply (EJ)

5

6

NOTE Biomass supplies from conventional wood sources (whole tree

chips, Iogging residues, mill resdues, and others) are estimated to be
from 13 EJ (1 2 quads) at $2/GJ ($2 10/MBtu) up to 56 EJ (5 3 quads)
at $5/GJ ($5 25 MBtu) Most mill residues shown as part of this supply
curve are already used for energy The estimates for whole tree chips
were made in the mid- 1980s and more strict environmental rules and
scrutiny may lead to decreased availability of this resource Excluded
from these supplies IS fuelwood used in the residential sector, which
amouted to about O 8 EJ (O 75 quads) in 1990
KEY EJ = exajoules (1 EJ = O 948 quads) GJ = gigajoules (1 GJ =
0948 mllion Btu)
SOURCE Anthony F Turhollow and Steve M Cohen, Oak Ridge National Laboratory Data and Sources Biomass Supply, ” draft, Jan 28,
1994

12

Bioenergy crops include annual row crops such
as corn and sorghum, perennial grasses (herbaceous energy crops, or HECs)12 such as switchgrass, and short rotation woody crops (SRWCs) 1 3
such as poplar and willow. 14 HECs are analogous
to growing hay, with the crop harvested for energy
rather than for forage. SRWCs typically consist of
a field of closely spaced—2 to 3 meters (2 to 3
yards) apart on a grid-trees that are harvested on
a cycle of three to 10 years. After harvest, HECs
regrow from the remaining stubble and SRWCs
regrow from the remaining stumps. Such harvesting may continue for 10 to 20 years or more without replanting; fertilizer, other inputs, and
maintenance may be required more regularly,
however. HECs, because they are grown like forage crops, may be grown by farmers with only
modest changes in farming practices. SRWCs use
conventional farm equipment for site preparation
and weed control, but they require specialized
equipment for harvest. 15 Only HECs and SRWCs
are considered here for energy cropping. 16 Typical
growing regions for selected energy crops are
shown in figure 2-1.
The conversion of sunlight to biomass energy
is an infficient process typically with an efficiency of less than 1 percent under field condi-

HECs are [Ypica]]y grasses (e.g., SwitChgraSS, big blues[em, intermediate

wheat~ra$s, tall fescue) that are planted, maintained,

and har-

vested like hay. Grasses such as these are currently used in the Conservation Reserve Program to provide erosion control and wildlife habitat.
These crops regrow from their roots and stubble and require replanting only every 10 or more years. Because they are hay crops, they can be
grown by farmers with only modest changes in farming practices, and equipment is relatively low cost.
13

SRWCS are ty,plca]ly hardwoods (e.g., poplar, cottonwood, sycamore, silver maple) with planting density ranging from 1.6~ to 5,[~

treedhectare (650 to 2,000 trees/acre). The silvicultural management of SRWCS is typically more intense than conventional forestry, but less
intense than conventional agriculture. To obtain good yields requires site preparation, weed control during the first two years after establishment
(before canopy closure), and the application of fertilizers. These operations employ conventional agricultural equipment. Harvest requires specialized equipment. Coppicing (i.e., regrowth from the stumps after harvest) is possible. Currently, some SRWCS are grown for pulp.
1‘$other Wtential bioenergy crops include miCrOalgae.
IjSuch ~quipment might be owned and leased out by tie conversion facility purchasing the bioenergy feedslock, by harvest eWiPment
vendors, by cooperatives, or through other arrangements.
I ~Annua~ row crops used for energy (such as corn) are grown in essentially the same manner as their food crop counterparts and consequently offer few or no environmental benefits over conventional agricultural practices, For this reason, they are not examined further in this report.
There are also energy crops (often annual row crops) that produce starches, sugars, oils, and other specialty plant products for energy. Nationally, however, their energy production potential is much lower and their costs are likely to be higher in the long term than those for HECS or
SRWCS. Consequently, they are not considered further in this report. Some of these crops and fuels, such as biodiesel, may nevertheless offer
important opportunities and have potentially valuable roles to play.
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Fuel
Wood
Industrial
Residential
Utility
Biofuels from waste
Municipal solid waste combustion
Manufacturing waste
Landfill gas
Ethyl alcohol
Total

Energy
production
(in exajoules)
2.6 EJ
17
09
001
036
O 23
0.10
003
0075
3.04

NOTE EJ - exajoules, 1 EJ -0948 quads
SOURCE U S Department of Energy Energy Information Administration Esfimates of U S Biofuels Consurnption 1989 (Washington DC
April 1991 )

tions. As a result,
biomass must be collected from
large areas.l7 For example, Producing 15 to 20 EJ
(14 to 19 quads) of biomass energy annually
would require energy cropping on 45 to 60 mill ion
hectares (110 to 150 million acres) of land, if a
high average yield is assumed. Sixty million hectares (150 million acres) is equivalent to roughly
one-third of current total U.S. cropland; it is about
1.7 times more than the 36 million hectares (89
million acres) of cropland currently idled through
various conservation and other programs. Crop
productivity, harvest, handling, and transport are

therefore important determinants of overall bioenergy costs 18 and key areas for further RD&D.
Large collection areas also raise the specter of
land-use conflicts: fuel versus food, fuel versus
wildlife habitat, and others (see below).
Estimates of potential bioenergy crop production typically range up to around 25 EJ/year (24
quads/year) by 2030. ’9 Projections based on current policy, however, are that nonliquid biomass
fuels will provide 4 to 8 EJ per year (or 3.8 to 7.6
quads/year) in 2030.20
The specific land used for energy crops, however, may in some cases be prime cropland rather
than currently idled or marginal lands. The use of
any particular parcel of land will depend on its
highest value use (food, feed, fiber, or fuel), environmental considerations, market access and
conditions, and other factors. For example, prime
crop land near a powerplant might best be used for
producing energy crops in order to minimize
transport needs. These factors will be determined
by the respective markets operating within the
agricultural sector. In many cases, multiple uses
will be served.
Although producing large amounts of bioenergy will thus require large land areas (potentially
greater than currently idle cropland), some argue
that additional cropland will be idled by productivity improvements over the next several decades. For example, in the Intenmediate Future
Scenario of the Second Resources Conservation
Act (RCA) Appraisal, productivity increases are

17The~e Iarue
a areas can ~onsls( ~lf [nan~ imall p~t~hc~, ~epcrl~in~ on economic. env ironmen[al, and other considerations.
I ~Obv ious]y land Prices are aI$() inlpo~ant. but they are outside the rmge of issues considered here.
I ~Addl[iona] bl~energy res(>urce~ are al ai]able from other sources such as municipal so] id WaStC and agricultural or fOrest~ residues. LOWer or higher production levels are possible. Various estimates are g iven by: J. W. Ranney ond J.H. Cushrnan, “Energy from Biomass,” The .Energy
Sourcebodc A Gur~fe m Tkhno/o<sv, Resource.\, and Policy. Ruth How}es and Anthony Fainberg (eds. ) (New York, NY: American Institute of
Physics, 1991 ); and Solar Energy Research institute et al., The PolcmIa/ oft?ene}tuble Energ>: An Interluhoru:ory WhIIe Paper, SERII
TP-260-3674 (Golden, CO: March 1990).
z~oak Ridge National Laboratory, Resource M(tieling and Technology Economics Group, “Projections of Wood Energy Use In the United
States,” draft, July 2, 1990.
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projected to allow an additional 46 million hectares 21 (114 million acres) of current cropland to
be idled by 2030 for a net idled capacity of 64 million hectares ( 158 million acres) .22 In addition,
some of the 54 million hectares ( 133 million
acres) of pasture or other lands might be suitable
for energy crops (see table 2-3).
Alternatively, some have recently argued that
the Uruguay Round under the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and other factors could increase the demand for agricultural
products and largely absorb lands currently idled
through various agricultural programs in the near
to mid-term.23 In this case, energy crops would
then be competing more directly with conventional agricultural commodities, and the market penetration of energy crops would depend on their
relative return to the grower, the level of agricultural supports for their competitors, the credit given for their environmental benefits, and other
factors. In the longer term. it is not known how
competition for use of this land to produce food,
feed. fiber. or fuel might evolve, particularly given technological advances, increasing crop productivities, and growing agricultural trade.
Figure 2-3 illustrates one estimate of the cost—
for planting, maintenance, harvest. transport,
etc.-of bioenergy as a function of crop yield and
total production (see box 2-2). In the high-yield
case of 18 dry metric tonnes/hectare (8 tons/acre)
per year, roughly 10 EJ (9.5 quads) of biomass are
available for $2/GJ ($2.10/million Btu—MBtu)
or less and 17 EJ (16 quads) for $3/GJ

Area planted
(million hectares)

Crop
Corn
Wheat
Hay
Soybeans
Other small grains
Cotton
Sorghum
Other field crops
Orchards
Vegetables
Total active
Idled
Short-term set-aside
Long-term set-aside
Total
Total
Total
Total

cropland
pastureland
rangeland
agricultural land

308
259
25.5
235
77
57
49
53
20
16
1329
138
77
142
170.4
539
1644
3887

NOTE 1 hectare -247 acres
SOURCE Steven Shafer Air Quality Impacts from Agriculture Biomass
Production and Residue Utilization as Energy Feed Stocks report pre
pared for the Off Ice of Technology Assessment May 13 1993

($3.15 /MBtu) or less. In comparison, the lowyield case gives essentially no biomass for less
than $2/GJ and 10 EJ for $3/GJ or less. Thus, costs
are quite sensitive to crop productivity, reaffirm
ing the importance of RD&D into improved crop
varieties to increase yields and decrease produc-

2

‘Ctilculated by a~fuming a baw cropland area of 170 millvmr hectarei, minus the 36 million hectares currently idled and the estinmted
(intermedla[c ~ccnwio) 88 million hectares actilcl> cropped b~ 2030. See U.S. Department of Agriculture, The Second RCA Apprulwil.” Smi,
Wuter, unti Relateli Rei(wr<ei on N’onf[lierai Lumi In the L’n/te~i Stute.\, Anul.v.s/.s of Conci/lion.~ urui Trcruir ( Washington, DC. U.S. Go\emment
Printing Office, June 1989), figure 4, p. 10.
~2Con\er\ion of cropland to urban uie~ reduces the groi~ ak wlable area from 82 million hectares by another 18 rmlllon hec[arei, Ieat ing
roughly 64 ml II ion hectarei of icileci croplanci, Total poten[iull~ at a]lable icile croplands, not incluciing losses (o urban i~a[ion, are estimated at N)
to 105 rmlllon hectares ( ]bid. ).
~7Sec, e.g., U.S. Department of Agriculture. Office of Economics, Economic Research Serv ice, Efjecf.i of /he Uru,quaj Round A(qrcernenl on
.5’,S. Agr/c uirurui Comm~Mi//Ie\ (Washington, DC: March 1994).
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.NOTE The potential supply and cost of energy crops grown on agricultural lands are shown The Iow-yleid case assumes an average productivity of 13.4 dry metric tonnes/hectare/year (6 tons/acre), the high-yield
case assumes an average productivity of 179 dry metric tonnes/hectare/year (8 tons/acre) These productivities are believed to be readily
attainable, particularly in the Southern United States, by 2020 or sooner
with continued RD&D and have already been realized in a number of experimental plots
SOURCE Burt C English and Anthony Turhollow, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, “Estimation of the United States Potential To Produce Biomass
for Energy, 2005 “ 1994

(ion costs. This comparison also suggests that the
economics of bioenergy crops may be less attractive on lower quality land.24
These estimates are preliminary. The unique local conditions for biomass production, detailed
field demonstrations, and commercial purchase
and use patterns have largely not been rigorously
evaluated. Numerous questions remain concern-

ing bioenergy crop management, procurement,
regulatory constraints, market development,
scaleup, and other factors. Nevertheless, these
preliminary estimates and current fieldwork suggest a substantial bioenergy potential.
In comparison with the bioenergy crop costs
shown in figure 2-3, current wholesale costs of
coal, natural gas, and oil, respectively, are roughly
$ 1.30/GJ ($1 .40/MBtu), $3.70/GJ ($3,90/MBtu),
and $3 .00/GJ ($3. 15/MBtu), and are destined to
increase over time (see box 1-1 ). 25 Total national
energy use is roughly 87 EJ (83 quads), of which
bioenergy currently accounts for roughly 4 percent, or about 3 EJ (2.8 quads) (see appendix 1 -A).
Thus 20 EJ (19 quads) of bioenergy would be a
substantial contribution to national energy needs.
Some of this bioenergy could potentially be
converted to fuels for transport, which would reduce U.S. dependence on imported oil. Unless
coupled with very aggressive efforts to improve
vehicle fuel efficiency, however, biomass fuels
will not be sufficient to completely displace imported oil (see chapter 4). Alternatively, biomass
can be converted to electricity (chapter 5).

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Intensively cropping large areas for energy inevitably raises concerns about potential environmental impacts. A detailed review of potential soil,
water, air, and habitat issues by the Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA) shows that the net
environmental impacts depend on the previous
use of the land, the
particular energy crop, and
26
For
example, as a substitute
crop management.
for conventional agricultural row crops such as
corn or soybeans, properly managed HECs and
SRWCs can help stabilize erosive soils and

24This, of course, will ~ls.o depend on whether some consideration or credit is given bloener:y CK)pS for the extent to which they provide

environmental or other benefits, or offset other subsidies or supports.
zs~e difference in cost ~tween fuels reflects the additional processing or different conversion equipment that may be required, depending
on each case. The costs are substantially lower than those charged to the final consumer.
26u.s. Congress, Offlce

Of Technology Assessment, Po(ential En~’ironnwntal lrnpuc!s of Bioenergy

OTA-BP-E-1 18 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1993).

Crop Production+-Background paper,
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The energy crop supply curves shown in figure 2-3 are calculated by using a Iinear programming model
of the U S agricultural sector called the Agricultural Resources Interregional Modeling System The model
IS currently operated from the University of Tennessee
In this model the country iS divided into 105 crop production regions, and each crop production region
has eight land quality classes Crops Included in the model are barley, corn grain, corn silage, cotton,
legume hay nonlegume hay oats, sorghum, sorghum silage, soybeans, wheat, and the energy crops
switchgrass and short-rotaton hybrid poplar Grains, silage and hay also serve as inputs for livestock—
beef hogs and milk

and poultry production Switchgrass serves as a proxy for all warm-season thin -

stemmed grasses, and hybrid poplar as a proxy for all hardwoods grown on a short (three- to 12-year)
rotation using agricultural-type practices
Land available for crop production

IS

restricted to exsting cropland, and cropland avaiability

IS

as-

sumed to decrease over time Demands for crops and Iivestock for food, industrial use, and export are
he’d constant
The objectve functon of the model

IS

to minimize the cost of producing food, livestock and energy

crops, by varying the type and quanity of crops grown in each region
To develop a supply curve energy crop production levels (after losses in harvest and storage) were
varied from O 16 to 24 EJ Supply curves were estimated for two energy crop national average yields, 134
dry metric tonnes hectare (6 tons ‘acre) and 179 metric tonnes/hectare (8 tons ‘acre), before losses Estimated losses ranged from 19 to 24 percent National average yields were determined by modeling energy
crops with the EPIC (Erosion Productivity Index Calculator) model and setting average yields across all
regions and Iand quality classes Over this range of production, delivered prices for energy crops varied
widely from $1. 30/ GJ ($1 37‘MBtu) for very small quantities up to $7/GJ ($7.40/MBtu) for very large quantities At higher production levels, yields make a significant price difference

perhaps act as filters to prevent agricultural
chemicals and sediments from rcaching water
supplies .27 They may help provide habitat directly or serve in buffers around, or corridors between, fragments of natural forest, wetlands, or
prairie. (Such habitat benefits will. however. also
depend on the particular animal species. ) In contrast, substituting energy crops for hay, pasture. or
well-managed Conservation Reserve Program

lands will generally have r-nixed environmental
impacts, both positive and negative. Positive impacts include offsetting fossil fuel use; negative
impucts include possibly greater use of agricultural chemicals and habitat disruption during harvesting. At the global level. when grown on a
closd-loop basis. 28 these bioenergy crops would
make little or no net contribution to rising levels
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Switchgrass growing near Auburn, Alabama This fastgrowing, high-ytetd grass can be harvested once or twice
each year over many years, whale its deep roots help protect
SO ilS and ground water

of atmospheric carbon dioxide (C0 2)—a key
greenhouse gas. 29
The potential environmental benefits of energy
crops compared with conventional agricultural
row crops are due to several factors. The energy
crops considered here are perennials; agricultural
crops are annuals. Perennial crops require tillage
only when being established—perhaps every 10
to 20 years—and then maintain a year-round protective cover over the soil. This greatly reduces
soil erosion, which occurs primarily when soils
are uncovered during heavy storms, and can reduce compaction as well because of the less frequent use of heavy equipment on the soil. These

energy crops also have the potential to be more efficient in the use of fertilizers (i.e., some nutrient
retention and cycling occur between growing
years that do not occur with annual crops).
The overall inputs required by energy crops are
generally lower than in conventional agriculture
for several reasons. Energy crops often have
heavier and deeper rooting patterns than conventional agricultural crops, which allows the soil to
be utilized to a greater depth for water and soil nutrients and provides more time to intercept fertilizers or other agricultural chemicals as they migrate
down through the soil. This can also give energy
crops greater capacity to intercept fertilizers or
other agricultural chemicals flowing from adjacent areas. This capacity may make energy crops a
valuable new tool in addressing certain nonpoint
water pollution problems; further research on this
subject is needed.30
Heavier rooting also puts more carbon into the
soil and so assists in creating more productive soil
conditions, such as enabling the slow continuous
release of nutrients or the binding of chemicals so
that they are not leached.31 Energy crops are also
selected on the basis of their production of cellulosic biomass, which consumes less input energy
(e.g., light) per unit of energy stored than many
specialty plant components.
Finally, energy crops can provide greater structural diversity especially if grown in polycultures in the longer term-than conventional
agricultural crops, which emphasize large agricultural blocks devoted to a few monoculture cash
crops. In general, the more complex the vegetation (with many species, sizes, shapes, and ages of

—
“)Currenlly, some fossil fuel—typically S io 15 percent of the energy value of the bioenergy crop-i~ used in the form of agricultural chemi cal$ (Jr diesel fuel. Energy crop cycles such as com to ethanol have much lower net energy production and consequently higher net emissions of
ctirhon dioxide than the SRWC and HEC crops discussed here (see ch. 4). The potential contribution of biomas~ energy crops to other greenhouw gfises, such af methane and nitrous oxide, needs to be examined.
~f~office of Technology Assessment, op. cit., f~mote 26.
~ I Thl~ also sequesters additional

atmospheric carbon, thereby slightly slowing the increase in atmospheric COZ levels.
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plants) in an area, the more complex is the community of animals--+, g.. insects,32 spiders, 33
birds, 34 mammals 35—that it will support. Conversely, as vegetative structure is simplified, the
community supported becomes progressively
poorer. For example, the number of insect species
in typical agricultural ecosystems such as corn can
be half that found in pasture and one-third to onetenth that found in deciduous forests. 36 It is. in
part, the structural poverty of conventional agricultural monoculture that opens an opportunity
for using energy crops to improve habitat and biological diversity in a region.
Properly designed, energy crops can be used to
manage or direct the regional landscape ecology—potentially serving as buffers around natural
habitat, as corridors between fragments of natural
habitat, or as habitat in themselves, How effectively the energy crop serves these roles depends
on the particular crop, how it is managed (including use of chemicals, equipment, and harvesting
cycle), and how the species that it is designed to
assist actually respond. There are very few field

data on which to base conclusions at this time; further research is required.
Energy crops are not, however, a substitute for
natural habitat.37 Instead, their impact depends on
the particular case. In terms of local habitat value,
it would often be preferable to let much of the
idled cropland or other land return to a more natural state. Should global warming occur as currently projected, however, much of the habitat in the
United States and elsewhere may be subject to sufficiently rapid climate change that the species and
habitat intended to be protected may be unable to
adjust quickly enough for the changed circumstances 38 (figure 2-4). To avoid this and out of
more general concern for potential global warming, it may be preferable to use idled cropland to
produce greenhouse-gas-neutra1 39 biomass energy. Energy crops are therefore of particular interest to the extent that they can be designed as a
compromise between local habitat concerns and
greenhouse gas concerns with global habitat implications.

S2D,R. Strong et al,, /n.$eCf~ on P/~Jnr,s (Oxford, Engiand: Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1984).
~lc.L, Hatley and J.A. MacMahon, “Spider Community Organization: Seasonal Variation and the Role of Vegetation Architecture,” EnJE
rcmmenrul .En(omolog-v, vol. 9, 1980, pp. 632-639.
34R. H. MaCA~hur and J.W. McArthur, “On Bird Species Divers ity,” Ecol~jgJI, vol. 42, 1961, pp. 594-598; and G.S. Mills et al., “The Relationship Between Breeding Bird Deniity and Vegetation Volume, ” b)l.son Bullettn, vol. 103, 1991, pp. 468-479.
~sM, Ro$enzweig and J. Wlnakur, “Population Ecology of Desert Rodent Communities: Habitats and Environmental Complex ity,” Ecol~~gy, vol. 50, 1966, pp. 558-572: and R. Il. Dumer and W.C. Brown, “Ecological Correlates of Insular Rodent Diversity,” Ecology, vol. 61, 1980,
pp. 50-61.
36

David Pimentel et al,, “Conser~ ing Biological Diversity in AgriculturaIForestry Systems,” Bio5’cience, vol. 42, No. 5, May 1992, pp.
354-362; and M,G. Paoletti et al,, “Agroecosystem Biodiversity: Matching Production and Conservation Biology,” Agr/cul(ure, Eco.\}’.s[em.s
und Entlronment. vol. 40, 1992, pp. 3-23.
sT~finlno@ nalliru~ hubl{a~ [nay be dlfficu]t and controversial] because the past decades to centuries of clear cutting, selective harvesting of
economically valuable tree~, and tire wpprewion, for example, have altered many U.S. forests, often leading to an increased concentration of
plant species with lower economic or ecological value. Similar alterations have occurred over many other U.S. landscapes, including prairie and
wetlands. Although defining how much modification still qualifies a$ “natural “ is thus challenging, the term is used broadly here to include all
lands that support a ~ignlficant quantity and variety of indigenous plants and animals. For this report, only current or former agricultural lands or
highly degraded land~ are considered for energy crops.
38U. S. Congress, Office of Technology A~~e~wnent, Prepw/ngffv un Uncermin C)irna/e, VOIS. 1 and 2, OTA-O-567, OTA-O-568 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, October 1993).
~~1 f fo~~i]. . fuel. based agrlcu][ura] chemicals, fe~il ilers, or tr~spofl fuels are used, bioenergy is not strictly greenhouse gas neutral. TypicalIy, however, the net energy return (or greenhouse gas equivalence) for HEC~ and SRWCS varies from 6: 1 to 18: 1 for biomass energy to fossil
energy inputs. In contrast, current com to ethanol production has much lower net energy gains.
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NOTE GISS = Goddard Institute for Space Studies, GFDL = Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1993, adapted from M B Davis and C Zabinski, Changes
""
in Geographical Range
Resulting from Greenhouse Warming Effects on Biodiversity in Forests, ” Global Waming and Bilological Diverrsity B J Peters
and T E Lovejoy (eds ) (New Haven, CT Yale University Press, 1992)

Although large land areas would be devoted to
bioenergy crops, in most cases they are not likely
to dominate the landscape. For typical electricity
or ethanol production facilities with processing
capacities of 1,000 to 2,000 dry metric tonnes
(1 ,100 to 2,200 short tons) of biomass per day,
roughly 4 to 8 percent of the land in a 40-kilometer
(25-mile) radius around the plant would be required. 40 In terms of land area, energy crops

would then rank third or fourth in overall importance in most areas.41
Bioenergy can potentially also improve urban
and regional air quality by reducing sulfur oxide
(SOX) and other emissions. SOx, emissions can be
reduced by cofiring biomass with coal or by substituting biomass-fired for coal-fired powerplants. If poor-quality equipment or controls are

~~i~ ~s~ulnes [he high yield of rough]y 18 dry mewic tonnes~hectare (8 tons/acre) shown in figure 2-3. At ]ower yiekis, the percentage of
land devoted to energy crops would increase proportionately.
$1 R. D. per]ach et a]. Oak Ridge Nationa] La~ratory, “Environment] Emissions and socioeconomic COn\lderatiOns in the Production,
Storage, and Transportation of Biomass Energy Feedstocks,” ORNL~M- 12030, 1992.
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used, however, emissions of particulate and certain organic compounds could be increased by the
substitution of bioenergy for conventional fuels.
Under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990,
oxygenates arc required in gasolines used in urban
areas that exceed carbon monoxide and ozone limits. Ethanol and methanol, which can be derived
from renewable resources,42 could serve that purpose. However, a 1994 government directive that
30 percent of oxygenates be derived from renewable fuels was recently overturned by a federal
court. More importantly. by developing an infrastructure in support of ethanol or methanol fuel in
the near term, mid- and longer term use of advanced vehicle technologies may be possible,
with much greater potential reductions in emissions and substantial increases in fuel economy
(see chapter 4).
Biomass can be used in place of fossil fuels to
avoid the emission of carbon dioxide from fossil
fuel combustion. 43 In addition, biomass energy
crops may provide a net increase in soil carbon as
well as in standing biomass, depending on the previous use of the land.44 The ability of bioenergy to

offset the emission of greenhouse gases is an important potential benefit from its use. Details of
these issues are discussed elsewhere.45
Conversely, the potential impact of likely climate change on energy cropping is uncertain and
may require some adaptation. These issues have
been explored in depth in a recent OTA publication. %

ECONOMIC IMPACTS

47

Rural economies in the United States have been
hard pressed for many years. Between about 1980
and 1990, the U.S. share of the world total agricultural trade dropped from 28 to 21 percent. At
the same time, the European share grew from
about 13 to 19 percent. China is now the world’s
second largest corn exporter and Brazil is a major
exporter of soybeans. Some expect that parts of
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union
could become food exporting powerhouses in the
future. 48 In late 1992, roughly half of the shiploading grain terminals in the United States were
reportedly closed, about to close, or for sale.49

~2.Again the focus here is on ethanol and me[hanol from cellu]osic biomass. Ethanol from Com preient$ a different set of IJfuej and ii not
examined here.
~3D .o ,Hal] et ~l., “A]temative Roles for Biomass in Coping with Greenhouse Warming. ” Sclerrce und Glotkil Sc(/4rlt}, vol. 2, 1991, pp.
1 I3-l51 .
44L .L.Wfrlgh[ and E,E, Hughe~, “U.S. Carhn Offset Potential Using Biomass Energy systcnl~,” Journal oj”~hter, Alr and Soil Pcjlluticm. ]n
pre~s,
~5For nlore Information, see Off Ice of Technology Assessment, op. cit., footnote 26.
~Office of Te~hno]og~ A~~essment, op. Cit., footnote 38.
~7The Prlnlar) source for this ~ection if K, Shaine T~ son and Randall A. Reese, Windy Peaks Associate~, “Economic ]mpacts of B tonlas~
Energy, ” report prepared for the OffIce of Technology Assessment, Jan. 15, 1994. For other reviews of the economic impact\ of b ioenerg y
crops, see: Southeastern Regional Biomass Energy Program, Tennessee Valley Authority, and Meridian Corp., Ecorrom[c /mpac t (~’/r/(lu\tr-/[//
Wod E’nerg} ll~c In the Sourheurf Region o~~he .0’. S., 4 vols. (Muscle Shoals, AL and Alexandria, VA: November 1990’): J.W. On~t;id ct al..
National Renewable Energy Laboratory and Meridian Corp., Anuly.six of the Firruncial and Irr\e.stmerrt Requirement.s~or the SculF-[ ‘p <)fB/fJma.is L’rrer~> Crop\ (Alexandria, VA September 1992); Ed Wood and Jack Whittier, “Biofuels and Job Creation: Keeping Energy’ Expcndltures
Local Can Have Very Positlt e Eiconomlc Impacts,” Blologue, vol. 10, No. 3, September-December 1992, pp. 6-1 I: Meridian Corp. and An[arei
Group, Inc., ‘“Economic Benefit~of Biomass Power Production in the U.S.,” Biologue. vol. 10, No. 3, September-December 1992, pp. 12-18.
R.L, Graham et al,, “B]ornass Fuel Costs Predicted for East Tennessee Power Plant,” Bloiogue, vol. 10, No. 3, September-December 1992, pp.
23-29; and U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Solar Energy Conversion, Solar Thermal and E3ioma~s POW er Div]sion, ~’lc(frl(ltjfi”on~ BI()ma.ss: A [~e~elopment Strafeg}, DOE CH 10093-152 (Washington, DC: April 1992).
~~In the ]Onger tern, ~)pu];itlon growth in some

de~eloping

countries may surpass a.griculturd productivity grov. th and Immaw [he ~e-

mand for food imports. Some of this demand may be supplied by the United States. No one knows, however, what the net effect is likely to be.
WScott Kllman ..U,S, 1~ S[eadll Y Losing Share of World Trade in Grain and SOY bearls. “ Wall Streel Journal, Dec. 3, 1992, p. Al.
,.
.
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These pressures have resulted in a growing need to
find alternative crops and/or markets for U.S.
agricultural communities: to provide employment, to stabilize rural incomes, and to maintain
the rural infrastructure of equipment and supply
distribution and service. Bioenergy crops offer
one such alternative.
The rural economy faces several trends: bioenergy may be able to moderate some of their
impacts. Domestic demand for conventional agricultural products is likely to increase slowly: U.S.
population growth is 10W50 and the U.S. consumer
is reasonably well fed. At the same time, foreign
demand is uncertain and will depend on how fast
agricultural productivity increases compared with
population growth, the impacts of trade agreements such as GATT and NAFTA (see above),s 1
and other factors. Foreign demand might also be
met in the future by new export powerhouses, particularly Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union. Latin America. and elsewhere. 52 Efforts in
those regions will bc strongly aided by adoption of
the modern agricultural techniques and crop varieties pioneered by the United States. Thus, U.S.
farmers are not assured of a continuing comparative advantage. at least not of the magnitude they
have enjoyed in the past.
The trend to farming as an agribusiness is likely
to continue as well. This is an inevitable result of
the need to maintain some competitive advantage,
and it will require increased use of modern chemistry, biology, and computer and telecommunication technologies, creating a production unit with
sophisticated
stocks and flows of goods and scr53
vices.
..

The production of bioenergy may also be impacted by such agribusiness considerations. For
example, large conversion facilities requiring an
assured supply of feedstock might: 1 ) buy or lease
land sufficient to supply their biomass feedstock
needs; 2) negotiate a limited number of larger contracts to provide the feedstock while minimizing
overhead; and 3) use these supplies to keep market
prices down and supplies up—all of which could
significantly influence bioenergy markets in a region. This scenario is a rather different vision
from that of many small farmers entering a huge
market. Further analysis of the possible evolution
of these markets would be useful.
Environmental considerations may play an
increasing role in farming practice as well. Indirectly, increasing attention to environmental considerations on public lands may push fiber and
other production activities more to private and
marginal lands.54 At the same time, increasing
attention to environmental issues on private lands
(e.g., soil erosion, water quality, habitat) may also
have an impact on cropping practices.
Energy crops may provide alternative sources
of income and help diversify risk for the farmer.
Energy crops have the potential to redirect large
financial flows from foreign oil or other fossil
energy resources to the rural economy while simultaneously reducing federal agricultural expenditures. Realizing this potential, however, will
require further development of economically and
environmentally sound energy crops; their successful commercialization; and carefully crafted
federal, state, and local policies to ease the transi-

~flLT s ~)pula(loll t~row
~- [h IJ ~)nc ~f [tl~ highcs[ in indu~tritil countries. however.
$1 L’. $. ~.p;lr(nlen[ Of ,.l:rl~ul[urc, 0p. cit.. t’OOtIIOt~ 23.
‘zOf course, this M ill require hetivy inlestmcnt to develop the needed infrastructure of farming equipment, roads, s[orage fticilities, and
shipping (cr[mnali. Such ini cstmcnt copital IS now \ ery limited in these countries.
5 ‘U.S. Congrcs$, Office of Technology Aswswnent, A ,Vc}i Tt’c}?tIcjlt~gI[fl/ Era f~jr American Agriculture, OTA-F-474 (Washington, DC:
tl,s. (joy cmmen[ Printing Oftjce, Augu\t i 992); and William E. Fhtcrling. “Adapting United States Agriculture to Climate Change,” report
prepartxi for the Office of Technology Asws$ment, f%bruw-y 1992.
S~Thls is beglnnlng t. ~JccL1r in t}]~ pacific Nor[}lwe~[ now, wi[h SRWCS being grown on pasture or CrOphId [0 ~upply fiber for paper products.
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(ion to energy crops without injuring the farm sector or exposing it to undue risk during this period.
It will also depend on the relative value of other
uses of this land and the costs and benefits of other
fuels and technologies.

| Electricity
Several efforts have been made to model the potential economic impacts of bioenergy crop production. 55 For the electricity sector. job creation
in rural agriculture must be measured against
fewer jobs created or even job losses in coal production. 5b Various estimates place net job creation—including both direct and indirect impacts
across the entire economy—with bioenergy development at about 9,500 to 13,000 jobs per GW
of electricity-generating capacity in the year 2010
and net income generation at $170 million/GW to
$290 million/GW. Much of the projected job creation would be in rural agricultural areas.
These models project bioelectricity capacity in
the year 2010 in the range of 12 to 18 GW. Factors
influencing this capacity expansion include the
design of the particular econometric model and assumptions concerning the costs of competing
fuels, the continued availability of tax credits, the
growth in electricity demand, and technological
advances.
Estimates of federal and state tax revenues on
the direct and indirect economic activity stimulated by the bioelectricity generation vary, but
typically range in the neighborhood of $70 million/GW before tax credits or other financial supports. In addition, there is the potential to offset
some of the roughly $10 billion that the federal
government now pays in agricultural commodity
support and conservation programs (see below).

Wheelabrator Shasta Energy Co , near Anderson, California,
uses the bark to generate electricity and se//s the hfgh-quality
wood chips to a nearby paper mill.

Installing 12 to 18 GW of bioelcctricity-generation capacity by 2010 is a substantial challenge.
Feed stock production and powerplant demonstrations must be developed and completed to show
the financial viability of these technologies. Detailed business plans must be developed and financial markets tapped. Large-scale dedicated
energy crops must be established, infrastructure
developed, powerplants built, and regulatory and
institutional issues addressed. For capacity on this
scale to be installed by 2010, power companies
should already have a significant amount of
bioenergy powerplant construction in their
10-year plans: they do not.57 In the longer term,
however, bioelectricity production on a very large
scale (50 to 100 GW or more) appears feasible
with expected crop land availability and bioenergy
crop productivity, and with expected advances in

55 Tyson and Reese ~p, ~i[,, footnote 47: southea~[em Rcgi~na] Biomass Energ} Program, Tmmcssce \ralley Author-it). ~uld Meridian Corp.
op. cit., footnote 47; Wood and Whittier, op. cit., footnote 47; and Meridian Corp. and Antarcs Group, Inc., op. cit.. tootnote 47.
Sf)over a pa~lcular time there may & net increa,e$ in job, in [he (()~] \e~tor t’1 Cn w i(h aggre~~]ve b]o~ncrgj ~c; e]op[]l~nt, depfmdin: on dlC
overall growth of the electricity sector, coal ~hare of electricity) generation, find other factor~. Further. other faclor~ such a~ automation ma}
reduce the number of jobs in coal mining as well as in bioenerg). For example. according to one estimate the coal induft~ cut lt~ u orhforcc b) a
net 70,000 jobs between 1980 and 1990 as a result of productivity increases. See Meridian Corp. and Anttires Chmp, Inc.. op. ci[., footnote 47.
sTKufl Yeager E]ectrlc power Re~earch Institute, personal communication, M:lr. I 1, I 994.
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biomass-powered electricity-generating technologies (see chapter 5).

| Liquid Fuels
Technologies are under development to convert
energy crops such as HECs and SRWCs to liquid
fuels such as ethanol and methanol that can be
used for transport58 (see chapter 4). The econom ic
impacts of large-scale production of liquid fuels
are similar to those for the production of bioelectricity. Net income and job gains in the agricultural sector must be weighed against possible
long-term slower growth or even job losses in the
oil and refinery sectors. The impact of biofuels on
the oil and gas sector is, however, likely to be far
less important than that of ongoing changes within the oil and gas sector: declining domestic resources in many areas, refinery operations
shifting offshore, volatile prices impacting independent developers, and many others. Further, because oil and petroleum products have a
well-developed global market, a large share of any
domestic oil production or refinery capacity displaced by the production of biofuels may ultimately be redirected toward other markets, with
little overall job or income loss. Additional investment in infrastructure may be required, however, to move these products efficiently to new
markets.
Estimates of direct and indirect job creation in
the agricultural and conversion sectors are roughly 20,000 jobs per billion gallons of ethanol
(BGOE) and $350 million of direct and indirect
income per BGOE.59
Potential production levels of ethanol and
methanol vary widely with assumptions about the
cost of oil, the availability of tax credits and other

financial supports, constraints on the availability
of manpower and finance, growth in the demand
for transport fuels, technological advances (see
chapter 4), and many other factors. One model
projects production levels of 15 to 50 BGOE per
year by 2030, depending on these and other factors. 60 A level of 50 BGOE is the equivalent of
roughly 2 million barrels of oil per day, or about
10 percent of our current total oil use. Before
2010, the potential for producing ethanol is limited by the need for continued RD&D of the
technology and the lead time required for largescale commercialization. Further work to understand the potential economic impacts of
biomass-ethanol strategies would be useful.
Fluctuations in the price of oil have been a significant risk for ethanol producers. Between 1979
and 1987, the corn-ethanol industry constructed
some 140 facilities of which 60 percent failed and
were closed, at least in part due to the oil bust in
the mid-1980s. Oil price fluctuations similarly
pose substantial risk to future development of biomass-to-ethanol production.

| Federal Budget Impacts
Federal agricultural expenditures play a noted role
in the rural economy. The federal budget is under
great pressure, however, and agricultural programs—like everything else—are undergoing increased scrutiny for savings. Currently, federal
programs to prevent soil erosion 61 and various
commodity support programs to strengthen crop
prices together cost roughly $10 billion per year,
and considerable debate about the future of these
programs is under way. If, for example, the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is reduced in
scope in the future, unintended costs may be im-

5tl~ese ~neroy crops have a much greater resource potential than com to ethanol, much better overal I energy Conversion ratios, and fewer
(or beneficial) e~vironmental impacts.
59TySon ~d Reese, op. ci(., foo~ote 47.
601bid.
~ I An examp]e is tie Conservation Reserve program (CRP), which pays farmers to take lands out of production of a marketable crop for 10
years in order to protect more erodible or fragile soils with permanent cover. Similar soil protection can be obtained from bioenergy crops on
CRP land, but harvesting of energy crops may reduce the wildlife habitat value of this land.
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posed on the commodity support programs as
farmers put previously idled CRP lands back into
production. More generally, as agricultual productivity continues to increase, means of idling
additional acreage may be necessary.
Bioenergy crops area potential alternative cash
crop that could protect fragile soils or could be
grown on lands previously idled in order to
strengthen commodity crop prices. If grown on
fragile soils or marginal lands. however, energy
crop productivities would 1ikely be low and might
require additional supports to be cost competitive.
Bioenergy represents a huge potential market.
Americans use food at the equivalent of roughly
100 watts,62 while energy is used at the rate of
10,000 watts. U.S. energy demands are far greater
than the energy likely to be produced by bioenergy
crops.
Earnings from energy crops might then be used
to ease federal supports while maintaining farm
income. Of course, the relative environmental
benefits of energy crops versus current soil conservation programs such as CRP would again depend on the specific energy crops grown and how
the land was managed. The relative economic and
budgetary value of producing bioenergy crops
would have to be compared with potential alternative uses of the land. Designing federal programs
to achieve such ends while minimizing disruption
and risk to farmers presents challenges.
The federal government also provides significant crop insurance support in response to flood,
drought, or other natural disasters. Some bioenergy crops may be naturally more resistant to such
disasters than food or feed crops. For example, in

contrast to food or feed crops, certain trees normally found in frequently flooded bottonlandssweetgum. sycamore, willow, and others-may
survive partial inundation for weeks without significant damage. Harvesting of food or feed crops
must also be done within a narrow window of
time; severe weather or natural disasters may limit
such harvesting. In contrast, the harvest of SRWC
bioenergy crops can be delayed for months with
no damage to the crop. The extent to which such
bioenergy crops can cost-effectively substitute for
traditional food or feed crops while potentially reducing federal crop insurance expenditures needs
to be examined in detail.63

| Trade Balance lmpacts

64

U.S. expenditures on foreign oil are currently running about $45 billion per year and are destined to
increase sharply as domestic oil production continues to decline. Several U.S. electric utilities are
also now importing low-sulfur coal. As noted
above, bioenergy crops could potentially offset
some of these imports. Although biocnergy by itself is unlikely to eliminate fuel imports unless
combined with dramatic improvements in vehicle
efficiency (see chapter 4), it could make a substan tial contribution to our energy needs.

RD&D AND COMMERCIALIZATION
If bioenergy is to make a substantial contribution
to the U.S. energy mix, several issues must be addressed. Examined briefly here are RD&D of environmentally sound energy crops and market
challenges that may substantially slow commercial adoption of these technologies.

~z~ls does no[ account for tran~po~, \tor;ige, procewing, and other IOSWS. or for the low conversion efficiency of feed tO mc:lt. ]11 dd~tlon.
On]y a Snla]l porlion of [he p]ant i } u wfu] food, u hi ]C nmt of the p]mt carl he conk erred to energ)f.
~~~1~ might inc]udc ~on~ldera[ion of both [hc riik of crop loss and the offsetting of federal or other crop inwrancc plly mcnt~.
~~sonle ,lO(C that Japan inlw~~ all of lts o]], yet \(I] ] main[a]ns :i ii~able trade surplus for various retiwmi. Thus. the rOk Of ~n~r~} in tl~~ tra~l~
balance i~ just one facet of a ~ery complex issue. Reducing the (). S. trade deficit mayor ma} not be a w orthwhilc goal at dli~ time, dcpendms on a
variety of factors; reducing the trade deficit and c-reatlng job~ tit home--all else remaining the ~ame-~re likely [o help domc~tlc’;ll Iy.
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High-productivity crop varieties. RD&D to
improve energy crop productivity and performance remains in its infancy. Crop productivities have increased 50 percent in the past
decade, but substantial further improvement
appears possible. Because of the sensitivity of
biomass costs to crop yield (figure 2-3), improving crop productivity can play a particularly important role in the economic viability of
energy crops. In the longer term, the development of complementary polycultures may also
be of interest (see below).
Crop operations. Crop planting, maintenance,
harvesting, transport, and storage represent the
bulk of the costs—and thus opportunities for
cost reduction—in producing biomass. Much
research remains to be done in these areas, but
early indications suggest substantial opportunities for productivity improvement and overall cost reduction in several of these steps.

Environmental impacts. Relatively little R&D
has been done on the environmental impacts of
energy crops in the United States. Most studies
have been short term, limited in scope, and confined to small scales. Although careful studies
have been conducted at a handful of sites across
the United States, the results tend not to be
readily transferable to significantly different
sites, crops, or management practices. Consequently, most practices in the field have been
developed by analogy with conventional agriculture or forestry. This approach has significant limitations: for example, energy crops can
have much deeper and heavier rooting patterns
than conventional agricultural crops, affecting
soil carbon balance, water balance, and the fate
of agricultural chemicals. Even less is known
about the habitat impacts of energy crops; some
of the first studies are just under way at a few
locations. Virtually all proposed habitat practices are based on ecological theory and by
analogy with conventional crops. A detailed
list of possible environmental RD&D is provided in box 2-3, and prototype principles for
structuring energy crops are provided in box
2-4.
Demonstrations. There have been few demonstrations to establish pilot energy conversion
facilities such as bioenergy to electricity or to
liquid or gaseous fuels (or to other petrochemical substitutes); to clarify issues of how best to
develop supporting infrastructure and to address overall management and regulatory issues; or to determine how to structure energy
crops for maximum environmental (soil, water,
air, habitat) value or determine what their environmental value actually is by field observations. Demonstrations are most useful if they
are of sufficient scale to clarify the characteristics of a fully functional infrastructure and thus
to reliably and cost-effectively link feedstock
production activities to energy conversion
processes. 65

65~e us. ~p~ment of Energy is making aw~ds for feasibility studies for bioenergy crop and conversion demonstration projects.
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The structure of the farm sector also plays a role
in determining environmental impacts and needs
to be examined carefully. For example, roughly
one-third of farms having fertilizer expenditures
and one-quarter having pesticide expenditures in
1986 paid for some custom application procedures. Training such specialists in the timing and
application of agricultural chemicals to minimize
misapplication, potential groundwater leaching or
runoff, or other problems may require one set of
extension activities; reaching the two-thirds or
more of the farms that use on-farm hired laborers
to do it may require a different approach.66 Extension efforts will also vary between very large
farms and small part-time farms. Tenants and partowners are operating an increasing proportion of
farms and farmland acres, and may be less concerned about the environmental costs and benefits
of various crops and management systems than
owners. 67
Some research is already under way for many
of the above and related topics. In addition, the
Electric Power Research Institute. National Audubon Society, and others have organized a National Biofuels Roundtable to develop a set of
principles and guidelines for minimizing negative
environmental and socioeconomic impacts
associated with the development of bioenergy
crops and conversion facilities.68
Energy crops must be cost-effective to producers and users. This will require careful balancing
considerations—including
of environmental
near-term local and long-term global environmental impacts—within the overall bioenergy economics. It may also require trading off local

versus global environmental impacts. Detailed integrated analyses of the economics and environmental impacts of various bioenergy fuel cycles
are needed. The economics of bioenergy crops
might also be improved if the potentially significant environmental services of energy crops were
recognized and valued, where appropriate. This
may be quite difficult in practice.
Finally, and as noted above, energy crops may
also provide greater habitat value than con\’ entional agricultural monoculture. Providing habitat has traditionally been of 1ittle concern to and is
largely not addressed by conventional agriculture.
In contrast, the National Biofuels Roundtablc has
identified habitat improvement
as a guideline for
69
bioenergy development. The extent to wh ich the
habitat value of bioenergy crops is actively encouraged is a policy choice, however, and will be
influenced by a variety of factors. including the
particular region, crop, and wildlife species; overall bioenergy crop economics: and the value (if
any) credited the energy crop for its habitat benefits. The extent to which bioenergy crops can address habitat concerns without significant}
reducing their economic viability —particularly
vis-à-vis agricultural crops or fossil fuels. wrhich
carry little or no such consideration-is unknown.
If the potential habitat value of energy crops is
identified as an important policy goal, several issues are then raised, including the follow in::
■

Disrupting life-cycle processes. Biomass planting, maintenance, harvesting, and other activities may sometimes interfere with key

66NCW, techno]{)gle~ nla} also hc]p at ~id wnw Of [he\e problems. For example, the development Of time-re!e~ie fertilizer\ (or olhcr ti:l”ic’ul
[urtil chemicals) would allow farmers to continue the common labor-$a~ ing practice of spreading fertilizer (or other chemicals) tlnl} once pcr
year while reducing the amount that must bc applied to en~ure that the nutrient~ arc available late in the growth cycle. See David 0. Hall et al .
“B ioma~~ for Energy: Supply Prospects,” Rcncii ahic Energ}; .$ource$~cv Fue/.J andli’lectrlclf?), Thomai B. Johan~wm et al. (eds. ) (R’aihlngt(~n.
DC’: Island Press, 1993).
67u,s, Congresf, office of Techn~l~gY A~$cs~n~ent, /]erl(ul/l I}le B(][!<)nl 121NP: A,qrlc,[~/f[lrLl/,4 /j/7r{j{l(’}jp.j TOR[l(]ll(’[j~ \gri(’}?(~)r)]( ’(]/ [’/)) Il(/D)I nu(lon o~Groun(/liwrcr. OTA-F-418 ( wa~hlngton. DC: U.S. Go~renlnlcnt Prmtlng Office, No~ember 19CX)).
68 Na[10na] Blofue]$ Roundtab]e, E]ec[rlc power Research 1nj[itute, and National Audubon SocictJ, “’hnciples and Guidcllnei for the Dc~ clopment of Bloma~s Energ} SyStem~, ” draft, Ma}f 1994.
bglbid.
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Energy crops raise a variety of Important environmental concerns Research to understand and
minimize potential environmental Impacts
●

IS

needed across a breadth of Issues, Including the following

Soil qualify. Key areas of RD&D Include the development of a “minimum data set” of key soil physical,
chemical, biological, and other parameters as a means of monitoring soil quality over long periods of
time for different crops and management regimens. nutrient cycling, particularly of biochemical processes, the return of organic matter to the soil under various intensive energy crops and cropping systems, and the impacts of necessary equipment and various tillage systems on soil quality It may also
be necessary to conduct this RD&D in parallel with the study of adjoining land uses to improve understanding of the interaction of energy crops with the larger environment.

■

Agricultural chemicals. Research on the impact of agricultural chemicals on soil flora and fauna and
on wildlife is needed. This includes research on the Impacts on wildlife behavior and reproductive processes Chemical pathways, decay processes, and Impacts need to be better understood, particularly
when they affect more than the target species or when they move out of the target area The dynamics
of chemical use on energy crops, how to reduce the movement of chemicals offsite, and how to reduce
their use generally are important Issues.

■

Water quality. Research is needed on the impact of erosion/sedimentation and agricultural chemicals
from energy crops, especially on riparian zones, and on the potential of various energy crops to serve
as filters and buffers for riparian areas Studies are also needed on how to best minimize potential
Ieaching of agricultural chemicals into groundwater. Energy crops might be a useful tool for reducing
nonpoint agricultural pollution, but data are needed to verify this and to provide better crop guidelines
for realizing that end,

●

Air quality. Research on the total fuel cycle emissions of various bioenergy crops, conversion, and
end-use systems is necessary to minimiae impacts on air quality This Includes better understanding of
both rural and urban air quality issues and how to best trade them off to maximize benefits Comparing
the potential air quality Impacts of bioenergy systems with those of a wide range of other fuel and energy technology options is a key issue

●

Habitat. Box 2-4 Iists a number of prototype principles for structuring energy crops to maximize their
value as habitat, buffers, or corridors Each of these principles needs to be examined through extensive
research in dedicated large-scale field trials and modified as necessary Such research must consider
the impacts of energy crops in the context of the regional landscape ecology over the near and the long
term Establishing overall goals for the desired habitat impacts (which species should be helped) of
energy crops in the larger landscape WI I also require extensive analysis.
—

life-cycle processes for wildlife. If such potential conflicts are to be minimized, biomass harvesting and other activities may need to be
restricted during nesting and other critical
times. (Harvesting may also be limited at
times, for example, during peak growing periods or inclement weather. ) This could require
storage of sufficient biomass to keep the conversion plant operating during this period: it
may also require idling capital equipment and

labor used for harvesting and transport. Alternatively, electricity generation, for example,
might be powered during such periods by the
use of natural gas (chapter 6). On the other
hand, a well-established biomass industry may
have a sufficient variety of crops and rotation
cycles to moderate this disruption. Field trials
arc needed to determine the extent of these potential disruptions and means of moderating
them.
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Restoration of degraded soils and ecological functions. Energy crops may reverse soil deterioration
from human abuse in certain cases This might Include problems of soil structure, loss of topsoil or
organic content, salinity, acidity or alkalinity, or even chemical or heavy-metal pollution.

1

It might also

Include restoration of some water purification or wetland functions, including moderating flood damage.
Research iS needed to Identify such opportunities, to design systems that make the best use of this
potential, and to verify performance in the field Realizing the possible restorative potential of energy
crops while providing landowners with adequate income (where yields are low) poses additional challenges
Greenhouse gases. The total fuel cycle (from crop production to end use) impact of energy crops on
greenhouse gases (including carbon dioxide, methane, isoprenes, and nitrous oxide) needs to be evaluated for various energy crops, conversion processes, and end uses. The development and use of a
“minimum data set” of key emission factors would be useful for determining these Impacts. Related
effects (e g , on soil carbon balances or vehicle refilling station volatile organic compounds emissions)
should be Included These fuel cycle emissions can then be compared for agricultural or energy crops
and for fossil or biomass fuels
Crops and multiple cropping. The potential risks and impacts of various genetically modified energy
crops WiII need to be examined A variety of multiple cropping systems should be evaluated to determine how to ensure soill quality, habitat benefits, crop productivity, crop disease resistance, and other
key economic and environmental criteria At the same time, research

IS

needed to determine how to

convert agricultural lands to tree crops and vice versa, the soils and microflora and fauna are often
quite different

‘ Growing plants will take up a variety of chemical or heavy metal toxins, depending on the precise substance and the particular
plant species This poses a problem for food crops because t concentrates the tox[ns and allows them to enter the food chain In
contrast for energy crops these Ioxlns may be removed In the energy conversion process (e g destroyed by combustion or remalnlng In the ash) and so may allow a gradual cleanslng o! the soIl
SOURCE U S Congress, Off Ice of Technology Assessment Potenflal Erwlromnenta/ /rnpacfs of Bfoenergy Crop %oducl~on, OTABP-E-1 18 (Washington DC U S Government Prlntlng Off Ice September 1993)
—.

—

| Polycultures. In the longer term, it may be useful to research the value of polycultures (a mixture of species as well as various ages. sizes,
and shapes) to provide both energy and envi ronmental benefits. According to ecological
theory and a few limited field tests, a mixture
of species can have higher biomass productiv-

ity and greater resistance to environmental
70
stress than a monoculture. From this perspective, a polyculture would benefit bioenergy
production. On the other hand, it may be easier
and cheaper to maintain a monoculture and to
harvest, transport, and convert a uniform size

-.
7oPeter Kareiva, “Diversity Beget~ Productll it),” ,fruri{rc, vol. 368, Apr.21, 1994, pp. 686-687; Shahid Naeem et al., “Declining Biodiversity Can Alter the Performance of Ecosystems.” Na[ure, VOI. 368, Apr. 21, 1994, pp. 734-737; and Yvonne Baskin, “Ecologists Dare To Ask:
How Much Does Diversity Matter’?” Science, vol. 264, Apr. 8.1994, pp. 202-203.
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and type of feedstock.71 Research in the conversion of polycultures could be useful, particularly if it can be coupled with field research on
the habitat and other environmental benefits of
particular combinations of crops.
Regional landscape planning. Realizing the
benefits of energy crops as habitat, buffers, and
corridors may in some cases require a level of
regional landscape planning not often seen in
this country. This will require much more
RD&D on regional landscape ecology and its
sensitivity to imperfections. Considerable effort will also be required to develop new policy
instruments for encouraging participation in
such landscape formation across many public
and private properties. These issues are examined further in box 2-4.
Finally, once a substantial market develops for
wood fuels, there is the potential risk that owners
will be encouraged to harvest poor-quality timber—spared up to that point because of its low
commercial value—that is serving as important
wildlife habitat, or to plant energy crops on wetlands that are fertile but inappropriate for conventional agriculture. These matters are particularly
important in regions such as the Northeast where
forests are the primary biomass resource. Means
of addressing such unintended side effects maybe
needed.
These many issues form a substantial near-,
mid-, and longer term RD&D agenda. Which of
these issues should be pursued and when depend
on the policy goals that are established.
■

| Commercialization
As for any new technology, agricultural production of energy crops faces a variety of market challenges that may slow the speed of adoption. 72
These challenges include slow technology adoption in the agricultural sector, competitor prices
(low and/or volatile fossil fuel prices), production
scaleup, ways to level the playing field, and infrastructure development. Energy crops also must
contend with a variety of existing support programs for other crops (box 2-5). Each of these factors may play an important role in determining the
pace of market penetration by bioenergy crops. Issues unique to bioenergy crop development and
commercialization are discussed here.

Technology Adoption
Technology adoption in the agricultural sector has
been relatively slow in the past. This is changing,
however, as agricultural production becomes increasingly technology-based and business-oriented,73 and because of the competitive pressures
and rigid market fluctuations farmers have experienced in recent years.
Farmers typically make production decisions
within short timeframes while maintaining flexibility, which discourages investments in potentially longer term and less flexible energy crops.
Market prices, support levels, credit availability,
and debt load are critical considerations at the individual farm level.

T I For examp]e, some spcies in a ~]ycul[ure may not be easily converted to ethanol by current enzymatic hydrolysis processes. In the near
term, it maybe more important to verify the cost and performance of these conversion processes by using R&D already in progress for narrowly
specified (monoculture) feedstocks. For the longer term, it may be useful to begin R&D now to adapt these enzymatic hydrolysis processes to
mixed feedstocks as needed in order to increase habitat benefits. Some research on mixed feedstocks is under way at the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory. It tends to focus, however—and rightly so at this early stage-on a few common farm species that might be mixed with the
primary feedstock by accident, rather than on a much wider range of plants that might be considered on the basis of their habitat value. Arthur
Wiselogel, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, personal communication, Sept. 8, 1993.
72~e Spclfjc issues Ofcommerclaljzlng [ransp~ fuels are addressed in chapter 4 and of commercializing electricity-generation technob
gies in chapters 5 and 6. See also U.S. Congress, OffIce of Technology Assessment, Replacing Gasoline.” Alternufi\e Fuels fbr Light-Dury Ve hlcle.r, OTA-E-364 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1990).
73u s Congress, C) fflce of Technology Assessment,,4 New’ Technological Era fhr American Agriculture, OTA-F-474 (Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office, August 1992).
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Plant species under consideration for use as bioenergy crops are primarily native species that evolved
in the regions where they may be used These crops can provide greater structural diversity on a landscape level than typical agricultural crops and thus can enhance wildlife habitat The extent to which such
habitat benefits are realized, however, depends on the careful application of ecological principles, as outlined below These principles should be considered merely a starting point, requiring much further research Further, these principles are drawn from studies of natural ecosystems and of highly simplified
agricultural systems there are few or no empirical data for energy crops themselves Conducting dedicated field trial research on the ecological Interact Ions of natural systems with energy crops would be useful in guiding the development of large-scale energy cropping Finally, the extent to which these principles
can be pursued WiII be highly dependent on the local situation and the economics of the particular energy
crop
Ecology-driven principles for structuring energy crops might Include the following
●

Site. Energy crops should be concentrated on current, idled, or former agricultural, pasture, or other
“simplified” or “marginal’ lands Energy crops should not be grown on naturally structured primary growth forest land, wetlands, prairie, or other natural lands

■

1

Species. Energy crops should combine two or more species in various ways to improve species diversity. This would preferably include the use of leguminous species or others with nitrogen-flxlng capabilities to reduce the need for artificial fertilizers, and other comb; nations to reduce potential losses from
disease or Insects and thus reduce pesticide use Noninvasive species that will not escape from cultivated plots are also preferred

■

Structure. Energy crops should combine multiple vegetative structures to enhance landscape diversity
as needed by particular wildlife species This could include various combinations of SWRCs, perennial
grasses, and other dedicated energy crops, Ieaving small to large woody debris and other ground cover, as well as Inclusions of natural habitat, as needed These energy crops could also be used to provide structure to conventional agricultural monoculture through the addition of shelterbelts and fencerow plantings Similarly, monoculture of energy crops should have shelterbelts or fencerows of other
types of vegetation

■

Lifetime. Landscape structure can also be made more diverse by harvesting adjacent stands on different rotation cycles, Including Ieaving some stands for much longer periods if possible.

■

Native species. Energy crops should use locally native species rather than exotics to the extent possible Native species or close relatives wiII harbor richer insect and other faunas

●

Chemicals. Crops should be chosen to minimize application of agricultural chemicals such as herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and fertilizers, as discussed earner

•

Unique features. Unique habitats and features such as small natural wetlands, riparian or other corridors, “old-growth” inclusions, and shelterbelts should be preserved and enhanced by the energy crop

■

Habitat assistance. Artificial nesting structures and other additions to or supplements of habitat features should be provided where appropriate

■

Research. Energy crops should be studied carefully at all appropriate scales and on a long-term basis
to better understand the means of Improving appropriate habitats for desired species both for the energy crop itself and for related agricultural, managed forest, and natural lands This should also be done
on a regional basis, as appropriate

‘ See footnote 37 m ths chapter on deflnlng ndwal habNat
SOURCE U S Corgress Off Ice of Technology Assessment Pofent[a/ Erv/ro[mer/c;/ /mpacK ot Boenergy Crop Produc/m/] OTA
BP-E-1 18 (Washington DC U S Government Prlntlng Off Ice September 1993)

—
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Most farmers participate in federal farm commodity programs, These programs have a significant influence on which crops farmers plant and how the crop is managed, Program crops include wheat, corn,
sorghum, barley, oats, cotton, and rice. Depending on how many acres a farmer has planted with such
crops and the crop yield, a farmer establishes “base” acreage and yield over a period of time. Each year,
farmers receive deficiency payments based on the difference between the market price and the target
price (established by Congress and the Administration) and the number of base acres and program crop
yields. Farmers are required to grow the specific program crop on the appropriate number of base acres or
lose a portion of their base acreage (with some exceptions)
Some flexibility has been added in recent years. With flexible base acreage (15 percent mandatory and
10 percent optional), a farmer may plant any crop (with some exceptions) including trees. On the mandatory flexible base, deficiency payments are received; if another crop is planted there are no deficiency payments, but also no loss of base,
The economic attractiveness of energy crops to the farmer is potentially much greater on the mandatory
flexible base acres than on other base acres Under the 0/85 program for wheat and feed grains (corn,
sorghum, barley, oats), producers with base acres plant 15 percent or more of their maximum payment
acres (base acreage minus conservation reserve acreage—base acres that farmers are required to take
out of production—and mandatory flexible base) to a conserving use. The producers maintain their base
acres and can receive 85 percent of the deficiency payments on land planted with the conserving crop as
if it were planted with the program crop, Energy crops would have to be declared a conserving use for this
to apply
Because soil conserving energy crops would be perennial, farmers would need some assurance that the
0/85 program would continue for a number of years Haying is presently not allowed during the five months of
the principal growing season to avoid competing with forage markets No trees are allowed on 0/85 land,
SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment, 1995

Outside their normal range of cropping practice, farmers prefer to make changes slowly. Farm
management changes, even relatively minor ones,
are not decisions made overnight. The adoption of
relatively simple, highly profitable technologies
such as hybrid corn has taken as long as nine years
on average. The decision to change farming practices requires a considerable degree of deliberation, and maintaining new practices frequently
necessitates on-farm experimentation and adaptation beyond that conducted during initial technology development.
Some energy crops may reduce the flexibility
of farmers. For example, typical SRWC stands re-

quire 3 to 10 years to mature. Farmers may then be
reluctant to make the investment because of this
long lead time and the need for interim cash flow,
particularly with current low and uncertain prices
for other forms of energy. It may be difficult to
quickly plow under a tree crop and plant the land
with something else should crop productivity,
market conditions, or other factors limit the return
on the farmer’s investment of labor, land, and
capital.
Thus, although the Conservation Reserve Program encouraged U.S. farmers to convert 12 million hectares (30 million acres)74 of marginal

lq~e tota] now st~ds at approximately 15 million hectares (37 million acres). Thyrele Robertson, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil
Conservation Service, personal communication, Aug. 26, 1993.
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Conservation compliance was enacted under the 1985 Food Security Act as amended in 1990, which
requires all farmers cultivating highly erodible land to fully Implement an approved conservation plan by
1995 or risk Iosing certain farm benefit programs At the same time, the Conservation Reserve Program
pays farmers with highly erodible or otherwise environmentally fragile or sensitive land to take it out of
production under 10-year contracts At present, some 15 million hectares (38 milllion acres) are enrolled in
the CRP, with annual payments averaging roughly S124~hectare ($50/acre) At the end of the contract, land
that

IS

highly erodilble must meet conservation compliance conditions

Failure to comply with the conservation plan results in the potential loss of a variety of benefits, includ-

ing eligibility for price supports and related programs, farm storage facility loans, crop Insurance, disaster
payments, storage payments, certain Farmers Home Administration loans, and several other types of ass stance
Conservation compiance affects some 57 milionon hectares ( 140 million acres), more than one-third of
U S cropland A key aspect of about three-quarters of the conservation compliance plans to date is the
use of agricultural residues to control erosion Use of such residues for energy may then confilict with SOiI
erosion concerns

—

corpland to permanent cover during the 1986-89
period, only 1 million hectares (2,5 million acres)
of this was planted with trees (box 2-6).75 More
gcnerally, of land planted in tree crops, the majority has been in the southern United States, where
relatively short tree rotation ages and some longer
landowner planning horizons have intersected.76
Conversely, grasses generaly do not reduce flexibility.
On the other hand, farm labor needs are determined largely by the intense effort required to
plant, harvest. and transport conventional agricultural crops during a narrow window of time, usually spring and fal1. Once planted, however.
perennial herbaceous or woody energy crops may
last 10 to 20 years, and harvesting may take place
over a relatively long period of time. Adding such
energy crops to the farmer’s portfolio might then
case the burden during spring and fall, allowing

better use of labor and capital equipment overall
and thus increasing certain aspects of farmer flexibility.
Farmers are most likely to adopt technologies
with certain characteristics. Favored technologies
are those that: 1 ) have relative advantage over other technologies (e.g., lower costs or labor, higher
yields): 2) are compatible with current management objectives and practices: 3) are easy to implement: 4) are capable of being observed or
demonstrated; and 5) can be adopted on an incremental or partial basis. The complexity of systems-oriented changes will likely S l OW their
adoption. which may pose particular problems if
regional landscape planning is pursued to maximize the habitat benefits of energy crops. Mechanisms for incrementally realizing habitat benefits
may be needed should these programs go forward.

‘iR Nell Smlpw. “llIon];~ii opportun][]e~ in [hc Lln]ted S[;l[CS To !dltr~~[e the Ef’feet\ of Global W’wrnmg, ” Encrg>frotn Blonlds \ und
tti{jfc! ,\’\: [h)niild l.. Kl;I\\ (cd, ) [Chicago, IL. lnstitutc of Gas Technology). 1991 ).
‘(’ Thon),i\ Krx)ll, Nllnncsot’i Department of Natural Rewurc>cs. pcrwnul c(~r~lrl~unl~-:ltl(>rl. Apr. 13, 1994.
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Individual and farm characteristics appear to
explain only a small portion of behavior
associated with adopting new crops or farming
practices; institutional factors (e.g., farm programs, credit availability) are highly influential.
Research on individual farm characteristics (e.g.,
size, specialization, land tenure) and farmer traits
(e.g., age and education) and their relation to conservation adoption has yielded mixed results.
Most researchers consider institutional factors to
be much more influential, but few studies have
been conducted on these to date.
Finally, farmers are a heterogeneous group
with unequal abilities, access to information, and
resources for decisionmaking; different degrees of
willingness to take risks; and a wide range of objectives in practicing farming. For example, farmers objectives may include the following: making
a satisfactory 1iving (as either an owner-operator, a
tenant, or an employee); keeping a farm in operation for family inheritance or other personal reasons, perhaps while working at an off-farm job;
obtaining a satisfactory return on investments in
land, labor, and equipment; obtaining tax benefits;
and obtaining recreation or aesthetic enjoyment.
These objectives influence the portfolio of crops,
including energy crops, that a particular farmer
chooses to grow.
Strategies to encourage bioenergy crop adoption might include the following:
Demonstrations. Local demonstrations would
allow area farmers to observe first-hand what
works and what does not and thus provide some
familiarity with the technology in the local context. Demonstrations are similarly important
for bioenergy feedstock users such as fuel producers (chapter 4) or electricity generators
(chapter 5).
| Long-term contracts. The development of
long-term contracts with local feedstock users,
such as electric powerplants or ethanol produc■

ers, would provide greater market certainty to
the farmer (see below).
| Business plans. The development and demonstration of high-quality business plans and related supporting materials might improve the
credit worthiness of bioenergy cropping and assist farmers in gaining needed financial support.

Competitor Prices
As noted in chapter 1, fossil fuel prices are very
low and can be quite volatile. These factors make
it difficult to compete against fossil fuels in the
near term and increase the risk of long-term investments in alternative energy systems. Strategies for dealing with low fossil fuel prices and
high volatility might include the following:
●

■

RD&D. Maintaining stable long-term RD&D
programs in bioenergy crops irrespective of
low or volatile energy prices might allow more
rapid development of competitive bioenergy
crop and energy conversion technologies.
Nonmarket values. Recognizing and valuing
the potential environmental and energy diversity benefits of bioenergy crops could improve
their competitiveness. Environmental benefits
potentially include reducing soil erosion, improving water quality by reducing sedimentation and agrichemical runoff or leaching from
adjacent food and feed crops, improving air
quality, reducing the emission of greenhouse
gases, and providing habitat benefits. Energy
crops might be used to help restore degraded
lands, providing some financial incentive to
plant and maintain the land.77 Energy diversity
benefits result from increasing the variety of
energy resources that can be tapped and thus
limiting the dependence on any one resource
(see chapter 6). Approximate values for these
benefits might then be incorporated through

IT@ degraded ]andS, yields are likely [O be lower. Remaining economically
some of the environmental or other benefits that the energy crop offers.

competitive with low yields may then necessitate VdUEUiOn Of
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m

various environmental taxes on fossil fuels
and/or credits for biofuels. When even crude financial valuations of these bcnefits (s prove difficult, techniques such as point systems or
competitive set-asides may be useful (see chapter 6).
Federal supports. The competitiveness of
bioenergy crops might be improved by including a portion of the federal soil conservation
and/or agricultural commodity support payments that would be offset by producing the
bioenergy crop. Properly structured. it might
then be possible to make the bioenergy crop
competitive, improve farmer income. and reduce federal agricultural expenditures. Careful
examination of the potential costs and benefits
of such an approach is needed.

Production Scaleup

As noted in chapter 1, a key difficulty faced by
many new technologies is the chicken-and-egg
problem of developing a market. In the case of
biomass energy, farmers cannot afford to grow
biomass unless electric power or fuel conversion
facilities---g.,., producing electricity and liquid
fuels—are in place to purchase it. Conversion facilities cannot be built unless the biomass feedstock is available at a reasonable price and an
end-use market is ready. An end-use market is difficult to develop without assured supplies of fuel.
Strategies to enable production scaleup might
include the following:
Niche markets. Niche markets for bioenergy
crops might include cofiring biomass with coal
in conventional power-plants. Cofiring works
well for perhaps up to 5 to 15 percent wood input into the powerplant fuel mix. Cofiring is
also a means for utilities to reduce their emission of SOX. Cofiring can provide an early market, begin the development of biomass
infrastructure, and provide electric utilities
with early experience in procuring. transporting, and using biomass. As a substitute for coal
■

■

■

in a conventional powerplant, however, the delivered costs of bioenergy should be roughly
comparable to those of coal. limiting the quantity of biomass that can be tapped economically. Credits for SOX reduction may improve
these economics. (See also chapters 4 and 5.)
Partnerships. As noted above, long-term contracts might be developed between farmers and
end users such as electric utilities, ethanol/
methanol producers. or others such as pulp and
paper producers. This would provide greater
certainty to both partners. The high levels of
capital investment required of feedstock users
might also encourage them to be the prime
movers of such a strategy. Such partnerships
may also help address the ● ’nuisance” factor of
needing numerous (small) contracts to provide
sufficient feedstock.
Multiple uses. Bioenergy crops might best
serve a variety of end uses simultaneously. In
particular, the initial establishment of bioenergy crops might be assisted by coupling energy
production with higher value uses of the feedstock. For example, an energy crop might be established initially to serve a higher value
purpose such as the production of pulp and paper and only secondarily for energy .78 The experience gained through such multiple uses
may provide a foundation for further energy
crop development and cost reductions.
Bioenergy crops will naturally move to their
highest value use. This might be as a transport
fuel. as a baseload backup to intermittent renewable, for industrial chemicals or fiber, or
perhaps for environmental benefits. Evaluating
more completely the full range of costs and
benefits for each potential use of bioenergy
crops, including budget and trade balance impacts. across the entire production and use
cycle would be an important next step in determining the potential competitiveness of these
crops vis-à-vis various competing uses of the
land and other sources of energy.
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nancial services, extension services, trained manpower, and many others.
Much of this infrastructure will develop with
the industry. In some cases, however, existing infrastructure—such as electricity transmission systems or liquid or gaseous fuel pipelines—might
be used effectively if plants can be sited appropriately. Geographic information systems could assist such analysis.

POLICY OPTIONS

Eight-year old hybrid poplars grown by James River Corp. in
Oregon These fast-growing trees can be harvested
repeatedly and regrow from the stump More than 25,000
hectares (62,000 acres) of these trees have been established
in the Northwest to provide both fiber and energy

Studies of how best to address these issues
might be conducted in parallel with demonstrations.

Leveling the Playing Field
Existing soil conservation and commodity support programs, as well as other factors. may discourage financial investment in alternatives such
as energy crops. The extent to which this occurs
needs to be examined and is an important area for
further analysis.

Infrastructure Development
A wide range of infrastructure development is required to support bioenergy programs. This includes, in particular, harvesting and transport
equipment, energy conversion facilities (electricity generation, ethanol production), energy transmission (high-voltage electric power lines) and
transport (pipelines or tanker trucks) systems, fi-

Several economic incentives and other supports
of biomass fuels are already law (box 2-1; table
2-1 ). These supports target primarily the transport
fuel and electricity sectors, however, and tend to
ignore the substantial market challenges at the
crop production stage. As a consequence, a significant share of the near- to mid-term opportunities
for producing and using biomass energy might not
be realized because of the market challenges described above and current resource constraints.
There has been a significant increase in overall
program support for bioenergy in recent years.79
Bioenergy crop development is, however, a small
portion of the total. For feedstock development,
the fiscal year 1995 budget is about $4.6 million in
1992 dollars.
Under current funding levels, the ability to develop and demonstrate energy crops and related
harvesting and transport hardware is quite limited.
Development of high-productivity crop species
currently accounts for about half of the Depatiment of Energy (DOE) feedstock development
funding. With total costs for developing a single
feedstock species in a single region of about $1
million per year, feedstock development has been
limited to poplar at three centers 80 and switchgrass at two centers81---even with heavy costsharing with the private sector, states, and others.
At present funding levels, detailed feedstock development is not taking place on other tree spe-

7(jMc)st ~)f ~his ~undillg i, ~c)r feed~tock ~C)nlerslon ~rocesses such as ]ignocellulose to ethanol (ch. 4) or electricity generation (ch. 5).

Northwest, the M]~~C\(, m~ [he Southeast.
H I [zoC~te(i in the M i~~~cs[ zml the Sol]th~[i\[,
Xf~l,octi[ed in [he pacific
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cies, such as silver maple, black locust, sycamore,
and sweetgum, and on grass species, such as big
bluestem and wheatgrass. Funding levels of perhaps $6 million to $10 million ( 1992 dollars) over
an extended period (e.g., 10 to 15 years) would
provide adequate to good species development for
the various regions (see below).
Current DOE funding levels provide essentially no support for the development of harvesting
and transport hardware. Since these activities
constitute a significant fraction of bioenergy crop
costs, development of high-performance hardware is essential if costs are to be reduced to more
widely competitive levels. Funding of $1 million
to $2 million per year over an extended period
(five years or more) maybe sufficient to catalyze
private sector interest and cost-sharing to develop
such hardware.
Substantial field demonstration and environmental monitoring of these energy crops will be
needed, at a scale sufficient to demonstrate the
performance and characteristics of a fully functioning crop production, infrastructure, and feedstock conversion system. Such demonstrations
may be needed at some level for each species and
region. AS an example, a dedicated 50-MW p OWerplant will require production from perhaps
20,000 hectares (50,000 acres) of energy crops. At
a typical cost for crop establishment of $740/hectare ($300/acre), this will have a front-end cost of
$15 million, not including the powerplant (see
chapter 5). The private sector would share the cost
of the demonstration, and a portion of the funds
will also be recovered with the sale of electricity
or fuel from the faci lit y. To reduce risk further, early demonstrations could be limited to obtaining 15
to 30 percent of their fuel needs from biomass; the
rest could be obtained from natural gas or coal.

Environmental monitoring of such demonstrations will also be needed, with costs running into
several million dollars per year, to monitor species
such as birds and mammals, soil quality, groundwater quality and quantity, and landscape-level
impacts. 82
Thus, while the current funding level provides
support for the detailed development of a single
tree and a single grass species; it does not support
significant development of key harvesting and
transport hardware, and it supports only minimally the field demonstration and environmental
monitoring of these crops. As a consequence, the
development of energy crops is likely to be relatively slow and haphazard, and several current or
near-term cost-effective applications of bioenerg y
are unlikely to be captured. These include some
coal cofiring and biomass-fired electricity-generation opportunities. A significant demonstration program would give farmers, electricity
sector planners, financiers, and regulators the confidence to move these biomass-fueled systems
forward.
To the extent that current funding fails to fully
capture the cost-effective use of bioenergy crops,
it misses the opportunity of using these crops to
offset federal budget expenditures for soil conservation,
commodity support, and/or crop insur83
Maximizing
cost-effectiv e production and
ance.
use of energy crops could also improve the rural
economy and generate jobs, while reducing environmental problems such as soil erosion and emissions of greenhouse gases.
The development and demonstration of these
energy crops can also reduce farmers’ risks by diversifying their crop portfolios and providing
more robust crops for flood- or drought-prone re-

~zFor ~xample, Cument monitoring of the environment] impacts of several small 400-hectare ( 1,~~() acres in 8 to 15 p]O(\) SlteS COStS about
$200,000 to $300,000 per year. Scaleup by a factor of 15 to 25 to:1 demonstration sy ~tem of 20,000 hect:irci w ould not increaie costs comnlen surately because only portions of this area would have to be sampled. There would. howe~ cr. be additional environmental monitoring costs
associated with landscape-level Impacts on habitat diversity and other factors.
ll~~e extent t. which these budget expenditures actually occur will depend strongly on the impact of trade a~reements—the U~~uaY
Round of GAIT and NAFTA-and many other factors.
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a title might be included within the Farm Bill that
focuses on energy crop RD&D, planning, commercialization, information, crop insurance, and
other programs. Attention could also be given to
joint programs between associated departments
and agencies, such as DOE, the Department of
Agriculture, and the Environmental Protection
Agency.
Policies that could be considered as part of a
bioenergy development strategy are listed below.
RD&D programs might include the following:
●

Harvesting hybrid poplars at the James River Corp. in
Oregon, using a “feller buncher ”

gions. Energy crops may similarly reduce national
energy risks by diversifying the national energy
portfolio. For example, large-scale use of these
energy crops could offer a mid- to long-term alternative to imported oil.
To capture high-leverage opportunities to significantly expand the production and use of
bioenergy, it would be necessary to increase expenditures to some extent. For example, crop development support could be increased to $6
million per year (1992 dollars), providing at least
$1 million per year for harvesting and transport
hardware development, and supporting several
larger scale demonstration and environmental
monitoring efforts. This funding would necessarily be leveraged against private sector supports to
carry out these efforts adequately.
These costs should be balanced against potential savings in federal expenditures in areas such
as soil conservation, commodity support, and
crop insurance programs. The timing and magnitude of these potential costs and savings, however,
depend on numerous technical, economic, and
institutional factors and remain to be determined.
The 1995 Farm Bill may be a potentially useful
vehicle for addressing many of the policy options
involving higher expenditures than current levels,
which are described below. Among other options,

Collaborative research, development, and
demonstrations. Continuing and expanded
support could be provided for high-leverage
RD&D opportunities across the breadth of crop
production, harvesting, transport, environmental impacts, and other aspects discussed above.
These efforts may be significantly leveraged to
the extent that they can be conducted in collaboration with private organizations, and they
could include the development of multiuse
crops to reduce farmer risk. In addition, this
might include analysis of the potential infrastructure development requirements and economic impacts of large-scale energy cropping.
Various forms of support, particularly through
cooperative efforts with the private sector,
could be provided for a variety of biomass electric or transport fuel project demonstrations,
Planning and information programs include:

m

■

Planning. Support, including the development
of geographic information systems and other
tools, could be developed in cooperation with
state and local governments to establish a local
and regional landscape planning capability for
optimal design of energy crops. Support could
also be provided for the development of local
approaches that minimize possible environmental or other impacts of energy crops. Some
work in this area is now beginning and could be
strengthened.
Information programs. Information programs,
including extension efforts to farmers, electric
utilities, financiers, and others, might be expanded. Conversely, much information could
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be gathered from farmers so as to better design
biocnergy programs. Current funding for information and a number of other activities
through the Regional Biomass Program is
about $4 million per year. These programs conduct regional biomass resource assessments.
facilitate technology transfer to the private sector, support public-private projects, and assist
other activities. As their scope and outreach activities increase, greater support will be needed
for these and related programs. In certain cases,
however, it may be possible to capture some
savings by combining these with other agricultural information and planning programs.
Bioenergy programs might complement existing agricultural programs as follows:
■

m

■

Conservation Rrserve Program lands. Contracts on CRP lands begin to expire in 1995. If
Congress decides to alter the CRP, consideration might be given to achieving a transition
to bioenergy cropping on some of these lands
in order to reduce federal CRP expenditures
while increasing farm income and minimizing
farmer risk. This, together with commodity
support and insurance program considerations
listed below. represents a key opportunity that
requires further analysis.
Commodity support programs. Energy crops
might be considered as substitutes for program
crops with a modified or transitional payment
schedule so as to reduce federal expenditures
and farmer risk. while allowing the farmer to
maintain or increase income through energy
crop sales. Additional flexibility in commodity
support programs might also be considered to
allow the growth of energy crops without penalty or risk to the farmer’s enrollment in other
farm programs.
in.surance programs. Federal crop and other insurance programs for flood. drought, and other
natural disasters might be examined to determine if biocnergy crops offer a lower risk alternative to conventional agricultural crops in

particular areas. If so, growers in high-risk
areas might be encouraged to switch to these
crops.
Finance and commercialization programs
could include the following:
Partnerships. Mechanisms for brokering or leveraging partnerships between bioenergy
growers and users might be examined, including modest financial or institutional support
from the federal government in early demonstration or commercialization efforts. Partnerships are also examined in chapters 4 and 5.
E.xternality taxes and incentives. Mechanisms
for recognizing and valuing the potential environmental and energy-diversity benefits of
bioenergy crops might be examined, including
appropriate financial credits,84 points or other
value systems for including environmental and
other potential bioenergy benefits when choosing technologies for expanding electricity y
capacity, and green set-asides. These mechanisms are examined in chapter 6 for the electricity sector. Such considerations could allow
bioenergy’s range of costs and benefits-including environmental—to be considered
more fully in comparison with those of con\’ entional energy systems.
Energy production credits. The National Energy Policy Act of 1992 established a 1.5¢/kWh
energy product ion tax credit for electricity y generation with closed-loop bioenergy crops. This
credit is available only for plants placed in service before July 1, 1999. Because of the long
lead times required to establish many energy
crops, such as SRWCs, and powerplants, few
will be able to make use of this tax credit. Congress might consider extending the period of
eligibility sufficiently for such closed-loop
systems to be fully tested and markets to be
initiated.
Federal procurement. The federal government.
including the Power Marketing Authorities,
could establish bioenergy power facilities
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Wheelabrator biomass electric plant in Mt. Shasta, California.

where cost-effective or near-cost-effective biomass supplies might be obtained. These could
serve as useful demonstrations and provide
valuable design and scaleup data for commercial efforts. Federal procurement complements
the above policy tools by being a more direct
mechanism for initiating bioenergy projects.
A strategy involving higher levels of funding
could include the following elements:
Financial mechanisms. Innovative financial
mechanisms might be examined that reduce
farmers’ risks in shifting to energy crops while
minimizing public costs. These could include
interest rate buydowns, cost-sharing, longer
term farmer-feedstock-user contracts or risksharing agreements, or explicit codevelopment
of bioenergy with the expansion of pulp and paper or other facilities. For utilities, this might
also include safe harbor rules, cofiring of biomass with coal to provide SO X reductions, recognition of fuel diversity benefits, and
competitive set-asides for biomass energy (see
chapter 6). Many of these would be private initiatives with modest federal support. The relative costs and benefits of such mechanisms
need to be evaluated to determine which are the
most cost-effective.
Competitor pricing. Mechanisms might be
considered to protect an embryonic biomass
energy industry from short-term fossil fuel

price drops below certain thresholds. Effectively, this would be the bioenergy counterpart to
agricultural commodity support programs.
Again, the relative costs and benefits of such
mechanisms would have to be evaluated,
mechanisms to minimize and cap costs explored, and means developed for ensuring their
phaseout within a reasonable period.
The multiplicity of sectors affected by energy
crops--e. g., agriculture, energy, environment,
forestry—poses a substantial and, in some ways,
unique institutional challenge in developing coherent policy goals, processes, and effective coordination. For any bioenergy strategy, effective
means of communication and policy coordination
among the many institutional and private-sector
participants are required.

CROSSCUTTING ISSUES
Integrating biomass crops with energy conversion
facilities and end uses requires careful consideration of total fuel cycle cost, performance, environmental impacts, and other factors, Current
bioenergy crop and conversion systems already
show considerable promise in simultaneously
providing energy, economic, and environmental
benefits.
In the longer term, additional gains maybe possible with advanced bioenergy crop and conversion systems, although much research remains to
be done. Compared with monoculture, for example, polycultures may provide more wildlife
habitat benefits as well as other possible environmental benefits. If polycultures are pursued, energy conversion technologies such as gasifiers may
then be preferred for their ability to easily handle a
variety of input feedstocks. In turn, gasifiers are
better suited to the production of methanol than
ethanol, and methanol may allow the use of lowtemperature steam reformers and proton exchange
membrane fuel cells to power transport (chapter
4).
Conversely, advances in solid oxide fuel cells
may encourage the use of ethanol for transport.
Capturing the habitat benefits of polycultures may
then require further research on the enzymatic hy -
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drolysis of polyculture feedstocks. Chapter 4 examines some of these alternative technology paths
for transport, including fuel cells and internal
combustion engine hybrids. At this early stage, it
is important that a broad portfolio of energy crop
and conversion technology RD&D and environmental analysis be maintained.
The extent to which such paths can be pursued
depends strongly on the relative long-term economics of bioenergy polycultures versus monoculturcs, the value placed on habitat and other
benefits, and the means by which these are
weighed against the economic or environmental
costs and benefits of agricultural crops and/or fossil fuels. These long-term questions should not
obscure the potential benefits of currently conceived monoculture energy crops.

CONCLUSION
Energy crops may help address some of our national energy, economic, and environmental problems. Depending on the direction of global
agricultural markets, they can potentially provide

a significant amount of energy, perhaps 20 EJ (19
quads) or more---equivalent to one-quarter of current U.S. energy USC. The y have potential environ mental benefits compared with conventional
agricultural crops. Energy crops are no substitute,
however. for natural habitats on contiguous landscapes. The regional impacts of energy crops will
be mixed. Not all crops can be readily grown everywhere. The overall national economic and job
impacts of bioenergy cropping may be quite positive, particularly for rural areas.
Energy crops thus show promise to help meet
several national needs---conomic. environmental, budgetary, and national security. The extent to
which the potential of bioenergy can be realized
wil1 depend on how wel1 the many compcting eco nomic/environmental. rural/urban, and other interests can be balanced. Realizing this potential
will require a long. dedicated effort in terms of
research, development, demonstration, and commcrcializaticm of these technologies. Implementing large scale bioenergy programs without such a
foundation could damage the environmcnt and reducc potential economic- or other benefits.

Residential
and
Commercial
Buildings
evidential and commercial buildings in the United States
use about $180 billion worth of energy per year for space
heating and cooling, lighting, water heating, and other en2
ergy services. Passive solar architecture, daylighting,
and certain other renewable energy technologies (RETs) can costeffectively reduce energy use in new buildings by 15 to 20 percent. Together with energy efficiency improvements,3 these
technologies can provide roughly 50 percent energy savings in
new buildings compared with their conventional counterparts
(see figure 3-1 ). These RETs can save money, reduce the need for
new energy supplies, and provide substantial environmental
benefits.
| What Has Changed?
In the early 1970s, energy was not a very important consideration
in building design or operation. Relatively little was known about
building energy flows, market challenges to use of RETs, or effective policy responses. Following the 1973-74 oil embargo, build-

I u s ~pa~ment of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy ReIe>t’ /993, DOUEIA-0384(93) (Washington, DC: July 1994), pp. 55, 77.

2A more descriptive [erm is bU//d/ng-~nfegra(ed solar energy, but the traditional term
passi~e solar is used here.
sln ~ompanson, previous work by the Office of Technology Assessment showed hat
cost-effective, commercially available efficiency improvements by themselves could reduce new building energy use to two-thirds that of conventional buildings. When the provisions of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 are fully implemented, a portion of these efficiency improvements will be captured. See U.S. Congress, OffIce of Technology Assessment,
Burlding Energy Eflcienc}, OTA- E-5 18 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, May 1992); “Energy Policy Act of 1992,” Conference Report 102-1018, Oct. 5,

1992.
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D Energy savings _ Additional cost

Residential

Commercial

IEA

NOTE Average energy savings are depicted for 20 residential buildings and 12 commercial buildings studied in the United Slates as well
as 40 buildings studied by the International Energy Agency The buildings were experimental models use of the data obtained from these
studies now allows better performance and lower costs than those
shown here
SOURCES Solar Energy Research Institute Passive Solar Homes 20
Case Studies SERI/SP-271 -2473 (Golden, CO December 1984), Burt
Kosar Rittelmann Associates and Min Kantrowifz Associates Commercial Vuilding Design Integrating Climate, Comfort, and Cost (New York
NY Van Nostrand Reinhold Co 1987) and International Energy
Agency Passive and Hybrid Solar Commercial Buildings Basic Case
Studies, Task Xl (Washington DC U S Government Printing Off Ice
1992)

ing energy research, development. and demonstration (RD&D) was launched in parallel with
supports such as tax credits for commercializing
largely unproven technologies. Much was learned
from both the failures and the successes that followed.

Two decades later, we now have a substantial
base of proven technologies and practical policy
experience of what works and what does not.
Many valuable technologies are in the RD&D
pipeline. The design and construction of well-performing passive solar buildings have been conclusively demonstrated. Window technology has
improved dramatically in recent years as multiple
glazings, low-emissivity coatings, and other
technologies have penetrated the market: further
improvements such as gas- filled 4 glazings are
now appearing. Sophisticated lighting controls
that integrate artificial lights with daylight are
now available commercially. Improved materials
and designs are appearing in solar water heaters.
These are only a few of the many advances. Some
estimate that more than 200,000 residential and
15.000 commercial buildings using passive architecture have been built s and 1.8 million solar water heaters have been produced.6 Although there
arc serious market challenges hindering adoption
of these technologies. they are now better understood and policies have been developed to deal
with them (see box 3-1 ). Many, however, still primarily remember the frequent overselling of the
technology during the 1970s and early 1980s.

| Potential Roles
The residential and commercial sectors use roughly 35 percent of U.S. primary energy and 65 percent of U.S. electricity (see box 3-2). In addition to
potential direct energy and financial savings to the
building owner,7 incorporating RETs for space
heating and cooling, water heating, and daylighting may shift and or reduce peak loads on utilities,
potentially providing important demand-side
management (DSM) benefuts and cost savings for
the utility. Reducing fossil energy use can also
provide environmental benefits.

4[nc]uding either argon or @W~n.
5J Douglas Ba]~omb (cd,), P{13s1t,e .$olur Bu;ldlng.j (Cambridge, MA: MIT press. i 992).
~K~nneth (j. shcink~ff, Progre.f,i jn solar L’n(,rg ,.y Tt(.hnologles and ApplI(utIon.~: ArI Author/lur/\e Rei’;[]b$ (Boulder. Co. AM~rl~Un So]ilr

Energy Society, January 1994).
7Where IIme.of.use Ine[erlrlg is used, the bui]ding owner may capture some of the demand-side management peak load reduction bencfit~.
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Several federal acts currently Influence the use of RETs in buildings Section 912 of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 19921 established the Solar Assistance Financing Entity (SAFE) to help
finance the use of renewable and energy-efficient technologies in buildings. This law also established the
energy-efficient mortgage pilot program under sections 513 and 914
The Energy Policy Act of 19922 requires consideration of RETs in energy standards for new federal
buildings, in residential energy efficiency guidelines, in Iighting, and in the energy-efficient mortgage pilot
program
Many other programs, including Community Development Block Grants and Comprehensive Housing
Assistance Plans, Influence energy use in buildings and might greate greater consideration to RETs in the
future

‘ U S Congress House of Representatives Housing and Commun/(y f3eve/opnen/ Acf of 1992 Conference Report 102-1017
(Washngton DC U S Government Prmtlng Off Ice, 1992)
2
U S Congress House of Representatwes, Energy f’o/lcy Acfof 1992, Conference Report 102-1018 (Washington DC U S Government Prlntlng Off Ice 1992)
—

| Principal Themes
Three broad themes are addressed in this chapter:
1. the principles and performance of various
RETs 8 for heating and cooling, ventilation,
lighting, water heating, and other energy needs
in new9 residential and commercial buildings 10;
2. market challenges in the design, construction,
sale, and ownership of buildings using RETs,
and past experience in addressing these challenges; and

3. policy options associated with further RD&D
and commercialization of RETs for buildings.

INTRODUCTION
Renewable energy has been used to heat, cool, and
light buildings since humanity first moved indoors. Clerestories11 were used more than 3,000
years ago by the Egyptians to daylight their temples at Karnak. The Remans designed their buildings with a variety of passive solar features:
windows to capture sunlight for heating in the
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Clerestory at the temple of Karnak, Egypt

winter, carefully sized overhangs for shading in
the summer, heavy masonry (thermal mass) 12
construction to moderate day-night temperature
swings, and clerestories to cast 1ight deep into the
building. At the same time, they developed a remarkable body of law to protect citizens’ rights to
access
the sun yet not block their neighbors’ ac13
cess. In Iran, Wind towers, the shape Of the roof,
evaporative cooling, and carefully placed plantings were used to control overheating. 14 Many
early Renaissance cathedrals have carefully designed clerestories to provide sufficient light to
define the interior without letting in so much light
as to cause glare or overheating. } 5

I ~ncrrll[ll ,llas~

These same elements—siting, landscaping,
proper placement and design of windows, overhangs, clerestories, thermal mass, and others—are
characteristic of solar architecture today (see figure 3-2), and can be adapted to a wide variety of
architectural styles. With modern materials and
design tools, these solar architectural techniques
have become much more effective.
The processes of solar heating, ventilation,
thermal storage, evaporation, and radiative cooling occur naturally in buildings. The way we design and position our buildings, size and orient
their windows, and landscape the property all impact these energy flows. Thus, the question is not
whether renewable energy can influence fossil energy consumption in our homes and offices-it already does. The question is whether energy flows
are allowed to cause problems such as overheating
and glare or are employed instead to deliver useful
services. Achieving this goal requires careful
tradeoffs between a variety of design parameters.
Thoughtful, balanced design can provide substantial financial, energy, and aesthetic benefits; poor
design or overreaching to reduce conventional energy use can increase costs and decrease building
comfort and performance.
Historically, buildings were designed for the
local climate and natural daylighting. Many were,
however, uncomfortable and poorly lit due to insufficient design knowledge, lack of insulation,
and low-quality windows. Then, plentiful and inexpensive supplies of fossil fuels and electricity
provided architects a degree of freedom they had
never before known (and habitants a degree of
comfort never before experienced), Building designs gradually changed to reflect abstract visions
rather than the reality of the local climate. Energy
use for heating, cooling, and lighting buildings increased accordingly. The first oil crisis of 1973 re-

,lletirl~ the hc;l[ \torii~e ~,:tpabl]j[) of;1 Inalcrial multiplied by its mass (weight). A WOOd frame wail has a low heat storage

.~tipii~ity. w hereai a WI id mawnry w ill 1 hw a high he~t storugc ctipac i[y.
1

3DiiUl~ Fak ro, ‘“llomtm Solar Legislation.” Pa.$siie Solar Journ(tl, vol. 2, No. 2, 1983, pp. 90-98.
I ~hfeh(]l N, B:~hudori, “p~~sl~e Cooling Sl .~terns in Irani~n Architecture,’” Sc!cntific Arwricun, NO1. 238, 1978, pp. 144-154.
I sR1chilrd [;, S(eln, ,4rc/lll[,<[llr( [/tit/ ~“nt~r,q}, (Garden City, NY: Anchor Press, 1978).
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Energy use in buidings has changed substantially in both form and function during the past several
decades Primary1 energy use in residential and commercial buildings totaled 29 exajoules in 1990 (figure
1-11 in chapter 1 ) Of this, about one-half went to space heating and cooling, one-fifth to Iightlng, and
one-tenth to water heating (figure 3-3) These proportions change significantly with the type of building, its
use, and its occupants Total buiding energy use in the United States has Increased (figure 3-4)—there are
more people, more households, and more offices-while energy use per unit area (commercial) or per person (residential)2 has roughly stabilized over the past decade due to a variety of efficiency Improvements
The sources of energy have changed dramatically Use of fuel 011 has dropped since the 1973011 embargo,
and natural gas has largely made up the difference (figure 3-4) At the same time, new loads have appeared Electron/c office equipment has sharply Increased plug loads3 in commercial buildings4 and programs such as the “Energy Star Computer” have been launched in response Utility demand-side management programs are gaining momentum as they grapple with peak loads due to air conditioning during
summer heat waves, as well as try to reduce overall consumption Building energy use will continue to
change due to technological advances, population growth, economic growth, demographic changes, and
many other factors, perhaps including global warming

1 This breakdown assigns generation transmission and d]slrlbution losses Incurred by the electricity seclor proportionately to
the end use that actualiy consumed the electricity
2 Resldentlal energy use dropped about PO percent between 1972 and 1982 and has since roughly stabilized
3
These are loads on wall outlets due to plugglng n computers, printers, photocopiers, fax machines and so forth These loads
are dlstlnct from hghtlng loads whch are wred mto place when the bulldlng IS constructed
4
L Norford et al Electrlclty Use n l~formatlon Technologies “ Annua/ Rewew of Energy, vol 15, 1990 pp 423-453

versed that trend and generated a wave of interest
in again using renewable energy to heat, cool, and
light buildings: that reversal lasted little longer
than high oil prices.

RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
The total energy performance of a building is a
complex process, dominated by the continuous interaction among the building’s internal sensible
and latent16 heat gains and losses, solar inputs,
thermal storage, radiant heat transfer, and air
movement: the external environment; and other
factors. Conventional space conditioning systems
have been designed simply to overpower the natural forces both heating and cooling our buildings,
resulting in considerable expenditures for equip-

ment and fuel. The process of maintaining a comfortable environment efficiently is a more subtle
and site-specific undertaking.
Renewable energy technologies for buildings
take several approaches in providing energy services. Generally the most cost-effective RETs for
space heating, cool ing, and lighting are passive architecture and daylighting. These strategies use
the building itself—walls, windows. overhangs,
thermal mass—to capture. store, and distribute renewable energy. This approach requires careful
design but uses little or no additional material—
hence its frequent cost-effectiveness. Active systems use discrete collectors on the roof or near the
building to capture sunlight and pipe the energy
where it can heat the building (or domestic hot wa-

l~sensible heat is what v e phy slcall} feel when we touch a hot object: latent heat is the energy required to evaporate a quantit> of R ~t~r. A~
used here, latent heat refer~ to [he large amount of moisture or humidity that can be exchanged among a building’s material~, indoor air, and the
outside. High Ieveli of humidity contribute substantially to occupant discomfort and increase building cooling loads.
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A variety of other renewable energy technologies can provide useful energy services for buildings but
have not been considered in detail in the course of this assessment. These Include wood heating and geothermal heat pumps

Wood Heat
Wood heating can be cost-effective where low-cost, reliable sources of wood are used 117 well-designed
and well-built wood stoves Domestic wood stoves can, however, produce relatively high levels of smoke
that may lead to local air pollution Catalytic combustors have reduced this air pollution problem while generally Increasing stove efficiencies
Geothermal Heat Pumps
Most heat pumps use air as a heat source or sink. The problem with this
IS

IS

that when heating or cooling

needed the most, the air is at its coldest or hottest which makes the air-coupled heat pump work harder

and reduces its efficiency 1 Geothermal heat pumps, however are coupled to the relatively constant
ground temperature by long pipes in the ground to collect heat for heating or to cool the fluid in the pipes
for air conditioning The moderate ground temperatures allow geothermal heat pumps to run more efficientIy typically using about two-thirds as much electricity as standard air-coupled heat pumps and less than
half as much as an electric resistance heater combined with a conventional air conditioner Burying the
pipes does cost more however and simple payback times for this additional cost are typically on the order
of six years.

I

ter) or drive a cooling systcm. These systems are
cost-effective only in particular circumstancres because of the large quantities of expensive add-on
materials required. Of increasing interest systems that are integrated into the building shell itself, including ventilation air preheat and
photovoltaics. By integrating these systems into
the building, the amount of epensive add-on material required can be minimized and the system
made more cost-effective. Othcr RETs are discussed in box 3-3.
Because the environment, construction, usage,
and energy demand patterns for buildings differ
(see figure 3-3), renewable strategies tend to be
context -dependent: a strategy designed for a
building used for manufacturing may not be appli-

cable in a comparably sized and built adjacent
warehouse. Similarly, a RET strategy used for a
small office building may not be applicable in a
nearby residence. These energy use patterns have
also changed significantly over time, particularly
with increasing use of electricity (see figure 3-4).
17

| Passive Architecture
Renewable energy technologies to provide space
heating, cooling, ventilation, and lighting energy
services can take many forms in residential and
commercial buildings. Passive heating and cooling technologies use the building itself to capture
sunlight for heat and/or light and to reject heat
from the building. This includes windows to let in
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light for both heating and lighting; overhangs to
block the summer sun and minimize cooling requirements, ventilation to reject unwanted heat or
provide fresh air, and thermal mass such as bricks
or concrete to store heat for use (winter) or to absorb heat for removal (summer) at some other time
during the day.
Window technology and placement are critical
for capturing solar energy in the winter and rejecting it in the summer; improvements in window
technology over the past decade allow this to be
done much more effectively than in the past (see
box 3-4). Once the window captures heat, thermal
mass 18 and interior air movements determine how

I x~ermal mass c~n moderate interior temperature swings.

effectively this heat is used. In recent years, passive design has emphasized “sun-tempering,”
which rearranges windows in the building to improve solar gain and lighting but (over the entire
building) may require little additional window
area and little or no additional thermal mass. This
avoids the cost of adding thermal mass; it also reduces design complexity by avoiding the difficulty of properly coupling incoming sunlight to the
thermal mass. Most conventional construction, in
fact, has moved toward the use of lighter weight
materials. Even traditional elements such as brick
fireplaces are today commonly made of metal
with a relatively lightweight brick veneer over it

80
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to provide the appearance of solidity; this type of
construction reduces the usefulness of a fireplace
as thermal mass.
As south-facing window area is increased,
more sunlight is admitted into the space and the
use of thermal mass gradually becomes more important to minimize overheating and moderate
day-night temperature swings. Overheating and
glare were frequent complaints in early passive
homes, but they can now generally be avoided
with proper design.
These same architectural elements can provide
summer cooling. Overhangs19 can shade southfacing windows from the summer sun, thermal
mass can moderate temperature swings and can be

1970

1980

1990

used to absorb heat during the day for release outside at night,20 and properly sited operable windows and open floor plans can provide effective
cross ventilation. Other techniques used include
shading by properly placed and selected trees or
other landscaping, night cooling, 21 and others. In
the dry Southwest, evaporative cooling can be effective and has long been used;22 for the humid
Southeast, desiccant moisture removal systems
are being developed because moisture removal is
a prime problem.23
A key element in cost-effectiveness for these
technologies is to employ the same elements normally used to construct a building, but configure

191nc]uding awnings and trellises.
z~ls will genera]]y ~ accomplished wi[h ventilation at night to circulate cooler night air.
2 l~is can include ventila[ion with night air or radiation to the night sky—both coupled to thermal mass (including eafth coupling) to remove heat absorbed by the thermal mass during the day.
2zAs tie name imp]les, ~vaporatlve ~oollng “jej [he e~apra[lon of water to absorb heat and COOI the air. when the cooler, more humid air is
discharged directly into the living space, the system is often known as a “swamp chiller. ” AltemativeIy, heat exchangers can be used, with the
humidified air blown outside after it first cools off dry interior air via a heat exchanger. This prevents excessive moisture input into interior
spaces.
23~~lccant removal systems “se drying agellt$ t. ~bsorb ~ ater from the interior air ~d then use Solar energy to heat the agent and drive off

the moisture, releasing it to the outside.
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Approximately 15 exajoules (EJ) of primary energy are used annually to heat and cool buidings; roughly one-quarter of this energy demand

due to undesirable heat losses or gains through windows,1 When

the first 011 crisis occurred in 1973, approximately 70 percent of new windows sold in the United States
were single glazed with an insulating value of R-1 2 If an average building Iife of 40 years is assumed, such
windows would result in the Iifetime loss of more than 100 EJ worth more than $1 trillion 3 Following the first
energy crisis, changes in building codes and other factors resulted by 1990 in the market shifting largely
(80 percent) to double-glazed windows with an insulating value of R-2 Such windows cut energy loss in
half.
Beginning in 1976, researchers at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory began work to Improve window performance Low-emissivity (low-E) windows with special coatings to reduce heat loss were their first major
focus The $2-million federal Investment leveraged some $100 million in private Investment in Iow-E film
production technology,4 This work produced windows with a thermal resistivity of R-3, and with low-conductivty gases, R-4, with energy savings of two-thirds and three-quarters, respectively, compared with
single-glazed windows The first significant sales of low-E windows occurred in 1984 following a variety of
ongoing federal supports and outreach to manufacturers; they now account for one-third of residential window sales A number of other technologies have been developed subsequently and are now in various
stages of commercialization, Transparent insulation and electronically controlled coatings5 are under development and promise substantial further Improvements in window performance,
In parallel, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has developed a computer design tool called Window 4.0,
more than 3,000 copies have now been distributed. It

IS

used extensively by manufacturers to design more

energy-efficient windows and by Industry for the window rating and labeling system.

‘ R Bevlngton and A Rosenfeld, “Energy for Bulldlngs and Homes, ’ Sc{enflhc Arnencan, VOI 263, No 3, September 1990, p 80
2 R-1 refers 10 the resstance to heat flow, R-1 IS a resrstlvky of 1 square foot-hour-°FBtu
~ This assumes that 70 percent of the windows of the total bulldlng stock are single-glazed, In faCt, the fraction that was SlnCJleglazed at that hmewas Ihkelytobe slgnlflcantly higher Thedollarvalue IS basedon the overall energy costs for bulldlngs, Ihefrachonof
e[]ergy use lost by windows, and a 40-year bulldlng hfe
a Howard S Geller et al “The Importance of Government-Supported Research and Development In Advancing Energy Efficiency
m the Unfed States Bulldlngs Sector” E/ectric/ty Effclent End-Use and New Genera[ion Techno/ogles,and Their P/annmg /mp/icaf)ons, Thomas B Johansson et al (eds ) (Lund, Sweden Lund Unwerslty Press, 1989)
5
Electrochromlc windows Researchers are also examlmng thermochromlc (responsive to temperature) and photochromic (responsive to ilght) coatings
—

—.

them in ways that better control natural energy
flows. Thus, windows on the east and west side
are minimized-they tend to provide little net
winter heat but significant summer overheating—
and the equivalent window area is moved to the
south side where it can provide winter heating. A
fireplace might be positioned so that it receives direct sunlight in the winter and thus can provide
some thermal mass benefits. Passive design must
be used in conjunction with a full complement of
cost-effective energy efficiency techniques, care-

.

ful siting and landscaping, and other aids. These
design techniques are subtle, but effective.
Passive heating, cooling, and lighting (see below) require careful and sophisticated architectural design; they are design-intensive rather than
material-intensive. The development, testing, and
distribution of effective computer design tools
and the provision of additional supports at the design stage may therefore be important for effective
and widespread use of these technologies.
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In some circumstances, however, the careful
“tuning” of passive design performance may also
cause difficulties. For example, passive solar and
daylit designs may sometimes be less amenable
than conventionally heated buildings to subsequent modifications to suit the tastes of new
owners. New owners of passive homes have
sometimes covered interior mass floors with carpet, mass walls with wallboard, or made other
changes that reduced the effectiveness of carefully
tuned interior designs. Similarly, offices may raise
existing or build new walls to increase worker privacy that at the same time disrupt the natural flow
of solar heated air through the building or block
daylight. On the other hand, unlike conventional
structures, passive buildings can often remain
habitable (and are less susceptible to freezing
damage) during power and fuel disruptions in severe cold or hot spells. Further, passive design
features do not generally wear out the way conventional heating, cooling, or lighting equipment
does.
Properly designed and built, the reduction in
heating and cooling loads made possible through
passive solar design can allow conventional heating and cooling equipment to be downsized, in
part offsetting any additional cost of RETs. Overall cost and performance results from a number of
case studies of carefully monitored buildings
across the United States are shown in figure 3-1.
These buildings demonstrated significant energy
savings, averaging roughly 50 percent energy savings for efficiency and renewable energy contributions combined, compared with conventional
designs, and at relatively little increase in

construction cost. The overall cost of saving energy by using these technologies is substantially
lower than current or projected costs of conventional fuels, as indicated in the example supply
curve of figure 3-5. These opportunities can be
found throughout the United States and offer prospective owners of new residential and commercial buildings large cost and energy savings.

| Daylighting

24

Daylighting is the process of letting light in from
the outside and integrating it with interior electric
lighting (o provide high-quality, glare-free, lowl-

This includes
adding high windows, clerestories, and skylights
or roof monitors to cast light deep into the building’s interior: atria to provide lighting in the core
of a large building: and appropriately placed
walls, screens, reflectors, and luminaires to diffuse daylight.
Both direct and diffuse sunlight can be used for
daylighting. Direct sunlight is highly directional,
very intense, and often variable from moment to
moment (e.g., as clouds pass by). It is used for
dayligh only after it has been diffused by passage through a diffusing window or fixture or after
it has been reflected off an interior (nonmirror)
surface. Direct sunlight may also be used for interior spaces where light must be “piped” in.25 Diffuse sunlight is light that has been scattered by the
atmosphere and comes from the entire sky. Although it is less intense than direct sunlight, it is
much less directional and variable from moment
to moment. Daylighting strategies often rely more
energy-use lighting for occupants.

2@ee, e.g., J. Douglas Balcomb, “Daylighting,” ISPRA Course on Passive Solar Technologies for Buildings in Mediterranean Climates,
Kefalonia, Greece, Oct. 17-21, 1988; C. Ben[on et al., Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, “Control System Performance in a Modern Daylightcd
Office Building,” LB L-3061 1, October 1990; D. Arasteh et al., Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, “Cooling Energ} and Cost Sak ]ngs w Ith D~y
lighting in a Hot and Humid Climate,” LBL- 19734, July 1985; and G. Sweitzer et al., Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, “Effects of Low-Eml~sl~
ity Glazings on Energy Use Patterns in N’onresidermal Dayl ighted Bui Mings, ” 1.BL-2 1577, December 1986. E~tcn\ivc literature on daylighting
can be found m Amerlc’an Solar Energy Society, op. cit., footnote 17. For practical hands-on guides. see, e.g., Wayne Place and Thomas C.
Howard, North Carollna Alternative Energy Corp., ‘“Day lighting Multistory Office Building s,” 1990; and Wayne Place and Thoma\ C. How ard,
North Carolina Alternative Energy Corp., “Daylighting Classroom Buildings,” 1991.
2~If no( diffused by a dlffu~lng window, fixture, or reflector, direct sunlight tends to be used sparingly and then primarii> to aCCellt Internal
design. In this context, note that simply allowing light in from large expanses of glass on modem office facades can result in glare and require
high levels of artificial light as a counterbalance.
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heavily on diffuse sunlight because of its higher
lighting quality and stability.
Because daylight provides more visible light
than heat compared with artificial lighting, it can
also reduce air conditioning loads.26 Overall, the

energy savings from daylighting strategies is
heavily dependent on the relationship between
lighting and cooling electricity saved, or additional heating energy consumed. This relationship va-

‘cDiffuse sun] ight is roughly twice as efllcient as standard fluorescent bulbs and nearly six times as efficient as incandescent bulbs in terms
of I ighting service per unit thermal input into the building. Thus, admitting I watt of diffuse sunlight can allow a decrease in the fluorescent
lighting load by 2 watts, and also decrease the air conditioning load by 0.5 watts (if a coefficient performance of 2 is assumed), for a net sav in~s
of 2.5 watts of elemiclty px watt of sunlight. This benefit is decreasing as artificial lighting becomes more efficient and lighting design reduces
unnecessarily high lighting levels.
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ries widely from region to region and from
building to building within regions.27
Daylighting is of particular interest in office
buildings where lighting is a very large energy demand; internal heat gains predominate so that
cooling is needed over much of the year (and so
daylight can reduce cooling loads); and architecture has already moved toward glass exteriors and
interior atria.28 Daylighting is also of great interest for schools. Properly designed, daylighting
can provide 50 to 75 percent of the light neededduring daytime hours. Daylighting must be inte
grated with heating and cooling design elements
to achieve optimal overall performance. Windows
used for day lighting can be placed to provide passive solar heating in the winter and to avoid summer solar gains. Controls to dim or turn off
artificial lights are usually required to achieve the
full potential savings of daylighting.30

| Solar Water Heaters
Solar water heaters use panels or tanks exposed to
the sun to warm water for domestic or service use
(solar domestic hot water, SDHW)31 or for swim-

Early

adoption

was

fueled

by

a

ming pools.32
number of forces, including emerging environmentalism, fear of high fuel prices, and government tax credits. With the expiration of the federal
tax credit in 1985, the solar thermal (including the
solar water heater) market experienced considerable downsizing, from 225 manufacturcrs in 1984
to 98 in 1986 and 45 today.33 Overall, an estimated 1.8 million systems have been produced
since the 1970s.34
Solar pool heaters are a low-temperature application, typically operating around 80°F (270C),
and thus can be quite efficient without using an insulating glass or plastic cover, or other insulation.
This allows them to be very low cost with average
wholesale prices in 1992 of $27/mz ($2.50/ft z).35
Solar pool heaters are cost-effective over a fairly
wide range of conditions and have developed into
a significant market. Sales increased 11 percent
from 1991 to 1992 and accounted for nearly 90
percent of the solar thermal collector market.36
SDHW is a medium-temperature application.
typically operating around 120 oF (50oC). These
temperatures require insulating glass or plastic

“The relation~hlp between cooling and heating loads depends dramatically on the length and WJ eritj of the heating and cooling ~cawm~.
lle length of thew wafons for a particular building depends on the as~umed baic cu~c amount of heat thiit is gcncriited R i thin the bui khng (e.g.,
by people, lights, and computers) and the degree to which this amount is changed b} decrtiiiing the !ighting Io:id. Thu\, d;i) lighting would wik e
proportionately more energy in a den~ely packed office buildin~ or rc~taur:int. with I;irge intcm;il hciit gain~ tind a long coollng wawn. than in a
warehouse, w lth little internal gain and a ~horter cooling season.
2x

Balcomb, op. cit.. footnote 24.

21)

Nlihe Nicklas. Innovative Design; J, Douglas Balcomb, Nation:il Renewable Energy I.aborator); and Mark Kelle), Building Science Em
g ineering, personal communication, Apr. 13, 1994.
1O1n ~eneral hol~,cl,er da}
1 iOhtlng is desirable ~here it can pro} ide ~u~rlor i igh[lng for a ]arge portion of the IInle. c)[heru i~e, da) ] i~hting
,.~
doc~ notcbecorne the norm and people oJerride the lighting con[rols too frequently. Nichlas, op. cit.. footnote 29.
; ]n,~ refers t. hot water u~ed for household purposes (e. g., washing and b~thlng ).
~2Solur water heatcri can be either pasiive, in which the flow of water ( or other fluld ) ii clri~ en by natur;il ternpcriilure differences generated
by solar heating, or active, in which the flow of w~iter (or other fluid) is driven b) an electric pump [x~wercd b> the utility grid or by an iidj~cent
photcmohalc ~)stcm.
~ 1 [M~~ n~lz ino actu:illv. beoan in ~ 979, but ~KParlcnce(l i[f blgge~[ Jump ~-t}~een 1 ~)~-$ iind J ~)~~, ~l,s. ~~p:ir[mc[][ of [Zncrg?’. Ener:y [n
formati(m Adml~~tration. Sol;r Collec[or ~fuu~~ja(~urln~ Ac[I\rfI /992, DOE ElA-{) 174(92) (~ra~hington. DC”. Nokwmher 19°3 ).
\JShclnk{)ff, op, cl[,. footnote 6
~~EneroY
@ ]nforrnti[lon Administration, op. cit., footnote ~~
~~T~[a] ~()]ar [hernial c~]lect~r shipments in 1992 were about 7 tTIllllOn ~q~larc feet
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covers, side and back insulation, and other techniques to reduce heat loss and improve efficienc y .37 T h e g r e a t e r material intensity and
complexity of these collectors raise wholesale
prices for the collector alone into the range of
$100/m2 ($1 0/ft2).38 Overall costs are typically in
the neighborhood of $200/m2 for all of the hardware, $ 100/m2 for installation, and up to $300/m2
for overhead, profit, and marketing costs.39 This
gives a total installed cost in the range of $300/m2
to $600/m2 ($30/ft 2 to $60/ft2).40 Typical systems
are 4 to 8 m2 in area, depending on the climate, and
deliver roughly 30 to 40 MJ/day of energy. This is
equivalent to about 8 to 12 kWh of electricity with
a value
of $0.80 to $1.20/day at high electricity
rates. 41The simple payback may then be as low as
six years in some select areas compared with elec42
tric water heating, but it is not generally costcompetitive compared with natural gas systems at
current prices.43
Large-scale production and installation of solar
water heaters might allow significant price decreases through economies of scale and learning
and by reducing marketing and other overheads.
Although there are enough cost-effective uses of
SDHW to justify large-scale manufacturing and
installation, the market has been slow to develop
due to a variety of market challenges.
Sola water heaters may also sometimes be
made more cost-effective by considering their use

in utility demand-side management (DSM) programs. Although water heating is a large energy
demand (see figure 3-3), utility DSM programs
must instead focus on the extent to which water
heating contributes to the utility’s peak electricity
demand; this varies by region and time of year. As
an example of it not being cost-effective, studies
by Florida Power and Light found that electric water heaters only contributed an average of about
0.2 kW each to the peak load. Overall program
costs and ratepayer impact concerns then made solar water heater DSM investment incentives not
cost-effective (see box 3-5).
In areas with large coincident peaks between
electric water heating loads and utility loads, utility incentives for SDHW systems may be cost-effective. 44 In response to this DSM opportunity,
Edison Electric Institute, the American Public
Power Association, and the Department of Energy
established the Utility Solar Water (USH20) Program to assist in the development and expansion
of utility programs for residential and commercial
solar water heating. The intent is both to reduce
utility demand in regions where the SDHW option
is cost-effective and to aggregate markets for
SDHW so as to allow manufacturing and installation scaleup and thus help drive costs down.
As with passive systems, the cost-effectiveness
of SDHW might be assisted by developing de-

~7T&se inc]u~e spctraljy se]ec[ive absorber surfi3Cc% and Vacuunl jack38

Energy Information

Administration, Op. cit., footnote 33.

~~HenrJ (Greg) peebles 111, American Energy Technologies, Inc., personal communication, MaY 26, ] 994.
.lO1n Comparison, one manufacturer estimated costs t. be [yplcally 25 percent for tie collector and re]ated hardware, 25 percent

for market-

ing ;in~ a~ve~lSelnent, [s ~rcerlt for installation, and 35 percent for overhead and profit.
~ !Thls ignores storage ]Osses ~d the Va]ue of the elec~lc water heater tank, and assumes a high value of 10@/kWh for residential df3CtriClty.
~~Thi\ assumes the higher cost of $60()/rnz for a smal]er 4 nlz system installed in a favorable C]lmate, a high level of de] ivered enert3Y, and
high electricity rates.
J~Batch ~d thermosyphon water heaters are

pafl]cularly

cost-effective, in Some Cases even when measured against natUral gaS.

4-lsee e,g,, Cliffords, Murley and Donald E. C)sbom, “SMUD’s Residential and Commercial So]ar Domestic Hot Water i%OgramS, ” pawr

presented at the American Solar Energy Society Soiar 94 Conference, San Jose, CA, June 1994. A detailed study across the entire United States
found a wide variation in coincidence between hot water demand and utility loads, ranging from 12 to 78 percent in the summer to O to 36
percent in the winter, depending on the region. See S.E Ahmed and J. Estoque, Solar Hot Water Manual for Electric Utilities: Domestic Hot
W’arer Sj.jtems, EPRI EM-4965 (Palo Alto, CA: Electric Power Research Institute, December 1986).
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Florida Power and Light (FPL) began prowding front-end payments of up to $400 for solar domestic
water heaters (SDHW) in 1982 Installations under this program grew steadily to almost 14000 in 1985
before collapsing to less than 1,000 by 1987 when federal tax credits were withdrawn Overall FPL provided support for almost 41,000 solar water heaters between 1982 and 1990
In response to the Florida Public Service Commission, FPL developed a demand-side management
plan in 1990 On reviewing the payment for domestic solar water heaters, FPL found that, in fact, there
were benefits of only 75@ for every dollar spent The reason was that few people took hot showers in the
late afternoon when FPL experienced its peak electricity demand, so substituting SDHW reduced the peak
load Iittle and saved FPL Iittle Investment On the other hand during off peak times, electric water heaters
consumed large amounts of power --1 ,500 kWh per year—and so contributed substantially to FPL
revenues
Despite these results, FPL ultimately petitioned the Commission to continue its SDHW Incentive payment program because of FPLs concern that many of the benefits of renewable (e g , environmental benefits, fuel diversity, continued support for the embryonic solar Industry) were not captured in the cost-benefit
analysis
At the same time, FPL discovered in its review of the SDHW program that swimming pool pumps had a
high load during the late-afternoon peak period Subsequent analysis found that photovoltaic-powered pool
pumps had a benefit-cost ratio of 1 2 (i.e., 20 percent net benefits) An Incentive program for photovoltaicpowered pool pumps

IS

now under study.

1 Steven R Slm Residential Solar DSM Programs at Flortda Power and Light “ So/ar Age September-October 1991 pp 23-25

signs that are integrated into the building shell, reducing overall material and construction
requirements. Homeowner costs may also be reduced by incorporating the costs of the system
into the home mortgage—amortizing SDHW
costs over 30 years and allowing interest charges
to be deducted from tax payments.
45

| Active Space Heating and Cooling
Active space heating and cooling systems use discrete solar collectors—large panels glazed with
glass or clear plastic---on the roof or beside the
structure to capture sunlight and pipe the energy

where it can heat a building or drive a cooling
system.
Active space heating and cooling systems are
cost-effective for only a 1 imited range of applications. 46 The primary difficulty with active systems is that large costly areas are required to
collect the relatively low-energy-intensity solar
resource. It is difficult to do this cost-effectively
with discrete dedicated material- and labor- intensive collectors. In contrast. the cost-effectiveness
of passive architecture is largely the consequence
of being able to use elements of the building it-

~SFor C/a\sIc dejcrlpti(ln~ ofa(.[l~e ~}> ~[cmf, wc John A. Duffic and W’illiam A. Beckrn, in, So]ar ~r?~lnecrrn(~ @%rnlut Pr~X c.! fL’~, ~n~ Ed.
(New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons, 199 I ); and Bruce D. Hunn et al. (eds. ), L’ngineet-lnty Prlnciplcs and ConccpI\ fi)r AIIIIC Solar .$) jtcnlf
(Golden, CO: Solar Encrg> Research Institute. July 1987).
%u, s, Department of Energ~, “’Renew able Energy Technology’ Evolution Rationales,” draft, Oct. 5, 1990; and Amcricim Solar Energ) Society, Progress in .k}iar L“rrcr<q? Te(}lnologlr~ find App//caf/m~: Atr A[([hor[(u[\\c R(I\Ie\~ (Boulder, CO: Januar) 1994 ).
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self—at little or no additional material or labor
cost—to perform the collection function.
Several recent efforts have focused on reducing
the material intensity of active solar systems by
integrating the collector into the building shell.
For example, solar collectors are being developed
that heat ventilation air before it enters a building. 47 These collectors form part of the building
wall. Because ventilation air is a low-temperature
application (roughly 65° to 70°F) and because air
is pulled through the collector to the inside (minimizing heat losses), glass or plastic covers are not
needed for insulation as is common for somewhat
higher temperature applications (such as solar domestic hot water heaters). These factors minimize
the use of additional materials. At the same time,
low temperatures also mean that these systems
can be relatively high inefficiency. This technology received one of the prestigious R & D 1 0 0
awards from Research and Development magazine for 1994. Ventilation preheat may become a
more important consideration as new air quality
standards for buildings are implemented,48 and
these technologies appear likely to be cost-effective in some colder climate applications.
49

| Landscaping and Tree Planting
The summer and winter temperatures of urban
areas tend to be higher than rural surroundings be-

cause asphalt, concrete, and other construction
materials absorb and hold large amounts of heat,
and because there is little vegetation for shade or
to transpire moisture and thus lower urban temperatures. so In some cooling-dominated climates,
shading and
reflective surfaces may help cool
51
For
example, the National Academy
buildings.
of Sciences estimates that planting trees and lightening the color of roads and buildings could reduce U.S. air conditioning use by about 25
percent. 52 Likewise, absorptive surfaces and
properly designed landscaping can help reduce
heating requirements in other areas.
In response to this opportunity, several tree
planting programs have recently been initiated or
considered, including utility demand-side management programs. Little is known at this point
about the overall cost-effectiveness of these efforts. 53 Balancing the potential energy and peak
electric capacity savings (which require further research themselves) are outreach, planting costs,
maintenance, water use, risk of loss of trees, and
other factors. In addition, there are concerns about
root growth into sidewalks, sewers, and foundations, among other issues. The location of trees
around a house and in any urban environment
must be carefully considered so as to help rather
than hinder passive performance in all seasons.

47 Charles F. K~tScher and Craig B. Christensen, “Unglazed Transpired Solar Collectors,” Ad~unce.s in War Energy, Karl W. Boer (cd.)
(Boulder, CO: American Solar Energy Society, 1992); and Charles E. Kutscher, “Unglazed Transpired Solar Collectors,” Solar Ttiay, August
1992, pp. 21-22.
~]n [he past, ventilation air heating was genera]]y not a separately identified load. Over the past two decades, however, residential ~d
commercial buildings have been made substantially more airtight in order to increase efficiency; consequently, ventilation air heating is becom-

ing a more identifiable load. With new concerns over air quality and higher ventilation rates under American Society of Heating, Refrigeration,
and Air Conditioning Engineers’s new standards, ventilation air heating is I ikely to become an important energy demand and may account for
roughly 5 to 15 percent of building energy demand.
49u ,S Environmental ~o[ection Agency, coo/;ng our Communities: A Guidebook on Tree Planting and Ligh\-Colored surfacing (WMington, DC: 1992).
SoUrban heat is]and effects may, however, benefit winter heating. On the other hand, trees can provide important wind shielding from winter
winds and reduce building heat loss, but winter shading even by bare branches can reduce winter heat gain substantially.
5 I care must & taken, however, ~a[ ]Igh[ su~aces do not reflect into adjacent windows and increase glare and cooling requirements.
52 Nat10nal Academy of Sciences, Po/r’cy /mP/ica~ions of Greenhou~e Watmfng (Washington, DC: National Academy press, 199] ).
53E. Gregory McPherson, “Evaluating the Cost Effectiveness of Shade Trees for Demand-Side Management,” The E/ec/ricity Journaf,
November 1993, pp. 57-65.
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Much further RD&D is needed to better understand all these issues.
The potential in urban cores is less clear
because of the density and scale of construction.
Further research and carefully monitored demonstrations are needed to clarify this potential. Carbon sequestration and air quality benefits, as well
as aesthetic benefits, are potentially also provided
by suburban and urban tree planting programs. B y
one estimate, a 5°F (3°C) reduction in the daily
high temperature of Los Angeles by using lightcolored surfaces on roads and buildings and by
planting trees could reduce smog episodes by onethird .54

| Integrated Design
All of these technologies—passive or active solar
heating and cooling, daylighting, efficiency improvements, and others—must be considered in
an integrated fashion. Adding sufficient window
area to heat a poorly insulated building in the winter may require such large amounts of thermal
mass to reduce day-night temperature swings that
it is not cost-effective, whereas adding a small
amount of window area to a well-insulated building may provide highly cost-effective heating.
Thermal mass considered only for its winter heating benefits may not be cost-effective, but when
considered for its summer air conditioning peak
load shifting as well, it may be quite desirable.
Integrated building design is very important for
achieving high performance in these systems.ss
Integrated design considers a wide range of cost
and performance tradeoffs across all aspects of the
building’s design in order to deliver the highest
quality building services—thermal comfort,
lighting, clean air, aesthetics—at the lowest possible life-cycle cost. Adequate consideration of all

these factors is a very design-intensive process.
Consequently, the lack of capable computer design tools to aid the architect and builder in this
process is an important factor that has 1imited penetration of these technologies. Improved knowledge of building physics and the widespread
availability of powerful personal computers tire
now opening up, for the first time. the possibility
of sophisticated, integrated building design.
| RD&D AND COMMERCIALIZATION
For RETs to make a substantial contribut ion to energy needs in the buildings sector a variety of
RD&D and commercialization issues must be addressed. RD&D needs are examined briefly here,
followed by a detailed look at several key commercialization challenges.
| Research, Development,

and Demonstration
Although several of these renewable energy
technologies are moderately mature, further R&D
is needed in areas such as monitoring systems;
computer-aided design tools for integrating daylighting, passive solar heating and cooling, and
other attributes in building design; more intelligent lighting controls to better integrate artificial
lighting with daylighting availability; electronically adjustable and spectrally selective windows;
and improved materials for active and passive solar heating elements. These and other potential
areas for further RD&D are summarized in table
3-1.
past Experiences 56
Research, development, and demonstration of
RETs for buildings has been supported by federal
and state policies and programs for some two dc -

54L,W ~ence Berhe]cy Laboramry, “Heat Island~ and HOW To Cool Them,” Cenfcrfi)r Buildfng Science Ne)t.j, fpring 1994.
55J Douola~ B~]c~T~lb, .]n[egra[ed ~ji:n, ” Pawr pre~en[ed a[ the S} mpo~ium on Solar Energy and Buildings, Athen\, [h~~e. DCT. ~- 1 ().
e
.
I 993.
56~e dlscusilon on ~xv.ricnce is ba$ed on J, D~ugla~ Ba]comb, PUYS[l,C Ren~ii~lh/e L“nerg\l: Whtil’.T Holding ~r.$ [[p ‘) whul .%}Io141(1 fit’

Done? (Boulder, CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory. July, 1992); and personal communications with contributor a~ listed in the front
of this report.
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Materials

Insulants, particularly transparent lnsulants such as aerogels
Electronically adjustable spectrally selective windows,
Improved Iighting controls for Integrating daylighting and artificial lights
Improved and longer life gaskets and sealants
Phase-change materials,
Desiccants for cooling systems.
Selective surfaces
Improved catalysts for small-scale biomass combustion emissions control
Air-to-air heat exchanger materials

Building physics

Passive cooling techniques, Incuding radiant cooling
Perimeter daylighting systems, allowing deeper penetration of perimeter spaces
Atria design for better daylighting and thermal performance
Basic heat transfer and natural convection air-flow research to improve performance and comfort
Moisture absorption and desorption in building materials
Duct design

Whole buildings

Testing advanced concepts in buildings,
Performance monitoring of solar buildings
Model land-use controls to encourage proper subdivision/site design

Human comfort research

Determining what makes people comfortable or uncomfortable with respect to
temperature, humidity, Iighting, and other factors within a building.

Design tools

Improved residential and commercial building design tools that perform Integrated
analysis, including daylighting and window design, space heating, space cooling, and utility demand-side management
Development of simplified design tools for the design and construction community.
Validation of design tools

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1995

cades. This support has led to important developments in many aspects of passive and active solar
design; a variety of efficient lighting and tippliance technologies; l o w - e m i s s i v i t y w i n d o w
coatings 58 and other window technology improvements, including the development of design
tools; 59 radiant barrier technology; ventilative
57

and desiccant cooling; and other technologies.
Not all projects were successful, of course, but the
overall track record has been good.
Support has also been provided for a number of
demonstrations and field monitoring. The Department of Energy (DOE) Passive Solar Commercial
Buildings Program supported the design of 21

57 How.ard s. Ge]lcr et ~]., ‘.~e ImPrtance of CJoVernmen[-Support~d Research and ~ci elopmcm in Ad\ tincing Energy Effkl~ncy in the

United States Buildings Sector,” E/ecrric’iry: E~JcIenf End-{J~e on(f .?[e}$’ Gcncrtt[io)I Techno/ogie$, urrd Their P/LJnnInx /mp/lcul/on.\, Thomas
B. Johansson et al. (cds. ) (Lund, Sweden: Lund University Prmj, 1989).
5f!By one ~~tiInate, the return on [his te~hncJ]ogy__natiolla] ~ay ings to federal investment-hus been 7,000 to ] StX ibid.
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commercial buildings throughout the United
States and monitored the cost and performance of
12 of them.60 Energy and operating expenses were
cut in half with, on average, no net increase in
construction costs. Overall, 1ighting energy was
reduced 65 percent, cooling 65 percent, and heating 44 percent compared with standard construction (figure 3-1 ). Detailed surveys found
occupants highly satisfied with the buildings, particularly the daylighting. Key factors contributing
to success included federal use of private parties to
design, construct, and use the buildings, with the
federal role limited to bringing the parties together, absorbing the additional cost of designing the
buildings, and monitoring building cost and performance. This program helped train numerous
architects, engineers, and builders: provided demonstrable proof that the concepts worked; and
helped leverage the construction of many other
passive buildings.
Similarly, the Class B Residential Passive Solar Performance Monitoring Program conducted
by the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI—
now known as the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory) took detailed data (about 20 data
points an hour) for about 60 passive houses over
an extended period.61 These data showed that the
passive systems provided more than half of the net
heating load of these buildings and gave insights
into how they worked as well as what did not
work. This program provided reliable documentation and support for these technologies and data to
aid researchers in improving these designs further.
Some believe this to be one of the most valuable
programs of the period because it provided de-

tailed information to designers and engineers on
what worked, what did not work, and why.
Some programs were, however, less successful, particularly those that attempted to push inappropriate or immature technology into the market.
For example, a number of active solar cooling systems using different technologies were designed
and built as demonstrations. A few were technically successful, but many never operated and
none were ever close to being cost-effective or developing a self-sustaining market. The development of cooling systems is important for much of
the United States, as well as much of the developing world. Before such technology pushes are attempted, however, realistic technologies must be
chosen and the research and development (R&D)
must be focused on ultimately providing commercially viable products.

RD&D Funding
Overall federal funding for such RD&D programs
is listed in table 1-4 and has been in the range of $2
million to $5 million per year in recent years. In
comparison, annual private and public expenditures for energy to heat, cool, light, and provide
other energy services for residential and commercial buildings are roughly $180 billion annually. 62
If a 10-percent overall energy savings could be
realized in the longer term by using RETs in buildings---one-half to two-thirds the potential—$18
billion would be saved annually, without even
considering growth in the stock of buildings or increases in energy prices. This amount is roughly
4,000 to 10,000 times recent federal expenditures

6oBufi Hi]] Kosar Ri[te]m~n Associates and Min Kantrowitz Aiwciates, Commercla/ Bul/ding Design: /nlegr~[/ng C/lma[e, COnl@l, and
Cos/ (New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1987); and U.S. Department of Energy, Projec( Summaries: Passite Solur Commercial
Bulldlngs Program (Washington, DC 1982).
blsolar Energy Research Inst][u[e, ~ar.jl~c .$o/ur }icjnles; 20

Ca.\c

SrJ/dIe.~, SER1/SP-27 I -2473 (Golden, CO: December 1984); and solar

Energy Research Institute, fassl~e Solur .%~anufa(turcd Bulldin(qs: Design, Con~trucr/on, and Class B Resul~s, SERIISP-27 1-2059 (Golden,
CO: December 1984).
b2Energy Information Administration, op. CI[. fOOtnOtc ]
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on RD&D in these technologies. A 10-percent
savings in the buildings sector corresponds roughly to reducing total U.S. primary energy use by
about 3.5 percent.63
In comparison, coal currently supplies about 23
percent of total U.S. energy and 54 percent of U.S.
electricity. Fully implemented, the clean coal program would reduce U.S. energy use by about 4.3
percent, 64 as well as substantially reducing emissions of sulfur and nitrogen oxides (SOX and
NOX).65 (RETs in buildings would have a substantially smaller direct impact on emissions of SOX
and NOX.)
While annual appropriations for RETs in buildings have been $2 million to $5 million in recent
years, those for the clean coal program have typically been in the $400 million to $500 million
range, roughly 100 times greater. Although these
calculations are crude and the programs are not directly comparable in many respects, these estimates do give an order-of-magnitude comparison
of the relative benefits and costs of these programs. A much more detailed analysis of the relative long-term value of these and other programs
would be useful.

| Commercialization Overview
A variety of market challenges limits the commercialization of RETs in the buildings sector. These
challenges must be addressed if a significant share
of cost-effective applications of RETs in buildings
are to be developed. 66 Such actions are particularly important in the buildings sector because of
several factors: the large amount of energy consumed and the corresponding environmental impacts of fossil energy use; the very long lifetime of
buildings and the inherent difficulty and cost of
modifying them after construction; and important
interconnections with other sectors, particularly
electricity.
There is a large literature for the buildings sector discussing the extent to which various challenges to commercialization and/or observed
consumer behavior actually represent market distortions and barriers.67 For example, studies of energy efficiency investments consistently find
implicit discount rates of 20 to 800 percent,
compared with market rates of 10 percent real and
less. 68 Some believe that this discrepancy indicates substantial market distortions and barriers;

~~ln soiar buildings, there ma y be sma]] additional emissions for the production of additional glass, cement, and so fofih. A totai I ife-cycle
estimate of emissions is needed, but is not done here.
~q[t WouId raise e]ectncity.generat ion efficiencies from the current 35 percent to roughly 45 percent. Since electricity accounts for about 85
percent of coal use and is 23 percent of total national energy use, the improvement in efficiency corresponds to national energy savings of 4.3
percent when fully implemented at today’s rate, without considering future changes in the mix or number of generating plants.
~sEInissions
reductions of 90 percent are a research goal.
..
~~A]though cost-effectiveness as discussed here is based only on market prices for energy, it may be useful to include environmental ~d
other externalities in this cost-effectiveness criterion to the extent possible. These issues are not addressed in the discussion here for the buildings sector but are discussed for electricity in chapter 6.
~7Mos[ of this literature focuses on energy efficiency and related investments. See, e.g., Alan H. Sanstad et al., On /he Et’~)n~)mic’Anul?.~i~ Of
Problems in Energy Eflcienc?: Market Barriers, Markel Failures, and Policy Implications, LBL-32652 (Berkeley, CA: Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, Energy Analysis Program, January 1993); J.A. Hausman, “Individual Discount Rates and the Purchase and Utilization of EnergyUsing Durables,’’ Be/l./ourno~ Econmnici~,~, vol. 10, 1979, pp. 33-54; H. Ruderman et al., ‘The Behavior of the Market for Energy Efficiency in
Residential Appliances Including Heating and Cooling Equipment,” The Energ] Journal, vol. 8, No. 1, 1987. pp. 10 I- 124; Harry Chemoff,
“lndiv idual Purchase Criteria for Energy-Related Durables: The Misuse of Life Cycle Cost,” The Energy Journul, vol. 4, No. 4, October 1983,
pp. 8 I -86; Fereidoon P. Sioshansi, ‘- The Myths and Facts of Energy Efficiency,” Energy Policy, April 199 i, pp. 231 -243; and Kevin A. Hassett
and Gilbert E. Metcalf, “Energy Conservation Investment: Do Consumers Discount the Future Correctly?” Energy Polic]. vol. 21, June 1993,
PP. 7 IO-716. me references In these Papers! pa~icul~ly that@ SanStad et aL Provide a Nery extensive guide to the literature.
~8HauSmm, op. cit., footnote 67; and Ruderman et al., OP. cit., footnOte 67.
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others believe that this represents legitimate consumer sensitivity to the risk and uncertainties of
investing in energy-efficient equipment.69 Regardless of the cause of these investment patterns,
there appears to be a need to find mechanisms that
reduce the gap between what is cost-effective
from the societal perspective and what is currently
invested in by the individual. The focus here is on
the practical ways in which various factors may
limit the commercialization of RETs in the buildings sector, rather than a theoretic] discussion of
what does or does not constitute a market distortion.
Market challenges to the use of RETs in buildin gs occur at every step of design, construction,
sale. ownership, and energy costing.
| Design
Passive solar buildings are general] y more designintensive than conventional buildings. Low marg ins on design fees and short time frames for
completing designs, the frequent lack of training,
and the lack of capable design tools and other supports tend to deter architects from pursuing such
design-intensive options. There may also be little
or no reward to the architect for pursuing an energy-conscious design.
Decisions on purchasing RETs require comparisons across many attributes, such as first cost,
performance, appearance, and convenience.
These attributes often overshadow energy considerations. For example, the builder may realize a
higher profit margin or quicker sale by adding an
extra bathroom or jacuzzi rather than by investing
in additional insulation or adding passive solar design features to reduce life-cycle costs and im-

prove overall societal costs and benefits. These
considerations strongly influence design and particularly the time that is devoted to different aspects of design.
Renewable energy technologies may also
change the amenity value of a building. Some may
object, for example, to the appearance of a (non integrated) solar water heater on a rooftop. others
may appreciate the warmth and light of a sun-tempered living room. In other cases. passive solar design may not--or may be (misperceived to
not—fit in with the local architecture and thus be
less desirable to some potential buyers. For example, brick colonial houses may be able to incorporate modest levels of passive solar techniques, but
extensive use would be difficult without changing
appearances. Builders consequently may hesitate
to introduce passive solar features.70 However,
some analysts believe that effective passive solar
designs exist for almost any architectural style, including brick colonials.7
Strategies to address the design challenge of
passive solar include developing design tools and
guidelines, providing design assistance and Supporting information exchange, supporting the
education and training of architects and engineers
in these technologies, and establishing design
competitions and awards.72

Design Tools and Guidelines
The development of capable and user-friendly
computer design tools would address to varying
degrees all of the design challenges noted above,
particularly the lack of time or resources to develop design-intensive passive solar architecture or
adapt it to various architectural styles. This poten-

T( IR{)n Nick Jon Nati~na] A\\o~la[i~n of Honle Builders. permna] communication. July ~~. 1992.
T I Nlchlti\. op. ~i[., footnote 29: Kelley. op. cit., footnote 2{).
72seY ~ral of th[,~e in[ervle~,ed by, the Office of Technology A\vx\ment also raijcd concerns about the 1 iability of the architectural fiml
\hould an) thing–-even unrelated to the RET—go wrong m a building it designed using RETs, aS \\ ell as the more general concern that an architect cannot “e~perlment” on a client. A possible response would be to support the de~ clopment of stondard practice guidelines or ~tandard\ for
the u~e of RETi in buildings through an organization wch as the American Society for Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineer\
w hoie itandards are widely recognized and accepted. This would reduce both the liability and the “experimentation” concem~. Further analy \I\ of theie issues is needed.
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uted to the buildings industry include the “Passive
Solar Design Strategies: Guidelines for Home
Building” by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory and Passive Solar Industries Council,
the Solar Load Ratio Method of Los Alamos,
computer programs such as DOE-2 74 and Window-4 by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and the
F-Chart method of the University of Wisconsin.
These tools have been very useful to many designers and researchers in the buildings sector.

Design Assistance and Information Exchange
Neuffer Construction homes m Reno, Nevada, use passive
design techniques to reduce energy use by 35 to 50 percent
compared with conventional homes

tial is largely untapped. The buildings sector—
architects,
engineers, builders, equipment
manufacturers—tends to be highly fragmented,
with relatively few resources devoted to RD&D,
developing design tools, or transferring information. Some recent work has begun to focus on this
issue (see box 3-6).
Such passive solar design tools should explicitly interface with the computer-aided design
(CAD) tools now widely used to design commercial buildings. This would ultimately allow a variet y of performance calculat ions and optimizations
to run in the background while the building is designed on CAD. (Such tools are especially needed
for the earliest design stages, when the architect is
just beginning to sketch his/her vision for the
building.) Similar development is needed for the
residential sector. It is important, however, that
design tools be validated on an ongoing basis
73
against actual building performance.
Past experience with the development of design tools has been quite positive. Useful design
tools developed with federal funding and distrib-

The ongoing collection of data from actual monitored field demonstrations of technologies and the
conversion of those data to information usable by
practitioners can potentially play a key role in supporting design work and validating various design
approaches. This was shown to be an important
part of past federal support of RET development
for buildings, as discussed above for the DOE Passive Solar Commercial Buildings Program and
the Class B Residential Passive Solar Performance Monitoring Program. Such monitoring efforts virtually ceased in 1982.
The federal government has also played a vital
role in supporting valuable information exchange.
For example, 18 Passive Solar Conferences have
been held in the United States. The first was sponsored by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Agency (ERDA)75 and organized by the Los
Alamos National Laboratory solar group in 1976.
Since then, these conferences have been organized
by the American Solar Energy Society with some
funding from DOE and others. Similarly, there
have been international Passive and Low-Energy
Architecture Conferences held annually since
1982 with some federal support. The Passive Solar Journal was also launched by a single $85,000

7~FC)r ~.alllpIe, [heore[i~a] mode]y often break down when critical parameters such as air infiltration rates are simply guessed or When practical construction techniques compromise performance (e.g., by creating thermal short circuits between the building interior and exterior).
74 Although admit[ed]y user unfriendly, DOE-2 has played an impor(~t role in providing a technically oriented design audience with an
important tool for understanding energy flow in buildings. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, with funding from the Electric Power Research
Institute and DOE, is developing a u~er-friendly, interactive version of this energy-simulation software.
T5ERDA ~~tis ~1 forerunner of the Department of Energy.
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The lack of high-quallty user-friendly computer tools for passive building design has been a serious
constraint on more widespread use of these systems In response, researchers at the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory and the Passive Solar Industries Council, in a five-year collaborate effort, have developed a computer tool, Passive Solar Design Strategies: Gudelines for Home Building, with support from
the Department of Energy It has been distributed widely through the Pass-we Solar Industries Council To
date, more than 100 versions of these guidelines have been generated for different Iocalities, and nearly 50
workshops have been held with more than 3,000 attendees The response has been good with almost 100
known passive homes constructed

using these guidelines or the accompanying software called Builder

1

I

Guide A similar program is now under development for small commercial buildings.
Further development and dissemination of these design tools could fill an Important gap in making passive designs a viable option for designers and builders
I
[
(

SOURCES J Douglas Balcomb National Renewable Energy Laboratory personal communications, March 1994 Helen English
Passive Solar Industries Council personal communications March 1994
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federal grant.76 These efforts were a primary
source of in format ion and a meet ing ground for researchers. architects, builders, financiers, and policymakers.

cades with essential y no federal support. This has
greatly limited its resources, but has also protected it from arbitrary shifts in federal funding.

Education and Training

Design competitions can potentially be used to
stimulate interest in RETs for buildings, and numerous small awards can be given for better designs. Such programs could be structured so that
there are many winners—perhaps half of the entrants, while the awards vary from a few thousand
dollars for residential buildings to a few tens of
thousands for commercial buildings. These
amounts would be sufficient to cover a substantial
portion of the additional design costs of including
RETs in the building, while keeping overall program costs relatively low.
Past experience with such design competitions
has been positive. DOE and the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) collaborated in holding three rounds of passive solar design competitions in the late 1970s and early
1980s. Awards were given to the best designs,
based on performance and architectural quality,

Design Competitions and Awards
For RETs to be designed and built into buildings,
architects and engineers must be trained in the
technology. Education and training thus play an
important role if solar buildings industry is to develop.
Past experiences have shown both the benefits
and the risks of depending on federal assistance
for education and training support. For example,
the masters of science (MS) program at Trinity
University in San Antonio is noted by some as
having produced a particularly fine group of welleducated solar engineers and technologies. This
program received considerable support from the
DOE Solar Program in the late 1970s and early
1980s, but then folded in the mid- 1980s when
funding dried up. In contrast, the School of Architecture at Arizona State Universit y has maintained
an MS solar design program for more than two de-

T~SupWrt ~nded, h~~e~ cr, before (hi~ publication bccamc wlf-$upporting, It i~ no longer puhli~hcd.
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and covered the additional cost of designing a passive home and entering the competition. 77 Only a
few hundred awards were given out, but the interest generated led to the construction of thousands
78
of passive solar homes. These competitions also
pushed designers to develop better quantitative
analysis tools for passive design and encouraged
their more widespread use in the private sector. A
number of construction practices now becoming
standard were derived in part from these competitions and related demonstrations, including better-insulated walls and roofs, improved windows
and doors, airtightening techniques, and foundation insulation.

|Construction
In 1990, the residential construction industry built
1.4 million new homes, two-thirds of which were
single family. This industry consists of about
100,000 firms with an average of five employees
each. Small firms, however, built only 13 percent
of new housing units; firms that build more than
100 units per year account for two-thirds of new
housing units and may be better able to use new
designs. In general, however, the industry is highly fragmented, which makes the introduction of
new design and construction practices difficult.79
This problem is compounded by the highly fragmented local codes and standards to which buildings must be constructed. As a trade industry,
practices are generally learned by experience,
which also contributes to the long times for
change within the industry.
Some have argued that laying out a new subdivision to maximize the potential solar gain may
reduce the number of homes that will fit in a tract,
potentially raising prices and lowering developer

revenues. Others note that lots can be laid out as
desired; those most suitable for passive solar can
have appropriate designs built on them, while others can place less emphasis on passive solar and
more on efficiency.80
Construction bidding (by building contractors)
is almost always done on a competitive first-cost
basis rather than a life-cycle cost basis. Higher real
or perceived upfront costs may then deter investment in RETs. Construction budgeting (by owners or architect/engineering firms) is usually done
on a first-cost basis as well, but sometimes is
based on life-cycle cost.
Strategies to address the construction challenge
include supporting the construction of demonstration buildings and monitoring their performance
carefully; supporting information exchange; establishing solar equipment rating and certification; encouraging utility investment; developing
voluntary or mandatory building energy rating
systems, codes, and standards; and giving “golden
carrots” to manufacturers.

Demonstrations
Demonstration buildings and detailed performance monitoring can provide builders with visible, physical proof that a technology works.
These demonstrations differ from the RD&D efforts described above in that they would not feature new or unproven technologies, but instead
would serve as showcases for commercially viable technologies that builders and potential users
could see and touch.

Information Exchange
Information programs can play an important role
in generating interest among potential builders of

77ca]1fom1a Energy Commission, “Solar Gain: Winners of the Passive Solar Design Competition,” February 1980; and Franklin Research
Center, “The First Passive Solar Home Awards,” prepared for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, January !979.
78J. Doug]as Balcomb, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, personal communication, Febmary 1994.

790 ffjce of Technology Assessment, op. ClI., foOtnOte 3.
8oJeffrey Cook, Arizona State University; Mike Nicklas, Innovative Design; and Mary-Margaret Jenior, U.S. Department of Energy, personal communications, Apr. 3, 1994. Mark Kelley, Building Science Engineering, personal communication, Apr. 13, 1994.
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passive solar buildings or other RETs in the buildings sector and educating them as to what works
and what does not.

Solar Equipment Rating and Certification
Private sector equipment rating and certification
systems have sprung up widely where large markets exist; establishing such systems where markets are young or small is more difficult. Such
rating and certification programs can increase
consumer confidence and reduce the risk of
“quick-buck” operations that damage the industry’s reputation; they can help standardize
technology evaluations; and they can provide a
means of comparing technologies. These benefits
can be important to a young and struggling industry.
Several equipment rating and certification systems have been initiated with assistance from federal and state governments. A system for rating
windows has been developed by the National Fenestration Rating Council and Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory. Solar water heaters are rated under the
Solar Rating and Certification Corporation, an independent nonprofit corporation formed in 1980
by the Solar Energy Industries Association and
the Interstate Solar Coordination Council, which
represents state governments and publicly owned
utilities. 81 Rating and certification could be extended to other products, particularly those used
in passive applications such as daylighting systems and integrated lighting controls, and integrated mechanical systems.

Utilities could potentially benefit substantially
from RETs by reducing overall load, reducing
peak loads, and shifting peak loads to offpeak
hours. The cost-effectiveness of these DSM ap-

plications depends on the location, the particular
building load, the utility load, the RET, and other
factors. Utility DSM programs have grown rapidly to exploit the potential for improvements in energy efficiency. Because of internal procedures,
Public Utility Commission directives, or other
factors, however, many utility DSM programs
may not adequately consider RETs. Factors such
as the Ratepayer Impact Test may also play a role
in reducing support for RET DSM programs82
(see box 3-7). To overcome this potential shortsightedness requires specific recognition of the
role of renewable as a DSM measure. This is primarily a state public utility regulatory commission issue. Potential federal roles might include
supporting case studies, developing generic model DSM programs that can be adjusted by region,
and providing information transfer of needed
baseline data.

Codes, and Standards
Improvements in building energy performance
could be achieved with building energy rating systems or with codes and standards.
Building energy rating systems could be used
to provide reliable information on the expected
energy costs of a particular building. This would
provide potential buyers or renters with useful information for making their decision. As a first
step, sellers of existing properties might be encouraged (or required) to inform potential buyers
of the building’s energy bills for the previous 12
months. For new construction, other methods of
determining energy costs are needed. For example, Home Energy Rating Systems are at various
stages of pilot demonstration and are described
briefly in box 3-8.

~ 1‘solar Ra[jn~ & Cefllficatlon corporation Presents OG-300-89: The Most Comprehensive Guide on Solar Water Heating Systems,” S~-

lur Induslry Jourrml, fourth quarter, 1990, p. 36.
~~For more detal]ed discussions of this issue, see David Moskovitz et al., Increasing the E’cienc’}’ ~f~’~erlr;~;~)’ pr~duc[;on und U.$e: ‘urr;-

ers and Strategies (Washington, DC: American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy, November 1991 ); and James F. Deegan, “The TRC
and RIM Tests, HOWI They Got That Way, and When To Apply Them,” The Elecrricit] Journal, November 1993, pp. 41-45.
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1 Donald Attken and Paul Bony, “Passtve Solar ProductIon Housing and the Utllltles, ” So/ar Today, March/April 1993, pp 23-26
2 The higher cost IS due to additional features provided

—

Codes and standards might be used to mandate
certain minimum building energy performance
standards; these in turn would rely on renewable
and energy-efficient technologies for implementation. The key to this is developing guidelines by region and building type that list
reasonable energy budgets and goals.ss At least 40
countries now have voluntary or mandatory standards for energy use in new buildings.84
Whether or not codes and standards are preferable to market mechanisms depends on many factors, including the flexibility allowed by the codes
and standards as implemented, the cost-effectiveness of codes/standards or market mechanisms,
and the influence of market challenges described

in this section and the effectiveness of market
mechanisms in overcoming them. For example,
the disjuncture between owner and tenant, or the
consumer’s perception of risk and uncertainty,85
may overwhelm many market mechanisms and
require the use of codes and standards or other
nonmarket approaches if there is to be rapid market penetration by cost-effective technologies.
Codes and standards are often problematic in
practice. It maybe difficult to properly account for
integrated design, the variability of building types
and orientations, or a variety of other factors within the constraints of prescriptive standards. Performance standards can be difficult to enforce:

——
x3~ hl~[c)ry. of building ~~des and s(andards is provided in office of Technology Assessment, Op. cit., fOOtnOte 3, pp. 107-109. ~ese codes
are now being rev imvcd and updated under the Energy Policy Act of 1992, sections 101, 102, 104, and elsewhere.
x~Kathm n B. Janda and John F. Busch, “worldwide Status of Energy’ Standards fOr Buildings,” Energy, vol. 19, No. 1, 1994, pp. 27-44.
.
x~H:l~@l an(i Met~a]f, op. Cit.. fo~tnotc 67.
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Loan Program Amendments,4 all signed in 1992, accelerated the HERS-EEMs effort The Housing and
Community Development Act, in particular, requires the establishment of a five-state pilot EEM program
and work

IS

proceeding

HERS and EEMs represent an Important step forward Results from pilot projects should prowde valuable Information on how to make them more effective and determine their true potential

1 The prlrmpal source for this box IS Barbara C Farhar and Jan Eckert Energy-Eff/c/enf )vforfgages and Home Energy l?af~ng
Systems A Report on (he Naoons Progress NREL.I’TP-461 -5478 (Golden, CO Nator,al Renewable Energy Laboratory September
1 993)
2 By one estimate some 25rI 000” famllles might qual~~ for a first-tme home ‘oar under EEMs who would olherwse be excluded
under todays system, which does not consider energy use n loan quallflcatlon crlterla See lbld
3
U S Congress Housing and Communlry Development Act of 1992, Conference Report 102-1017 Oct 5 1992
4
The Veterans Home Loan Amendments (Title 38, section 9) establishes a nat onwlde Ioar guarantee program—for loans up 10
$6000 In some circumstances—for energy efficleccy improvements to an exstlrg home owned and occupied by a veteran

officials charged with enforcing building codes,
for example, are generally more concerned with
health and safety—they will not be aware of a
higher energy bill, but if a deadly fire occurs in a
building they inspected, they will see and hear
about it on the news and in the office. Officials are
often already overcommitted, and energy codes
and standards tend to be complex, potentially requiring considerable additional attention.86 Tech-

nically, codes and standards often significantly
lag best practice and are slow to incorporate technological improvements. Codes and standards
may nevertheless be an important tool in ensuring
a minimum level of performance.
Where codes and standards are used, state and
local governments generally play the lead role; the
federal government can also tighten energy-related codes and standards and work with state or

—
xbln many cases, however, code enforcement depends more on the architect, engineering (A E) firm than on inspectors. When ~ A E submits a set of construction documents for a building permit, it if representing that the documents are in compliance with all applicable regulations.
Buildlng officials can check only limited aspects of any plan to J erify code compliance. Therefore, if compliance with an energy standard is
required, A/Es are obligated to compl}, just as they are with fire safety proviiionf. Of cour~e, training is still needed to proi ide the A E with the
knowledge needed to understand and comply w ith the requirement. This ii not intended to minimize the importance of code rei iew or of training code officials, but one need not rely solely on code officials to achie~e compliance. Harry Gordon, Burt Hill Kosar IUttelmann Associates,
personal communication, Apr. 25, 1994.
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local government to improve model building
codes. Providing an overall energy code and allowing substantial flexibility within it can give
designers and builders more opportunities to costeffectively and market-effectively meet the standard; however, such flexibility also increases the
complexity of enforcement, compared with the
use of prescriptive codes with simple checkoffs.
For example, the California Energy Commission
Title 24 Building Standards are noted for their allowance of passive solar design techniques to offset heavier use of insulation; however, they also
require complex technical documentation. Title
24 also lags technically in some areas. For example, it has yet to incorporate low-emissivity coatings on windows.
Where codes and standards are pursued, it is
also helpful to provide support for validating and
adopting particular design strategies that meet the
overall energy code requirement. Efficiency and
renewable should be treated equally within codes
and standards. If possible, however, it is generally
preferable to use a carrot to improve building energy performance rather than the stick of codes
and standards.

Golden Carrots
Manufacturers of RET equipment for buildings
might be given cash awards in competitions to
build the best-performing equipment. This has
proven an effective approach in the development
of efficient refrigerator designs, and would complement design competitions and awards for architects and builders.

fore, or simply avoiding “hassle.” Few pursue the
goal of minimizing life-cycle costs, which RETs
can help achieve.87
Individuals often lack a source of credible information needed to make sound energy-related
investments. Vendors of solar systems may be
viewed with suspicion because of early performance problems by some vendors in the field. Reliable information on actual field performance of
various RETs is difficult to obtain, and RETs are
often (misperceived as requiring discomfort or
sacrifice, which limits their appeal.
Strategies to address these problems include information programs, field demonstrations, solar
equipment rating and certification programs, utility encouragement of or investment in building
RETs, building energy rating systems, and energy-efficient and renewable energy mortgages or
other forms of financial support such as tax credits. Most of these have already been discussed
briefly; the focus here is on various forms of financial supports.

RET Mortgages
RET mortgages would allow a potential home
buyer to qualify for a higher loan by using expected future savings in energy costs to cover the
higher mortgage payments. Several pilot programs for energy-efficient mortigages are now under development or in operation and will provide
useful information to guide future efforts in this
area. Energy efficiency mortgage pilot programs
are described in box 3-8.

Tax Credits
| Sale
Individuals pursue several goals when making energy-relaed building investment decisions—for
example, minimizing the time to make a decision,
spending the least amount upfront, minimizing
risk by obtaining the same item that worked be-

Tax credits reduce the effective cost to an investor
of an investment in an RET technology. There has
been considerable experience with these financial
supports.
Federal solar tax credits were enacted in
1978. 88 In response, markets for solar equipment

xTOffice of T~~hnology Assessment, op. cit., footnote ~.
XX Energy Tax Act of 1978, ~b]ic Law 95.6] 8, NOV. 9, 1978. There are also a number of state tax credits, many of which continue toda)’.
State tax credits were not examined in the course of this assessment, but deserve detailed analysii to determine better what works and why.
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the ratings of the National Fenestration Rating
Council.
Finally, the tax credits were expensive, and
there has been considerable debate over their effectiveness in stimulating investment.~ g Recent
work has indicated that tax credits are modestly
effective in stimulating investment, but are
strongly impacted by consumer perception of the
risk of future energy costs versus sunk investment
and other factors.90 If targeted on specific, highperforrmmce but expensive technologies, tax
credits may be effective in increasing sales, which
in turn should reduce costs of manufacture.

Feebates
Rather than use a broad-based energy tax, a tax/rebate might be applied to new construction based
on its estimated energy performance under building energy rating systems.91 For example. buildings projected or measured 92 as requiring more
energy than average might be taxed at a rate that
increases with decreasing performance. These
taxes would provide rebates. again on a sliding
scale, for buildings expected to use less energy
than average. This would avoid the equity issues
inherent in a broad-based energy tax; it would also
help address the problem of the sensitivity of buyers to upfront capital costs.
Although feebates have been proposed frequently in various sectors, they have not been used
in the buildings sector. Pilot programs would be
needed to demonstrate that building energy usc
can be estimated reliably in practice and to address
a host of technical. commercial, and institutional

“)T.A, C:lJJlcrOJ1. ‘“A Nested log J 1 hlodcl of Encrg] Conwm atioJ~ Act I \ It} by Owners of Ex i~f in: S h]: IC Fami]J Dwell ing~,’. l-?c~ lc~! {JI’
f~c ~m~mil[ J an~] ,S/u[/jI/t J, t (JI. I 17, 1985, pp. 205-2 I I, J.A. DubIn and SE. Hcnson. The Dl~trlbutional Effect~ of the Federal Encrg> Tux Act,”
Kc\{~l/r{e.\ (irl(l 1: ri(rqj. \ (JI. I (). 198X. pp. 19 I -2 i 2, and M.J. W’alsh. .. Energy Tak Credits und Hou~ing lmprovernent.” Encrx.v F~c~mom/c j, 1989,
pp. 275-2X4.
‘)’ ‘Ha}w[t and hlctcJ1l. op. cit.. fwxnote 67: Kc\ In A. Ha\wtt and Gilbert E, Metcalf, “Energ} T~~ Creci)ts and Rc~jdcntial Conwm ation
lny c~tnwnt.. Janu;iry 1993.
‘ )1 It w uulci bc nccci~iir~ to cn\urc the accurac) ()[ building encrg) rating $> \tcn~\ through ongoing rnmrtorrr)g of a random wnpling of
buildmg~.
‘)2 Mca$urcmcnt\ might bc rmdc of bul]dlng alrtlghtncii and other factor\ to determine overall building perforrnancc.
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issues. Although intriguing in concept, feebates
require much more study and demonstration.
| Ownership
Roughly one-third of housing and one-quarter of
commercial building floor space is leased or
rented rather than owned.93 Landlords have little
incentive to invest in RETs for buildings when the
tenant pays for the energy consumed. Tenants
have little incentive to invest in RETs since they
have little expectation of remaining long enough
to recoup their investment.
When trading off first-cost and energy savings,
homeowners will often not invest in RETs unless
they offer very short payback periods. Reasons for
this sensitivity include the following:
Inability to recoup their investment. Homeowners typically move every 6 to 10 years, If
the resale market does not value RET investments, the owner must recoup the investment
within this short ownership period, which encourages a desire for a quick payback.
Perceived high risk and low resale value. Investment in RETs is perceived as presenting
some risk for which the owner must be compensated by a higher return (or equivalently a
shorter payback period). In particular, a residence is generally the largest purchase a consumer ever makes, and anything that might
conceivably make the dwelling less marketable
or otherwise increase consumer risk may then
require a compensating “risk premium” payment.
Large sunk investment, risk, and uncertainty,
Investments in energy savings are sunk investments, and homeowners must be appropriately
compensated for tying up so much of their capital in a “risky” illiquid investment. Given the
wide fluctuations in energy costs, the option of
■

●

■

waiting to invest may be viewed as reducing
their risk. Technologies are also changing rapidly; early investment poses the risk of early
technological obsolescence, so there may be
advantages in waiting to invest.94
On the other hand, building owners also face
risks by being so utterly dependent on outside
sources of conventional energy. As witnessed
over the past two decades, energy prices can
skyrocket, subjecting the owner to unexpected
costs over extended periods. This may be a particular problem for low-income people or
fixed-income retirees. Further, should there be
a disruption in energy supplies, buildings can
quickly become uninhabitable. Such risks are
not commonly considered in building design,
construction, or ownership.
Strategies to address these problems include
building energy rating systems; RET mortgages;
financial supports, possibly including tax credits;
utility encouragement of and investment in RETs;
codes and standards; and feebates. These have
been discussed above.
| Energy Costs
Energy costs, particularly for a business, often
constitute only a small percentage of total operating costs and are much less than, for example, employee wages. Few businesses are willing to risk
any disruption in energy-generated services—
such as heating, cooling, or lighting—that might
lower worker productivity. Although this concern
is real, it may often be unfounded. Productivity
studies have found that well-designed passive solar and efficient buildings can actually enhance
productivity. 95
The price of energy in the market today may not
reflect the “true” societal cost of energy given the
distribution of goods and services across the cur-

y~offjce of Technology Assessment, op. ~1[., footnote 3.
gAHassetl and Me[ca]f, op. cit., fOOtnOte 67.
95 Wa]ter Kroneret a]., Using Ad\.anced Oflce Technology To Increase Producti}’ity (Troy, NY: Center for Architectural Research, Rensselaer Polytechnique Institute, Troy, NY, 1992); and Joseph Romm and William Browning, “Greening the Building and the Bottom Line: Increased
Productivity Through Energy Efficient Design,” Asilomar Summer Study, American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy, 1994.
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rent population or across generations, the risk of
energy disruptions, uncertain y over future energ y
costs, potential national security impacts, and environmental impacts. 96 These issues are discussed in more detail in chapter 6 in the context of
the electricity sector.
Individually, designers. builders, and consumers are each responding logically within the
constraints that they face; collectively, the net result is the construction of’ many buildings that
have much higher energy use than is necessary or
cost-effective. This poses a variety of financial,
risk, and environmental costs that are not now adequately incorporated in marketplace decisionmaking.
Strategies to address these problems include, in
addition to those is ted above, energy and environmental externality taxes.

Energy and Environmental Taxes
The cost of energy could be raised to more accurately reflect the full costs of using it, including

environmental and other external costs. For this to
have any significant impact, however, it would
best be combined with building energy rating systems and RET mortgages or other mechanisms.
The overall impact for reasonable tax levels, however. is likely to be modest and will take a long
time to occur because of the numerous market
challenges noted above. In addition, a broadbased energy tax would fall more heavily on those
who own or rent older and less well-built housing.
Retrofitting housing can help reduce these costs
and is an important policy in its own right, Retrofits, however, are not nearly as effective as incorporating RETs in new construction.
| Federal Procurement
The federal government has considerable purchasing power because of its size, and this power
can be used to increase the sales and distribution
of RETs for buildings. In 1989. for example. the
federal government spent $3.5 billion for energy
used in its own buildings and another $4 billion

~~~e Price of Cnergy IllaY, not even reflect the c.os[ [() deIIk er it w i thin the ex iiting accounting framcu ork. Energy pric’m char~cd rc~icicncc~
are a~ eragci and do not reflect the true co~( of, for example, util it~ -Senerated power. particularly pe~ik pmvcr. Time- of-uw mctcrln~ might better
reflect iyitemwide co~t~ of’ prm idlng power and offer aclditionzil incentive~ for coniumer investment in RETs.
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subsidizing energy use of low-income households. 97 This includes the roughly 500,000 office
buildings owned or leased by the federal government, 1.4 million low-income housing units
owned by the government, 9 million households
for which the government subsidizes energy bills,
and 422,000 military housing units. Incorporating
RETs in existing or new federally owned or energy-subsidized buildings may offer an important
opportunity to save taxpayer dollars where RETs
can be cost-effective alternatives to conventional
systems, while simultaneously providing meaningful acknowledgment of the value of these
technologies.
| Lessons Learned
Several other overall lessons can be noted from
the history of past programs and policies. First,
premature termination of many of the federal programs in building RETs in the early 1980s resulted
in the loss of valuable data, the disbanding of
highly productive research teams, and an abrupt
halt to the momentum that had been developed.
Second, although well intentioned, several of the
commercialization programs did not usefully address the key market challenges discussed above;
appropriate mechanisms to address these challenges remain elusive, and further experimentation is needed. Third, many of the technologies
were initially oversold, promising cost and performance that could not be delivered.
An important difference now, compared with
two decades ago when these efforts began, is that
there is a foundation on which to build. Two decades ago, R&D was just getting under way, while
commercialization of unknown technologies was
being pushed at the same time. This led to many
failures as well as many successes. Today, R&D
and detailed field monitoring have shown what
works and what does not. Commercialization efforts, therefore, have a base of proven technolo-

gies on which markets can be built, while RD&D
can continue to provide new opportunities.

POLICY OPTIONS
There is already considerable experience with a
variety of effective policies as well as some that
are ineffective in developing and commercializing RETs for buildings. Some of this experience is
discussed above, and a number of policy initiatives continue today (see box 3-l).
Current policies have been described throughout this chapter and in box 3-1. As for funding
support, the total DOE fiscal year 1995 budget for
solar buildings is $4.69 million up from $2 million in fiscal year 1992. This can be compared,
however, to a high of $260 million (1 992 dollars)
in 1978. Support will be used to develop solar water heater rating and certification procedures, improve their reliability, and demonstrate their use in
utility DSM programs, and to examine a few advanced technologies, including the integration of
photovoltaics into buildings—with funding of
$500,000 98 in fiscal year 1995.
Almost no support is provided for high-leverage activities such as the development of design
tools for passive solar buildings, and no support is
provided for design competitions, which proved
so successful in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Similarly, there is little or no support for RD&D in
passive design, daylighting, field monitoring, or
other potentially high-leverage activities discussed earlier. As a consequence, market penetration by RETs into the buildings sector is likely to
continue to be slow, and numerous cost-effective
opportunities for using RETs in buildings are likely to be lost.
Taking advantage of low-cost, high-leverage
opportunities to greatly expand the development
and use of RETs in buildings could help capture a
significant portion of cost-effective applications
and proportionally reduce the use of fossil fuels in

97u.s. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Energy Eflciency in the Federal Government: Gcnternment by God L-.l’ample.’) OTAE-492 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, May 1991).
98~1s is pti of tie total request of $4.69 million.
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buildings along with their attendant environmental impacts. Balanced against these potential
benefits are, of course, some costs and risks, including increased direct federal expenditures
(higher than present spending) and the risk of incurring unanticipated costs in attempting to further the use of RETs.99 Federal expenditures
would increase under this strategy but could be
kept modest by targeting the highest leverage opportunities.
Policy options that might be considered as part
of such a strategy are listed below. Most of these
RD&D and education/information programs
could be supported through DOE, with commercialization programs also supported through the
Department of Housing and Urban Development
and other agencies.
RD&D programs might include:
| Collaborative research, development, demonstration, and field monitoring. High-1 everage
R&D targets for RETs in buildings could be
supported at significantly higher levels in
cooperation with manufacturers and builders
(see table 3- 1). Collaborative field demonstrations of promising near-commercial technologies with extensive performance monitoring
could also be supported. Many of the best field
performance data remain those collected under
the DOE Passive Solar Commercial Buildings
and the Class B Residential Passive Solar Performance Monitoring Programs over a decade
ago, as described earlier. Building on this previous experience could have considerable
value.

●

●

Golden carrots. Increased support for the development of manufactured RETs for the buildings sector should also be considered. Current
funding is limited to a small solar hot water
heater program and a few others.l w S u c h
RD&D can be conducted collaboratively between the national labs and manufacturers. It
might also be done by using private sector incentives such as the “golden carrot” award won
by Whirlpool for the development of the highefficiency refrigerator. 101
Commercial demonstrations for builders and
users. Demonstrations of proven RETs in
buildings could be built, with federal support
for the difference in cost, if any, compared with
conventional buildings. In contrast to the above
R&D demonstrations, these buildings would
not be testing new technologies. Instead, they
would provide local builders and users examples of what is possible within particular market segments. Since many of the passive solar
buildings constructed to date have been for an
upscale clientele, these designs might best target low- and medium-income housing. Recent
examples include the award winning “Esperanza del Sol” development] 02 in Dallas, Texas,
featuring three-bedroom homes for $80,000
and Neuffer Construction’s Homes in Nevada. 103

Design and information programs might include:
| Design tools. Passive solar and other RET design tools are slowly being developed today. In-

Wsee, ~,g,, Linda Bemy, The A(/mln/~/raf/L,e co.}r~ ~~Energ}, con~er~,al;on program.~, ORNUCON-294 (Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, November 1989).
1~1> ,nc]udes some ~or~ on ~ngIaz~d transpired collectors and a small effo~ [0 integrate photovo]taics into buildings.
101 us, congress, Office of Technology A~~essmen[, Energ\ Efi~lenc4v: Chaflenge,y an{l Opp~r{umties for E/ectr\c Uri/t\ie.$q OTA-E-56 ~
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1993).
102~1~ development received ~l~on Electric ]nstltute’s first E-seal award for environmentally superior design. With estimated Overal]
annual energy savings of 50 percent at an additional construction cost of 0.2 percent, this design has a payback time of less than one year. See
Burke Miller Thayer, “Esperanza del Sol: Sustainable, Affordable Housing,” Solar Today, May/June 1994, pp. 2[ -23.
lfj~Donald Aitkin and Paul Bony, “Passive Solar Production Housing and the Utilities,” Solur Toda]’, March/April 1993, pp. 23-26.
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creased support would enable their more rapid
development, and their integration into commercial CAD tools could provide a high-leverage means of encouraging the use of passive
solar and daylighting strategies in commercial
buildings. Similar development of design tools
for the residential sector could be supported,
building on work already done by the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory, the Passive Solar Industries Council, Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, and others.
Design cornpelitions. Providing numerous but
small prizes (sufficient to cover the additional
cost of solar design) for the best solar designs
has proven effective in the past, and could be restarted. This option complements the development of design tools and also provides a
high-leverage means of encouraging the use of
passive solar and daylighting designs in buildings.
Design assistance. Design assistance could be
provided to those who are interested in pursuing solar designs but lack sufficient technical
means of doing so. This may be particularly important, for example, for small residential
builders. A set of region-specific, high-performance solar designs for residences might also
be developed, demonstrated (see above), and
distributed as models. This strategy complements the development of design tools and the
use of design competitions.
Education. Support might be provided for the
development of additional course materials on
RETs for buildings at architecture schools and
for the development of focused RET design
programs such as those described above at
Trinity University or Arizona State University.
Information programs. Broad-based information programs might be developed to provide
potential builders and users relevant information for encouraging use of RETs in buildings
and for informing their decisionmaking.
Rating and standards programs might include:

l@@ffice of Technology Assessment, op. cit., footnote ~.

■

■

m

Solar rating and certification programs. Current solar rating and certification programs,
such as those described earlier, might be expanded and strengthened to include more
RETs.
Voluntary standards. Support might be provided for the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers or
other professional organizations that help establish industry standards to develop guidelines and standards for best practice in solar
design. This wouid give RETs in buildings
higher visibility and credibility at relatively
low cost.
Building codes and standards. Building energy
codes can help ensure that minimum energy
performance standards are met; such codes
have been used extensively in the United
States. 104 Building codes might be further developed in support of RETs, recognizing the
potential difficulties as discussed above.

Finance and commercialization programs
might include:
m

●

■

RET mortgages. Energy-efficient mortgages
are now under study in pilot programs (box
3-8). If the results of these efforts are positive,
such programs might be expanded in their technical scope to more fully consider renewable
and in their geographic scope to include a progressively larger portion of the United States.
Federal procurement. All federal construction,
purchase, or rental of residential, commercial,
or other buildings could be based on life-cycle
cost analyses (including external i ties) that consider efficiency and RET options, with mandated acquisition of the highest level of
efficiency and RET technology projected to be
cost-effective.
Utility investment, Utility investment in RETs
for buildings could be encouraged through supporting case studies to determine where, when.
and to what extent RETs can provide DSM
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benefits, including offsetting lighting, heating,
and air conditioning loads. The current effort
and the primary focus of the DOE Solar Buildings program is on utility DSM opportunities
using solar water heaters, as described above.
Other types of policies designed to increase
market competitiveness of RETs could include the
following:
Tax credits. Although tax credits were used during 1978-85 with mixed results, as described
earlier, they might be combined with building
energy rating systems, solar rating and certification programs, or other mechanisms to better
target them toward technologies that are costeffective over a wide range of circumstances.
The design of these programs should also consider the lessons now being drawn from modern finance theory concerning the effectiveness
and structure of tax credits. 105
| Fecbates. Pilot projects might be considered to
evaluate the potential of feebates as a means of
reducing the upfront capital costs of investments in RETs in buildings.
■

CROSSCUTTING ISSUES
Visions of the distributed utility (chapter 5) often
project large numbers of photovoltaic (PV) cells
or fuel cells in residential and commercial buildings. Integration of PVS into building structures
may significantly lower PV balance-of-system
costs; the use of distributed fuel cells might provide thermal benefits for space heating or hot water but would continue to use natural gas as a fuel
for the near to mid-term with a transition to renewable fuels in the long term. 106 In both cases, these
early markets might help ramp up production and

allow further economics of scale and learning to
be realized. Such economies might also cvcntual1 y help fuel cells to penetrate transport markets. ‘)7

CONCLUSION
Renewable energy technologies arc available for
residential and commercial buildings but are not
yet widely utilized. As shown in this chapter,

l(l$Ha\jet[ ~n~ Me[~~] f, op. cit., footnotes 67 and 90.

I f~7Note [hat the P()[en[la] benefi[~ de~nd on the type of fuel cell used. Chapter AI dcwribes a \ aricty of potcntia] p:ilh~ for tr~u~~p~~rl t~~hn(~l[)g ie~, $ome of w hlch u$e particular fuel cells such as the proton exchange membrane m 1 I, The cholcc of technology Wfltb m the bul Idings w!ctor
$hou Id, therefore, confider In pan the po[ential synergisms with transport technologies\.
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greater utilization of these technologies could
save money over the building’s life cycle and reduce energy use. The indirect benefits of these
technologies—particularly reduced environmental damage from fossil fuel use and reduced sensitivity to power and fuel cost increases or supply
disruptions-could be considerable. There may
also be a significant export market for these
technologies, including spectrally selective and/

or electrochromic window coatings, lighting controls, building-integrated photovoltaics, and
design tools. Past experience provides a number
of lessons that may be used to refine policies intended to move these technologies into the buildings sector. A number of policies may offer
significant leverage to move these technologies
more rapidly into the marketplace with relatively
little investment.

Transport

4

R

enewable fuels and advanced vehicle technologies have
the potential to provide a large portion of our highway
transportation energy needs. These fuels and technologies
could substantially reduce oil imports, urban air pollution, and the emission of greenhouse gases, while providing jobs
and income to rural areas. To realize this potential, however, will
require a long and dedicated research and development (R&D) effort in order to achieve cost-effective, high-performance systems.

WHAT HAS CHANGED
IN TRANSPORT FUELS?
In the 1970s, the only renewable fuel considered seriously for
transport in the United States was ethanol derived from corn. 1
Corn-to-ethanol production, however, is expensive. In addition,
when all the energy inputs to grow com and convert it to ethanol
are considered, there is—at best—a modest energy gain, with relative] y 1 ittle room for improvement compared with new technologies based on lignocellulose.
Advances in biotechnology are enabling researchers to convert
cellulose to sugars that can be fermented to ethanol. These advances allow use of much cheaper feedstocks (e.g., wood, grass,
and com stalks, rather than com grain) with relatively high yields.
This has lowered the cost of biomass-derived ethano1 2 from

I ]n Bra~]], ethano] from sugar cane was vigorously pursued.
IAs used here, biomas~-e~anol refers to ethanol produced from lignOCelhkXe biomass fcedstocks.
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$4. 15/gal in 1980 to $1 .65/gal in 1993.3 Advances
in gasification and catalysis are also lowering the
cost of producing methanol and hydrogen from
biomass. As described in chapter 2, the production
of the biomass itself has improved greatly.
Similarly, advances in energy conversion devices, particularly fuel cells, offer the prospect of
high-efficiency propulsion systems that can use a
variety of renewable fuels. For example, the
amount of platinum catalyst necessary in the proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell has been
greatly reduced. Ultimately, with other advances,
this may make it possible to reduce the cost of
such fuel cells with large-scale mass production to
a level competitive on a vehicle life-cycle basis
with internal combustion engines (ICES).
In addition, reductions in the cost and improvements in the performance of power electronics and
electric motors are allowing the development of
all-electric drivetrains as a substitute for today’s
mechanical gearbox and drivetrain. This may allow substantial increases in efficiency-both
directly and indirectly through the use of regenerative braking (recovering the braking energy).
Numerous other advances have occurred across

many aspects of transport fuels and motive power
technologies.

| Potential Roles
The U.S. transportation system plays a central role
in the economy. 4 Highway transportation, however, is dependent on internal combustion engine
vehicles fueled almost exclusively by petroleum.
This has given rise to a number of energy supply
and environmental concerns. Despite substantial
improvements in U.S. transportation energy efficiency in recent decades, 5 the United States still
consumes more than one-third of the world’s
b
transport energy. Transportation accounts for
about one-quarter of total U.S. primary energy use
and nearly two-thirds of oil use. About one-half of
this oil is imported, costing the United States
about $45 billion per year. Domestic oil production has declined since 1970 and is expected to
continue declining while demand is expected to
increase. With current policies, U.S. imports of oil
are likely to increase dramatically over the next
several decades (see chapter 1).
The U.S. dependence on oil not only makes the
economy vulnerable to the supply and price vola-

~ 1992 $/gal, S.R. Venka[eswaran, Energe{ics, Inc., and John Brogan, U.S. Department of Energy, perSOnal communication, May 12, 1994.
This includes approximately 35g/gal for transport and delivery to the end user. Production costs above are approximately $3.80/gal and

$ 1.30/gal, respectively. This does not include road transport fuel taxes.
4The avai]abi]l[y of reliab]e and efficient transportation systems has historically been an important determinant of economic growth. During
the past 20 years, the demand for transportation goods and services in the United States has generally matched overall economic expansion and
currently accounts for about one-sixth of the gross domestic product. See S.C. Davis and S.G. String, Trunsporfution Energ} Data Book: Edi[ion 12, ORNL-6743 (Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1992), table 2-19.
sAggrega(e trave] energy intensity (energy use per

pawm~er-rn]le)

in the United States has declined about 15 percent since i 973. This drop

was principally due to the introduction of automobile fuel economy standards and hi.rgher oil prices. See L. Schipper, ‘“Energy Efficiency and
Human Activity: Lessons from the Past, Importance for the Future,” paper presented at the Annual World Bank Conference on Development
Economics, Washington, DC, May 3-4, 1993.
6U .s .Congress, Offlce of Technology Assessment, Changing by Degrees: Steps To Reduce Greenhouse Gases, OTA-O-482 Washington,
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, February 1991), p. 150.
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tiIity of the world oil market, but also exacerbates
local and global environmental problems. Motor
vehicles currently account for 30 to 65 percent of
all urban air pollution in the United States and up
to 30 percent of carbon dioxide (C0 2) emissions. 7
Urban air pollution problems have motivated the
development of a substantial body of federal and
state regulations. Although urban air emissions
from highway vehicles are expected to drop significantiyX in this decade through improvements
in engines, fuel systems. exhaust controls, and
fuel characteristics, after the year 2000, carbon
monoxide (CO) emissions are projected to begin
growing due to increases in the number of vehicles
on the road and total v'chicle-miles travc!edY
in addressing thc environmentai and energy
supply problems posed by our current transportation system, a number of approaches are possible.
Creating incentives for reducing vehicle-miles
traveled and promoting greater reliance on mass
transit have been central components of recent
federal legislation. I () For the foreseeable future,
however, the strong preference of American citizens for personal transport is unlikely to change.

Thus, strategies that revolve around fuels produced from domestic resources, w'hose production and usc involve minimal emissions of

greenhouse gases (mainly CCh) and criteria aIr
pollutants (CO. sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides.
hydrocarbons, and particulates). are likely to become increasingly important. Renewable energy
resources and technologies could help meet these
objectives over the long term and could make unnecessary much of the regulatory overhead now in
place for conventional fossil fuels and engine systems emissions. Indeed, efficiency improvements
may not be sufficient to achieve long-run, deep
cuts in C02 emissions unless there is a s\vitch to
renewable transport fuels.
Ethanol and methanol derived from biomass:
diesel oil substitutes deriv'ed from oil-producing
plants~ electricity generated from renewables
(chapter 5): and possibiy, in the much ionger term,
hydrogen produced directly from biomass or electrolyzed from water by rene\vable-generated electricity are the principal renewable energy-based
fuels that might substitute for today's petroleumbased liquids. If transportation fuels \\'ere derived
c ____ ____ ...
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biomass energy, emissions of C02 would be largely eliminated (see table 4-1). Rene\vable fuels
could also be used in zero- or near-zern-emission
vehicles. I I

7 Aoout .+5 to 5() uroan area" '>till violatc the o.wnc quality ,>tandard. with cmissions from highway vchiclc"--prirnarily auttlllJohik.~ and
light trucks --contriouting.+O to 50 perccnt of the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and onc-third of the nitrogcn tl.\ides that arc the prclllf'>ors of ozonc. Evaporativc cmis.sionsa." opposcd to tailpipe cmissions--may bc rcsponsible for Jllore than 50 perccnt of autolllobile hydrocarbon ell1i.~"i()n.s. Motor vehicJe.~ arc c."timatcd to bc rc\ponsible for about 65 percent of carbon monoxide (CO) emi"sions. U.S. Environmental
Protcction Agency. ,Vut/!lnul Air j)(}/lutuflr bni.l.lion Trcnds. I SiSiO-1992, No. EPA-454/R-93-03 (\\'ashington. DC: Octoher 19(3): National
Rcsearch Council. Rcthilll(lllg the O;(IflC Pm/Jlnn /11 lirhufl lind Rcgimwl Air Pollution (Washington, DC: ~ati()nal Acadell1) I'n:~~, 19(2): and
rei. Calvcrt et al.. "Achin in~ Acceptahle Air Quality: Some Retkctions on Controlling Vchicle Emission":' Sciellce. vol. 261. July 2. 199.1, pp.
37-45.

KBy the ycar 2()()O, compliancc v, ith the C\can Air Act Amcndments of 1990 is expected to rcduce CO cmissioll, hy 27 percellt, nitrogen

oxide\ by 10 perccnt, and \()Iatile organiL' chemicals by 30 percent. See U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, op. cit.. f()otllllte 7.
l)See L.S. Conpe\\, Office of Technology A,scssrnent. hnprm'inR AufOmoiJi/c Ful'/ Economy: Nt'll' Standords. "Vl'lf A/)pmochl'.l. OTAE-50'+ (\Va\hington. DC US Government Printing Office. October 1991).
a~

II ~rhe CJean ;\ ir Act Amendment-; of 190() requirc the use of "transportation demand managelllent"- especially auring peak travl'l times--a tool in rcducing urban air p<)llution. The Intcnllodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 allmv., "tales to shift highway funas to

tran\it. promote, new high-"peed ground transportation systems, and gencrally e"tabli"hes cnergy efficiency as a major goal ofnc\\ lran"portation inve,tmenl.
I)

Somc alll'rnativc fuch sllch as mcthanol and hydrogen can be derived from both rcnewable (biol11as\) and nonrcnewable source, (natural

ga, or coal). Although fuel-cycle erni"ion, of CO: can be dramatically lowercd by using renewable energy sources, vchicle tailpipe el11is~ions
of critcria air pollutants "ill be cssentially the samc for both rcnc\\able and nonrencwable dcrived fuek
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internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs)
Baseline Petroleum/reformulated gasolinec
Coal/methanol
Coal/compressed H2
Corn/ethanol (E85)d
Corn/dedicated ethanol (El 00)
Natural gas/dedicated methanol (Ml 00)
Natural gas/compressed H2 e
Natural gas/dedicated CNGf
Biomass/compressed H29
Solar/compressed H2h
Biomass/methanol
Biomass/ethanol (E85)
Biomass/dedicated ethanol (EIOO)l

290
460
440
210 to 320
210 to 320
270
220
220
70

~ 58
+52
-27 to ~ 11
-27 to +11
-6
-25
-26
-75

50
50
35
0 to 30

-82
-83
-88
-90 to 100

0
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250
0
210
180

120

90
30
20
17
0

-14
-90 to 100
-27
-37
-58
-69
-90
-93
-94
-90 to 100

1994

Biomass-derived fuels such as ethanol, methanol, or hydrogen could satisfy a significant portion of transportation energy needs if used in
conjunction with high-efficiency vehicle technologies such as hybrid electric vehicles or fuel cellpowered vehicles. Some estimates for potential
bioenergy production range up to perhaps 25 EJ
(24 quads) by 2030.12 Current transportation energy requirements are about 24 EJ (23 quads)
annually and are projected to increaseto31 EJ (30
quads) by 2010.13 Thus, unless coupled with very
aggressive efforts to improve vehicle fuel efficiency, biomass-derived fuels will probably not be

I Zsee

chapter z. ~is does not Include

13u.s, ~paflment of Energy, Energy

January 1994).

sufficient to completely displace imported oil
used for transportation. Wind and especially solar
resources are potentially much larger than biomass. Although wind- or solar-derived hydrogen
and electricity would not be resource constrained,
their higher costs will still justify attention to raising vehicle efficiency. Whether or not the potential of renewable resources can be realized,
however, remains uncertain and depends on their
cost and performance compared with other fuels
and technologies. The larger context of transport
infrastructure development and accounting for the

conversion losses for biomass (O liquid or gaseous fuels.
Infomatlon Adminlstra[ion, Annlt~/ ~nerg} Oul/ook, f994, DOE/EIA-0383(94) (Washington, DC’
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NOTE Renewable energy pathways are shown as solid lines
SOURCE Robert Williams and Henry Kelly, “Fuel Cells and the Future of the U S Automobile,” n d

social costs of fossil fuel use and transport are also
very important. 14

| Principal Themes
In this chapter, a variety of alternative technology
pathways are outlined that would utilize renewable fuels and advanced propulsion systems.
Their relative economic, environmental, and technological performance is analyzed vis-a-vis conventional fossil-fueled systems; key research,
development, and demonstration (RD&D) and
commercilization issues that may impede market

introduction are examined; and various policy
measures that could bring these renewable
technology pathways to fruition are explored.

RENEWABLE ENERGY PATHS
FOR TRANSPORT
There are many possible options for automotive
transportation. Some major options now under
consideration are illustrated in figure 4-1, where
various combinations of primary energy sources,
intermediate energy carriers, and vehicle technologies are shown. Each fuel-propulsion system

1 ~For ~ ~e~al]ed discu~~lon of tie ~wja] costs of ~~spoflation, see us, Congress, office of Technology Assessment, h}fng ~-nergy in U.S.

Trun.sporfurion, OTA-ETI-589 (Washington,

DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1994).
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combination offers a different set of energy requirements, emission levels, and performance
characteristics, as well as a different set of R&D
challenges and commercial hurdles. Some
technologies are relatively mature, whereas others
are only now being explored. There is great uncertainty as to which of these fuel and vehicle
technologies will prove most desirable; the many
possible options, however, increases the likelihood that one or more will be successful.
The development and maturation of one
technology can in some cases pave the way for
more efficient solutions later on. For example, the
use of methanol or ethanol in internal combustion
engine vehicles (I CEVS) could lead to the creation
of a bioenergy crop infrastructure that might later
b e
s h i f t e d
t o
b i
s), Similarly, the creation of a natural gas distribution network for ICEVs—if properly designed and appropriate materials were
used—might ultimately lay the groundwork for a
hydrogen fuel infrastructure that could be used in
advanced propulsion systems. 15 Thus, different
fuel and vehicle technology alternatives are not
necessarily mutually exclusive options but in
some circumstances can serve as complementary
strategies over the long term.
A variety of evolutionary paths can be outlined
that lead from current technologies toward the use
of renewable fuels in low-emission vehicles. One
possible scenario is depicted in figure 4-2. Over
the course of the next decade, for example, ICEVs
operating on compressed natural gas (CNG),
methanol made from natural gas, or ethanol made
from corn might be introduced on a wide scale. 16
The use of natural gas or alcohols in conventional

!

1990

2000

2010

2020

SOURCE U S Department of Energy Off Ice of Transportation Technologies

vehicles offers a relatively low-risk strategy for reducing petroleum dependence in the short term.
Depending on the particular fuel and vehicle
technology, reductions in emissions of criteria
pollutants could be modest (ethanol and metha-

15HY~ro~en ~zn be ~ro~uced by steam refomlng of na[ural gas. If a network of natural gas service stations were developed, a decentralized
hydrogen infrastructure might be created fairly quickly. Since stationary fuel cell applications are likel y to be commercially available well before tran~por-tatlon appllcation~, it may be pos~lble to tap mto natural gas steam reformers at these stationary sites for refueling of hydrogen
ICEVi or FCVf. Paul Miller, W. Alton Jones Foundation, Personal communication, Apr. 19, 1994.
16 HY,drogen (from natural gas or biomass) and ethanol ( from ce]luloslc biomass) are unlikely to be widely available in the next I ~ Years.
Hydrogen faces infrastructure limitations, and ethanol derived from cellulose is still in the development and early pilot production phase.
based ethan~l I\ alread) in use but is unlikely to be more than a transition fuel since other sources are more promkkg economically.

Com-
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no]) to significant (CNG) to dramatic (hydroReductions in C0 2 would similarly vary
widely depending on the fuel and vehicle technology. over the long term. more substantial reductions in greenhouse gas emissions could be
accomplished through the production of methanol, ethanol, or hydrogen fuels from renewable
energy sources such as cellulosic biomass (see
table 4-l ).
If petroleum use is to be reduced significantly,
propulsion systems with relatively high efficiencies arc necessary. Such efficiency requirements
might be met in the mid-term by hybrid vehicles
that, for example. combine a small ICE with a battery and an electric motor(s) driving the wheels.
Hybrid systems may be able to provide many of
the energy efficiency and emissions bencilts of
pure battery-powered electric vehicles (BPEVs),
while offering greater flexibility with respect to
range and performance. An ICE-based hybrid
could run on a variety of fuels such as hydrogen,
ethanol, methanol. or reformulated gasoline. Research on hybrid systems could also speed the development of electric drivetrain technologies and
advancd power control systems. Much RD&D
remains, however, to determine hybrid vehicle
cost and performance.
When cost-competitive, the ICE portion of the
hybrid could be replaced with a fuel cell, gas turbine, or advanced diesel engine. The ICE hybrid
could thus allow a significant decoupling of the
various components of the vehicle system, pergcn ).

]7

mitting development of the fuel infrastructure that
powers the ICE to be largely separated from development of the electric drivetrain. This could facil itate the introduction of fuel cell electric vehicles
over the long term (e.g., a methanol or hydrogen
infrastructure could be developed first for ICE hybrids and then used to supply energy for fuel cellbascd hybrids).
The introduction of fuel cell vehicles operating
on methanol or hydrogen from natural gas would
substantially reduce both criteria pollutant and
C0 2 emissions (because of the higher efficiency
of FCVS). 9 Fuel cell vehicles running on hydrogen produced from biomass or renewably generated electricity, or alcohol (methanol or ethanol)
produced from biomass, are potentially the cleanest and highest performance systems. A decade or
more of intensive RD&D remains to bc done,
however, before their technological and economic
feasibility can be fully determined.
Many key fuel cell technologies arc still in the
developmental phase. Although some advances
have been made in the area of PEM fuel ccl] performance, much progress is required before a
complete fuel cell system can be commercially
packaged for an automobile. The reliability y of the
essential components of a fuel cell system has not
yet been demonstrated in an automotive environment or over a typical automotive duty cycle. Although fuel ccl] costs will likely drop as
economics of scale are achieved in manufactur-

I TA]thc)uoh
& ~]l~ma~i~ c fuc]~ such aj methanol, ethanol, and nalurill g~ls :lr~ “inherently” less o~one-forrning and les~ carcinogenic thtin
g:l~c)l inc. rl~~~ rcgu I;i[or} requ ir~mcnt~ for g~s~] in~ ~ou]d vcr~. I ik~ly d]nljn i jh [hc env Ironmen[a] tidy iinttige of ;ilternil( i vc fue]s. see D. E. ~JUAce. “Altemtiti\e Fuels t’or Automobile\: Are Thcyr Cleiiner Tbtin Gasoline’?” Corlgressional Research Scrvlcc Repro 92-235 S, Feb. 27, 1992:
ill~o see )1 Ian J. Krupn ich ct ~1., Rcwurces for the F“uture, “~eC(~st-Effecti~cllcss and Energy Securit} Benefits of Methimol Vehicles.” Diwusi i[~n PiiWr QE90- 25, Scp(cmber 1990; tind J. Odgen et ill., “A Technical and Economic Asscsimcnt of Rcrwwable Traniportittion Fuel\ w~
Technologies\, ” report prepiired for the Office of Technology A~sewment, May 1994.

I xThc ]CE lt oll]d ~ u~ed t. genera[~ ~lec[ri~lt~ (O ~wer iIn electric motor drive[r’ain, and the battery WOU]d prokf kk “peiik po~icr” [o mc~[
iicccleriif]on or hill-climbing demands. Unlike cony cntional ICEVS, in which the pow erpliult (the cn~ine ) ~rivcs the w hml~ ~ircctly, ti hybrid or
pure electrlc ~chicle uw~ the powerplimt (c.:,, heat engine. fuel wII, or batter]) to drive electric rnotori thiit dri~c the whcel~.
I ~jFuel ~el Is arc ~lcctroc.he,lllc.al ~eylcc~ that Coni ~rt [he ch~nli~~] energy in il fuel (hydrogen Ii prCfCITed) dnd o~ i~~n[ (u~u~llY ()~Y~en 111
iII r ) directly Into electrical energy. LJnlike bat[eries. the reti~timti iirc ~uppl ied continuously from an extcrntil ~ource (e. g., a h~drogm ~t~riigc
tank plus air). The main exhfius[ product of i] fuel CCII is wter. Over a lypicul urban driving cycle, fuel cell -propclltxl vehicles could potentially
hiwe Iwo to three times the efficiency of ICEVS.
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environmental characteristics of the more plausible fuel-vehicle combinations arc examined in detail in the followin: sections.

A RENEWABLE FUEL MENU

23

A variety of transportation fuels can be produced
from renewable resources. The discussion here focuses on the four most promising energy ariers
that could be used in conjunction with low’-cmission vehicles: methanol, ethanol, hydrogn (H 2).
and electricity. Many of the comercilizaeion issues affecting alternative transport fuels have
been addressed previously in the Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA) report Replacinq
Gasoline .- Alternative fue1 for Light-Duty Vehicles particularl the difficulties inherent in dcveloping a new fuel distribution infrastructure.~~
The principal technical and economic challenges
facing renewable fuels are dcscribed below.

|Methanol
Methanol is a liquid fuel that can be produced
from natural gas, coal. or biomass. Onc major advantage of methanol is that it would requirc fewer
changes in vehicle design than some other alternative fuels, Flexible-fuel vehicles. which can operate on methanol, ethanol, gasoline, or a mixture of
these fuels, arc already being produced in limitcd
numbers in the United States.25 The use of such
vehicles could case the transition from gasoline.
Although methanol is frequently discussed as a re-

‘ { ‘A rccenl ~tudy by ~llllwr-(jkl cstlmatei that the initiul purchtiw cmts of :i n~aii-produc~ml FC\’ could be comp:mihlc IO a con~ cntlonal
IC-E\’, [.lfi-c> cle opcrdting ct)~t~ mii) alw be compartib[e. See ,41 ll~[)n Ga\ Turblnc Di\ ]$ion, “R~\ciir~h :ind Dc~ clopmcnt of Proton- f;~chungc
Nlembr;lne (PEN!) Fuel Ccl] S? \tcnl for Tr-tinsportation Appllc:ition~’ In]tlal Conceplu:il Dmign Rcpor’t.” EDR 16194. rcp{~rt preptired for the
(’. S. Dcpartnvmt of Energj, Otlice of Triul~pm-tation Tcchnologics, NOJ. 30, 1993.
~ 1 The “’n~:irgtna] nll~” IS a measure of the pt>u cr generation that nlu~t come onl Inc duc to BPI:k’ ch:ir:ing ;md i~ alnok c and bc) ond the
non- BPEYr clectrlclt) dmuind.
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Three basic thermochemical (high-temperature) processes are Involved in methanol production from
biomass, The first step

IS

production of a “synthesis gas” via thermochemical gasifcation of biomass, us-

ing oxygen rather than air in order to eliminate dilution of the product gas with nitrogen (in air). Since oxygen plants have strong capital cost scale economies, most proposals for biomass-to-methanol facilities
have Involved large plants (typically 1,500 metric tonnes/day input of dry biomass), Biomass gasiflers designed for methanol production are not available commercially. A number of pilot- and demonstration-scale
units were built and operated in the late 1970s and early 1980s, but most of these efforts were halted when
011 prices fell, 1 Work on a fluidized-bed design has been revived, with the construction of a bagasse-fueled
demonstration and now being planned.2 More recently, indirectly heated gasifiers have been proposed,3
These would produce a nitrogen-free gas without using oxygen and thus might be built economically at a
smaller scale.
Second, the synthesis gas

IS

cleaned and its chemical composition is adjusted The specific equipment

will vary depending on the gasifier used. Common to all systems is a “shift” reactor, which

IS

a commercial-

ly established technology, Other processing maybe required before the shift stage, however. For example,
tars contained in the synthesis gas must be removed or cracked into simpler forms that WiII not deposit on
and/or damage the turbine.
Third, the gas

IS

compressed and passed through a pressurized catalytic reactor that converts carbon

monoxide and hydrogen into methanol. A variety of commercial processes can be used.
This thermochemical process is Inherently more tolerant of diversity in feedstocks than biological processes (e g., enzymatic hydrolysis used in ethanol production),

‘ A A C M Beenackers and W P M van Swaalj, “The Biomass to Synthesis Gas Pilot Plant Programme of the CEC A First Evaluation of Results, ” Energy frorr?f310rnass, ThlrcfEuropeanCommunlry Confererrce (Essex, England Elsev[er Applled Science, 1985), pp
120-45, and E D Larson et al , “Biomass Gaslflcatlon for Gas Turbtne Power Generation, ” E/ec(rlclfy Efllclent End-Use and New Generation Tec/mo/ogles, and The/r P/arrrmg /mp/ications (Lund, Sweden Lund Umverslty Press, 1989), pp 697-739
2
R J Evans at al , Battelle Paclflc Northwest Laboratory, “Development of Biomass Gaslflcatlon To Produce Substitute Fuels, ”
PNL-6518, 1988
3
C E Wyman et al , “Ethanol and Methanol from Celluloslc Biomass, ” Renewab/e Energy Sources for Fue/s and E/ecfncify T B
Johansson et al (eds ) (Washington, DC Island Press, 1993), and E D Larson et al , Center for Energy and Enwronmental Studies,
Princeton University, “ProductIon of Methanol and Hydrogen for Vehicles from Biomass, with Comparisons to Methanol and Hydrogen
Product Ion from Natural Gas and Coal, ” forthcoming

placement for gasoline, it can also be used to replace diesel.
Methanol is currently produced primarily from
natural gas, but it can also be produced from coal
and, through a similar process, from lignocellulosic biomass feedstocks.2b Biomass-to-methanol
plants can convert 50 to 60 percent of the energy
content of the input biomass into methanol, and

some designs have been proposed with conversion efficiencies of more than 70 percent. Box 4-1
describes the basic processes.
Two possibilities are interesting, both involving feedstocks that are produced today. One option is the use of residues produced by the forest
products industry, which today is the largest organized user of biomass energy in the United States.

26C.E. Wyman et al., “Ethanol and Methanol from Cellulosic Biomass,” Renewable Energ?: Source.~for Fuels and Eleco-icity, T.B. Johansson et al. (eds.) (Washington, DC: Island Press, 1993).
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Methanol
Methanol
Methanol
Ethanol
Ethanol
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Hydrogen
CNG
Reformulated

$1 3-15b

Biomass
Natural gas
Coal
Biomass

gasoline

11-13
13
10-15
14-19
14-16
25-60
30-40
11
14
26-33
7-8
9

Corn
Biomass
Photovoltaic
Wind
Natural gas
Coal
Nuclear
Natural gas
Crude 011

a

1 glgajoule (GJ) 109 JOL1 Ies = O 95 m II I :on BTUS 278 kilowatt-hours, 1 gallon of gasollne = O 13 GJ 1 gallon of methanol = O 065 GJ 1 gal’on of
ethanol -0087 GJ $1 gal’on of gasoltne = $7 67~GJ
bMethanol ethanol and hydrogen fuels can be burned In ICES with higher compression ratios and thus can OPerale more efflClentlY than 9as01 ne
engines This should be taken Into consideration when comparing alternate fuels with gasollne
c

Based on Department of Energy projections for fossil energy prices (post-2000) [n 1991 dollars See U S Department of Energy Energy I r? format Ion
Admlmstratlon Annual Energy Ou?/ook 1994. DOE-EIA-0383(94) (Washington, DC U S Government Prlntlng Off Ice, January 1994)
dAlthough the cost of electrl~lty (4 to 6 @ ‘kWh or $11 to $1 7/GJ) ,s relatively high compared 10 gasollne ($9/GJ), the actual Operating etectrlcity costs for
BPEVS are hkely 10 be substantially lower than for gasoline vehicles, due principally to the efficiency advantage of electrlc vehicles
SOURCES The estmales presented here are drawn prlnc(pally from Joan M Odgen et al “A Techn(cal and Economic Assessment of Renewable
Transportation Fuels and Technologies, ” report prepared for the Off Ice of Technology Assessment, May 1994, and U S Department of Energy BIofuels Program 1994

Forest residues associated with annual wood harvests for the industry contain some 1.3 EJ.27 A
second feedstock stream is municipal solid waste
(MSW). This source, amounting to about 1.8 EJ
per year (after recycling), is especially attractive
because of its negative cost (e.g., it costs money
to dispose of it). The gasification technology
needed for MS W is essential y the same as that required for biomass.

Since biomass-to-methanol plants are not yet
commercially available, costs are uncertain (table
4-2 gives one estimate of baseline alternative fuel
production costs for the post-2000 timeframe).
From scattered cost data, it is estimated that methanol from biomass could be produced for about
$14/GJ, equivalent to $1 .85/gal gasoline, with
commercially ready technology in a plant with a
capacity of about 10 million GJ/yr (about 500 mil-

21An[h~ny F. Turhollow and Steve M. Cohen, Oak Ridge National Lahratory, “Data and Sources: Biomass Supply,” draft report, Jan. 28,
1994.
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lion liters/year or 130 million gal/year). Methanol
derived from natural gas costs about $1l/GJ
($1 .45/gal gasoline), while production of methanol from coal costs about $ 13/GJ ($1.70/gal gasoline). Compared with reformulated gasoline (even
at $26/barrel for crude oil), methanol—regardless
of the primary energy source—is marginally competitive at best. As discussed below, however,
methanol can potentially be used at much higher
efficiency than gasoline, e.g., in FCVs, offsetting
its higher cost.
Capital represents the largest fraction of the total cost of methanol produced in small plants,
whereas feedstock is the dominant cost in large
plants. Thus, capital cost reductions will be most
important in reducing methanol costs from small
plants, while increases in biomass conversion efficiency will be most important on a large scale. As
a liquid fuel, methanol would carry distribution
and retailing costs that are approximately the
same per unit volume as gasoline. The volumetric
energy density of methanol is roughly half that of
gasoline, however, resulting in a reduced range for
methanol-fueled vehicles (for a given storage tank
volume and engine type) and higher distribution
and retailing costs on an energy-equivalent basis.
The use of pure methanol could reduce air
pollution, particularly urban smog. As with other
alternative fuels, methanol has a number of attributes that appear superior to gasoline.28 In particular, methanol:
has lower volatility than gasoline, which
should reduce evaporative emissions.
has a lower photochemieal reactivity than gasoline. As a consequence, emissions of unburned methanol, the primary constituent of
methanol vehicle exhaust and fuel evaporative
emissions, have less ozone-forming potential

than an equal weight of organic emissions from
gasoline-fueled vehicles.
has higher octane and wider flammability lim its than gasoline. This allows a methanol engine to be operated at higher (leaner) air-to-fuel
ratios than similar gasoline engines, promoting
higher fuel efficiency and lower CO and organic emissions.
In addition, if produced from biomass feedstocks grown on a renewable basis, methanol
would provide a substantial C0 2 benefit over gasoline. However, any benefits are highly dependent
on the feedstock. Methanol from coal, for example, would result in higher CO2 gas emissions.29
Methanol does have some environmental disadvantages, particularly greater emissions of formaldehyde, which could require special emission
controls. The liquid fuel itself is toxic,30 moderately corrosive, and highly flammable; thus, some
modifications to the existing fuel distribution system are expected to be required.
It should also be noted that, under pressure
from both state and federal regulation, gasoline is
being improved to reduce its emissions and new
emissions control technologies are nearing commercialization. These developments could effectively eliminate the exhaust emission advantages
of alternative fuels such as methanol and ethanol.
On the other hand, new formulations of gasoline
must contain oxygenates such as ethanol or derivatives of either methanol (e.g., methyl tertiarybutyl ether, MTBE) or ethanol (e.g., ethyl
tertiary -butyl ether, ETBE). The addition of oxygenates to gasoline can reduce CO formation but
appears to offer little benefit in terms of reducing
atmospheric ozone levels.

28As an addi[ive to gasoline, however, me~ano] provides little or no air quality advantages except for the reduction of carbon monoxide.
There are significant evaporative emissions that can affect ozone formation when alcohol fuels are blended with gasol inc. See Calvert et al., op.

cit., footnote 7.
ZgOffice of Technology Assessment, op. cit., footnote 24. p. 71.
~~Methanol, however, lacks the toxics (e.g., benzene) found in gasoline and thus can reduce kvek of carcinogenic emissions.
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In the longer term, a potentially important advantage of methanol fuels is their possible use in
fuel cell vehicles (see below). Since methanol can
be derived from a variet y of different sources and
can be used in both conventional and advanced
propulsion systems, it could play an important
role in moving away from a fossil fuel-based
transportation system.

| Ethanol
Ethanol, like methanol, is a liquid fuel that can be
used in internal combustion engines. It can be produced from biomass—about one-third of Brazil
automobile fleet, for example, runs on straight
ethanol produced from sugars The vehicle-related technical issues for ethanol are essentially
the same as for methanol-it requires only minor
modifications for use in gasoline engines, but
more involved changes are required for use in diesel engines.
Generally, emissions from ethanol vehicles are
expected to be similar to those from methanol vehicles, except that acetaldehyde, rather than formaldehyde, will be elevated. Ethanol, like
methanol, is inherently less ozone-forming and
less carcinogenic than gasoline. s~
As previously noted, new controls on gasoline
are likely to reduce or even eliminate the exhaust
emission advantages of ethanol and methanol.
Ethanol can be used either as an additive to gasoline or directly. As an additive, its primary environmental benefit is a reduction of CO. However,

gasoline-ethanol blends that contain low percentages of ethanol (e.g., 10 percent) increase the volatility of gasoline, thus increasing the mass
evaporative emissions that can react with sunlight
to form ozone. By using ETBE, an ethanol derivative, instead of ethanol itself, the volatility problem can be avoided.33 This is also true when
100-percent ethanol (E1OO) is used. E85 (85 percent ethanol, 15 percent gasoline) has evaporative
emissions comparable to gasoline.
The emissions of C0 2 from the full fuel cycle
for ethanol vehicles vary greatly depending on the
feedstock from which ethanol is produced. With
corn, the emissions have been estimated to range
from modestly lower to slightly higher than those
of gasoline, due to the need for fossil fuel use in
the production of the corn and ethanol.34 On the
other hand, if ethanol is made from cellulosic biomass, C02 emissions could be reduced dramatically (table 4-1 ).
The overall energy balance for corn-based ethanol is only modestly positive, at best. If the byproducts of ethanol production (e.g.. C0 2 and
distilled grains for cattle feed) and the energy inputs required to grow corn (e.g., fertilizers, herbicides, and machinery fuel) are incorporated into
an overall energy balance, the net energy gain of
corn-based ethanol is estimated to range from -2 to
+34 percent (i.e., there can be a fuel-cycle-wide
net energy loss of 2 percent or a net energy gain up
to 34 percent) compared with fossil35 energy inputs.36 This energy balance does not take account

~ 1 World Bank, “Alcohol Fuel\ from Sugar In ~ra7il,” The Urban Edge, October 1990, p. 5.
~~Elhano] is how,et,er, ~c)nlew hat more photochemica]]y reactive tian methanol and thus can give rlSe tO slightly higher c~ncentration~ ‘f
ozone than methanol. CJUShee, op. cit., footnote 17.
3~FTBF
.
. has ~ ]o\kcr Vtip)r prcj~ure than MTBE, but ~cause ethanol costs more than methanol as a feedstock, MTBE had been the ether of
choice. HOW ever, on June 30. 1994. the Environmental Protection Agency promulgated a rule that, beginning in 1995, 15 percent of gasoline
oxygenates must come from “rcneuablc” source$. which in practice means ethanol or ETBE. In 1996, the renewable-based oxygenates would
increase to 30 percent. This rule w~\ o~ertumcd by a U.S. Court of Appeals on April 28, 1995.
~QSome estimates sho~~ [hat Com-derived ethano] cm s]l~htl~ reduce overall col emissions. Further research IS needed to clarify this is~ue.
35mere may ~ \olne nuclear. and h~dro-generated

electricity inpUtS as well.

36John Bailey, Institute for Local Self Reliance, personal communication, June 1, 1994.
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of the corn stover (field residue). 37 The stover
contains more than enough energy to operate a
corn-to-ethanol plant, so the net energy fraction
might improve considerably if a portion of the
stover were collected and used to replace external
energy sources.
Another major issue with ethanol is the cost of
production. It is heavily dependent on the cost of
the feedstock (corn in the United States, sugar in
Brazil) and the market value of the byproducts.
Among potentially renewable fuels, ethanol (primarily from corn) is the only one that is produced
commercially on a largc scale in the United States.
It is used principally as a 10-percent blend with
g a s o l i n e i n C o n v e n t i o n a l ICEVs. About 3 billion
liters of ethanol arc made annually in the United
States, almost all from corn. Ethanol from corn is

not cost-competitive with gasoline, so federal
subsidies (currently about 54¢/gal) are necessary
to support continued production.

Ethanol from Lignocelluiose
The high cost of corn-based ethanol has motivated
efforts to convert lower cost biomass, primarily
woody and herbaceous materials. into ethanol.
These feedstocks are less costly than corn because
much larger quantities can be produced per land
area and fewer agricultual chemical or other inputs are required. In addition, they do not directly
compete with food crops.38 They are, however,
more difficult-and to date more costly-to convert into ethanol. Advances in biotechnology may
change this outlook. Research by the National Re-

~sof courw. thej nuiy compete with food crop~ indirectly in terms of land use, wc chapter 2
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newable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and others
into cellulose-to-ethanol processes is promising
and, if successful, could offer a cost-effective
means of producing ethanol in very large quantities. 39
Woody and herbaceous biomass, referred to
generally as lignocellulosic material, consists of
three chemically distinct components: cellulose
(about 50 percent), hemicellulose (25 percent),
and lignin (25 percent). 40 Most proposed processes involve separate processing-either acid or
enzymatic hydrolysis-of these components. In
the first step, pretreatment, the hemicellulose is
broken down into its component sugars and separated out. The lignin is also removed. The cellulose is then converted into fermentable glucose
through hydrolysis. After fermentation, the products are distilled to remove ethanol. Byproducts of
the separation process, such as lignin, can be used
as fuel.

Acid Hydrolysis
A number of variants on the basic process of acid
hydrolysis have been proposed, each typically involving use of a different acid and/or reactor configuration. 4 1 O n e s y s t e m i n c o r p o r a t e s t w o s t a g e s
of hydrolysis using dilute sulfuric acid. In the first
step, the acid breaks the feedstock down into sim-

ple sugars. The acid also degrades some of the
product sugars, however, so that they cannot be
fermented, thus reducing overall yield. R&D has
been aimed at improving the relatively low yields
(55 to 75 percent of the cellulose) through the use
of other acids.42 Low-cost recovery and reuse of
the acids are necessary to keep production costs
down but have yet to be commercially proven .43
The estimated total cost of producing ethanol
by different proposed acid hydrolysis processes is
high ($15 to $20/GJ or $2.00 to $2.60/gal gasoline) .44 The potential for cost reduction is limited
because the maximum overall efficiency of converting energy in the biomass feedstock by acid
hydrolysis is only about 30 percent. The sale of
chemical byproducts (e.g., furfural) improves
economics, but the potential market is much
smaller than production by a large-scale fuel ethanol industry. 45 Byproduct electricity could also
offset ethanol costs, but the amounts of exportable
electricity coproduced in process configurations
to date have been relatively small. This situation
might change if more advanced cogeneration
technologies are considered (see chapter 5).
Unless world oil prices rise considerably (to
$40/barrel or more), ethanol from acid hydrolysis
appears to be an unpromising technology, particu -

Wone ~ecen[ econometric \tud} e~tlnlated that [he agrlcu]tural wctor could support the production of roughly I o EJ (Cllment national trans,
portation energy consumption is about 22 EJ) of dell~ cre(l ethanol from ccllulosic biomass (not from, e.g., grain or sugarcane). Of course, this
will al~o depend on export opportun]tie~ for agricultural commod it]es and other factors (see C1-iapter 2). Randall A. Reese et al., “Herbaceous
Bloma~~ Feedstock Production: The Economic Potential and Impacts on U.S. Agriculture,” Energy Policy, July 1993, pp. 726-734.
~)percentage~ vary for different ipecies,

WOOCI consists of

about 50 percent cellulose and 25 percent hemicellulose. Grasses have rou~hly

equal amounts of cellulose and hemicellulose (between 30 and 35 percent). J.D. Wright, “Ethanol from Lignocellulose: An Overview, ’’Energy
ProSre.\ i, vol. 8, No. 2, 1988, pp. 71 -78; and Anthony Turhollow. Oak Ridge National Laboratory, personal communication, Apr. 22, 1994.
~ I WY mtin et al., op. cit., footnote 26.
.
4zSee J,D. Wright et al., E~uluation of C’oncentrared Halogen A[i(lH>lirol>.~ir Processes for Alcohol Fuel Production, SERUTR-232-2386
(Golden, Co: Solar Energ> Re}earch Institute, 1985).

471bd.
44E D 1,.ar~on ~t a], ,Blomaj\-Ga}lfler SteaII1. ]njec[ed Ga~ Turbine Cogeneration for tie Cane sugar Industry,” Ener~)from ~lomas.j and
W’a.\Ie,\ XIV, D.L. Klas\ (cd. ) (Chicago, IL. ln~titute for Ga\ Technology, 1991),
~ssee p,w, Bergeron et a],, “Di]ute Aci[j H} droll
~i~
.
, of Bioma~s for Ethanol Production, ” Energ}’from Biomass and Wa.$leS .~)) (Chicago, IL:
Inititute for Gas Technologyr, 1989), pp. 1277- 1296; and M.M. Bulls et al., “Conversion of Cellulosic Feedstocks (o Ethanol and Other Chemicals Using TVA’s Dilute Sulfuric Acid Hydrolysi\ Process,” Energ]’from Biomass and Wastes X/V, D.L. Klass (cd.) (Chicago, IL: Institute for
Ga~ Technology, 1991).
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larly in light of developments in enzymatic hydrolysis.

Enzymatic Hydrolysis
Enzymatic hydrolysis of cellulose has been under
development for about two decades. Advances
that have been made in this technique specifically,
and in biotechnology more generally, suggest that
economically competitive commercial systems
could be developed by early in the next century.
Biological enzymes typically break down only
the cellulose and do not attack the product sugars.
Thus, in principle, yields close to 100 percent can
be achieved from cellulose. A feedstock pretreatment step is typically required since biomass is
naturally resistant to enzyme attack. The most
promising option appears to be a dilute acid, in
which the hemicellulose is converted to xylose
sugars that are separated out, leaving a porous material of cellulose and lignin that can be attacked
more readily by enzymes. %
A number of bacteria and yeasts have been
identified and tested as catalysts of cellulose hydrolysis. Three process configurations have received the most attention from researchers:
In the separate hydrolysis and fermentation
(SHF) of cellulose, three distinct operations are
used to produce enzymes, hydrolyze cellulose,
and ferment the glucose.
A promising modification of the SHF process
involves simultaneous saccharification and fermentation (SSF) in a single-reaction vessel,
permitting higher product yield and improved
■

■

economics. 47 Projected total biomass energy
conversion efficiency to ethanol with improved
xylose fermentation is about 64 percent. 48 The
projected costs for ethanol produced by this
method range from $10 to $15/GJ ($1 .30 to
$2.00/gal gasoline) (roughly similar to the cost
for biomass-derived methanol) delivered to the
consumer. 49 Research lowered the cost of biomass-derived ethanol from $4. 15/gal in 1980 to
$1.65/gal in 1993, including the cost of delivery. 50
| Single-reactor direct microbial conversion
(DMC) combines enzyme production, cellulose hydrolysis, and glucose fermentation in a
single process. In limited efforts to date, however, DMC ethanol yields have been lower than
those from the SHF or SSF processes, and a
number of undesired byproducts have resulted.
A potential complication for ethanol production is that the enzymes currently used in the most
promising conversion process---ezymatic hydrolysis—may require relatively homogeneous
feedstocks to achieve projected performance.51
Although researchers have been able to convert
wastepaper and agricultural and forest product
wastes into ethanol using enzymatic hydrolysis. 52
it may prove easier and less expensive to harvest
and process a monoculture. From an ecological
perspective, however, the ability to draw on biomass polycultures would be preferable in the
longer term (chapter 2). If polyculture feedstocks
are pursued, they may require the development of
improved enzymes and processing technologies.

‘J.D. Wright, “Ethanol from Biomass by Enzymatic Hydrolysis,” Chemicul Engineering Progress, August 1988, pp. 62-74.
47J.D. wright et al., Simultaneous Saccharification and Fermentation of Li8nocellulose: Proce~~ E\duation (Golden, CO: Solar Energy
Research Institute, 1988).
.lllw,fyman et a]., op. cit., fOOmOte 26.
-l~ogden et a]., op. cit., footnote 17
S(I 1992 $/ga]]on Venkateswaran and Brogan, op. cit., footnote 3.
51 ResearCh on enzymatic hydrolysis at NREL is now broadening its focus to include research on common farm speCies that may be intermixed with the primary species grown.
52Ro&~ H. Walker, Director, Planning and Evaluations, Alternative Feedstock Development Depafiment, Amoco Corp., pf3!30nal Communication, May 1994.
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| Hydrogen

duce very little NO X, and some recent work by
Daimler-Benz has demonstrated near-zero emissions of NOX in hydrogen-powered test vehicles.
Environmental benefits can also be achieved by
blending hydrogen with other fuels. Dual fuel operation with hydrogen and gasoline or diesel fuel
can substantial] y reduce emissions of all regulated
pollutants. The addition of relatively small
amounts of hydrogen—as little as 5 to 10 percent
by mass--can reduce CO, HC, and NO, emissions.53 By adding percent hydrogen to natural
gas (the blend is called "hythane”), NOx emissions from ICEVs can also be substantially reduced. 54
The principal barriers to widespread hydrogen
use include difficult storage requirements, high
production costs, and lack of a distribution infrastructure.

Interest in hydrogen as an alternative fuel for
transport has grown rapidly in recent years. Hydrogen is an extremely clean fuel that can be
burned in ICES or electrochemically converted to
generate electricity in fuel cells. Hydrogen can be
produced from natural gas or coal: however, a
more environmentally appealing idea from the
perspective of C02 and other emissions is the production of hydrogen from biomass via gasification or from the electrolysis of water by using
electricity generated from renewable energy.
Fuel-cycle emissions of C0 2 and other greenhouse gases can be reduced significantly or perhaps eliminated, depending on the source of
energy used to produce hydrogen. Fuel cell vehicles that use hydrogen have essentially no tailpipe emissions apart from water vapor. The
tailpipe emissions from hydrogen ICEVs are
much lower than those from a comparable gasoline-powered vehicle. Emissions of CO, hydrocarbons (HCs), and particulate are essentially
eliminated (traces of these gases may be emitted
from combustion of lubricating oils in the engine).
The only pollutants of concern are nitrogen oxides
(NOx), which are formed, as in all ICES, from nitrogen taken from the air during combustion. Hydrogen vehicles probably will be able to meet any
NOX standard that a gasoline vehicle can meet. In
principle, an ultralean hydrogen engine could pro-

5 ~Ogdcn e( a].,

op. cit.,

5

Hydrogen Storage
Hydrogen has a very low energy density. Typical
volumetric energy densities for hydrogen are 5 to
15 percent that of gasoline when stored in pressurized tanks or metal hydrides.55 Therefore, a hydrogen-fueled vehicle requires either large
on-vehicle, high-pressure storage tanks.56 cryogenic storage, 57 or storage in another medium. 58
Factors at play in the development of hydrogen
storage systems include energy densities in terms
of weight and volume. safety during refueling and

footnote I 7.

s~Congrcsslona] Re~ear~h Service, “Hydrogen as a Fuel.” Mar. ~Z, 1993.
s~H}.(/rlc/ei are ~Fclal ma[erlals [hat absorb and hold large quantities of hydrogen. When heated, they rekasc hydrOgen ga~.
56 The ~lze of

high-pr e~, u re tan~5 may ~> reduced somewhat wi[h

the

introduction

of ad\ anced lightweight materials. Carbon-fiber-

wrapped, aluminum-1 ined tanks allow storage at 8,0tX) psi, high enough for energy dcnslties cmnpetitil e vith other storage nwthods. Carbon
tibcr is currently quite expensive at $50 per pound but is expected to drop in cost. The craihworthincss of ~uch tanki, how ever, has not been full~
deterrnlned.
sTSt[)rage of liquefied hvdrogen would provide high e]ler~y densities. HoweY er, insulated, craihw Orthy tank~ ~Ould have to be developed,
as u’el 1 as a spcc i al Infrastructure for handl lng I iqu id hydrogen. A I so, hydrogen I iquefaction i~ an energ> - intcnii~ e proccis.
.5XA~ tin ~xarnple, hydrogen can & stored in the f[)rnl of ~tldered iron Steam from a fuel cell, fOr

example, COUld be

USCd to o~idlle pOW-

dered iron m a tank onboard the I chicle, releasing hydrogen to be u~ed as fuel. When the entire tank of iron ha~ turned to rust, it is exchanged for
fresh iron, and oxidized material could be reduced back to iron at a central facility. ThI\ is a potentially inexpensive and compact storage approach. H-Power Corporation of NCW Jersey is developing this techrmlogy.
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in case of accidents,59 and cost of materials and
construction. Hydrogen storage requirements
could be eased if vehicle propulsion systems with
high efficiencies were developed. For example, by
one estimate, a hybrid electric vehicle that uses a
small ICE fueled by hydrogen to generate electricity could reduce hydrogen storage requirements
by 50 to 65 percent compared with a pure ICEV. 60
The high efficiencies of fuel cell-based vehicles
would further ease hydrogen storage problems
(see discussion below). In the near term, onboard
hydrogen pressure tanks could build on the experience of compressed natural gas vehicles.

Costs of Hydrogen Fuelel
As shown in table 4-2, the cost of hydrogen produced from renewable sources varies considerably. On a large scale (for plants producing 50
million standard cubic feet of hydrogen per day),
biomass hydrogen could cost perhaps $8 to
$1 l/GJ to produce (assuming biomass costs of $2
to $4/GJ), with delivered costs of about $14/GJ
(or $1.85/gal gasoline equivalent), making it the
least expensive method of renewable hydrogen
production. 62Renewable electrolytic hydrogen—
hydrogen produced from, e.g., wind- or photovoltaic-generated electricity-could cost anywhere
from two to four times as much as hydrogen from
biomass ($20 to $60/GJ), depending on advances
in photovoltaic, wind, or other renewable technologies (see chapter 5). Because of their modular nature, however, electrolytic hydrogen systems
could be employed at a much smaller scale than
biomass gasifiers. On small production scales—
which one would expect at the beginning of a tran-

sition to hydrogen or if environmental constraints
limited the size of any one production area—the
cost advantage of hydrogen from biomass
compared to photovoltaic- or wind-powered electrolysis would likely be reduced.
On a large scale, hydrogen from steam reforming of natural gas could cost $5 to $10/GJ (with
natural gas prices of $2 to $6/GJ) or 65@ to
$1.30/gal gasoline equivalent. On a smaller scale
(0.5 million standard cubic feet/day or 200 GJ/
day), hydrogen from steam reforming could cost
about $11 to $17/GJ ($1 .45 to $2.25/gal gasoline
equivalent). Coal gasification plants would also
exhibit strong scale economies. For large plant
sizes, hydrogen from coal could cost about $10 to
$14/GJ (for coal costing $1.50/GJ) or $1.30 to
$1.85/gal gasoline equivalent. For a given plant
size, the cost to generate hydrogen from biomass
via gasification would probably be somewhat
lower than the cost from coal because biomass can
be gasified more quickly and at lower temperatures than coal, allowing the plant to be smaller
and less capital intensive for a given output.

Developing a Hydrogen Infrastructure
One of the key issues for development of hydrogen as a transportation fuel is that no large-scale
hydrogen delivery system exists. This is unlike
the situation for gasoline, electricity, or natural
gas, where widespread distribution systems are already in place. Moreover, developing an infrastructure would be more difficult for hydrogen
(which must be transported as a compressed gas,
as a cryogenic liquid, or by pipeline) than for liquid fuels, such as methanol or ethanol, which can

S9Many questions have a]so ken raised about the safety of hydrogen. Although these concerns should not be dismissed, the dangers of
hydrogen use have probably been overstated. With regard to flammability, hydrogen is not much different from other fuels such as gasoline and
methanol. Although hydrogen would leak through mechanical fittings at a higher rate than other fuels, it disperses much more quickly and thus
is less likely to form a flammable mixture. See Joan Ogden and Robert Williams, SoIur Hydrogen.. Mo\’irrg Be}ond Fossil Fuels (Washington,
DC: World Resources Institute, October 1989).
~OG]enn Rambach, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, personal communication, Jan. 26, 1994.
~lcost data in this section are drawn from Ogden et a].,

Op. Cit., footnote 17.

62,4 de]ivered cost of $ I ()/GJ for hydrogen has a gasoline equivalent price of $ 1.30/gal. Some recent

work indicates that

hydrogen might be

produced from municipal solid waste for $6 to $8/GJ or 78@ to $ 1.oWgal gasoline. J. Ray Smith, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
personal communication, Apr. 25, 1994.
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be transported and delivered to the consumer by
using systcms similar to that for gasolinc.
The components of a hydrogen energy infrastructure have already been dc~’eloped. Technologies for storing. compressing. and transporting
hydrogen are well known and are used in the
chemical industry. The present hydrogen distribution system in the United States consists of a few
hundred miles of industrial pipeline plus fleets of
trucks delivering liquid hydrogen or compressed
hydrigrn gas. Although about 1 EJ of hydrogen is
produced in the United States per year, most of
this is produced and used onsite for petroleum refining and methanol or ammonia production.
Merchant hydrogen (hydrogen that is distributed)
amounts to only about 0.5 percent of the total hydrogen produced and used.
Ultimate] y, the large-scale use of rewable hydrogen as a fuel would require the development of
much larger hydrogen transmission and distribu tion systems. In the near term, hydrogen is likely
to be produced from natural gas, which is presently the least expensive source. There are several
ways in which the existing natural gas infrastructure could be used to bring hydrogen to consumers. First, it is possible to produce hydrogen from
steam reforming of natural gas. even on a relatively small scale. Hydrogen for fleet vehicles might
be produced onsite by using small-scale reformers. Alternatively, hydrogen might bc blended at
concentrations up to 15 to 20 percent by volumc
into the existing natural gas system and rcmoved
at the point of use. At greater than 15 to 20 percent
concentrations of hydrogen, changes in the distribution and retailing systems would be required
because of the differing physical characteristics of
hydrogen compared with natural gas.63

Another option for onsite hydrogen production
is eletrolysis. Here. the electricity distribution
system could bc used to bring offpeak power to
elcctrolyzer equipment. Alternatively, standalone photovoltaic (PV) hydrogen systems could
be used if the costs of PV-generated electricity decline sufficiently (chapter 5). In the longer term, as
the demand for hydrogen fuel increased, central
hydrogen production plants might be built. with a
.
that for natural gas.

| Electricity
Electricity may be one of the principal energy carriers for future transportation systems. Electricity
has the important advantages of having an avail able supply infrastructure (except for home charging stations ) that is adequate now-if recharging

Also, with the exception of some electricity im65
ports from Canada, the electricity needed to run
a fleet of BPEVs would be produced domestically.
Despite virtuallly zero vehicular emissions,
electric vehiclcs will have air pollution impacts
because of the emissions associated with electricity) production. These impacts will vary from re mix varies greatly across the country. California
and the northeastern United States. the two reand therefore the most attractive regions for electric vehicle use. have different fuel r-nixes.
California’s power is generated mostly from natu -
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ral gas, nuclear, and hydropower, whereas the
Northeast depends more on coal. In comparison to
coal-generated electric power, electricity generated from natural gas powerplants can reduce
emissions of C0 2, sulfur oxides, and nitrogen oxides.
Although the cost of electricity ($17/GJ at
6¢/kWh) appears high relative to gasoline ($9/GJ
or $1.18/gal), the actual fuel costs for BPEVs are
likely to be substantially lower than for gasoline
vehicles. This savings is due principally to the efficiency advantage of electric vehicles. For example, a typical BPEV might consume about 0.25
kWh/mile. At 6¢/kWh, the operating fuel cost of
the BPEV is then 1.5¢mile.66 In practice, electric
utilities are expected to offer low, offpeak electricity rates (3¢ to 4¢/kWh) to consumers for nighttime recharging of BPEVs. Thus, a typical BPEV
could have operating fuel costs of less than
1 ~/mile. In comparison, the operating fuel cost for
the two-seater Honda Civic del Sol is 3.7¢/mile.67
The initial purchase cost of BPEVs, however, may
be considerably higher than conventional vehicles

fine Ca]ifomia Air Resources Board

(but may be offset by lower maintenance costs and
longer lifetimes for electric vehicles; see discussion below).
With BPEVs running on renewable electricity,
it would be possible to produce and use energy
with very low emissions of criteria air pollutants
and C02. Electricity can be produced from a variety of renewable sources such as biomass, wind
energy, solar energy, and hydropower. As discussed in chapter 5, the cost of producing electricity in a “renewables-intensive utility” in the
post-2010 timeframe may be comparable to that
for a conventional utility (4¢ to 6¢/kWh). The primary technical issues involved in a transition toward renewable electricity-based transportation
are the development of renewable electricity-generating technologies, their integration into a utility grid, and the development of BPEVs (see
discussion below) and their recharging systems.
Where and when recharging takes place would
influence the delivered cost of electricity for transportation. It is likely that many electric vehicles
will be recharged at home during offpeak (nighttime) hours. In this case, the type of generating
system used to meet offpeak demand will determine the cost and types of emissions.
Another option for electric vehicle recharging
is stand-alone solar PV charging that would operate while a car was parked, for example, at work or
at a commuter station. In this case, some battery
storage may be needed at the PV charging station
for use on cloudy days, which would add to the
cost of PV electricity. The cost of electricity from
stand-alone PV recharging stations would likely
be higher than the cost of residential electricity
from a renewables-intensive utility. Stand-alone
systems might be used in settings where non-gridconnected daytime recharging is desirable or
home charging is not feasible.

projects that in the year 2000, a typical electric vehicle will consume about 0.24 kWh/mile. The GenAir Resources Board, ‘ Emission Benefits of Electric Vehicles Rela-

eral Motors Impact electric vehicle uses about 0.2 kWmile. see California
tive (o ULEVS,” draft, February 1994.
b7~l~ is based on 34 mi]eS/ga] (city) and a

&

price of $ 1.25/gal for gasoline. Venkateswaran and Brogan, Op. cit., f~tnote 3.
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| Some Nonrenewable Competitors
In the near term, fuels that are derived from nonrenewable sources could also offer environmental
benefits. Internal combustion engine vehicles that
use reformulated gasoline or compressed natural
gas are likely to be formidable competitors with
renewable-based ethanol, methanol, hydrogen, or
electricity y. This is primarily because reformulated
gasoline and CNG will likely be substantially
lower in cost than renewable fuels for the near to
mid-term.

Reformulated Gasoline
Reformulated gasoline is gasoline that has been
modified to have lower emissions of hydrocarbons (to reduce ozone formation), benzene, heavy
metals, and other pollutants. By law, reformulated
gasoline must have a 2-percent oxygen content to
ensure compliance with regional CO standards. It
has the advantage of not requiring engine modification or a separate fuel infrastructure. Thus, reformulated gasoline can reduce the emissions of
cars already on the road.
Reformulated gasoline was first proposed as an
alternative fuel in the United States in 1989 in response to the growing pressure for cleaner burning
fuels, particularly the proposal by President Bush
to require the sale of alternative fuel vehicles in
the nine most polluted U.S. cities.68 Subsequently, the major oil and automobile companies in the
United States initiated a jointly funded multimillion dollar study to analyze the emission impacts
of various reformulated blends (later expanded to
include methanol and CNG) from current and future motor vehicles. Results released to date suggest that gasoline reformulation could provide
modest to fairly significant emission benefits (for
criteria air pollutants only; there would be virtual-

ly no reduction in greenhouse gases) at a cost of
around 15¢/gal more than conventional gasoline. 69

Natural Gas
CNG can be burned in internal combustion engines with minor modifications and in diesel engines with more substantial modifications.
Natural gas is a cleaner fuel than gasoline, with
lower emissions of most pollutants. A dedicated
CNG vehicle could have an energy efficiency
about 10 percent greater than a gasoline vehicle
because of its higher octane number. Natural gas
ICEVs have a much shorter driving range or reduced trunk space than gasoline-fueled vehicles,
however, because CNG’s volumetric energy
density is much lower than gasoline (about onequarter the energy density of gasoline when compressed to the standard pressure of 3,500 psi).
The use of liquefied natural gas (LNG) could in
theory overcome this range limitation. LNG is
natural gas that has been liquefied by cooling it to
-161 “C. The advantage of LNG over CNG is its
energy density—a given volume of LNG provides
about three times the vehicle range between refueling as the same volume of CNG. At least in
the near term, the practical difficulties of maintaining these low temperatures, along with the
high cost of containers capable of storing LNG,
make LNG less promising as a fuel for light-duty
vehicles. Fleet operators of heavy-duty vehicles
are, however, showing increased interest in LNG.
Another major drawback of CNG as a transport
fuel is the difficulty of transporting. storing, and
delivering it. Because the refueling and storage
systems would be similar, however, CNG vehicles
might provide a bridge toward the eventual use of
hydrogen, a fuel that ultimately could be derived

~~considerab]e interest in a](ema[ive fuels had already been expressed by the state of California and industry had begun responding to his
interest with the development of reformulated gasoline.
bgsome analyses indicate that

if refo~u]ated fuels were used in

technologies, CO and NOX might be

conjunction with electrically

vehicle modifications. See the series of technical reports produced by the Auto/Oil
by the Coordinating Research Council, Atlanta, Georgia, from 1989 to 1993.

engine cOntrOl
more modest without these

heated catalysts and advanced

reduced by as much as 50 percent. The emissions benefits would be much

Air Qua] ity improvement Research Program and published
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completely from renewable sources. At present,
no analysis has been undertaken to evaluate the
costs and benefits of such a transition from natural
gas to hydrogen.
One current incentive for switching from gasoline to natural gas is lower fuel cost, but this incentive is likely to diminish as demand for natural gas
grows. The present retail price of CNG from domestic sources is about $7/GJ (in gasoline equivalent terms, about 91¢/gal without taxes or roughly
comparable to gasoline when taxes are included).
CNG vehicles also may have slightly lower maintenance costs than liquid fuel vehicles. The use of
CNG in gasoline vehicles requires the installation
of gas cylinders, high-pressure piping, and appropriate fittings to the engine. To take full advantage of CNG, the compression ratio should also be
raised to about 12 to 1.70 An automobile designed
for CNG would cost about $800 to $1,000 more
than a comparable gasoline-fueled vehicle, due in
large part to the expensive high-pressure fuel storage equipment. This higher upfront cost is compensated partially by lower back-end costs: the
storage systems probably will have a high salvage
value, and the use of natural gas may increase the
life of the engine and hence the resale value of the
vehicle.
Natural gas will reduce HC emissions that contribute to urban smog, although it may increase
N OX emissions somewhat. 71 If natural gas vehicles gain greater market penetration, they
should contribute less to greenhouse gases than
vehicles using petroleum- or coal-based transport
fuels (see table 4-1 ). Although natural gas pres-

ents some special handling problems, it is neither
toxic nor corrosive, unlike methanol and gasoline.

EMERGING VEHICLE TECHNOLOGIES
Several technological options for improving vehicle energy efficiency and emissions are now being explored, including advanced ICEV designs
and the use of new fuels in ICEVs, battery-powered electric vehicles, fuel cell electric vehicles,
and hybrid vehicles (various combinations of the
above).
Each of these propulsion system options could
potentially play a role in bringing about a transition from the present fossil fuel transportation system to one that depends primarily on renewable
energy resources.
| Advanced ICEV Designs
At present, the vast majority of light-duty vehicles
on the road use gasoline-powered internal combustion engines. In recent decades, federally mandated fuel efficiency and clean air requirements
have resulted in significant refinements of conventional internal combustion systems.72 Several
additional advances are likely to be introduced in
coming years, including improved vehicle design
and alternative fuels such as reformulated gasoline, compressed natural gas, and perhaps ethanol
or methanol.
Many vehicle characteristics could be modified
to improve vehicle energy efficiency :73
| a shift to lightweight body materials such as
carbon fiber or other composites;

—
7(JR. M~reno, Jr., and D. Bailey, A//erna[j\,e Transport Fuelsfiom Natural Gas, World Bank Technical Paper No. 98, Industry and Energy
Series (Washington, DC: World Bank, 1989), p. 7.
7 ICNG vehicles can emit ]ess carbon monoxide (perhaps 30 to 50 percent less) than gasoline or methanol vehicles, because CNG mixes
better with air than do liquid fuels, and it does not have to be enriched (as much) for engine startup. The magnitude of CO reduction (and, perhaps, whether there is any reduction at all) will be determined by NOX control: if the engine has to be run slightly rich to control NO,, there will
be little or no reduction in CO; if it can be run slightly lean, there will be a reduction.
lzslnce ] 978, fuel economy spclfica[lons have been dictated principally by federal Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) requirements. CAFE standards have been met by decreasing vehicle drag and weight, reducing engine size, and introducing fuel injection and other

energy-efficient technologies.
73Thi\ ~ateria] is drawn from and discussed in office of Technology Assessment, Op. cit., fOOtnOte i 4.
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a reduction in the vehicle aerodynamic drag coefficient;
high-pressure, low-rolling-resistance tires;
an advanced super-efficient engine with four or
more valves per cylinder, adjustable valve lift
and timing, and other low-friction or lean-burn
measures; an advanced two-stroke engine; or
advanced diesel;
extensive use of aluminum and other lightweight materials in the vehicle suspension and
other components (e.g., brake rotors and calipers, sway bars, wheels);
advanced transmissions (e.g., a five- or sixspeed automatic); and
automatic engine turnoff at stops.

General Motors’ new Ultralite prototype demonstrates both the potential and some of the 1imitations associated with a radical redesign of today’s
automobile. The Ultralite weighs 1,400 pounds
(630 kg) despite being comparable in interior volume to a 3,000-pound (1,360-kg) Chevrolet Corsica; is powered by a 1.5-liter, three-cylinder,
two-stroke engine that weighs 173 pounds (78 kg)
yet generates 111 horsepower at 5,000 revolutions
per minute (rpm); has a drag coefficient of only
0.19; and rolls on high-pressure, low-resistance
tires that need no spare because they are self-sealing. Although its fuel economy at 50 mph (80 km
per hour) is 100 mpg (42 km/liter), the Ultralite’s
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) fuel
economy rating is only 56 mpg (24 km/liter), or
about 48 mpg (20 km/liter) when adjusted for on74
road conditions. Given the sports-car-like performance characteristics of the vehicle (zero to 60
mph in 7.8 seconds), this fuel efficiency is quite
exceptional. Regardless, vehicle size and performance generally require tradeoffs with efficiency.

Vehicle energy efficiency might also be
constrained by existing or new emissions and
safety requirements. The need to meet certain
emissions levels could affect engine performance
specifications, while safety standards affect a
number of design parameters including choice of
materials. 75 If tractive loads (e.g., vehicle mass,
aerodynamic drag, tire rolling resistance) can be
safely reduced. however, engine power requirements will decline, potentially leading to a corresponding decrease in engine emissions. In this
sense, there is a technical synergy between energy
efficiency and emissions objectives.
To meet the new emissions standards of the
amended Clean Air Act (see table 4-3), vehicles in
the year 2000 will likely require onboard refueling
controls, improved fuel metering and ignition, a
larger or additional catalytic converter with electric heating to reduce cold-start emissions, and a
larger evaporative-emissions canister. If the stricter “’Tier 2“ standards are imposed by EPA, the cost
of vehicle modifications may range from $200
(California Air Resources Board estimate) to
$600 (Sierra Research Institute estimate) up to
$1,000 (estimate of automobile manufacturers)
per vehicle.76
To meet the ultra-low emissions vehicle
(ULEV) standards established by the California
Air Resources Board, gasoline vehicles may have
to use dual oxygen sensors, adaptive transient
control, sequential fuel injection. improved fuel
preparation, improved washcoats on catalytic
converters, more catalyst material (mainly palladium), double-wall exhaust pipes, air injection,
and either electrically heated catalysts or closecoupled catalysts. These additions and modifications could increase vehicle cost beyond what
would be required to meet federal standards.77

7~General Motors Co., brochure, n.d.
TsThe safe{) imp]lcatlons of Vehic]es that use advanced lightweight materia!s have not yet been fuli} explored.
76~e ~os[ of meeting federa] Tier I stmdards could range from $150 to $275 per \ehic]c. See sle~a Research, Inc. and Charles River
Associates, ‘Ll%e Cost-Effectiveness of Further Regulating Mobile Source Emissions.” Report No. SR94-02-04, Feb. 28, 1994.
77~e Cal ifomla Air Resources Board ~StlmateS that the cost of meeting ULEV requirements w~u]d be about $200 per vehicle (abOVe and
beyond the cost of meeting federal Tier I requirements). Sierra Research estimates that the cost could exceed $1.300. Ibid.
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Emissions standard

Pollutant

Federal
1993
standard

Federal
CAAA,
Tier 1
1994 MY

Federal
CAAA,
Tier 2
(if needed)

CARB
TLEV
1994 MY

CARB
LEV
1997 MY

CARB
ULEV
1997 MY

No SR94-02-04 (Sacramento CA February 1994)

The effectiveness of proposed emissions control equipment for gasoline ICEVs is still not well
known. It is not clear how far gasoline ICEV
technology can be pushed to reduce emissions. In
lowering emissions to meet future standards,
however, ICEVs will likely become somewhat
more complex and costly.
| Alternative Fuels in ICEVs:

A Comparative Analysis
Conventional and advanced ICEV designs can
take advantage of a number of different alternative
fuels, such as reformulated gasoline, compressed
natural gas, ethanol, methanol, and hydrogen.
Ethanol, methanol, and natural gas vehicles are
commercially available today, although in limited
quantities. Demonstration hydrogen ICEVs have
been built by Daimler-Benz, BMW, and Mazda
and have been tested in small fleets.
Although it is difficult to project costs for
technologies and fuels that have not reached largescale production, it is nonetheless instructive to
estimate these costs. The findings of one such

analysis are presented here. This analysis
compares the operating costs of different alternative fuels that are used in ICEVS.78
The reference gasoline vehicle is a year-2000
version of the 1990 Ford Taurus (26 mpg). The
other vehicles are “built” hypothetically from this
baseline vehicle. The travel range of these ICEVs
varies from a high of about 600 km (370 miles) for
the gasoline vehicle to 320 km (200 miles) for the
compressed hydrogen gas vehicle. The volumetric energy density of methanol is roughly half that
of gasoline but can be partially compensated by a
larger fuel storage volume and the greater fuel
economy (through higher compression ratio)
achievable with methanol. The net result is a
20-percent lower range (485 km, 300 miles) for
the methanol vehicle relative to gasoline. The
range for the ethanol vehicle (565 km, 350 miles)
is greater than for methanol because ethanol has
an energy density about 25 percent greater than
methanol. The CNG range is assumed to be less
than that of the methanol vehicle because CNG at
3,000 psi has roughly half the energy density of
methanol.

78~e reader should not view this analysis as EMI a{temp{ at a definitive cost projcc(ion, but rather as a scenario analysis—an “if-then” Statcment. The analysis was performed by and detailed in Odgen et al., op. cit., footnote 17.
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291
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aTh e cost estl mates for the gasol I ne ICEV are detal led I n M A De Luchl Hydrogen Fue/ Cell Vehlc/es UC D- ITS-RR-92- 14 (Davls CA I nstlfute of Transportation Stales Umverslfy of Cal forr a al Daws September 1992) The cost estimates for the alfernallve-fuel ICEVS are based prlmarlly or data
sunmarlzed m D A Sperlng and M A De Luchl A/fernafjve Transpoflaf~on Fue/s arrdA/r Po//utlon, report to the OECD Envlronmen! Dlrectorafe (Pars
Frarlce Orgamzatlorl for Economic Coopera!lon and Development March 1991)
~Dol Iars per

gasollne-equivalent gallon IS calcu Iated as the price of the fuel to the motorst (dollars per mllllon Bt~), excluding federal State and local

taxes (31 @ gal n the Unfed States) mlJltlpl led by O 125 rnllhor, Btu gal of gasot.ne Note that this gasollne equivalence IS defned in terms of energy
dellvered 10 the veh lcle and hence does Pot account for the efflc ercy with which the veh.c!e uses that energy The estimate of the cost of gasollne
assumes a world 011 price (post 2000 Lmeframe) of $2640, per barrel and reformulated gaso~lne of 15c gal more than conventional gasollne
c

I ncl ud I ng sales tax dealer costs and sh I ppng costs

ulncludes federal state and ‘ocal taxes of O 78c km fOr all veh lcles
‘The retal I pr Ice of gasol I ne ( I ncl ud I ng fecfera I and state taxesI n the U n Ited States) at which the1 Ife-cycie consumer cost per kl Iometer of the alfernat we fuel vehicle would equal that of tte gasollne vehicle
K E Y EtOH e[haoo’ MeOH methanol n a rot applicable
SOURCE Joar M Odger et al A Techmcal and Economic Assessment of Renewable Transpor[aton Fuels and Technologies “ report prepared for
the Off Ice of Technology Assessnert May 1994

The lifetimes for all vehicles are assumed to bc
the same, except for the CNG vehicle. A CNG vehicle’s lifetime is assumed to be slightly longer
than that of a gasoline vehicle because some evidence suggests that CNG might cause less engine79 The weights of liqfuidwear than gasoline.
fueled vchicles (gasolinc. methanol, ethanol, and
liquid H2) are all comparable—about 1,400 kg
(3,000 pounds). The gas-fueled vehicles (CNG
and compressed H2 ) arc somewhat heavier because of the weight of compressed gas cylinders.
The drag coefficients arc assumed to be the same
for all vehicles except the hydrogen-fueled system. The very low energy storage density of the

—

latter demands a more streamlined design in order
to achieve a reasonably acceptable driving range,
Because their engines would have higher compression ratios, the fuel efficiencies of the methanol, ethanol, CNG, and hydrogen vehicles would
be higher than that of the gasoline vehicle (about 7
percent higher for CNG and 15 percent higher for
methanol, ethanol, and hydrogen).
Table 4-4 shows the projected retail vehicle
price, fuel price, and total life-cycle costs per kilometer for the ICEV-fuel combinations considered
here. The retail fuel prices correspond to those
shown in table 4-2. The ethanol, methanol. and
hydrogen fuel costs assume production from bio-
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mass, although it is unlikely that large quantities
of fuel from biomass will be available before2010
under current policy. The full retail prices of all
liquid-fueled ICEVs are comparable. The CNG
vehicle cost is about $1,500 higher. The hydrogen
ICEV (compressed gas or hydride storage) is
about $6,000 higher. The hydrogen and CNG vehicles are more costly principally because of the
relatively expensive storage equipment involved.
Ownership and operating costs can be combined and expressed as a total cost per kilometer
over the life of a vehicle by amortizing the initial
cost at an appropriate interest rate, adjusting for
salvage values and vehicle life, and adding periodic costs such as maintenance, fuel, insurance, and
registration. Table 4-4 projects this total levelized
life-cycle cost per kilometer of travel for each fuel
category. (Externality costs, such as the costs of
emissions, are not included in this analysis.) The
baseline gasoline vehicle costs 21 ¢/km. Among
ICEVs, the CNG vehicle has a slightly lower cost,
whereas ethanol and methanol have slightly higher costs. The hydrogen ICEV would be the most
expensive, at 17 to 25 percent higher than the gasoline ICEV.
In addition, table 4-4 provides life-cycle costs
in terms of the break-even gasoline price. This is
the retail price of gasoline (including taxes) at
which the life-cycle cost per kilometer for the
gasoline ICEV would be the same as that for the
alternative vehicle under consideration. The
break-even price ranges from $1 .30/gal
($9.86/GJ) for the CNG vehicle to about $2/gal

($15/GJ) for the methanol vehicle and nearly
($23/GJ) for the compressed H2 vehicle.
Again, many of the important cost parameters
are very uncertain, particularly the costs of delivered fuel from biomass (or fossil fuels), some fuel
storage technologies (e.g., hydrogen storage), and
some vehicle technologies. A sensitivity analysis
of the basic assumptions use’d in these calculations
indicates that if one of several important cost parameters is overly optimistic, the life-cycle cost
and break-even gasoline price could increase substantially. 80
$3/gal

| Battery-Powered Electric Vehicles
Interest in electric vehicles has surged and ebbed
several times during this century. In the past few
years, there has been increasing awareness of the
potential for advanced BPEVs to provide substantial air quality and petroleum conservation
benefits. A cost-effective, high-performance battery-powered electric vehicle, recharged quickly
by solar or biomass-derived power, would be an
attractive transportation option.
At present, however, no existing battery
technology would allow a pure BPEV to be competitive with petroleum-based vehicles. The energy densities of all battery systems available even
in prototype form today are on the order of 100
times lower than those of gasoline.81 This means
that a given amount of gasoline contains enough
energy to propel a car much further than the same
weight or volume of batteries. The greater effi-

~~odgen et a]., op. cit., footnote 17.
~ l~e energy density of ~aso]lne is sw limes greater than that of a lead-acid battery system per unit of weight and 120 times greater per unit
of volume (energy density for gasoline= 12,000 Wh/kg; and for lead-acid batteries 35 Wh/kg). For an electric vehicle (EV) powered by lead-acid
batteries to have a 300-mile (480 km) range (assuming the EV uses 0.24 kWMnlile), more than 4,500 pounds (2,000 kg) of lead-acid batteries
would be required. If the projected energy densities of some advanced batteries can actually be achieved, however, this weight figure could be
reduced by a factor of three or four (e.g., lithium polymer battery). It should also be noted that specific energy (wau-hours per kilogram) (ends to
have an inverse relationship to specific power (power density determines top speed and acceleration). Thus, it is not now possible to maximize a
battery’s energy and its power simultaneously, a limitation that may require an EV (o have two power sources to achieve acceptable range and
acceleration (e.g., either two batteries or a battery and an ultracapacitor). See ‘The Great Battery Barrier,” IEEE Spectrum, November 1992, pp.
97- 10 I .
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ciency of an electric drivetrain compared with an
ICE drivetrain compensates only partially for this
energy density disparity 82 (see figure 4-3).
Batteries are also expensive, and thus battery
characteristics are the principal determinants of
both the initial and the life-cycle operating costs
(total cost per mile) of BPEVs. These costs maybe
offset somewhat by the relatively high efficiency
of electric drivetrains. In addition, some analyses
of BPEVs assume that the use of an electric drivetrain will result in lower maintenance costs and
longer vehicle life.83 If true, BPEV life-cycle
costs would decrease further, perhaps allowing
them to become economically competitive with
ICEVS.84 There is, however, much uncertainty regarding these assumptions. For example, because
of battery life limitations, particularly in frequently cycled systems, electric vehicle maintenance
and battery replacement costs may turn out to be
higher than currently assumed.
Mass production may bring down battery costs,
but many of the more advanced batteries under de-

velopment incorporate expensive materials, as
well as sophisticated engineering techniques in
their construction. Lead-acid batteries for the experimental electric vehicle that General Motors
expects to produce are likely to cost at least $2,000
and last for 15,000 85miles (24,000 km), probably
less that two years. This would mean spending
more than $12,000 on batteries over a
100,000-mile ( 160,000-km) vehicle life. The
nickel-iron battery packs for the Chrysler electric
minivan (the TEVan) cost more than $6,000 but
are projected to last up to 75,000 miles (120.000
km).86 The nickel-metal hydride battery under development by Ovonic Battery is projected to cost
$5,000, with a life of more than 100.000 miles
(160,000 km).87
The principal R&D challenge for BPEVs is to
develop a battery that has high energy density for
range, high power density for acceleration performance, reasonable longevity, and low cost88 and
is quickly rechargeable,89 safe, and readily recy -

~zo[her advances such a~ regenerative braking (electric motors on the wheels are used [O reco~ m braking energy) wiIl further inlprove
electric drivetrain efficiency. It should be pointed out, though, that the actual in-use efficiency of electric dri~ etrains has wme areai of uncertaim
ty. Thus far, there has been little real-world testing. The greatest uncertainty is battery cycle efficiency, which could vary anywhere from 60 to 90
percent. “Smart” charging could help ensure high battery efficiencies. See “’Batteries Charged Quickly, Electric Truck Set\ Record,” Ne\\ }l~rk
Times, Feb. 16, 1994, p. D2.
Xjsee, e.g., M. De]ucchi, Institute of Transportation Studies, University of Califomia-Dav Is, “Hydrogen Fuel-Cell Vehicle\.” Sept. 1, 1992.
~dBecause of [he energy dens](y ]imitation~ of current battery technology, however, BPEV\ w OUld probably not be c’omp@ itl~ e in terms of
range; they could have acceleration characteristics comparable to ICEVS.
~SA recen[]y ~nounced improved lead-acid battery design could greatly extend batter) life. E]ectrmource, ]IIC. h~~ dc$ CIOPCXi a lead-acid
battery that uses a “woven lead mesh” instead of heavy lead plates. A lead wire grid is wrapped around a fiberglas~ core. This construction
apparently enable~ the battery to withstand more charge-d if charge cycle~. Electrosource bclieve~ thar the battery might be able to Iti\t about
80,000 miles ( 130,000 km), but this has not been demonswated. The battery is currently being tested by Argonne Nationul I.abomtory. See
“Producing the Near-Term EV Battery,” EPRI Journal, April/May 1994, pp. 6-13.
gbchgs]er Corp., brochure, May 1992.
87~e Potentlal]y long owra[ln~ ]1 fe of the nlcke]-me[al hydrl~e battery has not yet been demonstrated. Venhatesw aran and Brogan, op. ~it.,
footnote 3.
~~~e mid-term cost ~oa] of the Department Of Ener-~Y-u.s. Advanced Battery Consortium R&D program is S 150 kwh. Thi\ impiiw ~ cost
of $6,000 for a 40-kWh battery pack for a typical electric vehicle. Achievement of these cost goal~ can be \ al idated on]) in pilot production,
which is still several year~ awa). Ibid.
WA “quick” recharge ~Y. ~tenl (e,g., Is nllnu(es) could be quite costly because of the requirement for a high Cncrg) input in ~ ~h~rt Period of
time. One recently announced quick recharge syitem requires about 440 volts and 160 amperes. which i~ currently not aV allahle to home~ or
marry businesses. Such a recharge requirement raises a number of peak capacity and infrastructure i~~ucs. Scc Roberta N icholi, ‘The United
States Advanced Battery Consortium: Making Longer Life Batteries Affordable. “ in Proceed/rigs o~lhe Inrcrna[lonul Conj>rcncc on the 1 frhurr
Elecrrlc Vehicle (Stockholm, Sweden: Organization for Fxmomic Cooperation and Development, May 1992), pp. 347-3S4.
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FIGURE 4-3: Drivetrain Efficiencies
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NOTE: An electric drivetrain can be three to four times as efficient as a mechanical ICE drivetrain (e.g, 52 percent for electric vehicles (EVs) versus 12 percent for ICEVs) This effiCiency differential
drops substantially when the overall fuel chain efficiency for ICEVs and EVs is taken into consideration (16.6 percent for coal-powered EVs versus 10.3 percent for gasoline-powered ICEVs). The
fuel chain efficiency for EVs could be much higher if new power generation technologies are deployed. Advanced coal plants might achieve efficiencies close to 50 percent, while efficiencies of 60
percent are possible for advanced natural gas plants With an advanced natural gas plant the overall fuel chain efficiency for EVs could rise to 27 percent
SOURCE John Brogan and S Venkateswaran, "Diverse ChOices for Hybrid and ElectriC Motor Vehicles," in Proceedings of the International Conference on Urban EVs (Stockholm, Sweden Organiza-
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SOURCE U S Advanced Battery Consortium

clable. No battery yet exists that meets all these
criteria. As a consequence, the federal government is leading a public-private sector consortium
to address fundamental battery technology barriers. Table 4-5 lists the technical objectives of the
Department of Energy -U.S. Advanced Battery
Consortium.
Motors and control systems have improved
greatly in recent years with advances in materials
technology and power electronics,90 so that the
energy efficiencies of many electric drivetrain
components are well over 90 percent. Total efficiency is much less, however, when components
must be used together. Therefore an R&D program must include components and systems integration.

As discussed earlier, electric vehicles have essent i ally no direct emissions and therefore may alleviate urban air quality problems. Widespread
use of BPEVs could greatly reduce CO and hydrocarbon emissions in particular. The overall contribution to pollution depends on the nature of the
electricity generation process. Electricity generated from a coal-fired powerplant will contribute
significantly to local and global pollution.91 If vehicles were powered by electricity from renewable energy sources, however. both C0 2 a n d
criteria pollutant air emissions could be largely
eliminated. In any case, electric vehicles may contribute less to urban air pollution since powerplants are frequently located outside urban areas.

‘)OFor example, advance~ in microelectronic htive re~ulted in 1OW -COS [, lightweight direct current (de) (o alternating current (ac) inverters,
which make it attracti~ e to u~e ac (or bruihless dc) rather than conventional dc motors. With the improved inverters the entire ac system is
cheaper, more compact, more reliable, easier to maintain, more efficient, and more adaptable to regenerative braking than the dc systems used in
virtually all BPEVS (o date, Ogden et al., op. cit., footnote 17.
911t should also be poin(ed out that upstream emissions associated with gasoline refining can be considerable. For example, emissions of
VOCS as~ociated with ga~oline production are much greater than those associated with electricity production for EVS. See M.A. Delucchi,
“Emissions from the Production, Storage, and Transport of Crude Oil and Gasoline,” Journu/ of the A/r and Wusre Munugcmenr Association,
Y 01.43, 1993, pp. 1486- 1495: and Q. Wang et al.. “Emission~ Impacts of Electric Vehicles,” J<jurnul qf the Air und Bkl ~fe ~l~lnugcnlcnt A,~ \(MiuIIorz, VO]. ~, ] 990, pp. ] 275-] 284.
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Battery-powered electric vehicles may pose an
environmental hazard unique among the alternative fuels. The batteries required by electric vehicles typically have short lifetimes and may
present a disposal problem. The battery technologies under development also require special disposal procedures for production wastes as well as
for spent batteries. Battery recycling and disposal
issues have been incorporated into the program
objectives of the U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium.

| Fuel Cell Vehicles
Among the many propulsion systems in existence
or under development, fuel cell-powered vehicles
could perhaps take the most advantage of’ a well developed renewable fuel supply. Spurred in part
by the emerging market for zero-emission vehicles, and partly by recent advances in fuel cell
technology, fuel ceil-powered vehicles have been
the subject of growing at tent ion. Fuel cell vehicles
are of particular interest because they could potentially combine the best attributes of BPEVs—zero
or near-zero vehicle emissions, high efficiency,
quiet operation, and long life—with the long
range and fast refueling time of ICEVs.
Like batteries, fuel cells arc electrochemical
devices. In a battery, the electricity-producing
reactants are regenerated during recharging: in a
fuel cell, the reactants are supplied continuously
from an external source (e.g., a hydrogen storage

92

tank plus air). Fuel cells convert the chemical energy in a fuel (e.g., hydrogen or a hydrogen carrier
such as methanol) and oxidant (usually oxygen in
air) directly into electrical energy. Since fuel cells
produce electricity without combustion, higher
energy efficiencies are possible, and air pollution
is virtually eliminated.
The efficiency of a fuel cell (electrical output
divided by fuel input) can be higher than that of
heat engines. Practical efficiencies of 40 to 60 percent are possible for fuel cells, which is considerably higher than an internal combustion engine in
the sizes appropriate for vehicles (the typical gasoline engine achieves peak efficiencies of about
30 percent). When integrated into vehicle systems. the efficiency differential between fuel cells
and ICES will change somewhat depending on the
type of vehicle technology employed.
For example, if an ICE is used in a hybrid configuration with a battery and an electric drive train,
the intrinsic efficiency gap between fuel cells and
engines may be reduced by about half. 92 Fuel cell
vehicles could, however, have 2 to 3 times the
overall energy efficiency of conventional gasoline-powered ICEVs for a typical urban driving
cycle. 93 The efficiency of an ICEV over the EPA
urban driving cycle ranges from 12 to 15 percent .94 FCVs should be capable of achieving overall systems efficiencies of 30 to 40 percent. 95
Several types of fuel cells are now under development. These include the proton-exchange

—
See J. RtiY Smith, ‘The Hydrogen Hybrid Opt Ion,’” paper prewnted at the Workjhop on Advanced Component\ for Electric and Hybrid

Electric Vehicle\, Gaitheriburg, MD, Oct. 27-28, 1993.
9~In contrast to an ICE, the fuel cell sy~tem has higher efficiency at the lower cnd of it~ load range. ‘rhi~ i~ pw-ticularly fti~or-tible for urban
driving conditions. Sornc estimatc~ indicate that the per-mile energy usti.ge of pussenger fuel cell vehiclm (FCV\) would be about half that of
comparable conventional vehicles. Variable \ al} e :md cyl inder deactivation technolog ies now under dm clopment by some manufacturers may
reduce low power ineffrclencics in conventional IL’EV\ and narmv this FCV xi~ anta.ge. For FCV performance and co~t projections, sce All iwm
Gas Turbine Division, op. cit., footnote 20.
‘%)mc estimate thut [his 12 to 15 percent rwr.ge could be puihcd to more than 20 pcrc’cnt with the uw of m optlmizcd dri~etrtiin, which
would not be prohibitively expensi\ e. John DeCIcc(l, Amcncun [’ounc it for an Energy-Efiicicnt Economy, personal communication, June 16,
1994, On [he highW ~~, wher~ :m ~ngine c;in o~r~te at cons[:ln[ spctxl, :~ 2~-percent energy efficiency C:in be achieved. smith, Op. c’it., fOOtllOte
92.
95

The 30 to W percent figure assumes a fuel cell efficiency of 45 to 50 percent, a fuel reforrnmg efficiency of 80 to 90 ~>rcen[ (for the
conversion of methanol to hydrogen), and an efficiency of N) to 90 percent for the controller und electric motor. Rcgencrati\ c braking is not
assumed here.
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membrane cell (PEM), the phosphoric acid cell,
the alkaline cell, and the solid oxide cell. Among
these options, many researchers believe that PEM
fuel cells are the best suited for use in highway vehicles in the mid-term. Compared with other types
of fuel cells, PEM cells are relatively light and
compact and have the advantages of high power
density, quick startup time, low operating temperature (80° to 100 oC or 176° to 212°F) and potentially greater longevity. Phosphoric acid cell
technology is perhaps the most mature, but it is
too bulky for light-duty vehicle use. 96 Alkaline
fuel cells perform comparably to PEM cells and
have lower material costs, but they have extremely long startup times (up to 2 hours) and require a
C0 2-free air supply to prevent poisoning of the
cell electrolyte. Solid oxide cells potentially offer
the greatest power densities but operate at very
high temperature (800° to 1,OOO°C or 1,500° to
1,800°F), require extremely sophisticated fabrication techniques, and are far from commercialization. Thus, most light-duty vehicle demonstration
programs today are planning to use PEM fuel
cells.
In a PEM fuel cell, hydrogen is delivered to the
anode and oxygen (or air) to the cathode. The
anode and cathode are separated by a thin polymer
membrane that conducts protons (hydrogen ions)
but not electrons.97 At the cathode, hydrogen separates into hydrogen ions and electrons in the presence of a platinum catalyst.98 The electrons move

90’I%C phoiphor-ic acid fuel cell is considered a near-term option for
the Department of Energy’~ fuel cell bus demonstration program.

through an external circuit, driving the motor. Hydrogen ions are conducted through the membrane,
where they combine with the returning electrons
and oxygen to form water, which is removed from
the cell. Overall, the fuel cell combines hydrogen
and oxygen to produce electricity y, heat, and water.
In addition to the engineering of the cell itself,
an important challenge to designers of fuel cell
propulsion systems is the means of storing the hydrogen fuel. As discussed earlier, hydrogen could
be stored directly onboard the vehicle in high-pressure tanks, released in reaction with sponge
iron, or produced onboard via reforming of a
hydrogen carrier such as methanol, ethanol, or
methane. Although onboard reforming adds complexity and weight to a fuel cell propulsion system, it probably represents the most viable fueling
option since it allows the greatest vehicle range.
Methanol is perhaps the easiest to reform
onboard the vehicle, because relatively modest
temperatures are needed (300°C (570° F) or
less) .99 Reforming of ethanol requires temperatures around 500°C (900°F) and some analysts
suggest that will be a major disadvantage. It is not
clear, however, whether an ethanol-fueled system
would be prohibitively 100
more complex than a
methanol-fueled system. Because the energy
density of ethanol is about 25 percent higher than
that of methanol (allowing greater vehicle range)
and because ethanol is less corrosive and toxic, the

heavy-duty

vehicles. A phosphoric acid cell is currently being u~ed in

‘)7A sing Ie membrane-electrode sandwich is about four-hundredths of an inch thick. A fuel cell stack is assembled by placing one membrane-electrode wmdwich on top of another.
‘)x Becau\e (bc platinum catalyst is poisoned by CO, hydrogen for PEM fuel cells must contain no more than a few parts per million of CO.
Thi\ im~vx stringent cleanup standards on hydrogen produced via natural gas reforming.
‘){) Rewarchers are also mves(igatirrg the direct use of methanol in fuel cells (i.e., introduction of methanol fuel directly to the fuel cell anode).
ThI\ would eliminate the need for an onboard reformer and could substantially reduce system complexity and cost. The technical challenges
fticing direct methanol fuel cells appear, however, to be significantly greater than those for hydrogen fuel cells. Michael Krumpel[, Argonne
National Laboratory, pwsonal communication, January 1994.
I f~JBoth rnc[h~nOl and e[hanol are reformed a[ temperatures well above the operating temperature of the PEM cell. In either case. the reforrnate mu~t be cooled and treated to remove CO. Thus the higher temperature of the ethanol reformer may not add much to the complexity and
cost of the system. Romesh Kumar, Electrochemical Technology Program, Argonne National Laborator~, personal communication, Jan. 31,
1994.
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Energy Partners of West Palm Beach, Florida, IS developing a
prototype PEM fuel cell vehicle dubbed the “Green Car” The
prototype IS fueled by compressed hydrogen

reforming of ethanol for fuel cell vehicles is currently the subject of an R&D program funded by
the Department of Energy (DOE). Methane reforming requires temperatures around 800 oC
(1 ,500°F). In the future, if solid oxide fuel cells
are developed for transportation. methane or ethanol could be readily used because of the high operating temperature of the cells (800° to 1,000 oC
or 1 ,500° to 1 ,800” F).
A number of experimental PEM fuel cell vehicles are now under development. 101’ The fuel
cell vehicle is an electric drive vehicle that uses a
fuel cell system in place of (or, in some designs, in
parallel with) a rechargeable storage battery (see
figure 4-4). The fuel cell system consists of a fuel
cell stack, which produces the electricity; an air

compressor to provide pressurized air to the fuel
cell; a cooling system to maintain the proper operating temperature; and a water management system to keep the PEM membrane saturated and
remove water as it is created at the cathode. If the
fuel is stored as methanol or ethanol, a reformer is
needed on the vehicle to convert the fuel to hydrogen.
In theory, all the power demands in an FCV can
be provided by a fuel cell alone. The most practical implementation of fuel cells in vehicles, however, might involve designing a fuel cell to meet
the “baseload” power requirement and using a
peak power device to meet demands for quick acceleration. The peak power device could be a stor102
103
age battery, an ultracapacitor, or a flywheel.
Such a design approach could be quite important
since methanol reformers cannot follow rapid
load changes (unlike a fuel processor, batteries or
ultracapacitors can more readily follow the load
profile). Such a storage device could provide initial power during the fuel cell system warmup and
also allow energy to be recovered from regenerative braking. Since most vehicles spend the vast
majority of the drive cycle at low load where the
fuel cell alone would be adequate, the peak power
device could have a low storage capacity coupled
with a high power density.
The overall environmental impact of a fuel cell
vehicle will depend on the means of production
and delivery of the hydrogen or hydrogen carrier

10 I DOE is now o~>ra[lng ~ denlons[ra[l[)rl fuel cc]] bus with onboard methanol refomling. DOE is also involved in a joint project with General Motors and other industrial ptirmers to demonstrate a PEM fuel cell automobile (with onboard methanol reforming) by the turn of the century. Daimler-Benz recently unveiled a prototype PEM fuel cell van using high-pressure hydrogen storage. Energy Ptirtners in Florida has recently
unveiled its prototype “Green Car, ” a hydrogen-powered PEM fuel cell automobile. Mazda and Seimens are also developing PEM fuel cell
vehicles. However, commercial production of these prototypes is still many years away.
[()~capaci[ors store electric charge on nlelal ~urface~ separated by thin layers of insulator. Recent developments in nlalerials technology,
including the creation of aerogels—very I ight porous solids—allow’ the creation of substances wi[h very large surface area compared with their
volume, which makes them suitable for the construction of capacitors capable of storing and quickly delivering particularly large amounts of
charge. Such devices are called ultracapaci[ors.
l(l~F]yW,hee]s are in e~sence “e]e~[romechanicf i]” batterie~. A rapidly spinning rotor is used 10 store energyf, which is then tapped electromagnetically. me Principle of storing energy in a rota[ln: wheel is an old one—potters use it, and many combustion motors employ a flywheel
to smooth out fluctuations in their output-but new technology allows rotution speeds far greater than that possible with conventional steelrimmed wheels. Modem flywheel rotors u~e adk ;inced compo~ite materials that are light and strong, and have very high energy densities because they spin so fast (up to 2,000 revolutions a second). See Michael Riezenman, “A Different Spin on an EV Battery,” IEEE Specfrum, November 1992, p. I(X).
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used. Just as BPEVs can offer significant environmental benefits if they are recharged by using renewably generated electricity, FCVs could have
very low overall emissions if hydrogen or hydrogen fuel carriers were derived from renewable
sources. If FCVs were to use hydrogen. methanol,
or ethanol made from biomass, C0 2 emissions
could be reduced by more than 90 percent
compared with a gasoline ICEV (see table 4-1). It
should be noted that fuel reforming does produce
C02, but if renewably grown biomass is the fuel
source, the global carbon budget would not be affected. The use of hydrogen produced from electrolysis of water using solar-generated electricity
would virtually eliminate C0 2 emissions for the
entire fuel cycle.
Despite their promise, large-scale commercial
production of fuel cell vehicles is still many years

or even decades away. 1 0 4 M a n y key v e h i c l e
technologies are still in the developmental phase.
Although some advances have been made in the
area of PEM fuel cell performance, much progress
is required before a complete fuel cell system can
be packaged for an automobile. The integration of
different system components will be a formidable
engineering undertaking. For example, if an onboard reformer is used, sophisticated thermal control equipment is required. The long-term
reliability of the essential components of a fuel
cell system has not yet been demonstrated in an
automotive environment or over a typical automotive duty cycle. 105
The costs of PEM fuel cell components must be
reduced, in some cases, by orders of magnitude.
Although fuel cell costs will likely decrease as

I ~J~~e pEM fue] CeII Pro[ot}F” ~chlc]e being deveIo~d ~ointl~ by DOE ,and General Motors (Allison Gas Turbine) will not bc c{)jJIPleted
until 1999 or 20(X). EY en if the prott)yping effort i$ $uccessful, it will take years of engineering refinement before mass production can begin.

lf~s$jee phi]ip J. Hale}, Chief project Engineer, Vehicular Engines, Allison Gas Turbine Engine Division, Iestimon) at hearin~$ before the
House Committee on Science. Space, and Technology, Subcommittee on Energy, July 20, 1993.
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Development of proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells

1, Reducing the cost and iImproving the performance of the polymer membrane without compromising
its mechanical properties or making it more sensitive to impurlhes in the gas streams. At present, the
cost of the membrane

IS

the single largest contributor to the cost of the PEM fuel cell. Current costs

for the membranes are about $1 ,000/kg, largely because these materials are custom manufactured
in small quantities, Membrane costs need to be brought down to around $1 O/kg,
2, Mass producing large-area fuel cell stacks with low platinum catalyst loadings, Platinum requirements have been greatly reduced (by fortyfold) in small-area laboratory fuel cells These advances
need to be achieved for large-area fuel cell stacks as well
3. Finding a simple and effective way to keep the membrane moist, while still removing product water
at the cathode
4, Developing a membrane that withstands temperatures of 150°C (300° F), This would allow methanol
to be oxidized directly, thus obviating the need for a platinum catalyst.
5. Reducing the size and energy consumption of the air compression system
6

Reducting the weight, bulk, and cost of the fuel cell stack components and assembly

Development of low-cost, compact, simple, and reliable fuel cell system auxiliaries.
Development of electric drivetrains designed for long-range, high-efficiency, high-power, and rapid transient operation.
Development of control systems for fuel cell vehicles, which can coordinate the use of fuel cell and
peak power devices.
Development of batteries or other peak power devices suitable for use in fuel cell vehicles, The characteristics required differ from those for battery-only powered electric vehicles.
For hydrogen fuel cell vehicles, development of Iightweight, low-cost, high-pressure compressed gas
cylinders for onboard hydrogen storage.
For methanol fuel cell vehicles, the development of onboard reformers with rapid response time, Methanol reformers today have long warmup times and cannot follow rapid load changes
SOURCES Joan M Odgen et al , “A Technical and Economic Assessment of Renewable Transportation Fuels and Technologies, ”
report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment, May 1994 and Michael Krumpelt, Argonne National Laboratory, personal
commumcation, January 1994
—.————-

economies of scale are achieved in manufactur-

106As manufacturing

ramps up, rn~y products typlca!ly follow a

—— —

4-2. If mass production is able to bring down com-

“learning” or “experience” curve, where costs decline 20 percent with
each doubling of production. See Linda Argote and Dennis Epple, “Learning Curves in Manufacturing,” Science, vol. 247, Feb. 23, 1990, pp.
920-924.
I07A recent S[udy estimates hat ~ mass-produced Fcv power system cou]~ cost as little ~S $50/kw. See A]l ison Gas Turbine Division, Op.
cit., footnote 20.
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hicles.lo~ This is due principally to the high efficiencies and longcr lifctimcs possible with
FCYs.I09 Many csscntial tcchnologics. including
thc fucl ccll itsclf. are still many years away from
commercialization. howcvcr. and thus cannot be
firmly costcd. Conscqucntly, such estimatcs
should bc trcatcd cautiously.

I Hybrid Vehicles
Given the technical difficulties confronting both
battery-powcrcd clcctric vehicles and fuel cell
clectric vehicles. rcscarchers have been exploring
the possible advantages of hybrid electric vehicles. Hyhrid systems could provide many of the
energy efficiency and emissions bcnefits of purc
BPEY s, whilc offering greater flcxibility with rcspcct to rangc and pcrformancc. In thc broadcst
sense. hybrid propulsion systems combine two
power sourccs. Thc rangc of potential sources includcs battcries. flyv.'hccls, internal combustion
cngines, gas turbines. fucl cclls, and dicscl cngines.
Onc emerging hybrid concept is to use clectric
motors to drive a vchiclc's wheels, with thc motors powcred by an elcctrical storage system that is
rechargcd by a low-powcr intcrnal combustion engine (the ICE drives an clectric generator). 110 The
combustion enginc would run only when the clec-

trical storage device needed recharging and would
operate at a constant speed to maximize cfficiency.111 The elcctrical storagc device could bc a battcry. ultracapacitor. or advanced flywhccL and
could be used to recover cncrgy currently lost during the braking cycle. thereby reducing total fuel
consumption. Becausc thc ICE would be small
(about half thc sizc of convcntional ICE powcrplants) and would run at one design speed. the hybrid could be quite clcan and efficicnt. 112
Ultimatcly, the ICE powerplant could he rcplaced
by a fucl cell or gas turbinc. 1U
Initially. ICE hybrids would probably run on
gasoline, but by taking advantagc of a proven propulsion tcchnology such as the ICE, hybrid systems might generate early market demand for
various renewable fuels and facilitatc thc development of an alternative fuel infrastructure.
Although convcntional ICEYs powered by alternative fuels could offcr near-tcrm pctroleum conservation benefits, ICE hybrids perhaps offer a
transitional pathway to advanced BPEYs and
FCVs.
An ICE-based hybrid could run on a variety of
fuels such as hydrogen, ethanol, methanol, reformulated gasolinc, or natural gas. Researchers at
Lawrencc Livermore National Laboratory have
projected the vehicle efficiencies that might be

J(IXFCV .., could qill have a highcr initial purcha\e price. Sec Delucchi, op. cit., footnote 91.

I()')An electric drivetrain i\ expccted to re'mlt in lower maintenance costs and extend \'Chicle life. Ibid.
IliiSee Smith. op. cit., footnote 91: and A. Burke and D. Sperling. "Hybrid Vehicles: Always Second Res!'.)" Future Dri)'c: F/cctric \ ('liic/cl
ami Sus(([inahlc Trafllp()rl(JI[(Ifl (\Va,hing!on, DC bland Pres\. 1994).

IllThe typical urban driving cycle. with it" varying speed and load demands, greatly reduces engine conversion efficiency. Some estimate
that a hybrid de,ign that would allo\\! the ICE to operate at a single speed and load point. might double engine efficiency in comparison w'ith
curren! de.,igns. Sec Smith, or. cit., footnote 91: and Amory B. Lovins et aL. Supcrcars (lnd /Vega-km: The Coming Ltghl- \'ehiclc He\'o/ulion
(Sno\\'ma\" CO Rocky \1()untain Institute. Feb. I. 1993 j.
112]\;ote, however. that the etliciency otICE:-, doc, decrease. all else equal. as size decreases. Also. even with a relatively small ran,2eof 40 to
50 miles, \uch a hybrid could meet a large fraction of the daily driving needs of many urban drivers in the electric mode (i.e.. withllut u<;ing the
heat engine j. I(the ICE were si/eu in the 25- to 40-k W range, the hybrid could travel much longer distance" (i.e., the hybrid would operate in all
electric mode in the city and u\e the ICE for highway driving j. Sec Burke and Sperling, op. cit.. footnote 110.
I I"The u\e ofa \Jllall ga\ turbine a\ an automotive powerplant could offer a number of benetits. Gas turbine.\ can usc a IJlI/Jlber of alternative
fuels, including methanol and hydrogen. and can have low emi"sion, of criteria air pollutants. However, automotive gas turbine, are still in the
development stage. Rcliabi lity and efficiency arc uncertain. Sec U.S. Department of Energy, COllser\'(Jtiofl lIlld Refll'\\'(Jh/e Encrgv Techn%gies/or Trunspor((Jliofl (Washington. DC: 1990): and Robert Harmon, "Alternative Vehicle PropUlsion Systems," Mechllniw{ Engineering,
March 1992. p. 5~. An upcoming OTA study will provide a detailed review of automotive gas turbines.
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Overall vehicle efficiency
for a typical urban driving cycle
(percent)

Vehicle type

12-15
20
24
28
30-40
30-40

Conventional Internal combustion engine vehicle (ICEV)
Battery-powered electric vehicle (BPEV)b
Gasoline internal combustion engine (ICE) hybrldc
Compressed natural gas ICE hybrid
Proton-exchange membrane fuel cell hybrid
Hydrogen ICE hybrldd
‘The comparisons are done on a basis of equal vehicle weight, drag, and rolling resistance

bThe BPEV IS assumed 10 be charged by a powerplant operating at 36-percent efficiency, with a power trar7SmlSS100 efficiency Of 92 Percent The
BPEV ,Iself has an efhclency of about 50 percent, resulting m an overall efficiency of about 20 percent
c

The electrical storage dewce is assumed 10 be an advanced flywheel having a turnaround efficiency of 95 percent

~It Is assumed that Ihecornpresslon ratio for a hydrogen ICE can be raised to about 15 (conventional ICEVS have compression ratios of about 10) This
would result In an engine having 48-percent efftclency
SOURCE J Ray Smith “The Hydrogen Hybrid OptIon,” paper presented at the Workshop on Advanced Components for Electrlc and Hybrid Electr[c
Vehicles Galthersburg, MD, Oct 27-28, 1993

achieved using different fuels (see table 4-6). In
comparison to a conventional ICEV, they estimate
that a gasoline hybrid might add an additional 10
percentage points to overall vehicle efficiency for
a typical urban driving schedule (24 versus 13 percent). 114 Such a vehicle would effectively double
the urban mileage that could be traveled for a given quantity of gasoline. A CNG hybrid would
have slightly better efficiency (28 percent), because of the higher compression ratio possible for
CNG engines. Efficiencies similar to CNG would
be expected when alcohol fuels are used. Perhaps
most interesting, a hydrogen ICE hybrid might
achieve efficiencies comparable to a fuel cell hybrid (30 to 40 percent). Thus, the hydrogen hybrid
has the potential to be the “mechanical equivalent
of the fuel cell.” As noted before, however, these
projections are subject to considerable uncertainty

in terms of the efficiency of individual components and overall integrated system efficiencies.
Much further research is needed to better quantify
performance and to develop working demonstration vehicles for these various options.
Although tailpipe emissions from a hydrogen
ICE hybrid would not be zero as from a fuel cell
vehicle with onboard hydrogen, the emissions of
C02, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides could be
significantly lower than for conventional
ICEVS.115 A hydrogen-fueled engine is potentially a near- to mid-term (10 to 15 years) technology
option since prototype hydrogen ICEVs have already been developed. Because of the efficiency
associated with a hybrid configuration, hydrogen
storage requirements might be reduced by 50 to 65
percent compared with a hydrogen ICEV.116 In

I I ~~ere ~ould ~ essentially n. improvement for highway driving, because an ICEV runs basically at one speed on the highway. ICEVS
ctin achieve highway efficiencies of about 25 percent.
1 I fNo IcE elec[rlc hybrid, however, has yet been built to compare emissions with pure BPEVS under real driving conditions.
I l~Rambach,

op. cit.,

f~tnote 60.
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addition, hydrogen fuel costs over a 300-mile
(480-km) operating
range would not be prohibi117
If
the difficulties associated
tively expensive.
with creating a hydrogen infrastructure can be surmounted, development of a such a hybrid might
provide an important pathway to a hydrogenbased transportation systcm.
The most plausible hybrid candidates in terms
of cost and technical difficulty, however, are likely
to be gasoline- or alcohol-based vehicles. It
should be stressed that them are serious engineering challenges confronting hybrids. For example,
a hybrid vehicle will require a complex power
control system that coordinates heat engine (e.g..
an ICE or gas turbine) and electrical storage system operation. In addition, much must be learned
about hybrid performance, efficiency, emissions,
reliability, complexity, and cost. In 1993, DOE
initiated a $ 138-million, five-year program with
General Motors, and a $122-million program with
Ford, to design and develop prototype hybrid vehicle systems.

POLICY ISSUES
The evolution of the U.S. transportation system
toward full use of renewable energy sources in advanced vehicles could take very different directions depending on the market response and on the
relative importance placed by policymakcrs on
key energy and environmental issues, including
urban air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, and
energy security. The evolution and development

of specific technologies, and of the policies that
support those technologies, will be driven principally by the prospect of cost, energy security, or
environmental benefits.
Although some of the propulsion technologies
and alternative fuels discussed here could eventually be commercialized through the operation of
normal market forces, it is not likely that such
commercialization will happen in the near to midterm, given the low1 prices
of gasoline now avail18
able to consumers. If Policymakers determine
that it is necessary or desirable to introduce highefficiency, low-emission vehicle technologies in
the near to mid-term. then some level of government intervention will continue to be required.119
Federal policy is starting to play a major role in
developing and commercializing these technologies, especially with the recent increases in federal
funding for RD&D in alternative fuels and advanced vehicle technologies.
There exists abroad array of policy instruments
that could affect either the supply of vehicles that
use alternative fuels or the demand for them. Supply-side instruments can include increased public
R&D funding and coordination, higher fuel efficiency standards, and stringent emissions regulations. Some of these options, however, do not
guarantee that consumers will actually purchase
vehicles that use alternative fuels. Thus, demandside instruments might also be required. These
could include lower tax rates for alternative fuels
relative to gasol ine, "feebates” for energy efficien-

117@e s[udy C\tilna[ej th;~t ~ hy~rogen h) brid that carried five passengers

would consume about 1.5 MJI mlie (2.4 MJ/km). If the delivered

cost for hydrogen ranges from $30 to $50 GJ, the fuel operating cost w ould range from $13 to $23 per 300 miles (480 km). This is comparable to
the operating cost of many conventional gasoline ICEVS. If advanced lightweight materials and streamlined aerodynamics were incorporated,
hybrid operating co$ti would drop even further. Ibid.
11 x~e markc[ challenges ~~~oclated Wi[h a shift to high-efficiency vehicles that use alternative fuels wi]l be substantial. Such a shift will
require exten~ive and expensive development of a new fuel infrastructure, re[ooling of portion~ of the automobile industry, and additional financial considerations for consumer~ If the new vehicles huve higher upfront capital costs (even if competitive on a life-cycle basis).
I I g~or example,

if lt is d~termine(i th:l[ national lel c]s of ~recnhouse

gas emissions

need to be reduced bCIOW current targets, energy effi-

ciency impro~ ement~ will probab]} n{)! be ~ufficicnt to achiey c long-run, deep cuts in C’02 enlis~ion~ unless there is a switch to renewable
transport fuels. Such a tran~ition UN ti~ 1 I t)n~ a pct[ olcun~-b:iwd transpt~r[atlon sy stem would likely take many decades even with aggrei~ivc
government mter~ention (see chapter I ),
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In the short term, accelerated commercialization of ICEVs that use alternative fuels could
create the groundwork for a renewable fuel infrastructure. Although many of these vehicles would
bum fuels derived from nonrenewable sources
(e.g., methanol from natural gas), in the near term,
markets would be created that could encourage investment in renewable energy sources and technologies.
Several important policy measures for promoting the development of alternative fuels have already been taken at the federal and state levels.
These are: 123
■

cy,120 tax incentives for the purchase of advanced
vehicles, pollution-based registration fees for
automobiles, 121 exemptions from transportation
control measures, 122 and government procurement of advanced vehicles that run on alternative
fuels.
As illustrated in earlier sections, there are several plausible transition pathways that could result
in greater reliance on renewable fuels. Both con.
ventional and emerging vehicle technologies can
take advantage of energy carriers such as methanol, ethanol, hydrogen, and electricity. Many economic and technical factors are, however, 1ikely to
make a transition to a renewable-based transportation system difficult.

●

CAFE (Corporate Average Fuel Economy)
credits are available to automakers who produce alternative fuel vehicles, permitting them
to treat the vehicles as very-high-mileage cars
that can be averaged into their fleets and allow
fuel economy standards to be met more easily.
These credits, however, are unlikely to provide
much incentive to most automakers unless fuel
economy standards are raised.
The Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of
1990 established three clean fuels programs:
section 249 establishes a pilot test program in
California; section 246 establishes a centrally
fueled-fleet (10 or more vehicles) program in
air quality nonattainment areas; and section
227 requires gradually increasing sales of urban buses that use clean fuels. Perhaps more

I X)undcr ~ ..fc~bat~,, SY~t~m, car bUY~r$ ~~u]d ei(her receive a rebate or pay a fee based on the vehicle’s fuel e~onomy, ‘ith ‘he ‘ees paying
for the rebates.
12 I As au[onlobi]e$

age, their enll~sion, characteristics

.

.

frequently deteriorate, while their registration fees Often are reduced. If registration

fees were based on the emissions performance of cars, the environmental costs of driving older or underperforming cars could be partially ac-

wunml for. Such smog fees might range from $20 (for cars that use clean fuels) to $1,000 per year (for cars that emit large quantities of criteria
pollutants). The fees could be used to offset the costs for low-income drivers. Some researchers believe that pollution fees could be an extremely
cost-effective approach for lowering emissions. See Deborah Gordon, “Alternative Fuels Versus Gasoline: A Market Niche?” Forum for Applied Rcseurch und Public Polic}, spring 1994, pp. 5- 12; and Winston Barrington and Margaret Walls, Resources for the Future, “Shifting
Gears: New Diredions for Cars and Clean Air,” No. 115, spring 1994, pp. 2-6.
I zzFor example, Consumen who

purchase alternative fuel vehicles

could be given permission to travel in high-occupancy-vehicle lanes.

Such exemptions from transportation control measures, however, could increase congestion. See U.S. Congress, General Accounting Office,
Alternufl\e-}-lteleti Vehicles: Poten/ial Impaci from Transporta[ton Control Measures, GAO/RCED-93- 125 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1993).
I z~~e fo]]owlng pints are drawn from and discussed more fully in Office of Technology Assessment, op. cit., fOOtnOte 14.
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importantly, the CAAA requires that gasoline
be oxygenated if a city is out of compliance
with CO standards. As a consequence, by the
turn of the century more than 70 percent of all
gasoline sold could contain oxygen and thus
ethanol, methanol, or their derivatives. 124 For
the same mass (weight) of emissions, alternative fuels produce less ozone than gasoline because their exhaust emissions are less
photochemically active. California is moving
toward emissions standards that correct for this
difference in the reactivity of emissions. Thus,
gasoline-fueled vehicles would have to achieve
lower (mass) emissions than vehicles fueled by
ethanol, methanol, or their derivatives. The
California Air Resources Board (CARB), however, believes that reformulated gasolines will
satisfy CAAA’s clean fuels requirements,
which would limit the extent to which the act
will actually promote alternative fuels. 125 The
act Phase 11 emissions standards, set to begin
in model year 2001 (if deemed necessary by
EPA), are much more stringent (see table 4-3),
so estimates that relatively low levels of alternative fuels will be promoted by the CAAA
should be considered preliminary.
| The State of California’s pilot test program under the CAAA, called the Low Emission Vehicle Program (LEVP), requires minimum
sales of vehicles in different emissions categories, ranging down to zero emissions (e.g., 2
percent of vehicles sold in 1998 must be zeroemission vehicles). New York and Massachusetts have decided to adopt the California
LEVP. As with the CAAA clean fuels require-

■

ments, CARB believes that reformulated gasoline, perhaps in conjunction with modified
emission control systems, will satisfy most and
perhaps all of the emission categories except
the Zero-Emission-Vehicle (ZEV) requirement, which probably can be satisfied only
with an electric vehicle or a fuel cell vehicle
that uses onboard hydrogen as fuel. Some observers have criticized the ZEV requirement
because it fails to consider total fuel-cycle
emissions and thus might place promising
technologies such as ICE-electric hybrid vehicles at a disadvantage. *26 The next most
stringent category, for Ultra Low-Emission Vehicles, may generate alternative fuel use even
if reformulated gasoline can satisfy its requirements, because of cost considerations. Current
assessments of reformulated gasoline’s ability
to meet stringent emissions standards should.
however, be treated cautiously.
The Energy Policy Act (EPACT) of 1992 establishes a national goal of 10-percent alternative
fuel use by 2000 and 30 percent by 2010.
EPACT provides tax incentives for vehicle purchasers and for service station operations. Specific acquisition requirements are placed on
federal fleets, with potential requirements for
fleets run by state and local governments. Half
of these nonpetroleum replacement fuels
would have to be produced domestically. Thus,
EPACT could encourage the development of
methanol or ethanol from biomass sources. Recent analyses of the projected market penetration of alternative fuel vehicles suggest,

.
‘24See footnote 33.
125D,E, Gu\hee, Congre$Jional Research Service, “Altema[ive Transportation Fuels: Are They Reducing 011 Import\’?” CRS ls~uc Brief,
updated Mar. 8, 1993.
I z6~Fndlng ~11 the ~s$umptlon~, \ome belieie that cefiain

proposed

hybrid cOnfigLtratiOnS

cf.XIld result in 7ero

tailP~Pe em~s~~on~ ‘n ‘he

city, where they would run in a pure electric mode, and hate ultralow emissions on the highway. Depending on the fuel used in the ICE, the
overall fuel-cycle emlsiions of hy brid~ could well be less than BPEVS when electricity powerplant emissions are taken into consideration. This
might & es~cla]ly tme for [he case of ICE h}brids [hat run on hydrogen. Pure BPEVS may be much cleaner on a fuel-cycle bas]s than gasoiine
ICE hybrids. No ICE-electric hybrid ha$ yet been built to compare emissions with all-electric vehicles under real driving conditions. See Delucchi, op. cit., footnote 91.
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however, that these goals will not be achieved
127
easily. Without petroleum price increases,
subsidies, or tax credits to quicken the pace of
product commercialization, or increased federal support of R&D activities, EPACT goals will
likely not be attained in the timeframes established. Only 3 to 4 percent of the light-duty
fleet in 2010 will likely be alternative fuel vehiclcs. 128
In addition, the EPACT goals established by
Congress may not be achieved unless inconsistencies with other federal policies are addressed. For
example, widespread adoption of some alternative fuels such as methanol might be discouraged
bccausc they are taxed at higher rates per unit of
1 current fuel taxation
energy than gasolinc.
policy docs not appear to take full account of the
unique characteristics of alternative fuels. Fuel
taxation rates seem to bear no relation to energy
conservation or environmental goals. Policy makers may wish to examine the possibility of taxing
each alternative fuel at the same rate in dollars per
unit energy. The rate could be equal to current gasoline taxes, reflecting the government’s desire to
allow the market to decide, or lower to favor alternative fuels over gasoline. Consideration could
also bc given to differential taxation rates that reflect each fuel's “nonrnarket” characteristics such
as environmental and energy security impacts, in
so far as they can be calculated, given the many
uncertai nt ics.
Even if a rapid increase in alternative fuel use
occurs in coming decades, markets for renewable
fuels still might not emerge. It is quite possible
that methanol and hydrogen, for example, would
be derived from coal before biomass. This could
happen if natural gas supplies become scarce before bioenergy systems are commercidized. From
an environmental perspective. such a scenario

would not be desirable (production of methanol
and hydrogen from coal would result in relatively
higher emissions of C0 2 in particular and possibly other air pollutants). Therefore, policy makers
might want to consider how biomass fuel pathways could be specifically encouraged. One strategy, for instance, would be to intensify R&D
support of enzymatic hydrolysis efforts (for the
production of ethanol from woody and herbaceous crops). This could serve as an interim measure to develop a crop production and fuel
transport infrastructure. Eventually, with further
development of biomass gasification technology,
this infrastructure could be used for the production and delivery of methanol and hydrogen. Economically competitive gasification processing
would permit a greater diversity of biomass feedstocks to be exploited.
Vehicles that run on ethanol or methanol from
biomass feedstocks, or on hydrogen produced
from biomass or renewably generated electricity,
offer the possibility of extremely clean and highperformance transportation. However, considerable R&D is necessary to bring down production
costs of these alternative fuels, and in the case of
hydrogen, to develop adequate storage technologies. If funding for biomass conversion programs
were to be significant 1 y reduced, this would 1ikely
prove to be quite damaging to biofuel commercialization efforts. Because there are a number of’
challenges associated with the production and use
of hydrogen as a fuel, government support is probably necessary to ensure that some types of R&D
are carried out.
| Vehicle Technologies
In terms of vehicle technology, multiple R&D options exist, including R&D tax credits; direct financing of R&D through government labs,
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FY 1993

—
Advanced batteries

FY 1994

FY 1995

$312

$358

$286

Fuel cells

119

193

230

Electilc vehicle systems
(prlmarlly hybrid vehicles)

167

188

382

$598

$73.9

$899

Total

university research grants, or private contracts;
and joint public-private partnerships. Successful
development and domestic production of highperformancc vehicles could allow the large U.S.
trade imbi.dance for vehicles and parts, currently
at about $45 billion per year, to be reduced. 130
Many of the vehicle technologies receiving
federal R&D support offer the promise of improved energy efficiency and environmental qual it y. As discussed earlier, the fuel cell vehicle is the
technology that potentially offers the most benefits, but a number of serious cost and engineering
barriers must bc surmounted before commercialization can occur. If system integration challenges
can be met, ICE-hybrid vehicles could potentially
offer a mid-term solution until FCV technologies
are fully developed. Battery -powered electric vchiclcs are also an attractive option, but major
breakthroughs in battery technology will prob-

ably be needed if they are to expand beyond niche
markets.
Department of Energy R&D support of these
technologies amounted to nearly $60 million in
FY 1993. 131 Research on fuel cells, hybrids, and
advanced batteries increased 25 percent in FY
1994 (see table 4-7). As part of the Partnership for
a New Generation of Vehicles program, 132 total
spending on fuel cell technologies for 1ight-duty
vchiclcs could total more than $440 million
through 2003.133
The strategy of pursuing several different
technology options is advantageous for a variety
of reasons. First, emphasizing one particular fuelvehicl technology combination is extremely
risky. There is no guarantee that any particular
technology will ever satisfy the cost constraints
required for large-scale cornmcrcialization. Al-
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though more expensive in the short term, a federal
R&D portfolio that explores many different
technologies increases the likelihood that a lowemission, high-efficiency vehicle technology will
actually be introduced to the market. 134
Secondly, a diverse R&D portfolio can take advantage of synergies that cut across technologies.
For instance, load reduction is central to all vehicle technologies; thus, reductions in aerodynamic drag or vehicle mass could be applied to
ICEVs, hybrids, FCVs, or BPEVs. Advances in
hydrogen storage technology could benefit corresponding FCVs, hybrid vehicles, and ICEVs.
Similarly, advances in electric drivetrain technologies can be applied not only to BPEVs, but also
to fuel cell and hybrid systems. Given the existence of such complementary relationships
among different technologies. a multipronged
R&D effort-if properly designed-can ensure
that promising fuel-vehicle pathways are not
abandoned prematurely. Parallel development efforts could focus on energy storage technologies
(e.g., battery storage or fuel storage), electric drive
technologies, and powerplant systems such as fuel
cells, gas turbines, or advanced internal combustion engines. Extensive interaction between these
development teams would be needed. Key elements from these modules could then be combined in prototypes for different vehicle systems.
Still, some focused R&D efforts could accelerate
the introduction of particularly promising technology pathways. For example, a hydrogen hybrid demonstration program could expedite the
development of hydrogen engine and storage systems and thereby create momentum for the development of a hydrogen fuel distribution system.

Should there be substantial cutbacks in government R&D programs, introduction of less mature
alternative vehicle technologies, such as FCVs
and some types of hybrid vehicles, could be
delayed. For instance, DOE now has significant
cost-sharing arrangements with industry that
could be affected by cutbacks in funding. Regulatory pressures and competition from foreign countries could keep up some of the momentum that
has been building in the private sector for development of these technologies, but perhaps not at the
same scale that exists now. For example, it is reasonable to expect that electric vehicle R&D will
continue and production will increase as California ZEV requirements take effect.

CONCLUSION
Even if economic and technical barriers can be
overcome, the successful introduction of advanced automotive propulsion systems that use
renewable fuels will be only a partial solution to
our society’s transportation problems. The issues
of congestion, highway safety, and the overall efficiency of the transportation system will still
need to be addressed. Settlement patterns and the
role of mass transit must be considered as part of
any policy strategy that seeks to modify the way in
which people travel. 135 For the foreseeable future,
however, the strong preference of American citizens for personal transport is unlikely to change.
Thus, the evolution of vehicle technologies that
utilize renewable energy sources will bean important element of the nation’s effort to improve energy efficiency, reduce oil imports, and minimize
disruption of the environment.

134This is tie present stra[egy of (he DOE Advanced Vehicle Propulsion Program. Venkateswaran and Brogan, Op. cit., fOOtrlOte 3.
I ~5For a detai]ed discussion of these issues see OffIce of Technology Assessment, op. cit., fOOtnOte 14.

Electricity:
Technology
Development

5

enewable energy technologies (RETs) have the potential
to contribute significantly to electricity supplies in a costeffective and environmentally sound manner. More than
one-third of all U.S. energy goes to producing electricity,
1
so the market for generating technologies is huge. Bioenergy,
2
geothermal, hydropower, photovoltaic (PV), solar thermal, and
wind RETs are discussed in this chapter. The cost of these
technologies over time, their potential environmental impacts,
and the nature and degree of their respective contributions will
vary with the particular RET and its relative maturity, the locally
available renewable energy resources, the specific application,
and the effectiveness with which a variety of market challenges
are met. Other technologies, such as ocean thermal energy conversion and solar ponds, appear to have less potential and have
been dropped from federal research, development, and demonstration (RD&D) efforts; they are not discussed here.
This chapter examines four themes: 1) the status and role of
RETs applicable in the electricity sector, and their associated industries, 2) the integration of these RETs into remote applications
and electricity grids, 3) RD&D challenges that need to be overcome in order to commercialize these technologies, and 4) technical and policy issues associated with further development of

1 The electricity sector share of U.S. energy consumption has increased from 25 percent in 1970 to 36 percent in 1990.
2 Hy&oPwer, of course, has long been a major low-cost contributor to U.S. and
world electricity supplies. In 1992, hydropower provided 8.5 percent of U.S. electricity.
See U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Annlial Energ}} Review, 1992, USDOHEIA Report 0384(92) (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing
OffIce, June 1993).
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Fossil fuels currently power most electricity generation in the United States. Steam boilers, gas turbines, and diesel engines are the primary fossil-fueled technologies today New technologies becoming
available Include fluidized bed systems for more efficiently and cleanly burning coal, gasification systems
for gasifying coal as a fuel for gas turbines, various combinations of gas turbines and steam turbines in
“combined cycles” so as to Improve overall system efficiency, and advanced gas turbine cycles such as
the combined cycle or the intercooled steam-injected gas turbine Efficiencies of advanced cycles are
expected to reach 60 percent and above within two decades. I
Costs of electricity from various fossil-fueled systems typically range from roughly 4¢ to 6¢/kWh for
baseload systems and higher for load following and peaking power These costs depend strongly on the
availability and price of fuel. Fossil-fueled systems have relatively low capital costs, high reliabilities, and a
well-developed base of experience, this makes them formidable competitors to renewable energy technologies (RETs). Technical advances will allow fossil-fuel technologies to continue to be formidable competitors with RETs for some time to come.

‘ Douglas J Smith, “Advanced Gas Turbines Provide High Eff[clency and Low Emlss!ons Power Engineenng, March 1994, pp
23-27, and Paolo Chlesa et al , “Predlctlng the Ultlmate Performance of Advanced Power Cycles Based on Very High Temperature
Gas Turbine Eng!nes, ” paper presented at the American Soc!ety of Mechanical Engineers, Gas Turbine Congress, Clnclnnati, OH,
1993

RETs for electricity generation. Chapter 6 complements this chapter by exploring many of the financial and institutional issues associated with
RETs in electric power applications.
The cost of electricity generated by several of
these RETs has dropped sharply over the past two
decades with technological advances and modest
commercialization efforts. For example, the cost
of PV-generated electricity decreased by a factor
of three and the cost of wind-generated electricity
decreased by a factor of five between 1984 and
1994. Substantial field experience has been
gained with several of these RETs as well. For example, some 8 GW of bioenergy, 2 GW of geothermal, 1.7 GW of wind, and 354 MW of solar
thermal electricity-generating capacity were
installed in the United States, and some 190 MW
of PV capacity was installed globally between
1980 and 1990.
RETs such as biomass, geothermal, hydro, and
wind can be cost-competitive with conventional
energy technologies today (see box 5-1 ), depending on resource availability andlor cost. (Their use
may be limited, however, by a variety of financial,
tax, and institutional challenges, as described in

chapter 6.) Other RETs, such as PVS and solar
thermal, are generally more expensive and are currently limited to higher value applications, but
have the potential to be widely competitive in the
mid-term.
Electricity generation costs for several of these
RETs are widely expected to continue to decline
with further RD&D and as markets continue to develop and allow larger scale production and
associated economies of scale and learning. This
will make these technologies cost-effective in an
increasingly wide range of applications even
without considering their environmental benefhs.
Cost, performance, and market advances for each
of these technologies and their applications are
discussed below.

RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
AND INDUSTRIES
Renewable resources in the United States are very
large, with one or more resources available almost
everywhere. As discussed in chapter 1, site specificity, availability, and resource intensity need to
be addressed in any particular application. The
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status and potential of these renewable energy resources and technologies,3 and the industries that
are developing and applying them, have changed
significantly in the past two decades.

I Biomass
Biomass residues have long been burned by the
forest products and other industries to generate
process steam and electricity. As discussed in
chapter 2, a growing awareness of the potential of
dedicated bioenergy crops to improve the environment (including offsetting sulfur oxides (S OX) and
greenhouse gas emissions (carbon dioxide) by
fossil fuels), aid the rural economy, and reduce
federal agricultural expenditures have prompted
renewed interest in this resource. Biomass resources and technologies are described in box 5-2.
Roughly 8,000 MW of bioelectric4 capacity is
currently grid connected in the United States,
compared with less than 200 MW in 1979. Additional bioelectric capacity is operated off-grids
Steam turbines are now used. but a variety of new
fuel handling and energy conversion technologies
such as whole-tree burners and integrated gasification advanced gas turbine systems (including
combined-cycle turbines and steam-injected gas
turbines) promise to nearly double current efficiencies and substantially reduce costs (see box
5-2).

As biomass is “stored solar energy, ” it can be
used as needed to provide power in baseload or
load following applications (see box 5-3). This
makes biomass a very important complement to
intermittent renewable such as wind and solar,
which provide electricity only when the wind
blows or the sun shines. Biomass can also be cofired with coal, a potentially important near-term
application for reducing SO X emissions, among
other benefits, and thus may stimulate the market
for biomass production. Of course, the relative
value of biomass for electricity generation must
be compared with its use for producing liquid or
gaseous fuels (see chapter 4), for pulp and paper,
or for other applications.
The bioelectricity industry 6 is among the most
diverse among RETs. It includes forest products
companies, such as Weyerhauser, which ha ve long
cogenerated electricity at pulp and paper plants, as
well as nonutility generators (NUGs) such as
Wheelbrator and Thermo Electron. Equipment
manufacturers include those that produce conveying equipment, boilers, electrical machinery, and
controls. The industry also includes a number of
biomass-specific equipment manufacturers such
as Morbark Industries or Hallco Manufacturing.
The transition to advanced gas turbines will include manufacturers such as General Electric and
Pratt & Whitney. Engineering and construction

s RETS have ken exten~lve]y . reviewed eisewhere and so are only briefly examined here. RETs not examined here include ocean energy
technologies (ocean thermal energy conversion, wave energy, tidal energy), additional bioenergy technologies (e.g., anaerobic digestion to
produce methane, municipal solid wastes), fuel cells (chapter 4), energy storage technologies, and new transmission and distribution technologies. For further information, see World Energy Council, Renewable Energy Resources: Opporfunllies and Constraints /990 -2(?20 (London,
UK: World Energy Council, 1993); Thomas B. Johansson et al. (eds.), Rene)table Energy’: ,%urcesjiir Fuels and Elecfricify (Washington, DC:
Island Press, 1993); U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Conservation and Renewable Energy, “Renewable Energy Technology Evolutlon
Rationales, ’’draft, Oct. 5, 1990; California Energy Commission, Energy Techno/og}. SmfusReport(Sacramento, CA: June 1990); John Doyle et
al., Summary ofNe)t’ Genera(ion Technologies and Resources (San Ramon, CA: Pacific Gas and Electric Co., 1993); and American Solar Energy Society, Progres.\ in Solar Energy Technologies and Applications (Boulder, CO: January 1994).
4 Most of this capacity is based on burning wood from the forest products industry. Roughly 2,000 MW of municipal solid waste electricitygenerating capacity is also included in this estimate. Agricultural residues and landfill gas account, very roughly, for about 500 MW of capaci[y.
5 American solar Energy Society, op. cit., footnote 3, p. 36.
6 For a more Comp]ete ]Is[ing of companies active in developing bioenergy equipment and

POwerphmts, see “me 1995 International com-

petitive Power Industry Directory,” /ndependen/ Energ), December 1994; and Susan Williams and Kevin Porter, Power P/a]s: Profiler of
America’s independent Renenuble Elec/riciry Developers (Washington, DC: Investor Responsibility Research Center, 1989).
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Biofuels—primarily from forest, agricultural, or municipal solid waste residues—currently provide
about 3 EJ (2.9 Quads) or 3.5 percent of U.S. primary energy (see table 2-2 in chapter 2) These
resources are now increasingly committed in some areas. For example, spot market prices for biomass in northern California have sometimes reached $250 to $3.75/GJ ($2,60 to $3 90/MMBtu)
—as much as twice the normal cost, prompting the hauling of wood in from as far away as ldaho,2
Consequently, interest in growing dedicated energy crops has developed (see chapter 2),
The physical and chemical composition of biomass feedstocks varies widely, potentially requiring some tailoring of fuel handling and/or conversion technologies to specific biofuels, The relatively
low bulk densities of biomass and large required collection areas limit the amount of biomass at any
given site, with implications for the choice of generation technology, system efficiencies, and economies of scale.

Technologies
To generate electricity, biomass can be cofired with coal in conventional coal plants, separately
burned in steam plants, or gasified to power gas turbines, fuel cells, or internal combustion engines,
among others, 3 All of these uses of biomass are analogous to their fossil-fuel counterparts,
Virtually all biomass electric plants use steam turbines, which are generally small scale (typically
10 to 30 MW, with few over 50 MW) due to the limited amounts of biomass typically available at
particular sites. Thus, they usually do not incorporate certain heat recovery equipment common to
larger systems, and their efficiency tends to be low—l 7 to 23 percent in California, for example,4 A t
larger scale sites, efficiency is higher. For example, the 50 MW plant in Burlington, Vermont, has an
efficiency of 28 percent, In comparison, modern coal plants are much larger and typically run at 35
percent efficiency, 5 Very-large-scale biomass steam plants would likely have efficiencies roughly
comparable to coal, but these scales may be limited by the large collection areas required and the
corresponding problems of land availability and transport cost,
Steam turbine technology is fairly mature and few advances are foreseen for biomass improvements are possible, however, in biomass handling Whole-tree burners, for example, are under development and may reduce the required handling, increase net energy efficiencies silghtly, and
avoid the cost of chipping the wood before burning It This might save about one-third of the cost of
harvesting and delivering the biomass to the powerplant.6

1 B!oenergy resources, technologies, and environmental Impacts are discussed at greater length [n Thomas B Johansson et al
(eds ), Renewable Errergy Sources forFue/sand E/ectrlci~ (Washington, DC Island Press, 1993), U S Department of Energy, “Electrlclty from Biomass Nahonal Biomass Power Program Five-Year Plan (FY 1994-FY 1998), ” draft, April 1993, Blalr G Swezey et al , The
Potent/a/ Impact of Extema/mes Conslderatlons on the Market for Bfomass Power Technologies, NREL’TP-462-5789 (Golden CO
Nahonal Renewable Energy Laboratory, February 1994), and Antares Group, Inc “Electrlclty from B{omass An Enwronmental Assessment and Strategy, ” draft, January 1993
2
George A Hay Ill et al Summary of New Genera(/on Techno/og/es and Resources (San Ramon, CA Paclflc Gas and Electrlc
Co , Jan 8, 1993)
3 Biomass can also be converted to ethanol, methanol, hydrogen, or pyrolysls OIIS, among others or burned for Space heat in the
residential/commercial sector or for process heat (n Industry
4
Jane Turnbull, Electrlc Power Research Institute, personal communicahon, August 1993 In comparison Wllllams and Larson
eshmate these efhclencles at 14 to 18 percent See Robert H WMams and Eric D Larson “Advanced Gaslflcatlon-Based Biomass
Power Generation, ” In Johansson et al (eds ), op cit , footnote 1
5 See, e g Electrlc power Research Institute, TAGTM Technlca/Assessment Gude E/ectrfclty SuPP/y— 1989 EPRI P-6587-L, VOI

1, Rev 6 (Palo Alto, CA September 1989)
6 Leslle Lamarre “E/ectrlclty

from Whole Trees, ” EPR/Journa/, January/February 1994, pp 16-24 and Stephen A Johnston @ al ,

Who/e Tree Energy Dewgn, Report TR-t Ol 564, 2

VOIS

(Palo Alto, CA Electric Power Research Institute December 1993
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A potentially higher efficiency and more economic alternative to the steam turbine is to gasify the
biomass and then use the gas generated to fuel a high-efficiency gas turbine system. Gasification/
gas turbine technologies are now being developed, primarily for coal. Biomass gasifies at lower
temperatures and more quickly than coal, reducing relative gasification costs After the biomass is
gasified, the gas products are cleaned of particulate and other contaminants before being burned
in a steam-injected gas turbine, a combined cycle, or other configuration. 7 There appears to be a
basic understanding of the means for adequately cleaning gases for gas turbine applications with
either fluidized bed gasifiers 8 or updraft gasifiers, although there has been no commercial demonstration of, in particular, alkali removal
Relatively small (5 to 100 MWe ) biomass gasifier/gas turbine systems are expected to have much
higher efficiencies and lower unit capital costs (dollars per kilowatt hour) than steam turbine syst e m s .g The upper end of this range is probably near the practical upper limit on the size of a biomass Installation due to the cost of transporting large quantities of biomass long distances.
Some have also proposed to use fuel cells with biomass gasification systems in the longer term.
The relatively small scale of fuel cells might allow such systems to be located on a single farm, reducing some of the transport and handling costs and benefiting farm income. ’” There remain, however, significant technical, logistical, managerial, and other challenges in realizing such systems
Biomass systems are now cost-competitive in many areas where a low-cost waste feedstock is
available. Higher cost dedicated energy crops used with these higher efficiency systems are projected to be cost-competitwe in the future across a wide range of conditions. The cost of biomassgenerated electricity is expected to be in the range of roughly 5¢ to 7.5¢/kWh in the year 2000 with
the introduction of advanced gasification-gas turbines or other high-performance systems. ’ Costs
WiII thereafter decline modestly with Incremental improvements in crops and equipment. The Electric
Power Research Institute recently estimated that biomass-generated electricity could cost as little as

4.6¢/kWh in the near term using whole tree burners

12

Environmental Impact
Burning or gasifying biomass in a powerplant generates much less sulfur oxides (SO X) than coal,
but—as with any combustion process—does produce nitrogen oxides (NOx), depending on the
combustion chamber temperatures It also generates particulate, volatile organic compounds, and
various toxics. Criteria pollutants such as carbon monoxide, NO X, SOX, and particulate are reasonably well understood, and emissions should meet air quality standards.

7

13

Hot gas cleanup avoids cost and efficiency penaloyords, and pressurization gasification avoids energy losses associated with

compressing the fuel gas after gasification It IS necessary, however, to remove trace amounts of alkali vapor from the gas before It
enters the gas turbine
8
E Kurkela et al , “Removal of Parhculates, Alkah, and Trace Metals from Pressurized FluId-Bed Biomass Gaslflcatlon Products—
Gas Cleanup for Gas Turbine Appllcatlons, ” Blornass and Wasfes XV Donald L Klass (ed ) (Chicago, IL Institute of Gas Technology,
1 991)
9
This also holds true even for much larger steam systems
I o see, e g Royal Resources Corp “Electro-Farming, ” Jan 1. 1994
I I u s Department of Energy, “Renewable Energy Technology Evolutlon Rationales, ” draft, October 1990
12 NARUC Halls Low-cost po(entlal of Electricity from Biomass, pv” So/af Lefte~ Jan 6, 1995, p 3
13 Antares Group, Inc Op Clt fOOtnOte 1

-.

—
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There are significant daily, weekly, seasonal, and annual variations in power demand that a utility must
meet. The utility operates a range of different equipment so as to meet this variable demand in the most
cost-effective manner possible. This equipment is conventionally divided into three categories baseload,
Intermediate (or load following), and peaking. Operation of this equipment

IS

determined In part by equip-

ment costs and efficiencies, operating hours and part-load operation performance, fuel costs, and ramp
times (i.e., the time required to warm up the equipment for operation or to cool It down between operational
times). Potential equipment failure or other problems are met by reserve capacity.
Baseload. Baseload plants are used to meet the largely nonvarying round-the-clock load 1 These are
typically large (hundreds of MWs), relatively high capital cost ($1,500/kW) plants that use low-cost coal or
nuclear fuels, Their high capital cost2 is in large part a consequence of being designed to use low-cost
fuels, Because they are operated for much of the year, their high fixed costs can be spread over many
hours of operation,

Intermediate or /oad fo//owhg. As the name implies, intermediate plants fall between baseload and
peaking plants in terms of the amount of time they are operated, their capital cost, and their fuel cost, They
are operated to meet much of the normal daily variation in power demand
Peaking. Peaking plants are run for short periods of time In order to meet utlllty peak loads, such as
summer air conditioning peaks or winter heating peaks. As these plants are operated for short periods
over the year, there are few hours of operation to spread the fixed capital costs over. Consequently, much
effort

IS

made to minimize their capital cost. Low capital cost equipment requires premium fuels such as

natural gas and so fuel costs for these plants tend to be high, Utilities have Invested substantial time and
effort in Iimiting peak loads due to the expense of generating this power.

I Although there WIII likely be some varlatlon m output depending on the use of other generahon units
conventional powerplants RETs may have a slmllar or hlghercaplfal cost but

2 Note that ‘high” Capital cost here IS In thecontextof

lower fuel costs

firms that develop these powerplants include Babcock & Wilcox and Foster Wheeler. By one estimate, some 40 to 50 companies were involved in
or investigating developing bioenergy projects in
the mid- to late 1980s; that number has decreased
to perhaps 20 or fewer with recent consolidations, 7 increased competition from natural gas,
tightening bioenergy supplies in some areas, and
other factors.
Significant expansion of bioenergy use for
electricity will require the development of dedicated feedstock supply systems, perhaps through
cooperative agreements between agricultural in-

7

terests and biomass powerplants (see chapter 2).
The long lead time and logistics of growing such
feedstocks is likely to be a more significant
constraint on the development of the bioenergy industry than manufacturing the equipment and
building the powerplant systems.

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs
RD&D needs include further developing: highproductivity crop varieties (chapter 2); equipment
for feedstock harvesting, transport, and handling

Jan Hamrin and Nancy Rader, Investing in /he Future: A Regulator’s Guide fo Renew’abfes (Washington. DC: National Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners, February 1993).
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(chapter 2): feedstock drying; gasification and hot
gas cleanup technologies (one of the most important and challenging needs); slagging controls;
complete biomass gasification advanced gas turbine systems; whole tree burner or other minimal
fuel preparation technologies; pyrolysis systems;
and biomass fuel cell systems. Some of these
technologies are ready for scale up and demonstration in pilot plants.
Successful development of these technologies—for example, improved crops, harvesting,
transport, and biomass gasification advanced gas
turbine systems-could lead to a viable industry
with considerable benefits for rural communities.
Further, if 50 GW of biomass electricity -generating capacity were realized by 2020,8 savings, for
example, of 1¢/kWh by these RD&D investments
would correspond to $3 billion (1995 constant
dollars) of annual savings in 2020.9 Discounted to
the present at a government rate of 5-percent real,
the savings over the 30-year lives of these powerplants would have a present value of more than
$14 billion. 10 There would be additional potential
benefits to rural communities and to the environment (chapter 2). These savings are roughly 500
times the current annual federal investment in
bioelectric RD&D. Although this hypothetical
calculation is quite crude, it does suggest the potentially very significant leverage these RD&D
investments could have.

Powerplant No 18 at The Geysers geothermal field m
northern Calffornla This plant consists of two 55-MW
single-flash units.

| Geothermal
Geothermal electricity-generation systems extract heat from the ground to drive turbines. Mod-

ern day use of geothermal energy began in 1913
with a 250-kW turbine in Italy, followed in 1923
by installation of a 250-kW turbine at The Geysers, California, and other units at locations ranging from Iceland to Zaire. Geothermal resources
and technologies are described in box 5-4.
Geothermal systems are typically operated as
baseload power; substantial variation in output
may damage the underground resources in some
cases. Geothermal systems can potentially also be
operated in hybrid configurations with natural gas
to improve overall output and economics of
both. 11 Direct use of geothermal energy for space
heating is possible as well.
Some 170 geothermal powerstations in 21
countries with 5,726 MW of electricity y generation
capacity are in operation. 13 The United States has
the largest installed capacity with about 2,500

~~1~ much could & achieved by 2(.I ] () according (O Electric Power Research Institute, Srrafcg/e.$ for Ach/et’~ng u Su.$(a;nable, Cleun. und
CoSf-EffecfILKJ Bromu.r,$ Re50urce (Palo Alto, CA: 1993). This level ofdeployrnent is unlikely undercurrent conditions. See chapter 2 fordetails.
‘Assuming a 70-percent capacity factor, All costs are in 1992 dollars. Of course, higher cost bioelectric sy~tems would probab]} not be
made use of as widely as lower cost bioelectric systems.
I ~At a nlarket ra[e of I ()-percent real, this would have a present value of $3 billion, or ] 00 times the cuITent annual rate of investment.
I I E]ec[rlc power Research Ins[ltu[e, Nu[ural GUS Hybrill P<m,er Plan!.r for Geothermal utI(i Biomuss Re.~ource.~, EpRI Rp 1671-07 (p~10
Alto, CA: December 1992).
11 Johanf$on et al teds,) Op Cit.,
footnote 3; and U.S. Genera] Accounting office, Geothermal En@rg}’. GAO RCED-94_84 (washin~ton.
,.
DC. June 1994).
1 \ Lynn McLafly, Dynco~., persona] communication, June I ~. 1995
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Geothermal energy

IS

heat energy inside the Earth—either remaming from the original formation of the

Earth or generated by the decay of radioactive isotopes inside the Earth. Only in particularly active areas,
such as in volcanic zones or along tectonic plates,

IS

geothermal energy sufficiently concentrated and near

the surface that it can be used economically,
Geothermal energy comes in four forms 1) hydrothermal fluids, 2) geopressured brines, 3) hot dry
rocks, and 4) magma. Hydrothermal fluids—the only commercial geothermal resource—are hot water or
steam in porous or fractured rock at depths of up to 4.5 km, and with temperatures ranging from 90°C to
360°C (190°F to 680°F), figure 5-1 maps their location,
Geopressured brines are hot, salty waters containing dissolved methane that lie at depths of 3 to 6 km
trapped under sediment layers at high pressures, with temperatures of 90°C to 200°C (1900F to 390°F),
Proposed systems to tap geopressured brines are generally hybrid systems, using both the geothermal
heat and burning the methane to generate power. Texas and Lousiana gulf coast areas hold the only major
geopressured resources identified to date (figure 5-1). Difficulties in extracting this resource include scaling (depositing minerals on equipment), its relatively low temperature (150°C or 300oF in test wells), and
disposal of the brine produced, An experimental 1 -MW hybrid geopressured system at Pleasant Bayou,
Texas, has demonstrated the technical feasibility of using geopressured resources for power generation,
but the technology IS not yet cost-effective.
Hot dry rock (HDR) resources are regions of exceptionally hot rock, above 150°C (3000 F), that have Iittle
or no water in them Geothermal temperature gradients mapped in figure 5-1 Indicate the areas with the
greatest potential for generating electricity the higher the temperature gradient, the greater the potential,
Hot dry rock

IS

a very large potential resource, but needs further RD&D for it to become a cost-effechve

and commercially viable technology,
Magma is molten rock with temperatures of roughly 700°C to 1,200°C (1 ,300oF to 2,200oF) and typically
occurs at depths of 6 to 10 km Magma energy is the largest of all geothermal resources, but

IS

also the

most difficult to extract—for example, exposing the drilling equipment to extremely hot conditions and the
possible explosive release of hot pressurized gases, Cost-effective use of this resource appears unlikely
for the forseeable future.
Although commonly termed a renewable resource, geothermal energy can be depleted if oversubscribed. At The Geysers in Northern California, for example, typical pressures have dropped from the initial
level of 500 psi in 1960, at the start of development, to 200 psi by 19892 due to the more rapid removal of
underground water and vapor resources than the rate at which they were being naturally replaced, One
response in this particular case was to reinject water into the geothermal field. Whether this can bring the
field back to full productity remains to be seen Extraction of heat may also decline for other reasons. For
example, hot brines can leave mineral deposits (scale) on equipment or plug the pores of rocks as they are
removed, impeding further flow

‘ For a more detailed discussion, see H Christopher H Armstead and Jefferson W Tester, Heat Mmmg (New York, NY E &F N
Spon Publishers, 1983), M Economldes and P Ungemach, Ap@ed Geolherm/cs (New York, NY John Wiley & Sons), Thomas B
Johansson et al (eds ), Renewab/e Energy Sources for Fue/arrcf E/ectrjc)ty (Washington, DC Island Press, 1993), L Y Bronlckl et al
World Energy Conference, “Geothermal Energy Status, Constralnls and Opportumt[es, ” draft, April 1992, U S Department of Energy, Energy Information Admmlstratlon, Geotherrna/Energym the Western Urwtecf States and Hawall Resources and Projected E/ecfrlclty Generation Supphes, DOE/E IA-0544 (Washington, DC September 1991 )
‘2 John E Mock, testimony at hearings before the California Energy Conservation, Resources, and Development Commlsslon,
Sept 21, 1989
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Resource exploration and development requires identifying, characterizing, and tapping the resource
through well driling These technologies are similar to, but often more demanding than, those used in 011
and gas well drilling Recent development of slim-hole drilling may substantially lower costs for exploration
3

and characterization of the resource

1

Technologies
4

Technologies for utilizing geothermal resources for electricity production Include direct steam, single-

flash, double-flash, and binary systems The simplest technology

IS

the piping of hydrothermal steam di-

rectly from underground reservoirs to drive turbines According to the U S Geological Survey, high-quallty
steam resources are found in the United States only at The Geysers, Yellowstone National Park, 5 and
Mount Lassen 6 About 1,700 MW of capacity

IS

based on direct steam and

IS

located at The Geysers

Single-flash units are similar, except that they make use of the much larger and more widespread resource of underground hot water instead of steam When this hot water

IS

pumped to the surface and the

deep underground pressures are reduced, it partially ‘ flashes” into steam in a flash-tank The steam then
drives the turbine
A double-flash system uses a second flash-tank that operates at pressures Intermediate between the
pressure of the first flash-tank and air pressure Double-flash systems are typically 10 to 20 percent more
efflcient than single-flash systems, but at the additional capital cost of the second flash-tank and related
equipment A Iittle over 600 MW of capacity in the United States

IS

based on single- or double-flash steam

I

units
Binary systems pump hot water to the surface and then use a heat exchanger to transfer the heat to a
working fluid This working fluid
mal water
than

IS

IS

IS

vaporized by the heat and then drives the turbine the cooled geother-

returned underground via an injection well Binary systems can use lower temperature fluids

economically possible with flash technologies Binary systems also have minimal atmospheric

emissions and reduced scale and corrosion of critical parts Binary plants tend to be small (5 to 10 MW)
and modular, and can often be quickly built and Installed Their primary disadvantages are higher capital
cost and some efficiency loss due to the heat exchanger Direct flash and binary systems are becoming
relativly mature technologically About 200 MW of capacity in the United States

IS

I

based on binary sys-

tems
These technologies generally need either air or water cooling for efflcient operation, just as for coal or
nuclear steam plants Water may be Iimited in some areas, using geothermal fluids for coollng—which are

3 H J Olson Eleclrlc power Research Instlfute,

“Geothermal Reservoir Assessment Based on Slim Hole Dr ~llng Volume 1 Analy -

Ical Method Volume 2 Appl lcatlon In Hawal EPRI TR-103399 December 1993
4
Geothermal energy can of course be Used for direct beat applications as well ranging from d)strlct heating systems to low-f emperalure industrial process heat
5 Theres considerable concern that development of geothermal energy m the Vlclmty of yellowstope Natlona~ park could damage
I

such ratural wonders as Old Faltbful This has led to several Ieglslatlve lnltlatwes to Ihmlf such development See e g “Old Faithful
Protect Ion Act of 1991 hearing before the Senate Corrmltee on Energy and Natural Resources Subcommittees on Publlc Lands
Nallonal Parks and Forests and on Mineral Resources Development and Product{on Feb 25 1992, as well as subsequent debate
6 An add tlonal dry Steam resobrce IS reportedly located near Cove Fort UT See Susan Will ams and Kevl~ porter Power ‘/aYs
Protdes of Arrrerlcas /ndeper?c/enf Renewab/e E/ectrlcry Developers (Washlngtor DC Investor Responslbl!lty Research Center
1989) p 203
(continued)

I
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then lost by evaporation—rather than reinfect-

Cost Projections for
Geothermal-Generated Electricity

ing them into the ground may affect the geothermal

resource.7 This has been a factor in

the decline of geothermal power output at The
Geysers in California, Air cooling costs more
and, in the summer, higher air temperatures
reduce the powerplant generating capacity

Cost of electricity ($/kWh)

0.1

ir

0.08 -

compared with the winter.
The cost of generating electricity from geothermal resources includes the cost of exploration for good resources, drilling wells,

0.06-

*

1r

0.04- ~

capital equipment, and operations and maintenance, usually including rejecting water
Into the geothermal reservoir, Costs can be
competitive today compared with coal where
good-quallty hydrothermal resources are

o.020,
2000

1
2010

1
2020

2030

8

available. Cost projections are shown in the
figure; improved technologies—particularly for
Identifying, characteriaing, and tapping geothermal resources—will expand the range of
geothermal resources that can be tapped at
these costs,

Environmental Impact

NOTE The cost of geothermal energy IS expected to be inthe range of
about 4¢ to 7¢/kWh in the year 2000, declining moderately in following
years, depending on the geothermal resource tapped and the technology used The shaded range encloses most of the expert estimates reviewed, with all estimates in constant 1992 dollars and, where necessary, capital cost and other estimates converted to ¢/kWh using
discount rates of 10 and 15 percent (with 3 percent inflation) High and
low values developed by the Department of Energy are shown as *

The environmental impact of geothermal
power varies with the resource and the
technology used. Direct steam and flash systems generally release gases to the atmosphere; methods have been developed to first

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, based on U S Department of Energy, “Renewable Energy Technology Evolution Rationales, ”
draft, October 1990, and Science Applications International Corp., “Renewable Energy Technology Characterizations, ” draft, March 1990

remove pollutants such as hydrogen sulfide before these gases are released. Small quantities of brines
may also be released, Binary systems generally reinject all gases and brines back into the reservoir so
have few or no emissions. Overall sulfur and carbon dioxide emissions for geothermal plants are typically
less than 4 percent of those by coal- or oil-fired powerplants.9 Large quantities of cooling water may be
needed in some cases, just as for fossil plants, Where geothermal resources occur in scenic areas, particular attention to siting and landscaping may be necessary if they are to be developed, Land requirements
for geothermal units are generally quite small (see table 1-2 in chapter 1), but land may also be needed in
some cases for disposal of waste salts from geothermal brines, There may also be some subsidence of
land overlying wells.

7 Condensate from

flash steam plants can be used m a cooling tower to evaporate and Pmvlde cooling for the Power cYcle This

typically results m 80 percent of the geothermal fluld being lost and only 20 percent being available for remjectlon In the reservoir
Relnjectlon, however, must be done carefully m order to prevent excessive cooling of the reservoir and Iowerlng the quallty of the
available geothermal resource See Gerald W Braun and H K “Pete” McCluer, “Geothermal Power Generahon In Umted States, ”
l%ceedmgs of fhe /EEE, VOI 81, No 3, March 1993, pp 434-448, see table 1
8
Ibid
9 Ib[d
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MW net14 (up from about 500 MW in 1979)
spread among some 70 plants in operation with
contracted power costs as low as 4.6¢/kWh. As of
1993, about 1,700 MW of this net capacity was at
The Geysers, California, and 800 MW of capacity
was located elsewhere in California, Nevada, and
Utah. In addition, some 300 MW of capacity was
under construction or announced. 15
The geothermal industry has changed considerably over the past 10 to 15 years. Several major oil
companies and their affiliates were active in geothermal development in the early 1980s due to
their expertise in underground resource exploration and development—the most difficult part of
geothermal energy development; all but Unocal
have now ended their geothermal activities,16 and
Unocal—the largest developer—has recently sold
some of its geothermal properties. Most developers now are small-18 to medium-size firms such as
California Energy, Calpine, and Ormat.
Until the mid- 1980s, private companies generally developed the geothermal field and sold the
steam/hot water to public utilities, which were the
primary owners and operators of geothermal
plants for power generation. Most recent geothermal projects have been built, owned, and operated
by nonutility generators that developed both the
geothermal field and the powerplant and sell the
electricity to utilities. NUGs now account for

14

Capacity of me Geysers has declined in recent yews due

more19 than one-quarter of total geothermal capacity. Currently, fewer than 10 firms account for
most of the activity in geothermal energy. Supporting firms include well drilling and geoscience
companies and equipment suppliers.20
Geothermal development in the United States
has slowed in recent years due to low growth in the
demand for new generating capacity by many utilities in areas with good geothermal resources; difficulty in funding capital-intensive and risky
geothermal development; and low natural gas and
other fossil fuel prices. In addition, opportunities
may, in some cases, be limited by subsidies for
competing technologies. For example, the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) plans to spend $135
million to help build and operate a 100 MW coalfired powerplant in Nevada under the Clean Coal
program, reducing the need for other new capacity. 21 As a result of slower U.S. growth, geothermal companies are becoming more active in
overseas markets. California Energy, for example,
is developing or negotiating projects in the Philippines, Indonesia, and elsewhere.22

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs
Additional technology development could be useful in a number of areas, including: improving the

to overdrawing of the underground water resources, leaving a net operating

capacity of about 1,700 MW out of about 2,000 MW installed capacity.
15 Gera]d w. Braun and H,K. ‘Lpete” McC]uer, “Geo~e~al powe r Generation in tie United States,” Proceedings of /he IEEE, March ]993,
pp. 434-448.
16 some ~edium.size indeFndent oil company

affiliates, such as Freeport-McMoRan Resource paflners, continue to be involved in geo-

thermal development.
17 For the sale of Unoca]’s geothemal Ieaseho]ds to Magma, see,

e,.g., Jeannie Mandelker, “Geo[her-mal’s

Hot prospects,” /ndependenl

Energy, November 1993, pp. 16-19.
18 Ca]lfomla Energy Company took over Magma power Company in December 1994 in part due [O the need for greater operational resources to compete effectively in international markets. See Harriet King, “Magma Agrees to $950 Million Offer,” New York Times, Dec. 6,
1994; and “Cal. Energy Hot for Magma But the Latter Is Resisting,” Electricity Journal, November 1994, pp. 5-6.
19 C) ffice of Conservation and Renewable Energy, op. cit., footnote 3.
20 Hamrin and Rader, op. cit., footnote 7.
2 I US. Genera] Accounting office, Op. Cit., fOOtnOte 12.
22 Mandelker, op. cit., footnote 17. See aiso fOOtnOte 18.
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SOURCE U S Geological Survey, as cited in U S General Accounting Off Ice, Geothermal Energy, GAO/RCED-94-84 (Washington, DC. June 1994)
.

ability to identify and characterize suitable geothermal fields; developing down-hole instrumentation and other equipment for geothermal
characterization and real-time monitoring that can
survive high temperatures and corrosive geothermal brines; improving well drilling—particularly

for hard rock23—and related technologies; enhancing geothermal field permeability; reducing
scale and corrosion of equipment by hot geothermal brines and improving materials for operating
at high temperatures; improving the performance

zl~e rock overlaying geotherma] resources is often harder and more abrasive, and the temperatures are higher, than that for oil and gas
W’ells.

.—
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Geothermal Gradient

of the various prime mover—single or double
flash, binary, or others—technologies; and developing the capability to exploit geothermal hot dry
rock and other resources. 24 Analysis of various
types of hybrids, such as natural gas-geothermal
hybrids, would be useful to identify opportunities

where the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of
both geothermal and fossil systems can both be
improved simultaneously. The existing geothermal industry is too small to support a reasonable
level of RD&D in these areas at this time and
technologies, such as hard rock drilling for hot dry

24 See L.Y. Bronicki et al, World Energy Council, “Geothermal Energy: Status, Constraints, and Opportunities,” draft, April 1992.
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rock geothermal resources, are of relatively little
interest to the well-capitalized oil and gas industries due to the different nature of the rock strata
overlying oil and gas deposits.

I Hydroelectricity
Hydroelectric generation systems use the energy
in flowing water to turn a turbine. As of 1988, the
United States had about 88 GW of hydroelectricgenerating capacity—64 GW of conventional
large-scale hydro, 7 GW of small-scale hydro, and
17 GW of pumped storage—with net generation
of about 8.5 percent25 of total U.S. electricity supply. Globally, hydropower currently provides
about 20 percent of world electricity supplies.26
Hydropower resources and technologies are described in box 5-5.
The primary change for hydropower in recent
years has been increasing concern over its potential impacts on, for example, aquatic habitat, the
land it inundates, and recreation. In turn, these factors have increased the time required and cost of
meeting regulatory requirements.
In its conventional form (with dam storage),
hydropower can provide base, intermediate, or
peaking power. Because it can be rapidly dispatched as needed, it can serve a particularly valuable role in backing up intermittent power from
sources such as solar and wind.
Before the 1930s, most hydropower was developed by industry or utilities. During and follow-

25u.s. ~paflment of Energy, Energy

ing the Depression, a large share of U.S.
hydroelectric power was developed through federal support, including the Tennessee Valley Authority and the Columbia Basin Project. By 1940,
some 3,100 conventional hydro sites were in operation. A variety of factors cut the number of operating projects to just over 1,400 by 1980,27
although net capacity continued to increase,
roughly tripling between 1950 to 1975.28 The two
oil crises, enactment of several tax credits, 29 and
regulatory changes—particularly the passage of
the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act—
spurred independent development of hydropower
during the 1980s. Independents have developed
many more, but smaller, sites than utilities, while
utilities have developed more MWS of capacity.
More recently, environmental and regulatory concerns have strongly impacted hydropower relicensing as well as new licensing.
Hydropower developers generally include individuals and small partnerships for mini-hydro
projects (up to 5 MW); independent development
companies such as Consolidated Hydro, Independent Hydro Developers, Synergics, and others for
small-hydro projects (5 to 50 MW); and utilities
for medium (50 to 100 MW) or large (>100 MW)
projects. There has been relatively little development of hydropower by the federal government
in recent years. 31 construction follows a similar
pattem, ranging from small local construction
firms for small projects, to firms such as Morrison
30

Information Administration, Annual Energ?’ Re}’ie)i’, DOEYEIA-0384(90) (Washington. DC: May

1991 ), table 90.
26u .s .Congress, office of Technology Assessment, Energy in fle~’eloping Counwies, OTA-E-486 (Washington, DC: U.S. Govemmenl
Printing Office, January 1991 ).
27 Nan Nalder, “Fixing Hydr~The Forgotten Renewable, “ Electricity Journal, April 1992, pp. 12-21.
‘2X Keith Lee KOz]Off and Roger c, Dower, A iveb%, Pot$,er Base: Rene\{ah[e Energy Polic!es fbr the Nineties and Be}wnd (Washington, DC:

World Resources Institute, 1993).
29 These tax credits, including an energy tax credit lm&r he crude Oil

Windfall Profits Tax Act, an investment tax credit, and accelerated

depreciation, have been phased out.
30 me tyws of ownership and the size of projects indicated here me illustrative only. Ownership and project size may vary considerably
from these values.
31 Among notable exceptions were five Bureau of Reclamation hydro facilities brought online in i 993. Maria J. Barnes and Laura SmithNoggle, ‘. Hydropower ’93: The Year in Review,” H~’dro Re}iew’, vol. 12, No. 8, 1994, pp. 12-20.
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U S hydropower resources are fairly well developed. More power, however, could potentially be obtained from existing facilities, including capturing reservoir
equipment at dams not now used for power

S pill,

7

upgrading equipment, and Installing

2

By one estimate, a potential of about 76 GW of conventional hydro and 19 GW of pumped storage capacity were untapped in the United States as of 1988 (see figure),3 The U.S. Department of Energy estimates that about 22 GW of this potential could be developed economically at current prices and 19 GW
more could be developed with a price premium of 2¢/kWh. As much as 13 GW of the remainder might be
developed with appropriate attention to environmental and safety Issues, further development of technolo-

U.S. Conventional Hydroelectric Generation Capacity, Developed and Undeveloped
37.5 21.7

and

Paclfit

and thus is not shown.

-

SOURCE Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Hydroelectric Power Resources of fhe United States, Developed and Undeveloped FERCO0070 (Washington DC January 1992) cited in U S Department of Energy Energy Information Administration “Renewable Resources in the U S Electricity Supply DOE/EIA 0561 February 1993

‘ U S Army Corps of Engineers Insllfute for Water Resources “National Hydroelectric Power Resources Study Volume I “ May
1983
2 Marc Chupka and David Howarth Renewab/e E/ecrrlc Generation An Assessment of A/r Po//uflon Prevenflon Pofen/la/,
EPA400 R-92 005 (Washlrglon DC U S Environmental Protection Agency March 1992) clflngthe Federal Energy Regulatory CorTm sston
3 Federal Energy Regulatory COrnml SSIOP Hydroelectric Power Resources of the Unfed States “ January 1988
(continued)
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gy, and the above price premium. In addition, there are an estimated 12,5 to 17.5 GW of run-of-river and
other capacity, of which perhaps 10 GW could be tapped with further development of low-head technologles. 4

Technology
Hydroelectric

technologies—dams,5 run-of-river, 6 and pumped storage7 —are generally considered to

be mature. Turbine efficiencies are typically in the 75 to 85 percent range. Nevertheless, there have been
evolutionary technological developments in a variety of areas, These include better understanding of both
SO ilS

and manmade materials in designing and constructing dams and related equipment, Improvements in

dam constrution techniques and materials, use of devices such as inflatable weirs to raise upstream water levels, and electronic controls of turbine speed and electronic power conditioning.8
The capital costs for new U.S. hydropower facilities range widely around a median price of about
$2,000/kW, operations and maintenance costs at large facilities typically average roughly 0.5¢/kWh, operating Iifetimes are usually assumed to be 45 years, and operational capacity factors are 36 to 45 percent.
Together, these parameters give costs of roughly 6¢/kWh Hydropower costs often range between
4.5¢/kWh to 7.5¢/kWh, with considerable varilation above and below this range. No significant cost reductions are forseen.g These costs are generally competitive with fossil-generated power.

Environmental Impact
Although hydro has long proven to be a reliable and cost-effective resource, and once constructed,
does not release carbon dioxide,10 ” a number of environmental concerns have been raised. These include
Inundating wildlife habitat; changing aquatic ecosystems and water quality—including temperature, dissolved oxygen and nitrogen, and sediment levels, causing high mortality among fish passing through the

4
Solar Energy Research Institute, “The Potenhal of Renewable Energy, An Interlaboratory White Paper, ” March 1990
5 Most hydropower facllltles use dams to raise the water level and thus Increase the potenhal energy, and to provide s10ra9e of

water so as to smooth out seasonal fluctuations m the amount of water available for generating power
6 Run-of-river systems do not use a dam but may use other structures reducing, but not ehmmatlng, associated costs and environmental Impacts Lack of dam storage Increases suscept[blllty to seasonal fluctuations m output
7 pumped storage systems are not a RET, but could be used to store power generated by RETs or to complement RET Power
output Pumped storage systems use electrlc(ty (usually from a baseload powerplant—typically coal or nuclear powered) to pump
water to an upper reservoir, thrs water IS later dropped through a generator back to the lower reservoir to generate needed peak
power Typical pumped storage systems are now 70 to 80 percent efflclent over the entire cycle Llmlfed suitable sites for pumped
storage-near both cltles and large electrlc generating plants—have led some to consider use of underground caverns for the lower
reservoir See John Dowllng, “Hydroelectrmty,” The Errergy Sourcebook A Gwde to Techrro/ogy Resources, arrdPo/lc~ Ruth Howes
and Anthony Famberg (eds ) (New York, NY American Institute of Physics 1991)
8
Geoffrey P Sims, “Hydroelectric Energy, ” Energy Po/Icy October 1991, pp 776-786, and Eric M W{lson, “Small-Scale Hydroelectrlclty, ” Energy Pohcy, October 1991, pp 787-791
9 AlIan R Hoffman, “DOE’S Approach to Renewable Energy u? the Utlllty Sector, ” presentation at the Workshop on Generahon Of
Electnclty from Renewable Sources, American Physical Society, Washington, DC, Nov 6-7, 1992
10 Constructing hydro plants usually entads extensive earth mov[ng using dtesel-powered equlpmeflt and use of kWe amOUntS of
concrete, both resulting m emlsslons of carbon dloxlde In addltlon, the Inundation of large amounts of biomass by the dam may result
In the emission of significant amounts of methane as the biomass decomposes See, e g John W M Rudd et al , “Are Hydroelectric
Reservoirs Slgmflcant Sources of Greenhouse Gases?” Amble, VOI 22, No 4, June 1993, pp 246-248
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11 This

IS the

focus of another OTA assessment, Techrro/ogles To Protecf F/sh af Darns, forthcoming The risk of a dam failure and

the potential Impact on people and towns downstream IS also of primary concern, but IS not addressed here
12 Because of such longstanding environmental concerns, a large body of Ieglslallon has directed aftentlon toward the environmental Impacts of hydropower development Includtng the Water Resources Planmng Act Public Law 89-80, the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act, Publlc Law90-542, the National Environmental Pollcy Act, Pubhc Law91 -190 the Clean Water Act, Publlc Law92-500 and
the Endangered Species Act, Public Law96-205 In 1986, the Electrlc Consumers ProtectIon Act of 1986 directed the Federal Energy
Regulatory Comm[ss{on to give equal consideration to environmental concerns In Its hydro !Icenslng procedures
13 For a dlscuss[on!,
see e g George C O Connor, “WIII the Commlsslons Hydropower Program Revwe In the 90s7 Energy Law
Jouma/, VOI 14, No 1, 1993, pp 127-151, Amy Koch, “The Battle for One-Stop Shopping, ” /ncfependenf Errergy, February 1992 pp
38-40, George Lagassa “The ExemptIon Dilemma, ” /ndeper?dentEnergy, July/August 1993. pp 52-56 and Nan Nalder, Flxlng Hy drc+The Forgotten Renewable “ E/ec/rlclfy Jouma/, April 1992, pp 12-21
14 “FERC Revamps IIS Proced~res for Hydro, ” E/ectrlcify Jouma/, October 1993, Pp I s-l G

———

Knudsen, Dillingham, Ebasco, and Stone& Webster for larger projects. Financing likewise ranges
from limited partnerships or small business loans
for small projects to large institutional investors in
big hydro projects. Producers of hydro turbines
include Voith, 32 Kvaerner (Norway), Sulzer
(Switzerland), Ossberger (Germany), American
Hydro, STS Hydropower, and Hydro West.
There has been little new development of hydropower in the past four to five years. An important reason for the slowdown is the substantial and
increasing front-end development cost and time
for permitting and licensing. The long lead times
for development—perhaps three years for permitting, three years for licensing, and two to three
years for construction-do not well match shortening utility planning horizons in the increasingly
competitive electricity market, particularly with

32 vol~ (Gemany)
33

low natural gas prices and short lead times for gas
turbine installations. As a result, many hydro
power companies are concentrating on opportunities for rehabilitating and upgrading plants. s?’
Contributing to this effort has been the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission’s Efficiency Upgrade Program, introduced in 1991, which streamlines the approval process for such changes. 34
Some, including both independents and utility
subsidiaries, are also looking overseas for new opportunities. 35
RD&D Needs

Although hydro technologies are relatively mature, considerable interest is developing in systems that reduce the impact on aquatic species and
habitats. This includes turbines that safely pass

purchased A]]is cha]mer~ turbine business but continues to manufacture in York. penn~yl~ania.

George Lagassa, “Repowenng Hydro,” Independent Energy, October 1992, pp. 46-50.

sdEdward Fulton, “Gaining Capacity Through FERC’S Efficiency Upgrade program,” Hydro Re\’te\\, August 1994, pp. 36-42.
35

George Lagassa, “Small Hydro Goes International,” /ndependenr Energy, November 1992, pp. 71-73.
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fish and aerate the water. Other research and development (R&D) needs include variable speed
and pitch turbine systems, improved wear-resistant materials, and better forecasting.3b

| Photovoltaics
Photovoltaics (photo for light, voltaics for battery), or solar cells, convert sunlight directly into
electricity. Unlike wind turbines or solar thermal
37
systems, PVS have no moving parts,’ they use
solid-state electronics instead. Solar resources are
described in box 5-6 and applies to solar thermal
as well as PV. PV technologies are described in
box 5-7.
Over the past two decades, PV efficiencies and
reliability have increased significantly, manufacturing capabilities have improved, and other
system components have advanced. As a consequence, the cost of PV modules has decreased by
nearly 10 times since the mid- 1970s. PVS are now
cost-competitive in numerous market niches and
their continuing drop in price is making them costcompetitive in an ever broadening range of applications. World production of PVs in 1993 was
about 61 MW, more than double that in 1987.38
Because of the small scale and low-maintenance characteristics of many PVS,39 they are
widely used in remote applications such as communications relays or water pumping stations.
Electric utilities are also beginning to consider
PVs for numerous applications, and more than 60
classes of potentially cost-effective applications
have been identified.40 In grid applications, the
extent to which PV power can offset other electricity-generating capacity depends on its match with

the electricity load and potential complementary
combinations with other generation resources
such as wind.
PVs may also have a substantial role to play in
building-integrated systems. This application is
expected to reduce installed PV system costs by
several means including:
1. The dual use of PV modules for power generation and as part of a building’s roof or exterior
walls will offset capital costs by displacing
roofing or wall materials.
2. A separate support structure for the PV system
will be unnecessary since the building itself
will serve this function.
3. No additional land will be required for the PV
array (this is a significant bonus in crowded urban areas and of particular interest to the Japanese).
4. Utilities may offer attractive rates for this demand-side management strategy according to
its ability to reduce the need for additional central generating capacity.
The PV industry ranges from small entrepreneurial startups to subsidiaries of Fortune 500
giants. Following the oil crises, a number of large
companies entered the PV industry, many of
which subsequently exited due to falling fossil energy prices, long technology and market development times for PVs, and higher near-term returns
from other investments. For example, Atlantic
Richfield sold its Arco Solar subsidiary to Siemens (Germany) in 1989 and Mobil Oil Compan y41 sold its Mobil Solar subsidiary to ASE
GmbH (Germany) in July 1994. Other recent sales
of U.S. PV firms to foreign companies are de-

s6For a more complete listing of possible areas for R&D, see North American Hydroelectric Research and Development Forum, RepoW)ering Hydro: The Rene~ab/e Energy Technology for the 21sr Cenrury (Kansas City, MO: HCI Publications, September 1992).
371f mounted on a tracking co]lector, however, there will be moving pafls associated with the collector.
Sgpaul D, Maycock, /nternationa/ Pho[o\,oltaic Markets, Developments and Trends Forecast

102010 (Casanova,

VA: Photovoltaic Energy

Systems, Inc., 1994).
39 And, of course, they do not need fuel transpcmed to the she.
40E.C Kern, Jr., Ear/y, Cos~.Efleclit,e App/;ca[ions ofPho/ovo/[a/cs in /he Electric U(i/ify Industry, EPRI TR- 1007” ] 1 (Palo
tric Power Research Institute, December 1992).
41 At press time, it was not known how subs~tial a

holding Mobil retained in Its former solm subsidia~.

A](o,

CA: Elec-
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scribed in chapter 7. Major firms that have withdrawn from PV manufacturing also include
Boeing, Exxon, General Electric, Honeywell, Kodak, Martin Marietta, and Standard Oil of Ohio.42
This has shifted the PV industry toward smaller
firms, 43 although large firms such as Amoco
(through its subsidiary Solarex) continue to be active.
In the past several years, a few larger firms have
again expressed interest in PVs. For example,
Coors (through Golden Photon) has entered PV
development and manufacturing. Amoco/Solarex
and Enron, the largest U.S. natural gas company,
recently proposed a venture to build a 1OO-MW
PV powerplant in Nevada with a cost of electricity
at 5.5¢/kWh. This very low cost, years earlier than
expected, may be possible due to the relatively
large scale of production in this proposal, use of
government land, federal renewable energy tax
break, and financing with tax-free industrial development bonds.44 Several other large firms are
carefully examining potential partners or acquisitions.
Factors driving this new-found interest include
substantial technological and manufacturing advances in PVs, the recognition that there are many
higher value niches where PVs are already costcompetitive, a rapidly growing international market, and the expectation that environmental
technologies will be increasingly important.
Some 19 firms currently manufacture PVs in
the United States,45 but Siemens (Germany) and
Solarex alone account for about 80 percent of this
production (see table 7-3). PV manufacturing
equipment is produced by companies such as
Spire, power conditioning equipment is produced

by companies such as Omnion Power Engineering, and system integrators include Photocomm. 46
Two overall strategic perspectives are influencing the direction of the PV industy. Many have
long viewed utility bulk power markets as the goal
and saw large-scale manufacturing to dramatically lower costs as the key to getting there. Scaling
up manufacturing to that level, however, is a substantial challenge. The Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI), for example, has demonstrated
in the field the technical potential of an integrated
high-concentration PV technology—winner of a
1994 R&D 100 Award-built by AMONIX, Inc.,
and estimates that at a production scale of 100
MW/year, the cost of electricity from this system
can be lowered to 8¢/kWh. EPRI believes that volume production is a key to further cost reduction. 47
At this scale of production, comparable or lower costs are also expected for various thin film PVs
such as CIS, CdTe, and a-Si as well as certain other PV technologies. However, 100 MW/year is almost twice the current world market, which is now
spread among some 14 large (>1 MW/year) producers and a host of smaller producers (see table
7-3). Further, the long lead time to develop markets seriously restricts the possibility of building,
for example, a 1OO-MW production plant and
forcing prices down with volume production;
most producers simply do not have the capital to
absorb several years of product output at these
scales while they develop a sufficiently large market for their output. So far, even PV firms with
deep-pocketed parents have not been willing to

—
AZ

Wll]lams A Poner, op. cit., footnote 6.

43 Ibid.
44 A]len R. Myersen, “Solar Power, for Earthly Prices,” New York 7imes, Nov. 15, 1994, p. D].
qs’’To[aI Solar Collector Shipments Dip as Imports Soar, Exports Climb: ElA,” The Solar Lerrer, VOI. 4, No.
46 For a 1 i sting Ofcompanle$ involved in Pho[ovol[aic

18, Aug. 19, 194, pp. 197-2~.

mmufac[uring, system integration, and related activities, see, e.g., “Membership Di-

rectory,” Solar Indusrry Journal, vol. 5, No. 1, 1994, pp. 54-76.
‘$ TElectrlc power Research Institute, “]ntegra[ed High-Concentration Photovoltaic Technology,” Technical Brief RP2~48!3256~ December
1993.
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The solar resource varies hourly, daily, seasonally, geographically and with the local climate. Understanding this variation is important in choosing the best location and orientation for solar electric (photovoltalc or thermal) systems, for determining the optimum size of the solar system and of the associated (if
any) storage system, and/or for matching the system output to the needs of the local utility, Detailed longterm records of insolation are needed for such evaluations
Sunlight at the Earth’s surface has two components direct or beam radiation coming directly from the
sun, and diffuse radiation that has been first scattered randomly by the atmosphere before reaching the
ground. Together, these are known as the total or global radiation. In general, direct radiation

IS

more sensi-

tive to atmospheric conditions than diffuse radiation heavy urban smog might reduce direct radiation by 40
percent but total radiation by only 20 percent Direct solar radiation

IS

shown in figure 1 and total radiation

in figure 2,

Average Daily Direct (Beam) Solar Radiation, 1961-90

b“

&

NOTE Direct solar radiation iS the sunlight that comes directly from the sun to the receiver Values shown here are for direct sunlight on
a surface always facing the sun—e g a surface that uses two axis tracking to follow the sun
SOURCE National Renewable Energy Laboratory 1993

—
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There are three general classes of solar collectors fixed, one-axis trackers, and two-axis trackers (figure 5-2) Fixed collectors are mounted in a fixed position and generally left there (although some may be
adjusted seasonally) The amount of light Incident on the collector then changes over the day and season

I

with the position of the sun relative to the orientation of the collector The specific orientation of the fixed
collector

IS

adjusted to optimize the energy received-for example, to maximize winter or summer after-

noon energy collection.
One-axis tracking collectors have one dlrection of movement—from east-to-west, for example—and so
can roughly follow the sun’s motion during the course of the day, but are not adjusted for the change in the
suns position during the course of the year (or wee-versa for collectors adjusted north-south) Two-axis
trackers can precisely follow the sun across the sky during the day and from one season to the next
Tracking collectors allow more direct sunlight to be captured per unit area of collector, but at a cost because
of the moving parts and more complicated mounts Whether or not a tracking collector

IS

worthwhile depends

on engineering and climatic factors, trading off the additional cost versus the value of the additional energy
collected

Average Daily Total Solar Radiation, 1961-90

NOTE Total solar radiation Includes the sunlight coming directly from the sun plus that which comes from the sky Values shown here
are for total solar radiation on a horizontal surface
SOURCE National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 1993
(continued)
L
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Concentrating collectors must use tracking because the optics need careful orientation wtih respect to
the sun. Use of concentrators, however, Iimits energy collection to direct radiation. Concentrators are therefore of greatest Interest in low humidity regions with relatively Iittle scattering of direct sunlight, such as the
U S Southwest. Some Iight

IS

also lost by absorption in or scattering by the concentrating mirror or lens.

Although the solar resource is diffuse, the land areas required for electricity generation are similar to
those for coal when mining

IS

included (see table 1-2 in chapter 1), and are modest compared to the total

U S land resource. For example, total U.S. electricity needs could be produced from less than 10 percent
of the land area of Nevada.

1

‘ John Thornton and Linda Brown, Pholovoltalcs The Present Presages the Future, ” The E/ecrr/c/~Journa/, Apr[l 1992, pp 34-41

—

take this risk. The Amoco/Solarex-Enron venture
is an intermediate step that would both scale production up to 10 MW/year by 1997 and rely on a
variety of tax supports to reach its cost goals. The
leap in scale to achieve low-cost manufacturing is
a very significant obstacle for PV manufacturers.
There are, however, a variety of high-value
niche markets, such as remote or distributed utilit y applications (see below), for which PVs can effectively compete today. This provides near-term
markets that can help scaleup manufacturing to
the levels ultimately needed to compete for longer
term bulk power markets. This perspective is becoming a key element of the PV industry strategy
for scaling up manufacturing.

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs
RD&D needs include further development in
many areas: current PV materials and designs, including multiple junctions and composite materials; new materials and PV device structures;
building-integrated PVs and other techniques to
lower support structure and other costs; advanced
manufacturing equipment; improved encapsula-

~Assumlng $6,000/kW ~n~ 25 MW of

tion technologies; lower cost and higher performance balance of system components; and better
grid-integration technologies. Advanced manufacturing processes are an important element of a
balanced RD&D portfolio. As demonstrated by
the past 15 to 20 years of high-technology competition with Japan, manufacturing processes are,
in many cases, as important as innovative devices.
Continued R&D is an essential component of any
PV development and commercialization strategy.
The PV industry, with total 1994 revenues of’
roughly $150 million,48 would not be able to fund
RD&D at the $75 million amount that it received
from the federal government in FY 94. Further,
the record has shown very few deep-pocketed
U.S. firms willing to support the long-term
RD&D needed, despite the enormous potential of
PVS. Foreign firms, however, have already purchased a number of U.S. PV firms (chapter 7) and
are likely to purchase other important U.S. PV innovations and firms should the opportunity arise.
Estimates of the net present cost to bring PV
technology to a competitive status versus conventional baseload equipment on an accelerated
schedule (over the next 15 to 20 years) range

PVS prodwe~. see “Worldwide PV Shipments Top 60 MWp; U.S. in had BuI Euro~ Catching

Up,” Solarlet/er, vol. 5, No. 6, Feb. 17, 1995, p. 53.

—
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A PV cell

IS

made by depositing layers of various materials so as to create an intrinsic (and permanent)

electric field inside When Iight strikes the material, It can free an electron from weak bonds that bind it
Once freed, the electric field then pushes the electron out of the PV and sends it through an external wire to
do work—for example, to power a Iight, refrigerator, or an industrial motor—before returning to the PV cell,
completing the circult
The development of PVs presents difficult engineering choices between making the cell more efficient
while keeping costs down. A number of technologies are used including thin-film flat plates, single crystal
and polycrystalline flat plates, and concentrator systems These follow a progression from lower efficiency/
lower cost to higher efficiency/higher cost. At

Efficiency of Photovoltaic Cells, 1954-94

the current state of technology, all these approaches provide electricity roughly the
same cost

/ GaAs

I

Thin film PVs use Iittle PV material—typical
thicknesses

Efficiency (percent)

30

of

the

film

are

4/100,000

of

25 I

/ “

an

inch thick or 1/1 00 of a human hair—on a lowcost substrate such as glass, metal, or plas-

20 {

I

tic Thin-film materials such as amorphous silicon (a-Si), copper indium dilselenide (CIS),
and cadmium telluride (CdTe) potentially offer
relatively high efficiency and easy fabrication
(see figure 1) The efficiency of CIS

IS

current-

ly at 164 percent, the highest of any thin film,
and stabilized large-area a-Si has reached
102 percent,2 A joint venture between Energy
Conversion Devices of Troy, Michigan, and
Canon of Japan

IS

constructing a manufactur-

ing plant in Virginia to produce this high-efficiency a-Si, for which costs are expected to
be 16¢/kWh in 1995, eventually dropping to
12¢/kWh

3

Crystalline and polycrystalline flat-plate
PVs of silicon are the most common and the
most mature type of PV Nonconcentrating cells
of silicon are now at 235 percent efficiency and
nonconcentrating cells based on gallium arsenide (GaAs) have reached 295 percent.4
‘ An excellent overwew of photovoltaic Issues IS provided by Ken Zwelbel, Hamessmg So/ar Power The Phofovo/fa)cs Cha//er)ge
(New York NY Plenum Press, 1990) a more recent and somewhat moretechrxcal review can be found n Thomas B Johansson et al
(eds ), Rer?ewab/e Energy Sources fo{Fue/and E/ecfriclty (Washington, DC Island Press, 1993) Atechnlcal introduction to PV SCI
ence IS given by Martin A Green So/ar Ce//s Operaflr?g Prlnclp/es, Technology and System App/(caffons (Englewood Cllffs NJ Prentice-Hall Inc 1982) For more detailed techn~cal information on photovoltatc technologies, see IEEE Photovoltalc Speclahsts Conference European Communty Photovoltalc Solar Energy Conference, and the Photovoltalc Science and Englneermg Conference Each
of these E held roughly every 18 months
2 Anthony Catalano NatloPal Renewable Energy Laboratory personal Communca!lon Mays, 1994
3

4

Jerry Bishop New SII con Cell Can Halve Cost of Solar Energy, ” Wa// SVeet Jouma/ Jan 19, 1994 p B5
Catalano op cIf footnote 2
(continued)
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Concentrator systems use low-cost mirrors or lenses 5 to focus light on a small, high-efficiency (but expensive) PV. Concentrator systems are more complex and are only able to use the direct component of
sunshine. On the other hand, sufficiently low-cost lenses can compensate for the higher cost and complexity of tracking systems; sufficiently high-efficiency concentrator PVs can compensate for the loss of diffuse
radiation and losses of light passing into and through the lens. Together, these can lower the overall cost of
electricity from PVs. Because concentrator systems are more complex, they generally will need to be
deployed in somewhat larger units than flat-plate PVs, which can be made use of in units as small as desirable.
Projected costs for photovoltaics are
shown in figure 2. In the near to mid-term,
these costs would make PVS competitive in a
variety of niche markets, gradually expanding
to important utility markets as costs continue
to decline in the longer term, There are several factors that suggest that PVs will be able to
meet these cost projections:
■

High efficiencies, PV cells under development have demonstrated efficiencies
sufficiently high to make these costs potentially achievable. Good progress has
also been made in translating laboratory advances into commercial products,
although the lag time is often five years
or more.

■

Alternative paths. There are numerous
alternative PV materials and manufacturing processes, as well as many system designs, providing confidence that
at least some technology and engineering paths will prove successful in reaching these goals.

5
Lenses are generally used w{th PVs while mirrors are
generally used with solar thermal systems The reason for
this ddference m approach IS that concentrating cells
need to be cooled m order tomamtam their high efficiency
Passwe cooling technologies are preferred due to their
slmpllclty, but these require large heat fms to allow effective convectwe heat transfer With a mrrored system,
these large heat fms would naturally lie between the sun
and the mirror, blocking some of the mcommg sunllght
With lenses, these heat fms naturally I!e behind the cell

o.

..

0.0
0.0’
0.0
0.0
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●

Low-cost materlas. Both thin-film and concentrator PVs use very small amounts of active electronic materials This minimizes the cost of production

■

Design studies Detailed engineering design estimates for the near to mid-term show that dramatic cost reductions are possible with just modest improvements in commercial products and
the advantages of mass productlon,6

●

Additional manufacturing cost reductions WiII include Improvements in polycrystalline ingot casting, improved sawing for slicing ingots; the development of ribbon technologies to improve handling of wafers and reduce silicon waste, Innovations to allow continuous deposition of thin film
PV layers; and various strategies for reducing the cost of solar-grade silicon

Environmental Impact
A variety of toxic chemicals are used in the manufacture of PVs, but emisslon of these toxics are routinely minlmlzed7 and PV production facilities pose Iittle risk for their surroundings Although some toxic
materials such as arsenic and cadmium are contained within some types of PVs, studies indicate that they
are well Immobilized within the cell and pose very Iittle threat to the environment 8 PVs also generate no
greenhouse gas emissions during operation, Overall, PVs are perhaps the most enbotonmentally benign of
all the renewable energy technologies

6 w J Stolte, “Englneerlng

and Economic Eva[uatlon of

central-station Photovollalc Power plants, ’ EPRI f+@ T~-101 ~ss De-

cember 1992 Dan[el S Shugar e! al Paclf[c Gas & Electrlc Co , Comparison of Solar Thermal Troughs with Photovoltalcs as a PG&E
Central StatIon Resource In the 1990s “ 1991 Yutaka Hayashl et al ‘Design OptIon for a Crystalline Slllcon Solar Cell “ Techn{ca/
Dlgesf of the /rrtematlona/ f’VSEC-5 (Kyoto Japan 1990), G Darkazalll et al “Sens[fwlty Analysls and Evaluation of Manufaclurlng
Cost of Crystalline S[llcon PV Modules paper presented at the 22nd IEEE Photovoltalc Speclallsfs Conference Las Vegas NV, October 1991, D E Carlson, Low-Cost Power from Thin-Film Pholovoltatcs “ Johansson et al (eds ) op clt footnote 1 J Wohlgerntith e!
al Solarex Corp ‘Cost Effectweness of High Efflclency Cell Processes as Applled to Cast Polycrystallme Sllmon ‘ n d and PaJ D
Maycock, personal communlcatlons, 1992 and 1993
7
P D Moskowlfz et al Safety A~alysls for the Use of Hazardous ProductIon Materials In Photovoltalc Appllcatlons Advances In
So/ar Energy VOI 8, Morton Prince (ed ) (Boulder CO American Solar Energy Society, 1992), pp 345-396
8 Kenneth Zwelbel and Rlchar~ Mllchell ‘CulnSe2 and CdTe scale-up for Manufacturing, ” A@ances /l? So/ar Energy, vOI 6 Karl
W Boer (ed ) (Boulder Co American Solar Energy Society 1990) pp 485-579
—.—

..—..——

around $5 billion to $9 billion (globally) for both
additional RD&D and commercialization supports. 49 Such estimates are based on rough extrapolations of the observed learning curve for PV and
other industries. Estimates of the return on R&D

——— —

.

specifically have not been possible, however, giv en currently available data.50 Although this is a
Significant expenditure, it is just one-fifth to onetenth that projected for the U.S. investment alone

@GD, Cody and T.J. Tledjc, “me potential for I.,J[i]i[y Scale Photovoltaic Technology in the De\eloped Work: ] 990-~~ 10, ” Enf’rg~’~fzd~~e
.E”n\’/ronmen(, B. Abeles e[ al. (cds. ) (River Edge, NJ: World Scientific Publishing Co., 1992); World Energy Council, Renmable Energy Resources, Oppor{un/tle~ and Constr~iint\ 1990 -2(?2(? (London, Englanc~: September 1993); and Robert H. Williams and Ch-ego~ Terzian, A
BenefitlCo.~[An{llj.\t Y {jfAccelcra[e~lD e\el<~pmenf ofPhorovolta[c Tecttno/~~gy, Report No. 281 (Princeton, NJ: Center for Energy and Environmental Studies, October 1993).
50 Kenne~ Richards, Dynamic Optimi:a[iotl Of (}le Photo~o/[aic C’c)nrnterc[ufi:a fion Proces> ( Washington, DC: Battelle, pacific No~west
Laboratories. June 30, 1993), p. 51 and following.
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to develop a prototype fusion reactor and determine the technical and commercial feasibility of
that energy resources.51

| Solar Thermal
Solar thermal electric plants use mirrors to concentrate sunlight on a receiver holding a fluid or
gas, heating it, and causing it to turn a turbine or
push a piston coupled to an electrical generator.52
Solar resources are described in box 5-6 and solar
thermal technologies are described in box 5-8.
The basic forms of solar thermal collectors are
shown in figure 5-2.

Some 354 MW of solar parabolic trough thermal powerplant capacity were installed in California’s deserts between 1984 and 1991, and
demonstrated increasing reliability and performance and decreasing costs with each generation.
The levelized cost of electricity for the most recent
generation of plant dropped to roughly 10¢ to
12¢/kWh, with expectations that the next generation plant could reach costs as low as 8¢/kWh.53
Further development of this type of solar thermal
electric system has been significantly delayed by
the bankruptcy of Luz, Inc., in 1991 (see chapter
6).54 This experience showed, however, that solar
thermal is a technically viable option and could
potentially be cost-competitive with many fossil
systems.
The Solar One Central Receiver55 similarly
performed well, achieving 99 percent heliostat
availability and 96 percent overall availability for
the entire powerplant. 56 Its energy production was
somewhat lower than predicted, however, and the
next generation system now in planning and development, Solar Two, has been designed to sidestep this problem.57 Advances have been made
and tested on direct-absorption receivers, heliostat design and materials, and other components.
Parabolic dish systems have also seen considerable advances, including the development of
stretched membranes dishes, advanced receivers,
and long-lived stirling engines. Small 7 kW systems are now being developed by Cummins Pow-

S I U.S. Congress, OW1ce of Technology Assessment, The Fusion Energy Program: Next Sreps for TPX ad Alfernure Concepfs. oTA-Bf’ET1- 141 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Offke, February 1995).
Sz]n sc}rne cases, the so]ar heated fluid or gas may

pass through a heat exchanger and heat a separate fluid or gas that

actually turns the

turbine.
~~ ~is Includes Cotiring with natural W
54 For a history of why Luz went bank~pt,

See h41Chae] LO[ker, Barriers To Commercialization of Lurge-Sca[e Solar

~/t’CtIV’City: Lessons

Lcurncdjiwm (he Lu: Experience, SAND9 I -7014 (Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratory, November 1991); and Newton Becker,
‘The llemise of Luz: A Case Study,” Solar Today, January/February 1992, pp. 24-26.
55 Thjs system was Commjssjoned

in 1982 and shut down in 1988.

56 Richard g. Diver, “Sol~The~a] pOWer: Technical ~ogress! “ in Progress In Solar Energy Technologies andApplicafions: An Authoritafl~e /ie\’IeIt’ (Boulder, CO: American Solar Energy Society, January 1994).
slpowe~ ~eneratlon by solar me was lowered in large pm due to passing clouds causing the generator 10 trip Off-he. In solar TWO* this is
being avoided primarily through the use of molten salt thermal storage, which will provide energy through disruptions by passing clouds.
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er Generation, a subsidiary of Cummins Engine
Company, in a joint venture with DOE/Sandia National Laboratory and are slated for commercialization in 1996.
Parabolic trough and central receiver systems
are generally large-scale systems, typically 50 to
200 MW, and so will be operated much as conventional large-scale fossil plants are today. Parabolic
dish systems can be operated in small units and
can then be used in remote or distributed utility
applications (see below); larger dishes could be
operated in large-scale grid connected systems.
All of these systems can be operated as hybrids.
most often using natural gas to supplement and
extend the solar energy that is collected. This is
particularly important for extending power output
into evening peak hours.
The solar thermal electric industry consists of a
mix of large and small firms. Luz, a relatively
small independent firm, was the primary developer of parabolic trough systems until its bankruptcy. Unable to interest utilities in buying turnkey
projects, L UZ turned to manufacturing, developing, and operating parabolic trough systems itself,
with financing from large institutional and corporate investors. Following the bankruptcy of Luz,
the investors formed or contracted separate operating companies to maintain and operate the
plants at Kramer Junction, Daggett, and Harper
Lake, California. Although much interest has
been expressed around the world in developing
additional parabolic trough systems, with a number of feasibility studies under way, no firm commitments have yet been made.59
Central receivers have been primarily supported by large firms such as Bechtel and Rockwell International, although some small firms
such as Advanced Thermal Systems have also
played roles. Currently, central receiver development is proceeding through the 10-MW Solar Two
project, cost-shared between DOE and a number
58

of utility and other partners, including Southern
California Edison, Sacramento Municipal Utility
District, Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power, Idaho Power Company, Pacific Gas and
Electric, Electric Power Research Institute, and
Bechtel. At least three firms-Bechtel, Rockwell
International, and Science Applications International—are developing a joint business plan for
commercializing 100- to 200-MW central receivers in the late 1990s.
Dish stirling systems are now receiving considerable support from large companies such as
Cummins Engine, Detroit Diesel. and Science
Applications International, as well as by small
firms such as Solar Kinetics, Accurex, and Industrial Solar Technology. There is a significant industry commitment, cost-shared with the federal
government, to commercializing this technology.
Cummins Power Generation, a subsidiary of
Cummins Engine, has been developing a smallscale (7-kW) parabolic dish system since 1988;
commercialization is planned in 1996. Under the
Utility-Scale Joint-Venture program, Science Applications International and others are developing
a 25-kW dish system that is expected to produce
power at 6~/kWh; commercialization is planned
for 1997. Some 56 dish systems will be manufactured and demonstrated at U.S. utilities under this
program.

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs
RD&D needs include better materials and lifetimes for stretched membrane mirrors and other
optics, improved selective surfaces, advanced receiver designs, long-lived and high-efficiency
stirling and other engines, and improved control
systems. Much of this RD&D is focused on basic
materials issues beyond the scope of individual
firms now developing solar thermal systems.

58 Hamrln and R&r, op. cit., footnote 7.

59countne$ ~umently examlnlng the feaslbl]lty of Ini(a]ilng parabolic trollgh p]ants, wi[h \(]n]~ :l]]cad~ applying fi~r WOT ]{] B;IIIA \t]pFort,
include: India, Iran, Israel, Mex ice, Morocco, and Spiim. David Kearney, Ke:irnej and A\wciates, personal communication, Au:. 24, 1994.
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Solar thermal systems are typically categorized by the type of collector used parabolic trough, central
receiver, parabolic dish, and solar pond, ’
Parabolic trough systems currently account for more than 90 percent of the world’s solar electric capacity. These systems have long (100 meters or more) trough-shaped mirrors with a tube at the focal line along
the center The trough tracks the sun’s position in the sky. The tube is clear glass with a black metal pipe
carrying heat-absorbing fluid down the middle. To minimize heat loss from the black absorbing pipe back
to the outside, the pipe has special coatings (selective surfaces) that reduce the amount of heat it radiates
and the space between the absorbing pipe and the glass tube is evacuated to prevent heat conduction by
air molecules. The fluid heated in the pipe

IS

then pumped to where it can either indirectly (through a heat

exchanger) or directly expand through a turbine to generate electricty. The potential of solar troughs IS
Iimited by the relatively low concentration ratios and receive temperatures (400 oC or 750o F) that can be
realized, Ieading to relatively low turbine efficiencies,
Central receivers have a large field of mir-

Cost Projections for Solar Thermal

rors l known as heliostats, surrounding a fixed
receive mounted on a tower. Each of the heliostats Independently tracks the sun and focuses light on the receiver where it heats a
fluid or gas This fluid or gas IS then allowed

Cost of electricity ($kWh)
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to expand through a turbine, as before, Key
technical developments have been the devel-

0.06+‘

opment of stretched membrane mirrors to replace the glass and metal mirrors previously

0.04-

used. 2 The stretched membrane consists of a
thin sheet of highly reflective material (plastic)

0.02-

held in a frame and curved to the desired
shape. 3 They weigh much less than the glass

o

and metal mirrors used previously, saving ma-

2000

~

terials and reducing the weight on and the
cost of the supporting frame. Stretched membranes have been developed that hold up well

‘ Solar pond systems use a large shallow pond with a
h[gh density of dissolved salt to absorb and trap heat at
the bottom, \hey do not use concentrating mirrors An extenswe network of tubes then circulates a special fluld 10
absorb this heal The fluld then expands and turns a turbine Because of the very Iowtemperatures revolved, typically around !300C, solar pond systems are necessarily
very low ef’hctency and require extenswe piping networks
to capture the heat absorbed Solar @rids also use huge
amounts of water, perhaps 30 Ilmes that of a conventional
powerplanl Thelrcosts are Ilkelytoremam high fortheforseeable future and their appllcahons are likely to be llmlted, tk ny WIII not be considered further here DOE funding
for solar ponds was termmated m 1983
2

Some are exammmg mwror systems conslstmg of, for example, plastic membranes and glass reflecting elements
The space behind the stretched membrane IS typically partially evacuated, I e held at a lower air pressure, so that the alr pressure outside pushes the membrane into a curve that focuses the hght
3
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to gusty winds, but overall Iifetimes are still short (5 to 10 years), the reflective coating

IS

easily scratched,

and effective low-cost cleaning techniques could use further refinement The design of the receiver is also
undergoing extensive research, with much of the emphasis on molten salts as the working fluid. The molten
salt would provide thermal storage to allow better matching of system output to utility needs and to carry
system operation through brief passing clouds Central receivers achieve temperatures of typically 650°C
(1 ,200oF)
Parabolic dish systems use a large dish or set of mirrors on a single frame with two-axis tracking to
reflect sunlight onto a receiver mounted at the focus, Most commonly, a free piston stirling engine is
mounted on the receiver, but hot fluids can also be piped to a central turbine as in the parabolic trough and
central receiver systems Current research

IS

focusing on lowering the cost of the mirror systems through

the use of stretched membranes and to Improve the reliability and performance of the stirling engine. 4
Stirling engine Iifetimes of 50,000 hours (about 10 years) with little or no maintenance are needed and are
being developed.5 In comparison, the typical automobile engine must have minor maintenance every 250
hours or so, and a major overhaul perhaps every 2,500 hours. 6 Parabolic dishes can achieve the highest
temperatures (800oC or 1,500oF) and thus the highest efficiencies of concentrating solar thermal systems

I

Parabolic dish systems currently hold the efficiency record of 31 percent (gross) and 29 percent (net) for
converting sunlight into electricity

7

All of these systems concentrate the sunlight to increase the operating temperature of the absorbing
fluid and thus increase the efficiency of the turbine or engine that

IS

driven, Concentration works only with

the direct beam component, so regions with clear, dry air—such as the American Southwest—are preferable, although operation in other climates is possible

8

Central receiver and parabolic dish systems have higher concentration ratios than solar troughs, and
therefore the potential to achieve higher efficiencies and lower costs for generated electricity Projected
costs for solar thermal technologies generally are shown in the figure and are expected to be competitive
with fossil systems in a variety of applications in the mid- to longer term.

Environmental Impact
Solar thermal technologies can potentially impact the environment in several ways, including affecting
wildlife habitat through land use, using large amounts of water in arid regions, or releasing heat transfer
fluids or other materials into the environment, Proper siting and controls can minimize these potential impacts Natural gas cofiring produces nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide emissions, but these emissions
would be proportionately less for a solar thermal hybrid than for conventional fossil fuel use alone Overall
environmental impacts appear to be quite low

I
4
Charles W Lopez and Kenneth W Stone, “Design and Performance of the Southern Callforma Edison Stlrllng Dish, ” So/ar Engineenng, VOI 2 1992, pp 945-952, and Graham T Reader and Charles Hooper, Sflr/mg Engines (New York, NY E & F N Spon 1983)
5
Pascal De Laqull Ill et al “’Solar Thermal Electrlc Technology, ” Renewab/e Energy Sources for Fue/s and E/ecfrnfy Thomas B
Johansson et al (eds ) (Washington DC Island Press, 1993)
6 For an automobile, an 011 change every 7,500 miles corresponds to 250 hours of operation, assuming an average 0Peratln9

speed of 30 mph Smlarly a major overhaul every 75,000 miles corresponds to 2,500 hours of operation
7 Wllllam B Sllne, Progress In Pacabo/lc D@ Techno/og~ SERl/SP-220-3237 (Golden, CO Solar Energy Research Instlfute, June

I

1989)
8 For example a dl~h stlrllng

pr~)ect has b e e n

operated n Lancaster peflnsylvanla tO

pump water see “solar Thermal pOWer

Generation Is Viable n the Northeast .So/ar /ndusYy Jouma/, VOI 3, No 4, 1992, pp 14-15
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| Wind
1. PARABOLIC TROUGH

2. CENTRAL

RECEIVER

Tower
3. PARABOLIC

DISH
Receiver or
engine/receiver

Concentrator
reflective
surface

Wind energy systems use the wind to turn their
blades, which are connected to an electrical generator. Wind energy resources and technologies are
described in box 5-9.
Wind technology improved dramatically during the past decade. Costs for wind-generated
electricity were reduced from over $ l/kWh in
1981 to 5¢ to 6¢/kWh today, with the best plants
now coming in as low as 4.3¢/kWh on a real levelized basis in areas with high-quality wind resources. 60A number of factors contribute to these
gains, including: advances in the design of wind
turbine blades (15 to 30 percent energy gain); advances in and cost reductions of power electronics
(5 to 20 percent energy gain); improved designs
and materials to lower operations and maintenance costs; and better understanding of wind energy resources and siting needs. More than 1,700
MW of wind capacity were installed in California,
where more than 1.5 percent of all electricity consumed is now generated by the wind---enough
electricity to supply all the residential needs of
one million people. Worldwide, a wind capacity
of 3,200 MW is now connected to electricity
grids. 61 wind systems are now poised to enter
large-scale markets in many areas. Recent U.S.
commitments include Northern States Power for
425 MW, Lower Colorado River Authority for
250 MW, and Portland General Electric for 100
MW.
Wind systems provide intermittent power according to the availability of wind. Small, standalone wind systems, often backed up with battery
storage, can be used in a variety of remote applications. Large wind turbines can be sited individually, or more commonly in “wind farms,” and
connected to the electricity grid. The extent to
which wind power can offset other electricitygenerating capacity then depends on its match

b(~e N~fiem s[~[es POwer 25-Nw projec( now on]ine costs 4.7g/kWh and the Sacramento Municipal Utilit~ District system 4.3@/kWh.
Randy Swisher, American Wind Energy Association, personal communication, May 1994.
~1 Gerald W. Br~un and Don R. Smiti, “Commercia] Wind Power: Recent Experience in the United States,” Annual Ret’iew Of Ener&Y Und
[he En}’ironment, vol. 17, 1992, pp. 97-121.
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Three key factors distinguish wind energy

Cost Projections for Wind Energy

resources the variation in the power of the
wind with its speed, the variation in available
wind speeds at a given site over time periods
ranging from seconds to months, and variations in wind speed with height above the
ground. These have Important implications for

0.08
I

wind turbine design and operation.
The power available in the wind Increases
with the cube, i.e. V3 , of the wind speed Because of the factor V3 , wind turbines must
handle a huge range of power. From the
speed at which the turbine reaches its rated
power to the speed at which the turbine is

2010

2000

2020

2030

stopped (cut-out speed) to prevent damage,
the power in the wind Increases by typically
more than

SIX

times This variation in wind

power with wind speed has led to the development of a variety of techniques to aid efficient collection of power at low speeds and to
Iilmit and shed excess wind power from the
turbine blades at high speeds. Because the
wind rarely blows at very high speeds, building the wind turbine strong enough to make
full use of high winds iS not worthwhile,
The sensitivity of wind power to wind
speed also requires extremely careful pros-

NOTE The cost of wind-generated electricity has dropped from over
$1/kWh in 1981 to as low as 4.3¢/kWh in 1994, andS iexpected to continue to drop to 3¢ to 4¢/kWh for a large range of wind resources by 2030
The shaded range encloses most of the expert estimates reviewed, with
all estimates put in constant 1992 dollars and, where necessary, capital
cost and other estimates converted to ¢/kWh using discount rates of 10
and 15 percent (with 3 percent inflation) High and low values developed by the Department of Energy are shown as *
SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, based on U S Department of Energy, “Renewable Energy Technology Evolution Rationales ‘
draft, October 1990, Thomas B Johansson et al (eds. ), Renewable Energy Sources for Fuels and Electricity (Washington, DC Island Press
1993), and John Doyle et al Summary of New Generation Technologies
and Resources (San Ramon, CA Pacific Gas and Electric Co , 1993)

pecting for wind sites. A 10-percent difference in wind speeds gives a 30-percent difference m available wind power.
Wind speeds can vary dramatically over the course of seconds and minutes (turbulence), hours (diurnal variation), days (weather fronts), and months (seasonal varilatlons), The best Iocations are those with
strong, sustained winds having Iittle turbulence Finding such Iocations requires extensive prospecting and
monitoring
Although the power output of any particular wind turbine will fluctuate with wind speed, the combination
of many wind turbines distributed over a geographic area will tend to smooth out such fluctuations. This
“geographic diversity”

IS

an Important factor in system Integration. On the other hand, in a large array of

wind turbines—a “wind farm"—the Interference of one wind turbine with its neighbors must be taken into
account by carefully spacing and arranging the turbines.1
Winds also vary with the distance above ground level, this

IS

known as “wind shear” Typically, winds at

50 meters will be about 25 percent faster and have twice the power as winds at 10 meters. The cost-effectivess of tapping these higher winds iS then a tradeoff between the cost of the higher tower and the
additional power that can be collected.

—

1 Michael J Grubb and Nlels I Meyer “Wind Energy Resources Systems, and Regional Strategies Rer?ewab/e Energy
Sources for Fue/ and Electriclfy Thomas B Johansson et al (eds ) (Washington, DC Island Press, 1993)
f’contmued)

I
—
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Wind shear places great stress on turbine blades. For a rotor with a diameter of 25 meters and its center (hub) 25 meters off the ground, the variation in wind speed with height above the ground will result in a
nearly 50-percent variation in wind power between the top and bottom of the rotor arc. This, plus the effects
of gravity, wind turbulence (gusts), the “tower shadow” on down-wind turbines, and other factors, severely
flexes and thus stresses the rotor during every revolution. Over a 20- to 30-year Iifetime, the rotor will go
through perhaps 500 million such stress cycles.2 This is a level of stress that is virtually without equal in
humanmade systems, and poses severe requirements on rotor materials and blade design,3
Locations with favorable wind resources in the lower 48 states are shown m figure 5-3. The plains states
have a particularly large available wind resource, with the potential to generate 1.5 times as much electricity

as is currently consumed in the United States. Large wind resources have also been found in many

other countries.4

Technology
Wind turbines take two primary forms defined by the orientation of their rotors the familiar propeller
style horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) and the less common vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT).5 The
HAWT accounts for over 93 percent of the Installations in California.
Turbine blades must manage the very high levels of stress, described above, while efficiently collecting
energy; they must do so with long lives and at low installed cost. To meet these demanding criteria, designers have turned to innovative designs6 and materials for the turbine blades. Researchers at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, for example, have developed a new family of blade designs that produce
an overall 30-percent annual energy gain compared to conventional blades and are relatively unaffected by
roughness due to dirt and bugs, yet automatically Iimit rotor peak power at high winds much more effectwely than conventional blades.7 Composite materials such as fiberglass and wood/epoxy now account for
most rotor blades currently in use in California,8 and researchers are Iooking to advanced materials for
blade construction.g

2 Based on a 4,~.hour

Operation per year, a rotational speed of 35 or 70 rpm For example, N (70 rpm)*(60 minutes/
=

hour) *(4,000 hours/year)* (30 years) = 500 m[lllon
3 Natlona[ Research Council, Assessment of Research Needs for Wmd Turbine ~O(Or Maferla/s TeChf_IO/OCJy (Washington, Dc
National Academy Press, 1991)
4
SIralegles Unllmlted, “Study of the Potential for Wind Turbines In Developing Countries, ” March 1987 TheIdentlfled countries
Include Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombla, Costa Rica, India, Kenya, Pakistan, Peru, Sn Lanka, Tanzania, Uruguay, Venezuela,
Zambia, and Zimbabwe, Callforma Energy Comrnwon, “Renewal [SIC] Energy Resources Market Analysis of the World, ” CEC
P500-87-015, n d , p 34
5
FloWmd E currently working on an advanced VAWT with DOE and has prototypes under test at Tehachapl, CA
6 Rotor blades fyplcallytake avarletyofforms They maybe ng[dwlth aflxed pitch (fixed onentatlon), butwlfh a srxaallydesgned

blade shape to Ilmlt how much energy they capture fromthewlnd They may have a variableplfch, Inwhlch the blade E rotated along
Its long axrs In order to change the blade orientation with respect to the wind and thus Ilmlt energy capture They may be teetered, m
which the rotor hub IS allowed to rock up or down sllghtly m order to reduce stress on the drwetram They may have ailerons butlt m, hke
flaps on an alrplanewlng, to control them More advanced forms may use small holes In the surface of the blade through which alr can
be blown to control the aerodynamics of the blade Each of these has certain advantages and disadvantages m terms of complexity,
cost, performance, stresses, excess vlbratlon, and other factors Alfred J Cavallo et al , “Wind Energy Technology and Economics, ”
In Johansson et al (eds.), op cit , footnote 1, and National Research Council, op clt footnote 3
7 J Tangier et al , ~easuredandfJred/c@ Rotor Petiorrnance torthe SER/Advanced Wmd Turbine f3/acfes (Golden, CO National
Renewable Energy Laboratory, n d ), and J Tangier et al SER/Advanced Wmd Turbine B/ades (Golden, CO National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, February 1992)
8 Gerald W Braun and Don R Smtth, “Commercial Wind Power Recent Experience mthe Unted States, ’’Annua/Rev(ewof Energy
and [he Environment, VOI 17, 1992, pp 97-121

g National Research Council,

Op Clt , fOOtnOt13 s
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A particularly Important development iS the use of advanced electronics to convert variable frequency
power0 10 into a constant voltage and frequency for the electricity grid. Developed and marketed for largescale wind turbines in the United States by Kenetech-U. S. Windpower—they received an R&D 100 award in
1993 for this technology—and others,11 such systems reduce the cost of wind-generated electricity in two
~•

ways Variable-speed systems have a higher conversion efficiency at a lower wind speed and maintain it
over a broader wind speed range, allowing more wind energy to be captured. They also greatly reduce the
stresses on the rotor and drivetrain---allowmg them to be downsized and cutting their capital costs and
maintenance

requirements.

The capital and operations and maintenance costs for large grid-connected wind turbines have been
dropping steadily throughout the 1980s. The capital cost of large turbines has already dropped to as low
as $850/kW

12

The best wind turbines in California achieve a 97-percent availability Capacity factors de-

pend on the wind at the site, but some are as high as 40 percent.13 Projected electricity costs are shown in
14
the figure; these are potentially highly competitive.

Environmental Impact

1

Large land areas are required for siting wind farms, but the turbines, access roads, and related equipment rarely take more than 5 percent of the actual land area. The remainder can continue to be used for
farming, ranching, or other purposes with little or no change Land values have substantially Increased in
Altamont pass in California due to the additional income generated by royalties from the wind turbines
Noise was a problem with some early windmill designs. For the current generation of windmills, the
noise problem

IS

often no longer significant, in Denmark, for example, regulations Iimit windmlll-generated

noise at the nearest dwelling to less than that found inside a typical house during the day A single 300-kW
wind turbine can meet this standard when sited just 200 meters from the home, 30 such machines would
need to be sited 500 meters away.

15

Bird kills due to hitting the rapidly turning rotor blades have been a problem in some areas, including
Altamont pass where raptors have been killed Some studies have concluded that these bird kills are substantially less than those from high voltage transmission Iines, radio and TV towers, highway collisions with
cars, or other such hazards.16 Nevertheless, bird kills are of ongoing concern and efforts to understand
and reduce this problem are under way
In some areas, particularly those with a high scenic value, the visual impact of wind farms may also be

1

a concern

I
10 Current turbine designs flx the rate of rotation of the rotor to a speclflc speed corresponding tO the 60-cycle frequencY of the

!

utlllty grid
11 such systems have been used In Europe for several years and have been used on Small wmd turbines In the Unlfed States and
elsewhere for more than a decade Paul Glpe “W[ndpowers Promismg Future, ” /ndependenf Energy January 1993 pp 66-72
12 Dale Osborne, Kenetech Inc , personal Communlcattofl, Mar 22, 1993
13 The Whlfewater HIII site outsl~e Palm Springs reportedly has a capacity factor of 40 percent Randy Swisher, American Wind
Energy Assoc[atlon, personal communtcatlon, May 23, 1994
14 Al Cavallo, [n Johansson et al (eds ), OP Clf fOOtnOte 1
15 Michael J Grubb and Nlels I Meyer, “Wind Energy Resources, Systems, and Regional Strategies, ” In Johansson et al (eds ),

I

op clt footnote 1
16A J M van VJl]k et al World Energy Councll( Study Group on Wmd Energy, “Wind Energy Status, COn5tralfltS and OppOrtUfllhes,” sixth draft, July 1992, and Paul Glpe, Paul Glpe and Associates, “Wind Energy Comes of Age m Cahfornla “ n d

—..—.
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with the utility load and potential complementary
combinations with other generation resources. Selecting wind sites with good matches to the utility
load and gathering wind over a wide geographic
area or combining it with other intermittent RETs
(iRETs) such as solar may substantially smooth its
variability.
The wind industry was strongly driven during
the early to mid- 1980s by the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act, federal and state tax credits,
and by California Standard Offer 4 contracts. Initially, with extensive tax benefits available, proj-

ects were often financed through third-party
limited partnerships; following the reduction in
tax benefits, support has been provided more by
institutional investors in non-recourse project financing (see chapter 6).
By one estimate, more than 40 wind energy developers installed turbines between 1982 and
1984. 62 The number of developers has gradually
decreased over time, with about two dozen now
active at some level, and six--Cannon Energy,
F1oWind, Kenetech-U.S. Windpower, New World

62 Wllllams ~d po~er, op. cit., footnote 6. Note [hat some estimates of the number of manufacturers and developers active at some level

vary widely and are generally much higher. For example, some estimate that more than 50 manufacturing companies and 200 development
companies were involved in wind development in the early 1980\. See Hamrin and Rader, op. cit., footnote 7, p. B-27.
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Power, SeaWest, and Zond—accounting for about
three-quarters of total installed wind capacity in
the United States.63
The number of manufacturers has also decreased over time, with just one large U.S.
manufacturer—Kenetech-U .S. Windpower—and
several smaller manufacturers/project developers—including Zond, FloWind, Cannon Energy,
and Advanced Wind Turbines—now producing or
developing utility scale turbines. 64 Small standalone turbines are produced by firms such as
Bergey Windpower, Northern Power Systems.
and World Power Technologies. bs
Of all the wind turbines installed in the United
States 66as of 1990, some 40 percent were imported. The decline in the value of the dollar,
however, is making it more difficult for European
and Japanese firms to compete in the U.S. market.
Several large firms such as Boeing and General
Electric participated in the early development of
very large turbines (up to 4.5 MW) sponsored under DOE, but then left the industry as these turbines encountered significant technical problems,
federal support was cut back, and energy prices
dropped. Some large firms, such as Westinghouse,
are now becoming active again in the wind industry, and considerable interest has been expressed
by the aerospace industry. Kaiser Aerospace, for
example, recently entered an agreement to
manufacture turbines for Advanced Wind Turbines, Inc.
With increasingly competitive electricity markets and the shift toward competitive bidding
(chapter 6), wind turbine manufacturers and developers require much greater capitalization and
marketing depth/skill to survive. Many in the industry, such as Kenetech-U.S. Windpower, Zond,

FloWind, and Cannon Energy, have responded by
becoming increasingly vertically integrated, with
the same firm manufacturing turbines, and developing and operating projects. Others. such as
SeaWest and New World Power, have more extensively tapped outside sources of capital.

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs
RD&D needs have been identified and discussed
above, including ongoing wind resource assessment and improving the ability to forecast winds:
improved materials for turbine blades: advanced
airfoil design: improved towers; advanced computer models of wind turbine aerodynamics, particularly of wind turbulence and unsteady flows:
and smart controls. The required expertise in basic
materials and aerodynamic modeling is beyond
the scope that is currently feasible by the wind industry.
The DOE wind R&D program is focused on
joint ventures with industry to improve existing
installations, develop advanced wind turbines,
and upgrade the technology base through applid
research. Initiatives include: the Advanced Wind
Turbine (AWT) Program, a collaboration with
utilities to evaluate state-of-the-art hardware and
facilitate its deployment; the Utility Integration
Program, which addresses concerns of grid integration; the Collaborative Wind Technology
Program, which provides for cost-shared research
with industry in the design, development, testing,
and analysis of operational problems of current
turbine technology; the Value Engineered Turbine
Program, which focuses cost-shared efforts with
industry on re-engineering or remanufacturing of
conventional turbine configurations: and the Ap-

63 Randall Swisher, Am~ri~an Wind Energy Ass~ciati~n, persona] communication, Aug. 25, ] 994.
64 o~ers include Atlantic Orient, Wind Eagle, and Wind Harvest.
65 For a more ~omp]ete Ilstlng of ~lnd indu~tu fi~~, see American Wind Energy Association, Membership ~ireclory (Washington, IIC:
I 994).
66 &jward T,c ]ng, Attorney a[ Law, in ]e[ter to ~borah Lamb, Trade counsel, senate

percentage ha~ not significantly shifted since 1990.

committee on Finance, May 24, i 991. Note that this
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Agriculture
Pumping water for livestock or agriculture
Electric fences
Instrumentation

Rural homes or communities
Powering Ilihts, appliances, and communications equipment
Water heating system circulation pumps

Communications
Telephone systems, including cellular phones and emergency call boxes
Remote fiberoptic Installations
UHFA/HF radio and TV repeaters

Infrastructure
Parking lot and street lighting
Highway and railroad sign and signal Iighting
Cathodic protection of e.g., bridges, pipelines
Navigational aids e.g., beacons, buoys, Iighthouses, tower warning Iights
Environmental monitors e g , meteorological, water level, and environmental quality

Transmission and distribution equipment for electric and gas utilities
Sectionalizing switches
End-of-feeder support
Dynamic thermal rating sensors
Pipeline flow meters and valve actuators
Medical and health care (remote medical clinics)
Refrigerators and freezers for vaccines and other medical supplies
Equipment for sterilizing medical Instruments
Improved Iighting
Backup power and emergency communications

.SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1995

plied Research Program, to develop the fundamental design tools for advanced wind turbines.

RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS
Three different renewable energy systems are examined here. These are systems for remote applications, utility applications where large-scale
renewable energy plants are integrated into the
grid, and distributed utility applications of smallscale RETs.
| Remote Systems
Even relatively expensive renewable energy
technologies can be cost-effective today in a variety of remote—at a distance from the existing
electricity grid—applications (table 5-1 ). Their
cost-effectiveness in particular applications is de-

termined by the extent to which they reduce the
use of fossil fuels that have to be hauled in at considerable expense or avoid the installation of costly transmission lines to provide power from the
electricity grid.
These remote applications are a high-value use
that is beginning to provide an important early
market for RETs. Remote applications provide
manufacturers a means to develop a distribution
and maintenance infrastructure, important information about how best to design and market
products for a particular area and application, and
a network of contacts and loyalties. Similarly, remote applications provide users the opportunist y to
test these technologies; train personnel; gain early
technical, managerial, and operational experience; and build confidence in the technology. For
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example, remote app ications have been the primary market for developing the PV industry and
have provided much valuable experience for both
producers and users.
Improved understanding of the structure of the
market for remote applications is very important
in order to map an evolutionary path for the development of corresponding renewable technologies.
For example, for a particular RET at a specific
price: how large is the market and what are the key
market opportunities; what factors determine the
purchase of a particular RET (such as a PV lighting system); and what productivity gains and financial returns might be realized by using a
particular RET (such as for agricultural water
pumping)? Increased analytical effort is necessary
for these factors to be adequately understood and
an effective national strategy for remote applications—particularly in developing countries—to
be developed. Given the limited resources of most
renewable energy firms, public-private collaboration may offer a useful means of proceeding.
Remote applications require complete energy
systems, which provide electric power (and energy services) when it is needed and in the form
needed—at the specified voltage, current, and
quality 67 of power required by the application. In
contrast, many of the individual technologies described above, particularly the solar and wind
RETs, provide alternating current (ac) or direct
current (de) at some voltage-depending on the
particular technology—when the resource is
available. The form of power and the time when it

67 High. qua ]jt y ~wer has ~ nearly sinusoi~a]

is avai able may not match the application requirements.
Renewable energy systems typically consist of:
1 ) a RET to gather the energy resource and generate electricity; 2) a power conditioning unit to
convert the electricity to the desired current (dc or
ac), voltage, and quality needed for the application: 3) backup equipment (i.e., storage such as
batteries or a generator such as a diesel engine68)
to provide power when the renewable resource
(such as wind or sun) is not available; and 4) control equipment to do all of this safely and efficiently.
The design and cost of these system components depend on the specific application. A PV
water pumping system may need little or no backup while a PV lighting system may operate completely off battery storage.
Three primary considerations determine the
relative size of the backup (storage or other) capacity: 1) the timing and size of the powerdemand
(the load curve); 2) the availability-day-night,
weather-related (cloudy or windy days), or seasonal-of the resource (intermittence); and 3) the
acceptable risk of not having power (the reliability). These factors are interrelated.
Remote loads can be served either by extending
transmission and distribution (T&D) lines from
the existing electricity grid or by onsite generation. 69 Grid extension is a large fixed investment
that is relatively insensitive to the load and that increases with distance .70 In contrast. the cost of re-

$Ing]e-frequency (i.e., 60 Hz) waveform (with few harmonic frequencies); little varia[ion in

average voltage; no voltage spikes or switching transients (sudden changes in the voltage waveform due (o the switching of certain power electronic devices in the power conditioning unit); or other deviations. High-quality power is important to prevent damage to equipment; to prevent
interference with communications, computer, or other equipment; and to ensure efllcient operation.
~~ Renewable \ystems coupled with conventional engine generators are usually called hybrid systems.
69 See, e,g,, J,E, Bigger and E.C. Kern, Jr., ‘“ Earl J,, Cost- Effective Photovoltaic Appl i cations for Electric Utilities,” paper presented at Soltech
90, Mar. 21, 1990, Au\tin, TX; and M. Mason, “Rural Electrification: A Review of World Bank and USAID Financed Projects,” background
paper for the World Bank, April 1990, p. 27.
70 Most of the cost in Putting the system into place is in the power poles, labor, right-of-way, and so forth. In a particular case, typiCally less
than roughly 10 percent of the total cost is determined by the wire or the transformers-i. e., the load-carrying capability.
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site. Consequently, for a range of conditions a particular RET will have lower total costs to generate
electricity y.
In many cases, hybrids consisting of a RET and
battery storage system backed up with an engine
generator can be considered. This can reduce the
need to oversize the RET and battery storage to
handle extended periods without any renewable
energy input, improves reliability, and reduces the
high cost and unreliability of transporting large
quantities of fuel to the site for a generator alone.
These alternatives-T&D extension or on-site
generation by engines or renewable systems--can
be compared in several ways, as shown generically in figure 5-4. The cost and performance tradeoff
100,000 between these alternatives is determined by the
load, the distance to the site, and a host of other
factors. Estimation of the cost and performance of
specific remote power projects must include site-

:ost ($/kWh)

1

mote generation is little affected by distance from
the grid and scales directly with the load. For a
particular load, at some distance+ ailed the
break-even distance—the cost of grid extension
exceeds that of remote generation.
Onsite generation is most commonly done
today by a small diesel or gasoline engine coupled
to a generator. This technology has a relatively
low initial cost, is widely available, can be
installed anywhere, and uses a familiar technology. It is dependent on fossil fuel, however, which
may be difficult and expensive to transport to the

0.1

1

10
Distance of T&D extension (km)
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specific factors and current RET costs using one
of the many computer packages or design handbooks available.71 System reliability depends on
the local renewable energy resources, the RET,
and its backup, compared to the likelihood of
T&D lines being downed, or to the reliability of
both the engine generator and the fuel transportation infrastructure.

Industry
The PV industry relies almost exclusively on remote applications for its sales (chapter 7). Segments of the windpower industry, such as Bergey
Windpower, Northern Power Systems, and World
Power Technologies, also concentrate on remote
markets and have numerous turbines in the field.
Similarly, some solar thermal firms see remote applications as an important market opportunity and
are specifically developing RETs for this market.
An example is the 7-kW dish stirling system being
developed by Cummins Power.
| Utility Systems
RETs have unique characteristics that present
both problems and opportunities when integrated
into an electricity grid. These include intermittence, power quality, site specificity, and modularity.
Intermittence
Use of intermittent renewable resources—such as
solar and wind energy-offsets fuel use by conventional generating technologies. In addition,
iRETs can reduce the need for conventional gener-

--0.05

0.5
Distance of T&D extension (km)

NOTE At high levels of power demand and ‘or relativelyshort distances
from the utility grid, T&D grid extension can be the lowest cost option
conversely at low levels of power demand and/or longer distances from
the utility grid a stand-alone RET such as a PV system can be the lowest
cost option The upper line assumes a high cost of grid extension
($1 5,000/km) and a low Installed cost foraPVsystem($6000/kW), the
lower line assumes a low cost for grid extension ($7,500/km) and a high
Installed cost for a PV system Parameters are the same as in figure A
SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1995

ating capacity. The factors that determine how
much reduction is possible include:72
| The match between the renewable resource and
the local utility peak loads. Good matches,

such as PV or solar thermal matching summer
air conditioning demands,73 have higher capacity value.

71 See,.
e ~,, pho[ovo][alc Design As~is[ance Center, Srand-A/one Photmcdraic Sv.rtems: A Handbook of Recmnmerrded Design praclices,
SAND87-7023 (Albuquerque, NM: Sandia National Laboratories, November 1991 ). The National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden,
CO, I\ al~o developing such tools.

72 See, e.g., Yih-hue] Wan and Brian K. Parsons, Fac!ors Rele\ant to Utility Integration of lnrerrnittent Rene\\ablc Technologies, NREIJ
TP-463-4953 (Golden, CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory, August 1993); Michael J. Grubb and Niels I. Meyer, “Wind Energy: Re\ource\, S} ~tem~, and Regional Strategies, ” in Johansson et al. (eds. ), op. cit., footnote 3; Henry Ken y and Carl J. Weinberg, ‘“Utility Strategies
for U\ing Renewable,” in Johansson et al. (eds.), op. cit., footnote 3; Adrianu$ Johannes Maria Van Wijk, Utrecht University, “Wind Energy
and Electricity Production,” 1990; and M.J. Grubb, “The Integration of Renewable Electricity Sources,” Ener~y Policy, September 1991, pp.
670-688.
TS AS stmctures ~d their sumoundlngs tend to warmup over a period of time, peak air conditioning loads occur in the aftemOOn, generally
after the peak solar resource, and also depend on the humidity.

5
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m

The level of iRET penetration into the grid.

■

High levels of penetration may tend to saturate
their potential capacity value.
Geographic diversity. Gathering renewable energy over a large area can moderate local fluctuations and increase capacity value.

■

The match between different renewable energy
resources. Wind and solar, for example, may

complement each other in some areas and provide capacity value that individually they could
not.
The extent to which an iRET can offset conventional capacity helps determine its economic attractiveness. Some utility planning models and
policies, however, may not fully credit the iRET
with potential capacity savings. Although further
study of the capacity value of iRETs is needed,
there are many cases today where a reasonably accurate value can be determined.
The variability of intermittent renewable may,
in some cases, complicate utility operations by requiring greater cycling up and down of conventional generation equipment (load following) in

order to meet demand. (See box 5-3 for a discussion of utility operations.) This may require operation of conventional equipment at lower (and
less efficient) loads in some cases and may increase wear and tear. The same factors as above—
the match with the load, penetration level,
geographic diversity, use of complementary resources, and others-can all influence the amount
of cycling necessary. Experience with wind farms
in California has shown that the electric utility
system can operate normally when 8 percent of the
system demand is met by wind.74 Further, some
modeling suggests that intermittent could provide much higher fractions of utility capacity
without causing difficulties. 75 Improved understanding of these factors will be very important.
The intermittence of wind and solar can be
moderated or circumvented by using natural gas
or other fuels or stored resources (such as hydropower, compressed air, and batteries) to provide
backup power. Solar thermal parabolic trough
plants in California, for example, use natural gas
backup to provide dispatchable peaking power.76
Other combinations include natural gas hybrids
with biomass or geothermal, biomass cofired with
coal, and wind coupled to compressed-air energy
storage or pumped hydro. The feasibility and costeffectiveness of these or other hybrids depends on
the particular case.
At high levels of penetration, the intermittence
of some RETs may complicate utility planning
and operations, but it is a challenge that utilities
are familiar with in form if not in degree. Utilities
now deal with a variety of plants using different
resources—such as coal, oil, gas, nuclear, hydro,
and municipal solid waste—with varying availabilities—for example, from baseloaded nuclear to
gas peaking. Utilities have well-developed procedures for ensuring system reliability and efficiency with the current wide mix of resources and
generation technologies.

74 wan ~d parsons, op. cit., footnote 72.

75 Kelly and Weinberg, op. cit., footnote 72.
lb me ~mount of natural gas [}lat cm be used is limited by Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act regulations.
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Power Quality
Concerns have been raised that renewable energy
equipment could disrupt the quality of power provided by the electricity grid. These problems have
largely been overcome. For example. some older
RETs, particularly wind turbines, used induction
generators, resulting in large reactive power77 that
can create problems on the electricity grid if not
adequately corrected.78 The current generation of
variable-speed wind turbines avoids this problem
and can actually reduce the amount of reactive
power on the grid.
Some RETs, particularly PVS and advanced
variable-speed wind turbines, use electronic power conditioners to convert dc or variable frequcncy
ac to 60 Hz ac power. Early generations of equipment to do this could cause unwanted harmonics,
switching transients, or other power quality
problems that could reduce efficiency, shorten
lifetimes of equipment, or interfere with communications and computer equipment. Extensive
experience at a number of sites in the United
States and other countries has shown that welldesigned equipment can avoid these problems.79
With a large penetration of RETs into the grid,
particularly small distributed units, power flow
could be reversed in some segments from the
direction originally intended. This can potentially
cause problems with equipment protection devices; these may need to be modified or replaced
over time.
In some cases, RETs distributed throughout a
electricity grid can continue to generate power
even when the primary power from the central sta-

tion is lost (such as when a power line is down).80
This poses potential safety problems to utility
workers trying to repair downed power lines that
they do not expect to be energized (or raises costs
if they have to work on live lines), and it poses potential equipment problems when the downed
lines are reconnected.
Site Specificity
Renewable have mixed impacts on electricity
transmission and distribution requirements due to
their highly diverse nature. Renewable installations such as geothermal, biomass, solar thermal,
and wind are often tens of megawatts to 100 MW
or more in size and are often located at a distance
from populated areas. To transport the power they
generate to load centers may require a long transmission line extension just to reach an existing
transmission line as well as upgrading the transmission system. Developing T&D systems for
RETs can significantly raise overall costs. In contrast, although coal or nuclear plants may be located at a distance from their load center, they can
often be located to minimize additional T&D
costs.
Further, for iRETs such as wind or solar thermal, the T&D system will operate at a relatively
low-capacity factor-carrying little power for extended periods when there is little wind or sunshine. but sized for the full rated power generated
when winds or sunshine are strong. These low-capacity factors raise the relative T&D costs for
these systems. In some cases, backup with other

77 Reactive power, in this case, is ~au~ed b} the ~rea[i~n and col]apse of magnetic fields in the induction generator as It generates 60-cycle
power.
78 Conectlon i \ r~~di ] ~, done, for C,xanlp]e, by Uiing large bilnks of capaci torf. There i~ [I cost associated with this. however.
79 John J, ~lura, “Rc\i&ntl~] Photo\ Oltai Cs. “ in Ptwto\c)l(u[ts: iVeII Oppor(unific \ for U[ilifie.j, DOE CH 10[)93- 1 I 3 (Washington, DC:

U.S. Department of Eherg~, July 1991).
xc) In [he longer [erlll, this mav . IX a de~irable ch~rac[eri~tic ai it could impro) e the rclitibility of proi iding power [0 customers in that area,
even with the rnfiin power cut off.
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generation systems or with energy storage sys(ems g] may be cost-effective in raising these low
T&D capacity factors.
In contrast, small-scale renewable such as
small wind, PVs, and dish stirling can be widely
dispersed within the utility service area and may
then be able to reduce peak loading on the T&D
system, increasing reliability and reducing T&D
investment and other costs (see below).

Reliability
Renewable may have mixed impacts on system
reliability. The often smaller size of renewable
generating units, such as biomass, geothermal,
and wind, compared with conventional coal, nuclear, or other units, could increase reliability because loss of a small unit poses less of a threat to
the system. Similarly, very small units distributed
throughout the utility service area (see below) can
potentially increase reliability. On the other hand,
iRETs may, in some cases, increase cycling of
conventional equipment and thus raise the likelihood of reliability problems, at least until these resources and their integration into the electricity
grid are better understood and until automatic dispatch incorporating intermittent renewable is
well developed.
The relatively small, modular size and rapid
installation times for many RETs also means that
capacity can be added as needed rather than in
large lumps as with conventional powerplants.
This can reduce the risk of building a large powerplant, beginning many years in advance, that may
or may not be needed when the plant is completed.
Advanced gas turbines and fuel cells, however,
also provide the advantage of modular, relatively

small units and are substantially eroding this advantage of renewable.
|Distributed Utility Systems
In the conventional utility, power is generated at
central locations and is transmitted to users
through long-distance transmission lines, substations, and distribution lines. In recent years, utilit y
systems have increasingly included smaller scale
( 10s of MWs) generation by nonutility generators.
The distributed utility (DU) concept82 would
take this trend substantially further, spreading
very small generators (kWs to MWS) throughout
the utility T&D system. In the DU, the central utility is still likely to provide a large share of the
power as well as ensure overall system integrity.
The distributed generation equipment will provide important supplemental and peaking power.
Potential generators include PVS, dish stirling,
wind systems, and other RETs at sites-depending on the technology—such as rooftops, local
substations, and transmission rights-of-way. Engine generators or fuel cells, perhaps fueled with
natural gas, may be strong competitors for these
DU applications.
The DU concept is based on several simple, but
important issues:
T&D is a growing share of the total cost of utility systems due to increasing costs such as for
rights-of-way and construction, and declining
construction of baseload plants.
| T&D systems are often substantial] y underutilized most of the time, operating only briefly at
high loads83 (see figure 5-5). Sizing T&D systems to handle these brief periods of high demand is expensive. Locating small generators
■

~ 1 A .J .Cava]]o et a]., center for Energy and Environmental Studies, Princeton University, “Baseload Wind power from the Great plains fOr
Major Electricity Demand Centers,” March 1994.
82 me distributed Utl]ity concept has ken examined extensively in Electric Power Research Institute, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, and Pacific Gas and Electric, “Distributed Utility Valuation Project,” August 1993; RR. Barnes et al., The Integrurion ofRene]t’able Energy
Sources in/o E/ecwic PowerDi.~rribulion Systems, 2 VOIS., ORNL-6775 (Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, June 1994); and Electric Power Research Institute, Ad~ancemerrts in Integrating DMS and Distributed Generation and Storage into T&D Planning: Proceedings
from rhe Third Annual Workshop, EPRI TR-104255 (Palo Alto, CA: September 1994).
83 In pm, this may ~ due to zonin g regulations as they tend to concentrate similar loads—residential, commercial, industrial-in the same
areas.
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close to demand may reduce peak loads on the
T&D system, improving capacity utilization.
This is particularly important where peak loads
are approaching T&D capacity limits. In this
case, investment in local generation might
cost-effectively allow a delay in upgrading the
T&D system.
Most (perhaps 95 percent) customer service
problems-outages and power quality--occur
not at the generating plant but in the distribution system. Distributed generation may reduce
these problems with substantial economic
benefit. 84
Environmental and other regulatory constraints,
such as siting, are increasingly significant for
conventional powerplants in some areas. These
constraints may be less for many small, environmentally benign RETs.
For these and other reasons, interest is growing
in the distributed utility as a potentially useful tool
for improving overall utility cost and performance. Following analysis of the potential of distributed generation, 85 Pacific Gas and Electric
(PG&E) installed a 500-kW PV plant near Fresno,
California, as part of the PV for Utility Scale Applications (PVUSA) project. The plant was intended to generate energy, contribute capacity
value, delay investment in substation equipment,
and improve system reliability. Initial field data
have confirmed a value of at least $2,900/kW of
86
installed PV capacity. Other utilities have calculated values for DU equipment ranging from less
than $2,000/kW to more than $ 10,000/kW at vari-

1

NOTE A typical local T&D system carries a high load for only very short
periods of the year For example, the figure here shows that the local
T&D system may carry a load 60 percent or more of its maximurn capacity for just 10 percent of the year corresponding to rare peak demands
such as due to air conditionmg loads during summer heat waves In
contrast, the overall generation system carries a much higher load
throughout the year The low capacity factor of the local T&D system
opens the opportunity of using distributed generation to meet the rare
peak loads and thus reduce the investment necessary in the T&D system
SOURCE Joseph J Ianucci and Daniel S Shugar, “Structural Evoltion
of Utlity Systems and Its Implications for Photovoltaic Applications, ” paper presented at the 22nd IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference,
Las Vegas, NV, 1991

ous

sites.

87

In comparison, a typical coal-fired

central station powerplant has a capital cost of
roughly $ 1,500/kW.88 Thus, the value of distrib-

— .~~ Narain G. Hlngorani and Karl E, Stahlkopf, “High Power Electronics,” Scien/ijc American, November 1993, pp. 78-85; and A.P. Sanghvi, Elec[ric Power Research Institute, “Cost-Benefit Analysis of Power System Reliability: Determination of Interruption Costs,” Report
EL-6791, 3 VOIS., April 1990.
X5 D.S. ShugM, “photovo]taic~ in the Uti]ity Distribution System: The Evaluation of System and Distributed Benefits,” paper presented at
the

21st IEEE PV Specialists Conference, Kissimmee, FL, May 1990.
~~ ~e]lmlnary data show a plant peak power availability of 82 percent, annual and peak load reductions in power output losses of 5 Percent

and 8 percent, a four-year extension of transfomner life, and a 12-year extension of transformer load tap changer life. Other potential benefits
now being evaluated have a predicted value of an additional $3,000/kW. See Paul Maycock, “Kerman Grid Support Plant Provides Twice the
Value of Central PV,” PV New’s, vol. 13, No. 6, June 1994.
87 ,,~onomlc Evacuation of pV-Grid Suppon is Changing,” Solar lndusrry Journal, Srd quafier~ 1994.

~~ Note that this cost is not exactly Comparable as it does not include fuel costs and ceflain other factors.
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A grid-connected PV powerplant in California.

uted generation equipment can be much higher
than that of central station powerplants. This
creates a potential high-value market niche for
technologies such as PVS that can be used in distributed generation applications.
PG&E and others have done subsequent analyses to identify promising areas for installing PVS
for DU grid support, and the potential appears tobe quite large. 89 For example, the Utility Photo
voltaic Group estimated the market for distributed
PV capacity at more than 8,000 MW at an installed price of $3,000/kW.90
Many questions remain, however, about how to
plan, build, interconnect, and operate such a system while maintaining reliability and performance. Similarly, little is known about the range
of conditions for which the DU might be economic, or how to find and evaluate such opportunities.
Screening, planning, and evaluation tools need to
be developed, particularly with sufficiently fine
detail to capture the technical and financial benefits and costs of DU technologies on the local level
while still providing a sufficiently broad scale to

evaluate systemwide effects. Much technical
development is also needed, such as hardware,
software, and communications equipment for automating the DU. Field demonstrations are needed to validate these analyses and technologies.
It may also be possible to use intelligent controls to integrate PV or other RET power generation with the use of household appliances such as
air conditioners and with the local electric utility.
Some household appliances might be controlled
by how much renewable energy was being supplied. If a passing cloud cut off PV output, certain
appliances could also be shut down temporarily.
Such devices could be easily integrated at low cost
into adjustable-speed electronic drives now entering the household appliance market.91 The development of standard protocols among appliance
and other manufacturers is needed for such control
systems to be developed and widely implemented.
Such intelligent controls would also provide valuable demand-side management (DSM) capabilities to the local utility.
Recent work on the DU concept has been motivated, in part, out of interest in the potential of
RETs. Space at urban substations is at a premium,
however. RETs such as PVS maybe less practical
at some of those sites than compact energy storage
and generation systems—particularly if these systems are only operated for short periods during the
year to reduce T&D system peak loading. Rooftop
PV systems scattered throughout the area maybe
desirable for high-penetration levels of DU systems.

OVERCOMING BARRIERS
The use of RETs for the generation of electricity is
growing, but further action is needed to bring

89 power distribution areas were exanlined, first (O dete~ine where there was a good match between the local load ~d the local solar resource and, second, to determine which of those areas are at or near their T&D capacity limits. These screens selected areas in PG&E’s service
territory with some 120 MW of load. Daniel S. Shugar et al., “Photovoltaic Grid Support: A New Screening Methodology,” Soiar Today, September/October 1993, pp. 2 I -24.
~o “DOE ~d (J[i]ities,” NREL: PV Working wi/h /ndus(ry, fall 19% P. 1.
~ [ Salnuel F, ~a]dwtn, “Energy -Efficient Electric Motor Drive Systems, “in Thomas B. Johansson et al. (eds. ), EIectriciry: Eficien/ End-Use
und NW Generatwn Technologies, und Their Planning Irnplicurion.s (Lund, Sweden: Lund University Press, 1989).
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RETs into widespread use and must be tailored for
particular classes of RETs.92 This section discusses ways to make RETs more cost-effective
and to encourage their use.

| Research, Development, and
Demonstration Needs
Opportunities for RD&D in individual technologies as well as in remote, utility, or distributed
utility systems are briefly sketched above. Overall, no insurmountable technical barriers have yet
appeared that might prevent RETs from maturing
into broadly competitive energy resources, but
much RD&D remains to be done.
Federal RD&D funding for RETs has increased
over the past several years, after a decade of declining and/or low budgets. Most of this support is focused on developing the technologies themselves
and, in a few cases, improving associated manufacturing technologies. Additional support for highpriority RD&D of these technologies, balance of
systems equipment, and manufacturing technologies could allow more rapid development.
Few utilities have been actively involved in the
RD&D or commercialization of RETs.93 The total
RET R&D budget for the Electric Power Research
Institute was just $9 million in 1993—2.8 percent
of its budget.94 EPRI did, however, provide important continuity in funding for RETs during the
1980s when the federal government cut back.
More recently, pressure to generate near-term results has forced EPRI to reduce its longer term
RD&D portfolio in areas such as PV.

92 Technologies [hat are relatlve]y immature

Demonstration programs have often been oneof-a-kind and generally limited to very low-cost
systems. Necessarily larger scale systems. such as
integrated biomass gasification advanced gas turbine systems, solar thermal central receivers, and
others have had a difficult time obtaining private
or public support due to their size and cost. For example, development of advanced bioelectric systems might typically progress from the R&D
phase to a $1 O-million pilot demonstration unit, to
a $50-million engineering development unit, to a
$200-million pioneer plant, followed by commercialization. The level of public support could be
reduced at each stage, but would still be substantial even for the pioneer plant. However, such
demonstrations are essential to eventual commercialization.
Private cofunding of such demonstrations is a
key element to their eventual success. Utilities,
however, may be discouraged by state regulators
from trying new technologies as this could risk
ratepayer funds. In response, some have proposed
that a “safe harbor” be provided utilities that
choose to experiment with and invest in RETs so
that they can be assured of recovering their costs
as long as they have acted responsibly. Currently,
utilities face numerous risks—technical, financial, regulatory—in developing RETs. Even with
the most careful management of a new technology
program, the utility may face cost disallowances.
Such risks may seriously constrain a utility’s ability and willingness to try new technologies. Safe
harbor rules would provide a mechanism to allow
such experimentation .95

primarily require RD&D. Premature commercialization might fail to reduce costs sufficiently

to attract a large market, and strand the technology at high costs with insufficient revenue to adequately support further development.
93 Detailed reviews of difficulties in considering renewab]es within the utility framework are provided by National Association of Regulator-y Utility Commissioners, Committee on Energy Conservation, Subcommittee on Renewable Energy. ‘“RcnewabIe Energy and Utility Regulation,” April 10, 199 1; and Hamrin and Rader, op. cit., footnote 7.
94 Electric power Research Institute, “Research, Development & Deli\ery plan 1993- 1997,” January 1993.
95 David Moskovi[z, “Renewab]e

tute, July 1992.
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Increasingly competitive electricity markets,
particularly the possibility of retail wheeling,96
may make such alternatives as safe harbors more
difficult to develop (see chapter 6). For example,
some argue that ratepayer-funded RD&D may be
anticompetitive because it may strengthen utilities vis-a-vis independent power producers that
have no such access to ratepayer funds.97 Independent power producers, however, are investing
very little in RD&D. Electricity sector restructuring also appears to be significantly reducing
RD&D. The California Energy Commission, for
example, estimates that RD&D in advanced-generation technologies by California Investor
Owned Utilities will decline 88 percent in 1995,
compared with 1993; overall RD&D will decline
by 32 percent compared with 1992.98 Alternative
RD&D funding mechanisms may therefore be
needed to ensure the long-term technological
vitality of the electricity sector.
Regardless of how they are supported, demonstrations of these technologies are very important.
Relative to conventional technologies, data on cost

and performance, experience, and siting of RETs is
not adequate. For example, there are no commercial-size, advanced biomass gasification pkmts on
which utility executives can “kick the tires. ” They
are not necessarily biased against these technologies, they simply have no experience.
R&D is also needed on full-fuel-cycle energy
efficiencies and environmental impacts for various conventional and renewable technologies (see
chapter 6). Some of this has been done99 and could
be usefully extended.

Manufacturing Scaleup
key challenge to large-scale RET production
and use is needing a large market to scaleup production and thus lower costs, but needing low
costs to develop a large market. Manufacturing
scaleup and the resulting economies of scale and
learning have been widely observed to reduce the
cost of new technologies. ] W
Several recent analyses of PV production for
various periods between 1965 and 1992, for ex-

~b Retai] wheeling is the theoretical process of a]]owing individuals the opportunity to purchase their electricity frOm partlCUIN utilities or
independent power producers, thus allowing them to shop around for the lowest price or for other features that they value. This is often crudely
characterized as similar to the individual customer’s ability to shop around for a long-distance telecommunications company. In fact, retail
wheeling of electricity is not well defined and cannot be described by so simple an analogy. For a discussion of these issues, see, e.g., The Elec/riciry Journal, April 1994, entire issue; Richard J. Rudden and Robert Ho]mich, “Electric Utilities in the Future, ” Fm-[nighr/~’, May 1, 1994, pp.
21 -25; and Public Utili[ies Commission of the State of Cal ifomia, Order /nstImIinq Rulemaking and Order /nsfi/uring /n~’e.~(iga/ion (San Francisco, CA: Apr. 20, 1994).
97 See, e.g., public Uti]ltles Commission of the State of California, Division of Ratepayer Advocates, “Report on Research, Development,
and Demonstration for Southern California Edison Company General Rate Case,” Application No. 93-12-025, March 1994, pp. 3-3 to 3-4.
~~ California

Energy Commission, Resfr-ucfuring

and /he Fu/ure of Elec[riciry RD&D, Docket

No.

94-EDR- I (Sacramento, CA: Jm. 31.

I 995).
W see, e.g., Marc Chupka and David Howa~h, ReneV%ab/e L“lectric Generation: An As.~e.s.\ment of Air

pd/Ull<)n pre~’enlic)n p~tenllal.

EPA/400/R-92’ 005 (Washington, DC: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, March 1992).
1 [~1 See, e.g., Ernst R. Bemd[, The Pracllce Of EC.onornetricS: classic and Contemporur~’ (Reading. MA: Addison-Wesley publishing CO.,
199 I); and Linda Argote and Dennis Epple, ‘“Learning Curves in Manufacturing,” Science, vol. 247, Feb. 23, 1990, pp. 920-924. Indeed, failure
to reali~e expected economies of scale and learning in new coal and nuclear plants during the past several decades has been a significant source
of difficulty for the electric utility industry. P.L. Joskow and N.L. Rose, “The Effects of Technological Change, Experience, and Environmental
Regulation on the Construction Cost of Coal-Burning Generating Units,” Rand Journal of Economic. i, vol. 16, No. 1, spring 1985, pp. 1 -27;
George S. Day and David B. Montgomery, ‘bDiagnosing the Experience Curve,” Journal of Marketing, vol. 47, spring 1983, pp. 44-58; and
Martin B. Zimmerman, “Learning Effects and the Commercialization of New Energy Technologies: The Case of Nuclear Power,” The Bell
Journal of Economics, vol. 13, No. 2, autumn 1982, pp. 297-310.
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ample, found that every cumulative doubling of
production reduced real costs to roughly 80 percent of the previous value. 101 This effect could
have a significant impact on PV markets. For example, if projected business-as-usual PV market
growth rates of about 15 percent were realized, the
global PV market would be about 1 GW/year in
2010, [f the 80 percent progress ratio continued
over this period. the cost of PV-generated electricity would then be about 10¢kWh. In contrast. if
the market were to grow at an accelerated rate of
35 percent per year, the global market in 2010
would be 18 GW and, with the same 80 percent
progress ratio, the cost of PV electricity y would be
6.5¢/kWh. By one estimate, the additional cost of
such an accelerated development strategy would
be about $5.4 billion (1992 dollars) for additional
RD&D and market support.102 Other estimates
range from $5 billion to $9 billion (see above).
Such a strategy might have significant environmental, international competitiveness (see chapter 7), and other benefits.
Simply producing more PVs, however, will not
necessarily lower costs at an 80 percent progress
ratio. RD&D in technologies, systems, and
manufacturing to achieve such cost reductions
would be fundamental to any accelerated development strategy.
The PV Manufacturing Technology Project, a
joint venture between DOE and industry, is intended to reduce PV manufacturing costs. DOE
support for PV manufacturing improvements is
$19 million in fiscal year 1995.

| Resource Assessment
Renewable resources have several defining characteristics, including site specificity, intermittence, and intensity. These factors. their implications,

and strategies for dealing with them are discussed
above and in chapter. 103
Although resource data are being developed.
additional efforts could provide valuable information for potential users. Of particular interest is
more detailed information on site-specific resources, geographic variation for individual resources. and regional correlations between
resources. Further development and dissemination of analytical tools that can make effective use
of this data may also be of great interest to those
considering using RETs, particularly for determining the capacity value of iRET resources, and
the impacts of iRETs on utility system operations
and on T&D requirements. Analytical tools for
forecasting renewable resources are also needed.
| Commercialization
Several strategies for helping develop markets in
parallel with manufacturing scaleup were listed in
chapter 1, including developing market niches,
aggregating purchases across many potential customers, and more aggressively pursuing international markets (chapter 7). One perspective of the
market opportunities for PVs is shown in tigure
5-6, developing gradually from remote systems,
to grid support, peaking, and finally bulk power.
Market development paths for other RETs could
differ.
Remote markets are of particular near- and
mid-term importance for several RETs, including
small wind systems, PVs, and small solar thermal
powerplants. Developing these markets offers the
opportunist y for substantial scale up in manufacturing volume and thus will significantly influence
the evolution of these technologies. Additional research is needed to better understand the remote
power market, including specific applications,

1~1 1 ~c ~,aluci (, f this Progresj ratio were 80, s 1, and 81,6 percent, depending on the period examined. See Richards, op. cit., footnote 5~;
Cody and TiedJc, op. cit., footnote 49; and Williams and Tcrfian, op. cit., footnote 49.
lfj~ wil]lam~ and Terzian, op. cit.. footnote 49.
[[)~For example. \lte \Fclfjclt) requirci extcllil~e ]ong. ternl resource evaluation ~d the &Ve]~prneD[

Of appropriate analytical tools such

as geographic information systems. Intermittence} can be addresied by collecting the energy o~er a larger geographic area, combining the resource w lth other complernenwy reiources, or fomling h} brids with other generation technologies (e.g., fossil, hydm, biomass) and or storage.
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their number and value, and how to best develop
them.
Grid support (distributed utility) also offers a
substantial near- to mid-term opportunity, but remains poorly understood. Better analytical tools
are needed that can screen for such opportunities,
and more detailed analysis is needed to determine
the full value of these applications. RETs such as
PVs are likely to face significant competition for
these grid support markets from fuel cells, diesel
engines, and other fossil-fueled technologies.
Peaking and bulk power represent huge markets, but are also more competitive. Fossil power
technologies are advancing and will remain strong
competitors (box 5-1 ). To be competitive, RETs
may need to be appropriately credited for their actual capacity value, environmental benefits, ability to lower fuel cost risks, and other advantages,
as well as charged for their disadvantages

compared with fossil fuels. Electricity sector
planning models currently in use may not be easily adaptable to these or other aspects of RETs,
such as their often small capacity increments or
T&D requirements. Case-by-case inclusion of
these considerations for RETs in the planning
process may carry high overhead; better analytical
tools are needed to allow consideration of these
factors with minimal cost and effort.
Many of DOE’s market conditioning initiatives
are implemented through joint venture project activities. Joint ventures, as well as project activities
with decision makers and organizations representing PV target market sectors, are the major focus
for translating RD&D activities into market impact. Through its joint venture activities, DOE has
demonstrated willingness to share risk with those
that invest in current technology at present-day
prices while committing to high-volume, lower
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cost product purchase in the future. Developing
relationships with stakeholders in this way is anticipated to lead to significant cost reductions
while strengthening the market base for suppliers.
In 1992, the Electric Power Research Institute,
the American Public Power Association, the Edison Electric Institute, the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association, and approximately 40
utilities formed the Utility Photovoltaic Group
(UPVG) to promote early commercialization of
photovoltaics. In September 1992, DOE agreed to
provide up to $800,000 for the first 18 months of
UPVG’s activities. UPVG and DOE have started
TEAM-UP (Technology Experience To Accelerate Markets in Utility Photovoltaics), a $500-million (two-thirds privately financed) joint venture
to purchase 50 MW of PV over six years.
The PVUSA project is a field test of large PV
installations intended to demonstrate the viability
of PV systems in a utility setting. PV-BONUS is a
DOE program that was recently funded as a public-private effort to develop cost-effective PV
products, applications, and product-supply and
product-user relationships in the buildings sector.
This sector is expected to be another steppingstone to the bulk power market and holds promise
of becoming a substantial market in its own right.
Phase I is a concept development stage, requiring
a minimum 30-percent cost share by the private
participant, and up to $1 million is expected to be
provided for preliminary market assessment and
product development tasks and evaluation in this
phase. Phase II will include product development
and testing, and Phase III will be field demonstration and performance verification. Overall program funding will require 50-percent cost-sharing
by private participants. Total DOE support for
market conditioning activities is $35 million in
fiscal year 1995.
Many people, including policy makers at the
state and federal level, are unaware of how rapidly
the performance and cost-effectiveness of many
RETs are improving, the magnitude of the locally

available renewable resources, or the practical aspects of system design, integration, and finance.
For rapidly advancing technologies such as wind
or PV, data two or three years out of date may be of
little value. The lack of information has been a
particularly serious problem at the state regulatory
level where the embryonic renewable energy industry has not had the resources to present its case.
Most public utility commission staffs tend to be
small and have often not been able to collect
and
104
keep current the necessary information. Equally important is providing a credible independent
source of information to balance the excessive
claims of some renewable energy advocates. The
decline in federal support for renewable energy
during the 1980s reduced the dissemination of
relevant information in an appropriate format.
Initiatives to support RET commercialization
must take into account change occurring in the
electricity sector (see chapter 6). Restructuring
and greater competition may entail unbundling of
services, thereby opening a variety of market
niches such as grid support. On the other hand,
separation of generation from transmission and

1 ~4 National ,4ssocia[ion Of l?egu{atorv . U[lli[} Commissioners, Committee on Energy Conservation, Subcommittee on Renewable Energy,
Rerre\\able Energy’ and UfIIIr} Regula[/on (Wa~hington, DC: Apr. 10, 1991 ),
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distribution may impede identification and use of
such distributed applications. The net effects of
these opposing forces are unclear.

POLICY OPTIONS
Support for the technical development of RETS in
the electricity sector has been provided for some
two decades and has contributed significantly to
the dramatic improvements in the cost and performance of many RETs over this period.
Federal RD&D in RETs has increased in recent
years (see table 1-4 and figure 2 in appendix l-A)
after declining in the 1980s. The focus of present
RD&D efforts is primarily mid- to longer term
RD&D, with some support for public-private,
cost-shared commercialization activities. This
will allow more rapid technical development of
RETs than would occur without federal support,
but RET contribution to U.S. electricity supplies
(now about 11 percent, mostly from hydropower)
is likely to remain a relatively small proportion of
the total over the next 15 years. During this period,
however, this support will help provide the technical foundation for more rapid expansion of RETs
after 2010. Total nonhydro RET electricity generation is projected by the Energy Information
Administration (EIA) to increase from about 46
billion kWh in 1993 to 112 billion kWh in
2010. ]05 Such estimates are highly uncertain,
however, and could be far too optimistic or pessimistic depending on the public policies chosen in
the next few years. For example, a focused publicprivate effort to develop bioenergy crops in order
to offset farm supports could encourage the development of perhaps two to three times as much generation capacity as is currently projected by EIA
for 2010.
Reductions in RD&D supports for RETs could
save some federal outlays in the near term, but are
likely to significantly reduce the rate of development of these technologies. As noted above, the
RET industry is too small to support this level of

I05u,s. ~ptiment of Energy, Energy
January 1995).

Infoma[ion ,4dminis[ration,

RD&D itself, and many potential outside partners
are reducing their RD&D investments, particularly for longer term, higher risk technologies such as
many renewable. Slowing these programs significantly risks both losing important international
markets to foreign competitors and the sale of innovative U.S. RET firms and technologies to
these foreign concerns. If RD&D supports must
be reduced, it will be important to protect core
RD&D activities including public-private partnerships to demonstrate technologies.
Strategies that would allow additional cost-effective applications of RETs to be captured sooner
are outlined below. Adoption of such strategies
could help strengthen U.S. manufacturers in international markets (chapter 7), allow a more rapid transition to nonfossil forms of energy should
global warming or other factors make this necessary, and diversify energy supplies and reduce exposure to the risk of any future fuel cost increases
(chapter 6). However, these strategies would require greater federal outlays, depending on the
particular policies pursued. Many of these activities are relatively low cost and have potentially
high leverage. These include resource assessment,
much R&D, the development of design tools and
information programs, and standards. Demonstration programs are generally higher cost, but
should be leveraged—as should many other activities—with public-private partnerships. The activities discussed below, for which DOE would
have prime responsibility at the federal level, are
likely to be particularly effective: whatever strategy or budget level is selected, ensuring the maximum contribution from RETs in the future will
depend on choosing policies with the greatest leverage.

Resource Assessment
Renewable resource assessment and the development of appropriate analytical tools is essential for potential users to identify attractive

Annual Energy Outlook, 1995, DOEYEIA-0~83(95) (waSh@m ~:
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opportunities. The FY 1995 appropriation for
solar resource activities is $3.95 million—up
from the FY 1994 level of $2.2 million. This increase in funding will allow an expansion of the
resource monitoring network, the development
of a more comprehensive database, and support
data integration and geographic analysis.
Additional monitoring sites could improve understanding of how large the resources are, how
they vary at specific sites and between different
sites, and to what extent different resources—
such as sun and wind—may be complementa106
ry. In turn, this data and appropriate
analytical tools might be used to determine
iRET capacity values, improve utility planning
and operations with iRETs, and provide other
benefits.

Research, Development, and
Demonstration Programs
R&D. Overall program budgets for RD&D are

listed by RET in table 1-4. These supports have
increased from the low in 1990 of$119 million
to a FY 1995 level of about $331 million. ’07
(Half of this increase occurred in 1991 and
1992 following the Bush Administration’s development of the National Energy Strategy. )
When this funding is spread across the full
range of RETs, however, these programs continue to be substantially constrained. Support
for high-leverage R&D opportunities could be
directed to particular RET technologies, balance of system components, hybrid systems,
system integration, and RET manufacturing
technologies, as discussed above.
Demonstraticns. Demonstrations of larger
scale systems, particularly bioenergy, geothermal, and solar thermal central receiver systems,
have not been possible even though they would
have been smaller than many fossil fuel systems that have been funded in recent years.

■

Such demonstrations have been and must continue to be driven by private sector interest in
commercializing these technologies, but federal involvement maybe necessary to get projects
under way.
Safe harbors. While the federal government
does not have direct authority to create safe harbors for utility or independent power producer
RD&D, it could encourage states to provide
them, provide useful information, or perhaps
provide seed money or tax considerations for
doing so. Consideration might also be given to
other mechanisms to encourage private sector

1~1~ mat is, t. what extent one resource Increases when the other decreases, thus compensating in part for each others’ na[ural variability.

I ~)T mlj Ok,era]l fun~ln~ level ~ISO inclu~e~ Some support for solar building and other activities. Note that a number of activities listed in tie
DOE Solar and Renewable Energy budget are not specifically related to renewable energy and are not included in these budget numbers here.
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and equipment that will allow smart controls to
adjust appliance power demand as needed by
utility demand-side management or distributed
utility programs.

RD&D in electricity sector technologies, such
as sectorwide kWh or emissions taxes to support RD&D and focused tax credits.

| Design, Planning, and
Information Programs
| Design and planning tools. Support, leveraged

■

with private sector funds, might be provided for
the development of electricity sector design
and planning tools that adequately incorporate
consideration of renewable resource availabilities, RET capacity factors, T&D requirements,
distributed utility benefits, environmental benefits, fuel cost risk reductions, and other factors. 108 This includes geographic information
systems that enable long-term planning of energy infrastructure—such as T&D systems or
gas pipelines—to consider potential future siting of RETs so as to minimize costs of future
infrastructure access. These tools would be of
considerable value to utilities, non utility generators, public utility commissions, federal policymakers, and others.
Information. Support could be provided for information programs to develop data, particularly from field studies, and to put it into an
appropriate format for use by policy makers and
others at both the state and federal level. As
noted above, this can encourage use of rapidly
advancing RETs as well as check the excessive
claims of some RET advocates.

| Standards Programs
■

Support might be provided for the development
of technical standards for some equipment.
This might include helping to support the establishment of control and communications
protocols for use in home and office appliances

| Finance and Commercialization
Programs
Market aggregation. Public-private partner-

ships can increase market volume so that
manufacturers can scale up production processes. Several initial efforts of this type have
been launched, such as the Utility Photovoltaic
Group. More importantly, a longer term
technology development, manufacturing scaleup, and market development strategy is needed, perhaps along the lines of what has become
known as "Sustained Orderly Development.’’ 109 This would help provide manufacturers the assurance that there would be
markets for them to compete for in the future,
and would help them attract capital and scaleup
manufacturing facilities in order to capture
economies of scale and learning. If such a program is begun in the near term, additional RETs
will be ready for large-scale commercialization
as the large number of aging U.S. powerplants
retire over the next decade or more.
| Market analysis and development. Overseas
markets for RETs are potentially large, but are
not yet well understood or developed. Support
to analyze these markets and to develop them
through trade missions, trade shows, resource
assessments, technology demonstrations, and
technical assistance could enhance exports and
U.S. production.
Power marketing authorities. The federal government could direct the Power Marketing Ad-

■

10~ Re]atlve]y ]i[(]e has ken done in this area. DOE recently supported, however, the development of such

(OOIS

for policy-level analysis.

See, e.g., U.S. Department of Energy reports: Panel on Evaluation of Renewable Energy Models, Office of Utility Technologies, “Evacuation of
Tools for Renewable Energy Policy Analysis: The Ten Federal Region Model,” and “Evaluation of Tools for Renewable Energy Policy Analysis: The Renewable Energy Penetration Model,” April 1994.
lm See, e.g., Donald W. Aitken, “Sustained Orderly Development,” Solur Today, May/June 1992, pp. 20-22.
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ministrations to develop all cost-effective 110
RETs where practicable.
Federal procurement. The federal government
could more vigorously pursue its mandate to
use cost-effective RETs where practicable..111

CROSSCUTTlNG ISSUES
The importance of electricity throughout the U.S.
economy opens numerous opportunities for crosssectoral benefits from the use of RETs. For example, RET electricity could provide an early and
important high-value market for bioenergy produced by the agriculture and forestry sector, be integrated with building demand-side management
programs. be integrated with building structures,
power electric transport, or provide an important
niche market for fuel cells to be later used in the
transport sector. Smart controls within buildings
and within electric-vehicle recharging stations
might allow much better integration of intermittent RETs into the electricity grid. These opportunities may offer important high-value market
niches for earl y use of RETs that can help leverage
manufacturing scaleup and cost reductions.

CONCLUSION
The development and integration of renewable energy technologies into the electricity grid poses a
variety of technical, economic, planning, operational, and institutional challenges. Many of the
technical challenges are being overcome, but
much work remains. The cost-effectiveness of
these systems varies widely. Some technologies
are competitive in bulk power markets today: others are competitive only within higher value niche
markets (without crediting their environmental or
fuel diversity benefits). Costs are highly site- and
resource-specific and must be evaluated on a caseby-case basis. Improved models and methodologies for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of these
technologies would facilitate this evaluation and
provide better decision making tools for determining the best use of RETs in the electricity sector.
Development of these technologies will also play
an important role in international markets. in
which competition is becoming increasingly
intense, as countries around the world have begun
to focus on RETs as a key market for the 2 1st century.

—
I lo Includlng, e.g., environment], fuel diversity, and other costs and benefits.
11 I For example under [he Depaflment of Defense pv Implementation program formed in 1985 some ~ 1,()[~ cOst-effc~ti\ c applicatl On\ Of
PVS were identified in [he Navy alone which, if fully implemented, would provide net annual wving~ of about $175 million. The majority of
these have reportedly not yet been implemented, with some 3,000 systems installed to date. See, e.g., Sandia National Laboratories, Pho(o\wl/a Icsf~~r MI///ur}IApplIca( IoY:Y: A Decisions-Maker’s Guide, SAND 87-7016 (Albuquerque, NM: May 1988); Sandia National Laboratory, Pho[o
idfalc.j $~~ern.sfiv Go~ernmerrr A<qemie.r, SAND 88-3149 (Albuquerque, IN’M: Ma] 1989); and John Ryan and Richard Sellers, ““Overconling
lns[itutional Barriers.”’ Solur Today, March April 1992, pp. 18-20.
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large amount of electricity-generating capacity will have
to be built over the coming years to replace retiring units
and meet new demand. Renewable energy technologies
(RETs) are already competitive for some of this capacity,
and further technical development and commercialization support (see chapter 5) could expand their share. However, the rate of
growth for RETs will also depend on factors such as economic
and regulatory changes within the electricity sector, availability
of financing, taxes, perceptions of risk, and the rate of change in
conventional technologies. This chapter discusses those factors
and approaches for further commercializing RETs for electricity
generation.

ELECTRICITY SECTOR CHANGE
Structural and regulatory changes in the electric utility industry
have, in the past, encouraged the development of today’s renewable energy industry and are likely to play a key role in how the
renewable energy industry develops in the future. Many of these

Utilities generally enjoyed stable growth and declining costs
of electricity production until the early 1970s. Then these histori-

[me Energy 1nfomatlon Adminis[ra[ion estimates that utilities will buiId a total of
about 110 GW (and retire 60 GW) and nonu(ility generators (not including cogenerators)
will build 72 GWe by 2(I 10. See U.S. Departmen[ of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Supp[emen( ro the Annuul Energy Outlook, 1994, DOWEIA-0554(94) (Washing(on, DC: March 1994), p. 183.
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cal trends were reversed due to reduced economies
of scale2 for new large coal-fired plants,3 the oil
shocks, inflation and high apparent costs of capital, sharp reductions in demand growth, increased
environmental regulation, and problems with advanced technology such as supercritical boilers
and nuclear plants.4 These and other problems led
state regulatory agencies to disallow (i.e., not include in the rate base) more than $10 billion worth
of utility investment during the 1980s.5 Regulators and utilities became interested in alternative
approaches in order to avoid heavy capital investment in new generation facilities.
One such approach was to encourage independent entrepreneurs and companies other than utilities to generate power. Another was to tap
alternative resources, renewable in particular.
Federal policy addressed these issues through the
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA)
of 1978. Title II of PURPA established a class of
electricity
suppliers—"qualifying
facilities”

(QFs)—based on cogeneration and renewable,
and outside conventional profit regulation. It required utilities to purchase power generated by
QFs at a rate based on the utility’s incremental
cost6---more commonly termed avoided cost--of
power.’
For a variety of reasons, the response to PURPA was mixed, especially for RETs, as described
in box 6-1. Price was a key factor. Where the
avoided cost level was high, the industry was deluged with offers; where low, no offers were made.
Another factor was the terms under which electricity was to be purchased. Some states simply set
tariffs for electricity purchase depending on the
current avoided cost level. Since these could
change frequently, private investors were unwilling to risk their capital on long-term projects
whose return could vary dramatically. Other states
allowed long-term contracts, which provided the
more certain financial climate developers needed

2Laurits R. Christensen and WiI]iam H. Greene, “Economies of Scale in U.S. Electric Power Generation, ’’jow-nal ofPo/i/ical Economy, vol.
84, No. 4, pt. 1, 1976, pp. 655-676; Thomas G. Cowing and V. Kerry Smith, “The Estimation of a Production Technology: A Survey of Econometric Analyses of Steam-Elec[ric Generation,” Land Economics, vol. 54, No. 2, May 1978, pp. 156- 186; Edward Kahn and Richard Gilbert,
Universitywide Energy Research Group, University of California, Berkeley, “Competition and Institutional Change in U.S. Electric Power
Regulation,” Report PWP-011, May 2, 1993; Richard F. Hirsh, Technology and Trun.sf(]rma(ion in [he American Electric U(ility Industry (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1989); and David E. Nye, Electrijjing America: Social Meanings of a New Technology,
1880-1940 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1990), p. 32.
Sone study found hat

going

from a 400 MW to an 800 MW unit reduced cost per kW installed by just 5 percent (or 10 percent on the addi-

tional kW). See “How Much Do U.S. Powerpkmts Cost?” Elecv-icul World, March 1985, reporting on a study of 491 recently completed and
commercially operating fossil and nuclear plants by University of Tennessee’s Construction Research Analysis group for Edison Electric institute.
dpaul L. Joskow and Nancy L. Rose, “The Effects of Technological Change, Experience, and Environmental Regulation on the Cons~ction Cost of Coal-Burning Generating Units, ” Rand Journa/ of Economics, vol. 16, No. 1, spring 1985, pp. 1 -27; and Martin B. Zimmerman,
“Learning Effects and the Commercialization of New Energy Technologies: The Case of Nuclear Power,” Bell Journal of Economics, vol. 13,
No. 2, autumn 1982, pp. 297-310.
50ak Ridge Nationa] Laborato~, “~dence Issues Affecting the U.S. Ektrk utility Industry,” 1987, and “Prudence Issues Affecting the
U.S. Electric Utility Industry: Update, 1987 and 1988 Activities,” 1989; and Ed Kahn, University of California, Berkeley, personal communication, May 1994.
6See section 21() of tie ~b]ic Uti]i[y Regulatory Policies ACt of 1978.
7The tem incremen t/ Cosf of Wwer has been interpreted in different ways by various utilities, leading to varying payments to QFs. See,
e.g.! Daniel Packeyi “whY Does the Energy Pfice Increase when Cheaper-Than-Avoided-Cost DSM Is Added,” U(iliries Policy, VOI. 3, 1993,

pp. 243-253.
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States vary dramatically in their development of renewable energy technologies (RETs) in the
electricity sector California has more than 6 GW of installed RET capacity, Maine is second with about 850
MW, and Florida iS third with about 820 MW The top 10 states account for nearly three-quarters of U S
RET development This development is often largely unrelated to state renewable resource endowments
For example, the Midwest has very large wind energy resources but Iittle wind energy development
Instead, most wind development has taken place in California where wind resources are relatively Iimited
although there are a few particularly good sites
Key factors determining RET development include the planning, contracting, and procurement policies
of the states These were well described in a recent report published by the National Association of Regulatory Utlity Commissioners Of particular value were the following
Standard contracts with (or guidelines for) the terms and conditions for capacity and energy sales to utilityies This
greatly reduces the expense and delay of negotiations, reducing transaction costs and the time required to obtain a

I

financeable

contract

Long-run contract price based on avoided new utility plants. Long-run contracts (extending for 15 to 30 years)
based on the cost of new resources are more likely to provide a sufficient revenue base for nonutility generat ion development than contracts based on short-term energy and capacity.
Both capacity and energy values paid. It

IS

difficult for new projects to recover costs unless they receive payment

for their capacity value
Fixed or predictable payment stream This is critical for any nonutility developer to obtain financing
Availability of /eve//zeal or front-loaded payments This allows developers of capital-intensive renewable energy
projects to pay debt service on the loan, which

IS

generally 10 to 15 years, compared to 30 years for utilities

No dispatchability or minimum capacity factorscreens This meant that renewable resources having an irtermittent/low capacity factor (hydro wind, solar) and nondispatchable resources (geothermal) were not excluded from
participating Regulatory mechanisms reflected the benefits that these resources provide to the consumer
Special rates set for renewab/es Two of the states created special rates through Iegislation (New York for all qualifying facilities and Connecticut for municipal solid waste)
SOURCE Jan Hamrin and Nancy Rader Investing in the Fufure A Regulators Guide to Renewables (Washington DC National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners February 1993)

to raise capital and develop a project. Standard offers, or contracts, contributed to this confidence
and also reduced the transaction costs of developers.8 In California, the combination of PURPA,
federal and state tax credits, and/or standard offers
together with favorable renewable resources led to

substantial development of several RETs. including biomass, geothermal, solar thermal, and wind,
beginning in the early 1980s.
PURPA introduced a degree of competition
into the electric ity sector. In the mid- 1980s, rcgulators and utilities investigated competitive bid-

~Standard offers define the [e~~ and conditions+. g., energy and capaci[~’ payments, dispatch ability, ~cf reliabil it> —under wh ich ~ltil ities will buy power. They set the transaction price M the avoided cost determined by the state regulatory authority. Some of the wmdard contracts
entered into in the early 1980s resulted in prices for QF power that were above utilities” actual avoided cost~ when oil and ga~ prices crafhcd in
the mid- to late 1980s. On this basis some argue that it w a~ intippropriate to provide Iong-term-e.g., 10-} ear—standard contracts. That encrg~f
prices might decline was, of course, a ri~k when these contracts were entered into. At that time, however, energ> prices were expected to nw and
contracts reflected that expectation. Investment in natural gai-fuele(f powerplants today similarly faces risks should natural gas prices escalate
more rapidly than expected in a decade. These fuel cost risk issues suggest the need for resource diversity and f’or proper allocation of risk and
reward. This is discussed below.
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ding as a way to control costs of new plants.
Utilities in some 25 states have conducted competitive bidding. Nonutility generators (NUGs)
responded to these opportunities by building
about 57 GW of generation capacity through
1992, including some 16 GW of RET capacity. 9
The record of low cost, rapid construction, and
reliability of many of these projects has encouraged further opening up of the electricity sector to
competition.
The Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT) continued this policy direction by creating a new class
of power producers known as Exempt Wholesale
Generators that are exempted from certain traditional utility requirements. 10 EPACT also addressed a variety of related transmission access
issues (see below). Finally, California and several
other states are considering an investigation of the
possibility of “retail wheeling” to determine the
feasibility of creating an even more competitive
market. 11 Whatever form these varied actions ultimately take, it is likely that there will be substantial further structural changes in the electricity
sector, in particular, higher levels of competition
in electricity generation.
The impact of increased competition on RETs
is uncertain. Greater competitive pressures may
reduce investment in research, development, and
demonstration (RD&D) and could diminish interest in capital-intensive, long-term generating
technologies such as RETs. The low cost and high
performance of combustion turbines fired with

9u,s, ~paflment of

Energy, Energy

natural gas have great appeal in a competitive
market. To the extent that market competition ignores benefits such as lower environmental impact or reduced exposure to fossil fuel cost
increases, RETs may be disadvantaged. Furthermore, separation of generation from transmission
and distribution (T&D) could increase the difficulty of implementing applications that benefit
the system as a whole, such as the distributed utility. On the other hand, increased market competition may help differentiate energy markets by
value, potentially opening up new higher value
market niches for which particular RETs can effectively compete.
Competitive bidding for electric power supply
typically proceeds in three steps. First, the utility
projects the need for new electricity supply, including how much new capacity (MWS), what
kind (baseload, load following, peaking), and
when it will be needed. Second, a solicitation for
competitive bids is made. Third, the tendered bids
are screened and/or ranked on the basis of several
factors, usually beginning with price and followed
by operational issues, cost structure, and environmental impacts.
In practice, there has been less development of
renewable energy under the competitive bidding
approach than had occurred under earlier PURPA
avoided cost/standard offer methods. As of 1990
(before a significant number of competitively bid
projects came online), renewable fueled 6.6 GW
out of a total of 9.1 GWNUG noncogeneration ca-

Information Administration, Annual Energ)’ Re\’ieM’, )993, DO~EIA-03~4(93
(Washington, DC:

July 1994). p. 251. About 32 GW were under PURPA and 25 GW under competitive bidding and other means.
!OAs ~ovemed by tie public Utility Holding COmpaIIy Act of 1935.
I I Retail Wheellng is ~roP~ed t. allow individuals the oppofiuni[y [o purchase ~eir e]e&city from aIly utility or inder rodent power producer—thus allowing them to shop around for the lowest price or for other features that they value. This has been characterized as similar to the
individual customer’s ability to shop around for a long distance telecommunications company. In fact, retail wheeling of electricity is not well defined and cannot be described by so simple an analogy. For a discussion of these issues, see, e.g.: The E/ec/ricify Journal, April 1994, entire
issue; Richard J. Rudden and Robert Homich, “Electric Utilities in the Future,” Fortnight/y, May 1, 1994, pp. 21 -25; and Public Utilities Commission of the State of California, “Order Instituting Rulemaking and Order Instituting Investigation,” Apr. 20, 1994. In addition to California,
Nevada has a limited program in place, and Michigan and New Mexico have called for rulemaking on more limited programs to introduce
greater competition. See, e.g., Peter Fox-Penner, “Critical Trends in State Utility Regulation, ’’Natural Resources & Environment/, winter 1994,
pp. 17-19,5 t -52.
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pacity (73 percent) .12 In contrast, just 12 percent
of successful competitive bids to date have been
based on renewable, totaling a little over 2 GW. 13
Several factors may have contributed to this
difference. QFs were limited to RETs and cogeneration, unlike competitive facilities that can use
any fuel. In addition, fossil fuel prices have
dropped to near historic lows, reducing the incentive for choosing RETs. Some have also suggested, however, that the low rate of adoption of
renewable under competitive bidding practices
may in part be due to the screening/ranking factors
not adequately reflecting the substantial benefits
of renewable. 4
These changes are exposing what some perceive to be a fundamental conflict between two
different philosophies for utility regulation: 1) using regulatory interventions in the utility sector to
advance social goals such as a cleaner environment through greater investment in and use of efficient and/or renewable energy technologies, and
2) reducing and/or changing regulation in the utility industry to allow greater competition in generation and consequently more efficient and lower
cost provision of electricity. 15 These are not necessarily conflicting goals, and means of realizing
both are discussed below.

Other changes will also affect RETs. Increasing
concern over the environmental impacts of fossil
fuel use has led to consideration of RETs in policy
initiatives such as the Clean Air Act Amendments
of 1990,16 EPACT, and the Climate Change Action Plan. Half the states now incorporate environmental externalities in their electricity sector
planning and operations either qualitatively or
quantitatively, and other states are considering
this. Such environmental concerns are likely to increase over time, and will generally benefit most
RETs.
Some RETs may also have a significant influence on the structure of the electricity sector. In
particular, as photovoltaics (PVs—or other smallscale technologies such as fuel cells) are developed, they may be distributed throughout a T&D
net work. That could lead to substantial] y different
T&D requirements and might affect the technical
and financial structure for the electric utility. ’7
Accommodating this change will require much
better models and understanding of actual power
flows so that the corresponding costs can be unbundled and assigned appropriately to ensure efficient use of the T&D system. 18

12Energy Information Administration, Op. d., fOOmOte 1.
13B]air G. Swezey, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, ‘The Impact of Competitive Bidding on the Market ~ospects for Renewable
Electric Technologies,” draft, January 1993.
“1bid.
15This issue has recently been highlighted by tie Ca]ifomia order instituting an investigation and rulemaking on retail wheeling. For a flavor
of some of the debate, see The Electricity JournaI, April 1994, entire issue.
16see, e,g., U.S. Environmental ~otection Agency, Energy Eflcfency a~//enewable

Energy:

Opporlunitiesfiom ~l]e IV of the Cleun Air

Ac[, EPA 430-R-94-001 (Washington, DC: February 1994).
] 7For example, who might own ~Wftop pv systems: utilities, homeowners, or ~ird p~ies? ]f distributed power is a signific~t fraction Of
the system, the answer to this question could influence the structure of the electricity sector.
18A variety of different means are being explored to achieve better understanding of and workable models and contracts for unbundling
transmission services. Steven L. Walton, “Establishing Firm Transmission Rights Using a Rated System Path Model, ” The Elcc/ricit~ Journal,
October 1993, pp. 20-33; W. Hogan, “Contract Networks for Electric Power Transmission,” Journal of”Regulatm-y liconomics, vol. 4, No. 3,
1992, pp. 21 I -242; and Kahn and Gilbert, op. cit., footnote 2.
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POWERPLANT FINANCE
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A typical fossil fuel project—such as a natural
gas-fired combined-cycle powerplant-will have
a relatively low capital cost per unit power output
compared with a typical nonfuel-based 20 renewable project, but faces continual (and potentially
increasing) fuel costs. A typical renewable energy
project will have high capital costs but little or no
fuel cost (see figure 6-1 ). Over the lifetime of the
project, the low operating (fuel) costs of the RET
can more than make up for its high capital costs—
depending on factors such as the cost of capital,
fuel, operations, and plant life. Nevertheless. the
RET can cost more than the fossil plant during the
first years of the project under common financial
accounting methods.
Effectively, the RET power is paid for in advance through the capital charges, in contrast to
the pay-as- you-go nature of fossil fuel. The higher
front-end cost of the renewable poses the risk of
overpaying for power should the project fail prematurely (see figure 6-2). Conversely, costs of the
non-fuel-based RET could be lower in the future
than for a fossil fuel system, particularly if fuel
prices escalate as projected (figure l-A-4).

| Utility Finance

21

Electric utilities are monopolies regulated primarily by states. The retail price at which the utility
sells electricity is set through a regulatory review
process that allows the utility to recover all operating expenses, including taxes, and to earn a “fair”
return for its prudent investments. The review
typically consists of two stages: 1) a review of
utility capital investments that can be a lengthy,
arduous process (especially if questions are raised

19 Analysis of~e finmcial situation of the elwtricity sector more broadly, including market-to-book value ratios, price/earnings ratios, and
other measures of financial health are beyond the scope of this study; they can be found elsewhere. See, e.g., Edward Kahn, Electric UIilirv
Planning arufRegufa(ion (Washington, DC: America nCouncil for an Energy Efficient Economy, 1991); Leonard S. Hyman, Americu’s Elecrric
Uti/i~ies: Past, Presenl, and Future (Arlington, VA: Public Utilities Reports, Inc., 1983); and Harry G. Stoll, Least-Co.$t Electric Utility Planning
(New York, NY: John Wiley and Sons, 1989).
2oBiomass-fue]ed renewable

energy

proj~ts am ]ikely to have capital and fiel costs similar to those of fossil fuel projects, unlike capital-in-

tensive nonfuel-based RETs such as geothermal, hydro, solar, and wind.
2 IOn]y investor-owned utilities wi]] be discussed hem, as public utilities are exempt from federal taxes and tax incentives.
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Utility avoided costs

Y

avoided costs

/

Bid

Exposure

—
NOTE The front loaded cost structure resulting from typical carrying
charges shown in figure 6-1 can result in" rate-payer exposure" in that
they pay for the plant upfront but run the risk that the plant does not operate for as long or al the performance level expected Proper structuring of the contracts can reduce this risk
SOURCE Ed Kahn et al Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Evaluation
Methods in Competive Bidding for Electric Power, ’ LBL-26924 June
1989

over the prudence of investments); 2) and much
less detailed reviews of automatic adjustment of
fuel costs.
The cost of owning and operating a utility-generating plant is affected by a variety of federal and
state/local tax provisions as discussed below. Current federal tax policy
variously provides inves22
(IOUs)
5-, 15-, and 20-year
tor-owned utilities

accelerated depreciation, and a 10-year 1.5¢/kWh
renewable electricity production credit (REPC)
according to the particular technology, as listed in
table 6-1. State and local governments may also
levy income, sales, property, and other taxes.
The impact of federal and state/local taxes at
the generating plant (not including, for example,
fuel mining and transport) can be calculated using
standard financial models .23 Representative taxes
carried by different powerplants are shown in figure 6-3, based on the parameters in tables 6-1,6-2,
and 6-3. (A more detailed analysis of taxes over
the entire fuel cycle for two specific regions in the
United States is given in the following section.)
Current law (which provides five-year accelerated depreciation for many RETs) sets the federal
tax burden per kWh of generated electricity for
RETs and most fossil technologies in the range of
roughly 0.1 ¢- 1.0¢/kWh, depending on the particular technology, its capital cost, and other factors.
This does not include the REPC24 or upstream
taxes from, for example, fuel mining or transport
(see below). Within this range there is considerable variation between technologies in taxes paid
per kWh generated. Coal-generated electricity
(which receives 20-year tax depreciation) carries a
federal tax burden in this scenario of about
0.4¢kWh, as illustrated in figure 6-3a.
If capital-intensive RETs instead had the same
depreciation schedules as coal-fired plants, they
would generally pay significantly higher taxes per
kWh generated than fossil fuel plants (for the generating plant itself, not including fuel mining and
transport costs—see below). The reason is that
federal taxes are based on income, utility income
is based in part on capital investment—for example, the rate base, and RETs require a higher capi-

ZzInves[or.owned ~tllitles ~enera(e a~u[ [hree-quaflers of U.S. electricity and will be the focus of this discussion. Other tyPe~ of utilitY
ownership include public utilities, cooperatives, and federally owned facilities. These other types are not discussed here as they are generally
exempt from federal and state taxation.
2~~l\ ~naly$is was done by OTA using a nlodel similar to that of the TAGTV method of the Electric Power Research hstitute. mis spreadsheet model was also compared with and validated by several other standard me[hods such as those in: U.S. Congress, Office of Technology
Assessment, Neti Electr/c Power Technologies: Problems and Prospec~.\ fbr the 1990s, OTA-E-246 (Washington, DC: U.S. Go~cmment Printing Office, 1985); and Harry G. Stoll, Leust-Cosf Elecfr/c UfI//fy Plann/ng (New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons, 1989).
zl~e REPC, pa~ of EpACT, credits wind and closed-loop biomass facilities placed in service between 1994 and 1999 with 1.5@/k~.
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The REPC of i 5@/kWh IS Ilmi[ed to wmd and closed-loop biomass facilmes placed m service during the period 1994 to 1999 It IS provided onlY during

the first 10 years of plant operation, (t IS phased out Imearly as costs Increase from 8@/kWh to 1 lc/kWh It IS adjusted for mflahon and It is reduced by other grants and credits
bFlve.year 200%DB t= depredation IS available only for qualifying faclllhes under the public Utlllty Regulatory pollcles Act
cThe 10 percent ITC for solar and geothermal property was made permanent by EpAcT, section 191 G It applles only to nonutlll~ generators, however, as LJtl/ltles were previously made Inellglble fOr the
credit
NOTES DB=declinmg balance ITC-investment tax credits for 10 percent of cost of quahfled solar and geothermal property and was permanently extended under the Energy Policy Act of 1992
(EPACT), REPC= renewable electncty production credit of 1 5@/kWh for energy produced by wmd and closed-loop biomass faclllhes
SOURCES E Bruce Mumford and Blake J Lacher, “The Equity Stake “ /ndependen( Energy March 1993, pp 8-10, 16 Stanton W Hadley et al Report on the Study of the Taxandr?ate Treafrnentof
Renewab/e Energy Pro/ects, Report ORNL-6772 (Oak Ridge, TN Oak Ridge National Laboratory December 1993), and Internal Revenue Serwce, IRS Code, Sec 168(e)(3) Rev Proc 88-22, 1988-1
CB 785, IRS Code Sec 168(b)(l)
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FEDERAL
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I

4I

Coal

BioGeo- Hydro- Photo Solar Wind
mass thermal power voltaic thermal

BioGeo- Hydromass thermal power

Solar
thermal

Wind

.
NOTE On a per kWh bass state and local taxes carried by various
technologies also vary significantly of these, property taxes can be
particularly significant determinants of overall tax burders. The calcuIa
tions used the same methodology and parameters as figure 6-3A The
bass for calculating property taxes can vary significantly befween
states and localities depending on how the cap [al IS assumed to depreciate in value over time how inrflation in capital values is treated and
other factors The scenario modeled here assumed that the property
bass would Increase with inflation the share of that property on which
the tax IS Ievied IS assumed to deprecate at a straight- me book life rate
SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment 1995

tal investment per power output than fossil
25
plants. Accelerated depreciation for capital-intensive RETs only partially compensates for basing taxes on capital investment rather than kWh
generated.
Although further reducing federal taxes—
which total less than 1 ¢/kWh (not considering the
REPC)—might correspondingly provide a small
competitive boost for technologies such as bio-

mass, geothermal, hydro, and wind that are now
competitive or nearly so, it would have little competitive benefit for solar thermal or photovoltaics
(chapter 5).
This analysis shows a gap in policy instruments
between RD&D and tax policy to support largcscale commercialization. RD&D is often the first
factor that reduces the cost of a technology. As
commercial manufacturing increases with ncar-

~~ln ~ractlce, “ti] ity ~atc ~egulatlon is far more ~omp]ex than [his, and ut ii it iei have incentive$ for choo~in~ 10~ IOLII ~o~t. r~ither th~~n h i~h
capital co~t options.
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Rate

Rate

Share

Debt
Preferred stock
Common stock

competitiveness, economies of scale become the
primary factors in driving costs down further, and
tax credits can expedite this process. Before a
technology can get to this stage, however, it must
establish a manufacturing base while it is yet uncompetitive except for niche markets. Mechanisms to support manufacturing scaleup may be
an important intermediary step in some cases if
costs are to be reduced to more widely competitive
levels. The TEAM UP proposal discussed in
chapter 5 is such a step. It is important to assure
that any such policies actually stimulate investment in large-scale manufacturing, or manufac-

turers could simply use this assistance to prop up
prices for products from existing capacity.
State and local property taxes can impose a
heavy tax burden on capital-intensive RETs because they are levied as a percentage of capital26
and because they are levied annually. Sixteen
states exempt some renewable energy equipment
from property taxes (see table 6-4) and some provide tax credits; this can reduce the state tax burden. The basis for such property tax exemptions in
part depends on how taxes are viewed—as a tax on
“wealth” or to pay for “benefits,” serving effectively as a user’s fee. Viewed as a benefits tax, for
example, property taxes provide on average
roughly three-quarters of local tax revenues and
serve to cover the costs of roads, schools, and other public services for the employees of the facility
being taxed. The level of such public services required, however, varies significantly with the type
of powerplant. Conventional powerplants may require substantial infrastructures for fuel transport
and water supply, as well as schools and hospitals
for many employees. In contrast, some RETs may
require little or no transport of fuel and may
operate with relatively fewer personnel at the
powerplant per unit of capital investment than
conventional powerplants.27 Detailing these differences would be a useful next step for making
decisions about taxing RET property at the state
and local level.

| Nonutility Generator Finance
NUGs typically finance generation expansion
through project finance in which the lender is repayed and the loan secured through the cash flows

.
26 How capita] is dete~ined v~ies from state tO s~te, depending on how the capital is assumed to depreciate in value over time, how inflation in capital values are treated, and numerous other factors. The scenario modeled assumed that the property basis would increase with inflation; the share of that propefiy on which the tax is levied is assumed to depreciate at a straight-line book life rate.
2T~is does not necess~ly imply hat tie renewable energy system might generate less employment. In fact, several studies suggest that
some RETs may generate more employment. The difference, however, is where this employment is distributed across the fuel cycle. Capital-intensive RETs may have more employment associated with manufacturing and less associated with fuel production or power-plant operations
and maintenance than do fossil fuel systems.
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and the assets of the individual project.28 This is
the form of financing used in many wind (see box
6-2) and solar thermal projects (see box 6-3), for
example. In contrast, utilities typically finance
generation expansion through corporate finance
in which the loans are secured by all the corporation’s assets.29 NUGs also typically carry higher
debt, 30 in part because of overall lower perception
of risks 31 These differences in financial structure
and taxes affect NUG investment in RETs in several ways.
First, NUG project finance is typically limited
by lenders to 15 years or less-compared with
project lifetimes of perhaps 30 years—and may
have reopener clauses that require renegotiation of
terms if utility avoided costs or other factors
change sufficiently. This may make it more difficult for NUGs to invest in long-term, capital-intensive RETs.
Second, lenders must be assured the economic
viability of the NUG project, including that the
cash flow will always cover debt service payments. Project finance loans then often require financial reserves to ensure that debt service can be
covered and may have a variety of other restrictions on cash flow.32 These requirements may be

particularly stringent for capital-intensive RETs,
and may result in NUGS being required to post
additional financial security or have greater demands placed on other components of the project
bid. 33
Third, as for utilities, NUG finance may be influenced by a variety of tax considerations (see
table 6-1 ). The impact of accelerated depreciation
and state/local taxes is similar to the case of utilities, as discussed above. In addition, recent analyses for the U.S. Department of Energy suggest that
the 10-year 1.5¢/kWh REPC for closed-loop biomass and wind has the potential to improve NUG
rate-of-returns, and may thus encourage investment in these technologies. The Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT)34 may, however, limit a NUG
from taking full advantage of these tax incentives.
While the Office of Technology Assessment
(OTA) has not analyzed this issue, at least one
study found that “if a NUG is subject to the AMT,
. . . [it] becomes a barrier to the adoption of renewable technologies. ”35 Such factors may be particularly important for renewable; as a fledgling
industry, it is viewed as having higher risk and can

28 Edward p. Kahn et a]., Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Energy and Environment Division, “Analysis of Debt Leveraging in Private Power
Projects,” Report LBL-32487, August 1992.
29EX i~ting debt Coy,enants, however, limit management’s ability to obligate ex isting assets further. Coverage ratios, fOr exampie, help prOtect existing bondholders.
~[)A project nlay ha~e ~~ ,nuch as 80 ~rcent debt, ] 6 percent subordinated debt, and just 4 percent equity in the proJect. See, e.g., Daniel A.
Potash, “For What It’s Worth . . .,” Independent Energy, September 1991, pp. 37-40.
~ i~e ~nanclal Conlnlunlty recognizes that NUGS have strong incentive to succeed because otherwise they do not get paid. In addition,
NUG projects usually begin with long-term power purchase agreements with utilities, so they do not face demand risks. In such a case, the utility
bears the demand risk and may have to buy its way out of an expensive contract if demand is lower than expected. Therefore, even though the
N[JG pledges only the assets of the specific pro~ct, it can carry higher levels of debt than a utility.
l~E .~ .Kahll et al, Op Clt footnote 28; Roger F Naill ~d William C, Dud]ey, “IPP Leveraged Financing: Unfair Advantage?” public f-JIIli! . .,
lies F’or~nigh//]’r Jan. 15, 1992; and Roger F. Naill and Barry J. Sharp, “Risky Business? The Case for Independents,” Electricity Journal, April
1991, pp. 54-63.
~~B]alr C, Sweley, Natiolla] Renewable Energy Laborato~, ‘The Impact of Competitive Bidding on the Market Prospects for Renewable
Electric Technologies,” Report No. NREL/TP-462-5479, September 1993.
34 F a di$cussi{)n of how, the AMT works, see Stanton W. Hadley et at., Reporr on the S114dy of Tar and Ra[e Treatment ofRenew’able Energy
or

Projects, ORNL-6772 (Oak Ridge, TN: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, December 1993), p. 1-12.
~slbid.
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Until recently, the development of the U.S. wind Industry had taken place primarily in California due to
I

particularly favorable tax and rate treatment there in the early to mid-1980s In addition to the federal
10-percent Investment tax credit, a 15-percent business energy investment tax credit,1 and five-year accelerated depredation for wind systems,2 this included a state energy Investment tax credit of 25 percent,3
and favorable power purchase agreements with California utilities under the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act. In particular, California Standard Offer 4 locked in escalating energy prices for a period of 10
years, 4 based on the expectation that conventional energy prices were also going to escalate The advantage of this form of contract was that 10-year debt financing could then be obtained from various instltutional investors who were assured of the necessary income stream to retire the debt This price Iock-in
reduced Investor uncertainty and led to a “stampede of potential power producers signing contracts with
utilities “5
These tax benefits were generous. By one estimate, “most Investors could recover about two-thirds of
their Investment through the reduction of their taxes in less than three years, even with no sales of electricity ”6 Consequently, these returns attracted a wide range of manufacturers, financiers, and wind farm developers of varying capabilities and motivations, By one estimate, more than 40 wind energy developers
installed turbines between 1982 and 19847 In 1980, the California Energy Commission set a goal of having
500 MW of wind capacity online by 1987, 1,436 MW were actually online in that year.
There was, however, relatively little base of supporting wind technology research, development, and
demonstration (RD&D), much of the previous federal technology RD&D had been focused on very large (1
MW or larger) systems and Iittle on the relatively lower risk and lower cost Intermediate scale (50 to 250
kW) systems that were put in by private developers Consequently, many early wind systems failed to perform as expected. For example, wind

systems

produced just 45 percent of industry electricity generation

projections in 1985 This poor performance of many U. S.-made turbines opened the door for the entry of
large numbers of Imported turbines, totaling some 40 percent of the cumulative Installed capacity as of
1990 These foreign turbines—largely Danish in origin—were noted for their heavier and high-quallty
construction and their high reliability.

1 The business tnvestmen[ tax cred(t for certain energy properties was enacted under the Energy Tax Act of 1978 (Publlc Law
95-61 8)
2

This was estabhshed under the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981

3 As state taxes are deductible the effect of this tax credit Is reduced
d This was followed by a drop to perhaps 90 percent of avoided cost over the remammg (20) YearS of the contract At the ‘ ‘ ‘he
nd

f

10 years avoided cost payments covered operations and maintenance and other costs and returns
5
Alan J Cox e! al Wnd Power n Callforma A Case Study of Targeted Tax Subsldles, ” Regulatory Choices A Perspectwe on
Developments In Energy Po/Icy, Richard J Gilbert (ed ) (Berkeley, CA Unwerslfy of Callforrva Press 1991), p 355

6 Ibid p 349
7
Susan Wlllams and Kevin Porter, Power P/ays Profdes of America S /ndependenf Renewab/e E/ectrlcdy Developers (Washington DC Inves!or Responslblllty Research Center 1989) Estimates of the number of manufacturers and developers active at some
level vary widely and are sometmes much higher For example some estimate that more than 50 manufacturing companies and 200
development companies were mvoived m wnd development in the early 1980s See Jan Hamnn and Nancy Rader, /nvesong m ?he
Fufure A Regu/atork Gude to Renewab/es (Washington, DC National Assoclaton of Regulatory Utlllty Commlssloners, February
1993) p B-27
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Federal and state tax credits were significantly reduced beginning in 1986, This led to a winnowing of
wind system manufacturers and developers and sharply slowed the rate of installation. Just eight developers Installed wind turbines in 1988, for example, and about two dozen are now active at some level. Six of
these—Cannon Energy, FloWind, Kenetech-U.S. Windpower, New World Power, SeaWest, and Zond—account for about three-quarters of total installed wind capacity in the United States.8 Manufacturers went
through a similar winnowing process, with just one large U.S. manufacturer—Kenetech-U.S. Windpower—
and several smaller manufacturers/project developers—including Zond, FloWind, Cannon Energy, and Advanced Wind Turbines—now producing or developing utility-scale turbines. 9 Work continued throughout
this period, however, with continuing gains in cost and performance, Federal RD&D support, in partnership
with private firms, have enabled U.S. wind companies to take the global lead in wind turbine technology,
cost, and performance, but these firms continue to struggle in international markets, where most sales are
now occurring.
Overall, the history of the development of the wind power industry has both negative and positive aspects. On the negative side, at least one detailed analysis Indicates that more was spent to develop wind
technology during this period than was necessary or efficient.10 ” Using tax and rate incentwes, in effect, to
support RD&D, and Installing many poor performing machines was not an efficient means of developing
and commercializing wind energy technology. Tax-based financing also sometimes resulted in year-end
Investment decisions, making planning and manufacturing difficult, On the positive side, a cost-effective
and environmentally friendly technology has been developed and a viable industry

is

beginning to take

shape, in part due to favorable tax and rate treatment that allowed the industry to get started,

8 Randall Swisher, American Wind Energy Assoclatlon, personal comrnunicahon, Aug 25, 1994
9

Others include Atlantic Orient, Wmd Eagle, and Wmd Harvest
10 Cox et al Op clt fOOtnOte 5

have more difficulty attracting capital than wellestablished competitors.

UTILITY FULL FUEL-CYCLE
TAX FACTORS
An analysis done for OTA examined taxes—including both federal and state income taxes, sales
taxes, fuel taxes, property taxes, and taxes on labor—across the entire fuel cycle of fuel extraction
and supply, fuel transport, and utility generation. 36 It included the embedded taxes on capital,
labor, and land directly involved within each of
these activities. Capital, labor, and land taxes in

secondary industries were not separately considered. This analysis included modeling of the financial structure of each of these entities and
consideration of construction costs and how they
are included in the ratebase.
Two utilities were modeled using data provided
by specific east and west coast investor-owned
utilities. Table 6-5 summarizes the results of this
analysis for each of the fuel cycles. This table
highlights several issues. First, taxes on upstream
coal and the development and transport of the natural gas supply are a relatively small portion of the
total fuel-cycle taxes; most of the taxes occur at

36Thi~ section primarily draws on tie work of Da]]as Buflraw and Pallavi R. Shah, Resources for the Future, ‘iFiscal Effects of Electricity
Generation Technology Choice: A Full Fuel Cycle Analysis,” report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment, March 1994.
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BOX 6-3: The Rise and Fall of Luz International, Ltd.
Between 1984 and 1991 Luz Ir.ternatloflal. Ltej Iflstallerj 354 MW of pclrarJollc trough 2,01ar therrnai elecI

tnc-generatlng capacity In California s oeserts The technology demonstrated increaSing rei.abrllty and performance and cJecreaslrlO costs with e;:Jcfl generation

For example. trle ;eve"zecl cost of Rlectrlclty

dropped by roughly 3 factor of tllrec ty=;tween the first 311Cj last generat!or:s i'Jeverlne!E.;ss, these paraboliC
trough systems are flOt cost-comp,;lltve glVWl trlt; eJrop In energy prices begJrlnlnD In tne rlllcJ-1980s. particularly compared to uSing na.tura.1 Cps 'f'· ,lcJV(1flCecJ gClS turllincs
Flnanc:ng of solClr trlcrmai plants WClS posslb!e duC' to

a

combination of federCli ancJ st~ltc t:iX Ir'C(;,ltl\/>'S

and favorable utility power puchase rates (just as for wlrld povver: sec l)ox 6-2) Tax bEfleflts for SUlcH
thermal Investment conSisted of a 1O-percent fc;eieral

Investf~lent

tax creeil!. a

15-perCE~nt

fE:cl(;r al l)USln0SS

energy Investment tax credit, ~lI1d Lve-ycar accelerated cJepreclatlorl ;:JncJ a 25-percent Callforillil erlergy
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California Standard OHer 4 (S04) contracts and InelucJed 10-year flxeC rates clt r"gil levels based on tile
expectations for conventlon3i fJe's
Luz developed, maflufacturcd CJnci oper3teeJ Ithrough subsldiclrles) the parCJboi:c trough systems. vVith
support from large Institutional ;:wd corporate Hlvestors througfl project finanCing. As
finanCing was hlghiy leverageei--It oV',necj

Ilttl(~

a

consequence Luz

of t1e powerplants most of the furldlng carne from (JutslcJe

ThiS made It vulnerable to sm311 chc:mges In t:;e Ifwestment cilm3te For example. whe~l tile attractive S04
contracts were suspendeej by the CJllfor:lla ?u[JIIC Utilities ComnIISSIC)fl, IIlVCStorS in the Luz plClnts eJemanded an Incre3se In their projected aftefta)< Irltc:rfli11 ralt' Df rECtum fronl aoout 14 to 17 percent
Energy prices dropped In trle mld-1980s. at the same time, the federCli If'vcstment tax crecJlt of 10 percent was phased out, the federal ene;rgy IflVestr:lent tax credit was reduced from
I

~

5 to 10 percent, alKi till;

California Solar Energy Tax Credit WClS reduced Imrrovernents In tec!lnoloClY cost ClrlcJ pE?rf()r~lli1I'C(; lust
managed to keep up With these t;:JX changes. 'vvhlch were Imposeci IrlciepemJently of the rle(cis of

tf~r:hnolo

gy development or to counterbalanu~ sWln~]s In the price of erlergy ArlrlUCiI c;xtenSIOfl of tr'le tClX creclts
severely constrained planning and construction sc:rleciulf's for the plCints. rec:u:rlnq l_uz to 'Nalt U:ltll the tClX
credits were extencJed

a~KJ

trlen rush to construct Hle powerplClrlt wltlw, trlc y(;ar Ttlls aiso s:grt:knntly

raised the cost of obtalnlnC] finance ilnd bUlicJln~J thp piants. Exten:;:on of thE: Cilllfcrrllcl property tax oxemptlon was delayed Into 1991 cJuringwtllch Of,O of the Illvestors pulled Out Low energy prices ,meJ lJrlCertalrl
extension of tax credits subsequently preventE:d otrler potential Investors from entering CJnd ultimately contributed to the bank:rL.;ptcy of Luz In 1991

The pl;:Jnts LL.;z bUilt continue to be? operClted L.Inder sep:HJte

operating companies
Thus, federal and state poliCY created the concJltlons necessary to lau'lch cOI~lmerciallzatlon of solar
thermal electriC generation but were then wltr;cJrawn Ineiependently of !rle neecJs of devPoplng
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Location
west
east
west
east

I

I

540
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1.24
1 33
070
051

I

L

I

I

1 47
1 51

t

I

907

I

I

000

208

208

I
I

475

I
0.39

033

0.72

000-

023

023

i—
404

‘“
L – .

the powerplant either directly or as embedded
taxes on, for example, labor. Second, RETs generally face somewhat higher taxes per kWh of electricity generated than either coal or gas,. if the
benefits of the REPC37 for wind and closed-loop
biomass arc not included. With the REPC. taxes

I

for closed-loop biomass and wind are reduced to
levels in the range of those now enjoyed by natural
gas (see table 6-5). The REPC, however, is scheduled to end in 1999, after which facilities will
again face higher taxes. Renewable such as hydro
and solar thermal also face much higher taxes per

I
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kWh than coal or natural gas in some cases. (Photovoltaics would face much higher taxes than conventional systems as well. but were not modeled
here. ) Third, there is considerable variation between the eastern and western cases in individual
tax components and the overall tax rate, and between particular technologies.

DIRECT AND INDIRECT SUBSIDIES
Two recent studies of direct and indirect federal
and state subsidies of the energy industry are summarized in 39table 6-6.38 The studies agree on most
subsidies.
. . Many of the disagreements result
from differences in defining a “subsidy,” as noted
in table 6-6. 40 Subsidies may influence the choice
of generation technology in the short term and
over the long term.41
The direct and indirect federal supports across
all energy systems. including electricity, may total
somewhere between $10 billion to $20 billion per
year. On a unit energy basis these levels of support
may make a difference in the choice of technology
only within a narrow range of costs. For example.
the Alliance To Save Energy estimates that about
60 percent of their total listed in table 6-6 goes to
the electricity sector or—assuming a median value of $20 billion—roughly $12 billion. Dividing
by the 2.8 trillion kWh generated in 1992 42 gives a

3XU .S .Dcpartnlcrlt

total of about 0.4¢/kWh. 43 or about 10 pcrcent or
less of the cost of electricity generated by new gas
and coal units (see table 6-5 ). This subs id} may affect the choice of generation technology within
this narrow band of costs, but will probably not
have much direct impact on the choice of technologies that are outside this range.

The single-year snapshot of supports shoun in
table 6-6 does not reflect the historical importance
of such supports in creating an industry over time.
It also ignores the high leverage that RD&D-spccific supports can have on technological development. Such supports have a cumulative impact.
encouraging a host of private as well as other public investment and contributing to a cycle of increasing performance and decreasing unit costs.
This strengthens a technology’s compctitive advantage. Cumulative direct supports for conventional energy technologies
are in the hundreds of
44
billions of dollars. Over time this has had and
could continue to have a substantial influcncc on
the course of the energy industry.

RISK AND UNCERTAINTY
There are many risks and uncertainties in powcrplant finance, construction, and operation. Some
of these are explicitly considered as part of the
powerplant financing process and arc incorpo-

of ~nergy,, ~nergj [n f~mla[ion A~nlini\[r~(ion, [“cderul ~-ncr<q)(

S14h.\IdICpS.”

[]lrc<’1

UIl(/ /tldlrCC / /tlf(’r\ f’fl[l~)fl$ [fl ~~rl~’r,q>’

Murkcrs, Report SR EMEU 92-02 (Washington, DC: November 1992); and Dougla\ N. Koplow, F’cdcrui Ene/,v> Suh\/t//c\: l~ner,<~, Eni rr{))E
men~ul. and t’/,\cu/ /rr]pucf.\ ( Wa\h ington. DC: Al I iance To Save Energy, April 1993). Earlier reports include Biittcl IC Pac i tic N“orthw CSI I.abor:itory, An Ana/)I\/ \ {jfl--cderal lnccrul~ e.j 1‘seal T() S//rnu/a(e L-net-g? Prmiucrion, Report PN’L-2410 RIi\r,l 1 ( Rlchland, W’A Fchiuar’} 1982).
WNote how ~~~r [hat d] fferent base yedrs are use~.
~~ere i ~ much dcbti[e ~} [0 w hethcr acce]era[ed

~eprecl~ti~n ] } a ~ub~idy. Re,gardles} of how I t IS dCfIIVJd.

I t dtWS rrpr~’~~nt J l~lrg~ [.1~

expenditure. Section 3015 of EPACT directed the National Academy of Sciences to anul) ze energy subsldics, but action ha~ twcn dcl.ij cd M](I
altem atik e effort~ arc being com idered. This work w il 1 hopefully resoli e some of the~e Iingcring differcnce~.
~ 1 whether ~ pfl~icultir fa~[or 1} defined to be a subsidy is not of concern here.
.$zu s Depafi,,len[ of ~-nerg} Energy lnform~(ion Administration, Annual ~“nerg}’ Re~ 1~’~~’, /992, Report DOE EIA-03W92 ) {W’a\hin~[(m,
.,
DC: June 1993).
~~Thl\ nla} be ~ub~[:ul[ial]}. more significant lf. in fact, most of the subsidy goes to a narrow jet of fuel c} clef Or If the p~irticul;ir f’u~l c} ~le
\upported ha~ c:iptured little of the rnarket-~uch QS the embr>onic photovol taic~ indu~[r). In fact, how Cl cr. mo~~ of lhi~ ~upport SOCI to com
\ entional fossl I and nuclear fuel cyc Ies which generate most of the power. Consequently, this i \ a rcawnahlc ak crage \ alue tor the dI w u~~mn
here, without rewtlng to differentiating the specific fuel cycles to which funding is applied.
+$~or e~:~n]p]e, one detai]ed anal~ Sis found direct SUppOrf\ a]one for coal. oil, natural gas, nuclear, and clcctricit~ to bc SW) bllllon f I ‘~~~~s)
.
between 191 t! and 1978. See Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, op. cit., footnote 38.
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rated in the cost of capital and various financial arrangements. These include the risks of not
completing construct ion on time or on budget, and
poor technological performance. These arc considered in the financial packages negotiated by
NUGs and affect their access to and cost capital .45 For utilities, cost overruns may not he recovered if the investment is not deemed prudent and
can affect their cost of capital.
Certain other risks and uncertainties, however,
may not be fully considered in utility planning or
electricity costs. These inciudc the risk of fuel cost
incrcascs, which arc largely passed through to
ratepayers by fuel adjustmcnt clauscs;46 longterm liabilities for waste disposal or large-scale
accidents; 47 and the risk of capacity not matching
demands. The utility planning process and electricity markets can be distorted in favor of generat ing options that entail risks passed directly to
ratepayers and taxpayers rather than being incorporated in powerplant planning or the cost of generated electricity. Conversely, to the extent that
other technologies—such as certain RETs—are
not credited for their ability to avoid these risks,
the planning process and electricity markcts can
be distorted against them.
RETs also face various risks. depending on the
technology. These include premature technical
failures due to the relative immaturity of the
technology, day-to-day variability in wind find solar resources, and rare but significant shortfalls in

resources due to natural disasters. Technological
risks and the day-to-day variability of the renewable resource arc generally fully considered in the
design, construction. and financing of renewable
energy plants. These risks, however, are generally
born by the technology developer (if a NUG) rather than being passed through to the ratepaycr or
taxpayer.
Rare events may not be adequately accounted
for, however. For example, the volcanic eruption
of Mt. Pinatubo injected large quantities of sulfur
dioxide into the atmosphere, reducing beam raditition to the Earth. Coupled with other weather effects, overall power production from the solar
trough thermal power-plants at Kramer Junction in
southern California was reduced by 30 percent in
the winter and spring of 1992. Total insolation (direct plus diffuse) such as would be used by nonconcentrating flat plate photovoltaics, however,
was affected much less---declining roughly 5 percent. 48 EI Niños or other weather events may simi larly change wind patterns
and reduce the output
49
The Midwest floods dirof wind powerplants.
ing the summer of 1993 might likewise have reduced the harvesting of biomass energy crops.
And, of course, droughts may affect hydropower
plants or biomass growth.
Such events are rare and the maximum impact
in these cases occurred over no more than a year or
so. In the most sensitive cases. they r-educed pow-
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| Fuel Cost Risks

| Liability Risks
51

Fuel costs will continue to be variable. Gas
prices may bc strongly influenced in coming years
if there is an economy wiclc-electric utilities, industry, buildings. transport---move toward gas as
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sumed by taxpayers but are largely unrecognized.
These include the potential liabilities from site
contamination and the associated cleanup C OStS.57
Since these concerns affect conventional fossil
and nuclear fuel cycles to a much greater extent
than most RETs. taking them into account could
benefit RETs when energy technology choices are
made.
| Demand Risks
Demand risk is that associated with constructing a
powerplant that turns out to be unnecessary for a
long time after completion due to slower than projected demand growth. This risk is particularly
significant when constructing large, long leadtime powerplants. Unless the investment is
deemed imprudent, the costs to the utility (even if
the plant is built by a NUG) are largely passed
through to ratepayers.
A variety of analytical methods are being developed to determine the value of demand risks.
Of these, options valuation appears to be one of
the best suited at this time. S o m e l e a d i n g u t i l i t y
executives expect it to be an important planning
tool. 59 Options valuation is an analytical technique used to value the costs and benefit of wait58

57F~r ex:imp]e ;1 rewr( b~ [he Su~onlrllj((ee on (hersight

and

ing to make a large irreversible investment.
During the delay, additional information on the
need for capacity expansion, fuel costs, technology performance, and other important variables
may change the economics of a particular choice.
Including these costs may significantly alter
the choice of generation technology. RETs benefit
from such considerations as they tend to be small,
modular, and quickly installed. They can therefore
be added as needed to meet demand growth.
Conventional technologies and strategies are
also being adapted to such demand risks. For example, gas turbines tend to be relatively small
(100 MW), modular, and quickly installed. Further, construction can be phased, in which a simple-cycle gas turbine is first installed, followed by
construction of a combined-cycle system as demand grows. Ultimately, an integrated gasification system may be added so that low-cost coal or
biomass can be used.

ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS AND BENEFITS
Crediting the environmental benefits of RETs
compared to fossil fuels in energy planning and
pricing could better reflect some advantages of
RETs compared to fossil fuels. Recent efforts to

Investigations,

House Committee on Natural Resource\ found that (ens of

[houwnd~ of’ ~ites—including mine sites, oil und gas wells, and waste disposal sites (many not energy -related)—do not now comply with env ironmcntal standards and may be contaminating surface an~or groundwater. The federal government may carry the risk of cleanup if the operator defaults or declares bankruptcy. U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on Natural Resources, Subcommittee on Oversight
and Ink e~tigations. “Deep Pockets: Taxpayer Liability for Environmental Contamination,” Majority Staff Report, July 1993.
~8Ft)r dcm;llld. ~ide ~pp] i~:ltions, see Eric H irs[, “DO Utility DSM Programs Increase Risk’? ’’E/ec~ricir]~c~urnu/, Mtiy 1993, pp. 24-3 l; and
Eric Hirst, “’Flexibility Benefits of Demand-Side Programs in Electric Utility Planning,” The Energ,y .Journal, \ol. 11, No. 1, January 1990. For
supply -de tippl i cations, see Enrique O. Crousillat, World Bank, “Incorporating Risk and Uncertainty in Power System Planning,” Industry and
Energ} Dcptirtmcnt WorLing Paper, Energy Series Ptiper No. 17, June 1989; Enrique Crouslllat and Spires Martzoukos, World Bank, “Decision
Making Under Uncertainty: An Option Valutition Approach to Power Planning.” Industry and Energy Department Working Paper, Energy Serie~ Paper ,No. 39, Augu\t 1991.
S%.Net~ Fngland F]ectric CEO Calls for Compt?[ltlve Measures, Environmental ‘~e!”’ Electric Po)tcr Alert, Jan. 5, 1994, p. 26.
-.
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quantify some of these environmental costs (see
table 6-7) have been examined by OTA in a separate report.60
Some 25 states now consider environmental
costs in their electricity sector planning and operations either qualitatively or quantitatively, and
other states are considering doing So.61 At the federal level. section 808 of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990 requires the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission and the Environmental
Protection Agency to quantify and report to Congress the net environment] benefits of RETs
compared to nonrenewable energy and to model
regulations for incorporating such benefits in the
regulatory treatment of RETs.62

Federal policy has established minimum standards to protect species and ecosystems. Recently,
interest has developed in the use of market mechanisms to most efficiently allocate resources to
meet these standards, even creating mtirkcts—
such as SOX tradeable emissions permits under tht
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990---wherc necessary. Such approaches may also be applicablc to
other environrnental costs associated with energy
use.
Global warming. however, presents additional
difficulties. Although there is growing scientific
consensus that global warming will occur. it is not
known with precision when the impacts will occur, what form they will take, or how they will be

~~( ~e~e i \\uej ~re explored \epara[el} . in ~ background rep~~ done w i Lb in th i~ a\\e\\nwnt of RET\ U.S. ~’ongre~s. Ofii(’e Of TcChllt~l ~ I u .\ .
A\\e\\n~ent, SrIfdIe\ c~~fhc En\ Ironmcnru/ Co.\rJ of Elecfrlclt?, OTA- ETI - 134 (W”iishlngton, DC: U.S. Government printing Otf;cc, Scpt~lllt>~’r
1994). See al\o: Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Rew)urce\ for the Future, ..E-,l,S.-E~’ I;uc] cycle Study Background 1>ocunlcnt tt) the ,11~pr[xich and I\\ue\..’ ORN1. NI-2500.” November 1992; D.E. Jones, L-n)lrmmtn]{ll E\tcrHIIIIIIc.\, ,4N O~cr\ic}\ (~fThc(jr~ (~r~(l Pr(i( r~(, 1:1’f<l
CL” EN-7294 ( Palo Alto, CA. Electric Power Re\earch Institute, May 199 I ); Richtird L. Ottingcr et al.. Enl lronnwnfui Co\I\ ~~/l;/ctfrIIII\ ( NL’N
York, NY. Occana publlcatlon~, Inc.. 1990): Olav Hohmeyer, S~x/u/ C’o.\r.\ (~ Encr,vv C(v~.\~/n~pflon (New }rort.., NY Spr]ngcr-\’crlaS. 198X}. J,
Koomcy, Lawrence Berhele} Labomtory, .’Comparative Analy\is of Monetary Estinlutci of Extcm;il Envlronrnental Co\t\ A\wxlatcd i+ Ith
Combustion of Fowil Fuel\,” LBL-283 13, July 1990; and Andrew Stirllng, .’Regu]~ting the Elcc[rici[y Supply lndu~try by Jra]ulng E311J Ir(m
mental Effects HOWI Aluch Is the F.mpemr Retiring’)” Fufure\, Dcceniwr 1992, pp. 102-$- 1[)47.
~~ IOffice of Technology A\se\\nlent, ibid.
6~Sec, e.g.. Federal Energy Regulatory Commi~sion, Report (m Sccr[on 808 Rcn(\t (ihl(’ )Cn(rg] and L’ner<~? C(m.\er\ [III(UI ln((’rItI\ ( $ of tli(
Cl(Ian A/r Act An~endrnen/\ ~f/ 990 ( Wa~hington, DC: December 1992): and Mar-k Chupka and Da} id Howarth, Rcnc)i able }~lc(rr{i G1 N( I{]

ri~)n: An A.\ fcj fnwnt of Air P[)/lu[l{MI Prctcn/~on Polen/lul (Washington. DC, U.S.

h~]ronmental Protection A:encj, Nlarch 1992).
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distributed at the local and regional level. Global
warming thus represents the kind of environmental externality that policy makers are least able to
deal with: it is very long term---occurring over
many decades to hundreds of years; the impact is
very uncertain even though potentially severe; b3
and it involvcs things that are difficult to value,
such as the survival of particular species.
For the most part, RETs are benign environmentally. In particular, their operation does not
emit regulated pollutants or greenhouse gases.b4
Development of RETs might be viewed as a lowcost policy against serious environmental uncertainties, especially since many RET applications
will also be economically beneficial.

APPROACHES TO
COMMERCIALIZING RETS
A variety of supports has been provided over the
past two decades to accelerate commercial adoption of RETs. These have contributed to the relatively rapid increase in the use of certain
technologies such as biomass, geothermal, and
wind (see box 6-2). Federal commercialization
supports for RETs currently include accelerated
depreciation, investment tax credits. and the
REPC. These are summarized in table 6-1. These
supports can help relatively mature technologies,
but have much less impact on the commercialization of technologies that are higher cost. Even
with these supports, RETs are not expected to
make a major contribution to U.S. electricity supplied in the next two decades if present trends continue. For example, the Energy Information
Administration projects RET electricity generation will increase from 11 percent of the total in
1990 to 13 percent in 2010 (see chapter 1 ).65 If
commercialization of RETs is a goal, the follow-

ing steps could help deal with some of the challenges discussed above.
Competitive bidding and
green competitive set-asides

As generation markets continue to open, competitive bidding is likely to play a more important role
in these markets. As currently practiced, however,
bid selection criteria may not fully credit some of
the benefits of renewable. All-source bidding
selection criteria could be modified to value more
carefully such factors as the risk of fuel cost increases and environmental impact.
In evaluating some of these factors, however, it
may not be possible to assign precise values that
are widely accepted, or to design a single set of allsource bidding selection criteria that fairly cons iders all technologies. It may therefore be preferable
for utilities to solicit bids specifically for certain
technologies.
Such technology-specific set-asides could be
designed to provide an increasing market demand
for each set of technologies over a period of years,
providing developers a more certain market and
allowing them to scale up manufacturing and reduce prices. The growth in such set-aside capacity
could be chosen to bring a particular RET down its
cost curve to a fully competitive market position.
It would be necessary to ensure that such technology and manufacturing improvements and price
reductions actually occurred, however, and that
the set-aside did not simply provide higher mar66
gins to manufacturers. It is also necessary to en
sure that utilities are not encumbered with a large
number of high-cost contracts, especially if retail
wheeling is introduced. Thus, technology-specific set-asides can support commercialization of
even less mature RETs without excessively bur-

~~ ~See, C,:,,
. LT, s, congress, office of Technology Assessment, Preparing for an Uncerlain Climate, OTA-O-567, OTA-O-568 (Washington,
1>(’: LI.S. (iokernment Prinling Office, Oc[ober 1993).
~~JThe ~onlbu~lion of biom~~s &XS release carbon dioxide, but that is balanced by the uptake of growing plants.

Thus, the

full biomass cYcle

cm be operated on a wstainable basis.
~~s~ii does reprc~en[, however, an increase in nonhydro generation from roughly 50 billion kwh in 1990 to 170 billion kwh in 2010.
66 D011dId w’. Aitken, “su~[ained orderly Development,” Solar Zxiay, May/June 1992, pp.

20-22.
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dening ratepayers and utilities. Both will benefit
in the long term as RETs become fully competitive.
Technology-specific set-asides could also provide experience to regulators and utilities in preparing/evaluating future proposals and bids for
rene\vables and \\/ould help balance their long experience and comfortable familiarity with conventional systems. It would also offer developers
and utilities alike the opportunity to train personnel and to establish effective regimens of communication and interconnection supports.
There arc several initial efforts \vith competitive set-asides. California, for examplc, has mandatcd renewable energy capacity purchases by
utilities. Technologies. however. are not specified
and this initiative is not likely to provide support
for less mature technologies. The bidding and bid
selection processes have also been controversial
and the future of the program is in doubt. 67 The
New England Electric System made a "green request for proposals" in 1993, but all seven of the
selected bids were rejected by the Rhode Island
Public Utilities Commission (PUC) in April 1994
as too expensive. ()~ Nevertheless. various options
to move this program forward are being considered. Other competitive set-asides for RETs
include those by the Bonneville Power Administration and the New York State Energy Plan. 69
Congress could consider directing the Department of Energy to \vork with the states to estabi ish
appropriate levels of technology-specific setasides for RETs. This could be done first as pilot
projects and then on a larger scale-coordinated
on a national basis-in order to best capture fuel

, 1

The Sacramento MUfllcl{Jai Utl/lry Cilstnct (SMUD) 2MW
photovu(tcJiC plant i2J InsrCiiiuj Cit [i,lt, SI[r, of the nmv closed
Rancho Sec() nurif'ar f)C',.\t:rn/,lnr

di\'ersity and environmental benefits \vhilc supporting thl.? manufacturing scaleup of their respective industries ami thus reducl.? costs as rapidly and
efficiently as {loss i ble.

Green pricing
Green pric ing 7() proposals to support RETs typically place a surcharge of pl.?rhaps I 0 percent on
the monthly' lltil it) hill of t'o/uJl/ari/y participating
customers. Thl.? surcharge funds arc then used to

h7Tl1i, appruach i, a component of a larger strategy that has become known a\ Su . . tdined Ordl'rl: ))nel(lpll1ellt. "Wll1d Rcccivcs Large
Sharc of BRPL Preliminary Bid Auction'" \\'ind Energy H(·ck/v. \'01. 12. No, 577, Dcl'. 2(), I t)l),~, pp, I, TIll' 'cta . . idc Ius hl'cn callcd into question hy the California Puhlic L'tditics Commission (PUC) ,md the Federal Energy Regui;JtllJ: COllllllj s"jlJll (l'ERe), l'nder it'; call to investigate
rctail wheeling. PL1(' asked the legislature to explicitly reconsider the requirement placcd un thel11 to l'stahlish ",'t-asidc\ tm rcnewables, In a
FehnJar:- I ()l)5 draft decision, FERC ruled that California cannot set avoided CO\\S for ()h ahmc the CIlS! Ilf ~JI1y source of power. including
low-cost purcha ... e" This dcci ... ion could preclude any preferential treatment of RET"
h~Daniel Kaplan. "State RegulalOr. Renewables Proponents ('Ia,h." 7lil'

!.'!I('l",£;\'

nil/ii, Apr. I" IIN-i, P I,

h'JFor details on these ami other programs, see Lm Hamrin and 1\ancy Radel. Natipnal A,-,(lliatilln (ll Regulatory Ltility Commi",ioners.

"Investing in the Future: /\ Regulator\ Guide to Renewable..,." February
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to ratepayers and environmental impact.75 As an
example, the Wisconsin Public Service Commission recent1y granted regulated utili ties the right to
provide their shareholders an additional return of
0.75¢/kWh for power generated by wind, photovoltaics. or solar thermal plants over 20 years for
projects brought online between 1993 and 1998. 76
Although this is primarily a state regulatory issue,
federal policy might play a supporting role.
Although they appear to have significant potential to support RETs, these strategies—green
competitive set-asides. green pricing, or stockholder incentives---arc too new for any significant
conclusions to be drawn as to their effectiveness in
practice.
Federal taxes

Incentives to purchase RETs

Most utilities have little or no incentive to purchase RETs or to purchase RET-generated electricity from NUGs rather than conventional fossil
power: whatever source of power is used, the utility earns the same return. Regulatory changes to
allow a slightly higher rate of return for the use or
pur-chase of reasonably cost-effective rcnewables
would provide incentive and help utilitics gain experience with RETs while reducing fuel cost risks

Current federal tax incentives for RETs, such as
accelerated depreciation, investment tax credits,
and pduction credits, reduce federal tax burdens
on RETs depending on the particular incentives
and RET. As discussed above, however, the tax
burden per kWh on many RETs remains higher
than that for coal- or gas-powered electricity generation. For wind and biomass, which are competitive or near-competitive with fossil systems, tax
incentives may have a significant influence on
their market viability. However, the REPC of
1.5¢/kWh is limited to facilities in operation by
1999, which does not allow time for most biomass
systems. with their 3- to 7-year growth cycles (for
woody crops) to get established.
Tax policy has had a significant influence on
the development of RETs such as wind (see box
6-2). Government incentives intended to help renewables, however, have also on occasion had the
perverse effect of hurting them. For example, un-
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Front-loaded capital costs of RETs
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ity or in the cost of electricity, Therefore, the potential of RETs to offset these risk pass-throughs
may not be adequately valued by planners, reducing the likelihood that these RETs will be chosen
when new capacity is planned. More analysis
could help understand these risks, determine
means of valuing them, and understand how risk
pass -throughs influence financial markets and the
choice of generation technologies.
The federal government could work with states
to examine fuel adjustment clauses in particular
and the impact these have on the choice of generation technologies. Mechanisms to adequately account for the risk of future fuel price increases in
generation capacity planning could be developed
and implemented. Initial work on this is under
way in Colorado 79 and elsewhere. Environmental
cleanup bonds, trust funds, or other funding mechanisms could be examined to determine their ability to recover long-term environmental cleanup
costs from energy industries and companies. so
Tax benefits that could affect the choice of a fuel
cycle could be based on minimizing environmental impact.
State governments could incorporate environmental externality costs in their utility planning
efforts or direct] y in electricity y costs, and state regulators could encourage utilities to consider environmental impacts when deciding which
generating units to operate. 8] Although these are
primarily state issues, the federal government
could support such efforts through information
programs, the development of appropriate analytical tools, and further analysis of the social costs
of energy use. Proposals to base state and/or federal electric sector taxes on emissions. potentially

79shin,on Awcrbuch, ‘“~lr~~[

including greenhouse gas emissions, rather than
profits or sales could be examined for potential effectiveness, costs and benefits. equity impacts, or
other consequences. Some studies have indicated
that shifting from corporate income taxes may
have positive benefits in the longer term.82
Structural change
The potentially negative impact of changes in the
electric power sector on RETs, discussed at the beginning of this chapter, might be addressed by the
use of sectorwide policy tools, rather than utilityspecific regulatory interventions. For example,
the valuation of fuel cost risks and environmental
costs, and corresponding use of technology-specific set-asides for both utilities and NUGs, may
ease some of the conflict inherent in limiting such
costs or controls to regulated utilities alone. Such
electricity sectorwide policy tools could be considered at both the state and federal levels.

CONCLUSION
This chapter has outlined a variety of challenges—structural, financial, tax, risk, and competitive-–that face commercialization of RETs in
the electric sector. These challenges will likely
preclude many cost-effective applications of
RETs under current policies. A significant RET
industry is beginning to develop with a portfolio
of maturing as well as immature but promising
technologies. The considerable experience that
has been gained builds confidence for the industry’s future. Policy experience is also developing.
More effective commercialization, if done wisely,
can lead to increased growth and widespread
benefits.

TestinlonY,

‘“ ln~c.~flgution into (}IC De\elopmcn[ of Rules Con~crn\ng lnlegru[ed Re.\ource Plunnlng, Colorado Public Utilit} Commiwion Docket 91 R-642EG, February 1992.
~(lsce, e.g., Hou~c comn~i(tce on Natural Resources, op. cit., fOOtnOte 57.
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Di\p~[~h: ln~orpor~[ing EIIY ironmen[a] Extemalitie\ in Electric System Operation,’” The Elecfricif}Jour-

nal, March 1991, pp. 20-33.
i(~, op. cit., footnote 75; Robert Repetto et al., Green F.ee.r: HoM’ u Tax Sh/ft Cun Work fbr the Environment and rhe Economy
(Wii~hington, DC: W’orld Re\ources Institute. No\ember 1992); and Dale W. Jorgenson and Kun-Young Hun, “The Exce\s Burden of Taxation
in the United States.” Journal ()/’At”t~)~/nll)~(s, Audi[ln,~, and J“inunce, vol. 6, No. 6, fall 1991.
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Government
Supports
and
International
Competition 7

| What Has Changed?
International interest in renewable energy technologies (RETs)
has increased over the past decade. Environmental conccrnsdue to acid-rain damage to forests in Europe. the Chernobyl nuclear accident in the former Soviet Union. and possible global
warming, as well as ongoing concerns about future fossil fuel
prices and supply reliability—have generated a strong push in
Europe to find alternatives to nuclear- and fossil-based elcctricity
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U.S. and Canada
n Western Europe and Japan

Lower mlddle-mcome developrrg countnes

tization: others arc searching for ways to cooperate across many aspects of their operations. Whatever form European utilities take,2 there are likely
to be additional opportunities for using RETs
within them.
In developing countries, current levels of electricity use are very low (figure 7-1 ) and the demand for electricity is growing rapidly. 3
Estimates of the market for power generation
equipment in developing countries are typical] y in
the $1 -trillion range over the next 10 years, or an
average of $100 billion per year; 4 the market
could grow much larger in the longer term. Invest-

ment and operational expansion at this level poses
great difficulties for many inefficient or heavily
subsidized state-owned electric utilities. In response, many developing countries are opening
up their electricity sectors and beginning to
encourage private investment. Use of RETs in
distributed utility applications may offer opportunities to improve power sector performance.
Despite large investments. many people in
many rural areas of developing countries are unlikely to be served by conventional electric utility
grids for many years; the cost of transmission and
distribution grid extension is too great. Similarly,

~Andrcw Holmes, “E\ olution tind Dc-Evolutlon ofti European Po~er Gricl,” L’lc{ fr[t~[j~~~~i)r~i~l, October 1992, pp. 34-47. See dx) Edward
Kuhn tind Richard Gilbert, “International Comparisons of Electricity Regulation.” 17th International Con fcrcnw of the lntemational A\so~i;i(ion O! Energj Economists, Stay unger, Norua>, May 1994.
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| Potential Roles
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have recently been~ or arc currently being reviewed elsewhereY
This comparison of PV and \vind programs
shows a \vide range of supports among \/arious
nations of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OE(,O). including
government-supported RD&D: direct funding of.
or tax credits for. investments in RET equipment:
supports for the purchase of generated rene\vablc
energy; and a variety of lcgislative--including environmental-supports for renewables.
The bulk of this chapter is focused on national
PV and \vind programs in Japan. Europe. and the
United States. Follc)\ving this discussion is a brief
crosscutting summary and discussion of possible
policy options to respond to this competitive challenge. How U.S. firms do in this international
competition \vill depend on the groundwork that
is laid today.
Finally. it should be noted that PV and \\lind
technologies arc advancing rapidly and government programs arc changing quickly in response
to ne\v opportunities and shifting public concerns.

ti\'e market applications: 2) market development
to accelerate acceptance ofRETs in currently costeffective or ne\vly emerging applications; and 3)
market priming to support the usc of RETs where
they arc not yet cost-effective but could become so
\vith further development and large-scale manufacturing.
The link bet\veen increased cost-effectiveness
and market development is critical. The potential
market relics heavily on price (v/ithout considering risk or environmental costs. sec chapter 6).
particularly compared with the mature energy
technologies that RETs compete against. Prices
for RETs arc determined by technical performance as determined by RD&D. economics of
scale and learning realized by mass production.
and the requirement to recoup certain fixed
RD&D. manufacturing. and marketing costs
through sales. Thus. costs can be reduced if sales
volumes arc increased. but sales volumes may not
increase until prices arc reduced. This "chickenand-egg" problem is a central challenge for RETs.

I RD&D for Increased Cost-Effectiveness

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES IN
PV AND WIND TECHNOLOGIES10
Competition in RETs is increasing rapidly as industrial countries recognize the growth potential
of these environmentally friendly and currently or
potentially cost-effective energy technologies.
The PV and \\'ind energy technology activities of
nine OEeO countries arc revinvcd and compared
here.
All of the renewable energy programs reviewed
have three complementary strategies: I) RD&D to
increase the cost-effectiveness of the technology
and thus broaden its scope of economically attrac-

Photovoltaics
The general routes to improved PV cost-effectiveness arc increased energy conversion efficiencies.
improved balance of systems. and reduced
manufacturing and installation costs. Increasing
conversion efficiencies will make each square
centimeter of PV surface more productive. increasing the utilization of available solar energy
while making the cell less costly on a materials basis per unit output. A reduction in manufacturing
costs per unit of cell area makes each square centimeter of cell less costly. The combination of reduced cost and increased efficiency is expected to

xFor a hrnad review. see James & James Science Publishers. FUfO/Il'wl!hrcC!or\' o(Rnlc\\"(Ihle Fner,;;\' Sup/llien and ,"jenicn. I <J<J2 (Lolldon. England Il)Y2).
l)

A detailed competitive assessmcnt of international rcnewable energy technology, IXllicy, and activitie~ is currently ulllkr way at Sandia

National Laboratory for the DepartIllent of Energy. It covers biomass. geothermal. ocean. photovoitaic. solar thermal. wind. and advanced batteries.
I (l-fhis

section is drav.n primarily from Ted Kennedy and Christine Egan. t\lcridian Corp .. "International Activities SuppOlting Wind and

Photovoltaic Energy." report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment. Nov. S.

ll)l)~.
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Year

United States

Italy
—

France

European
Union

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1935
1987
1988

1989
i 991

1992

—

Switzerland

.

United
Kingdom
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World

Year

Mw

United States
MW
—

‘?/0

Japan

MW
..

Rest-of-World

Europe
‘?!0

15
20
20
23
36
45
485
45..2
353
353
361
360
325
285

MW

030
080
1.40
330
360
340
400
450
670
790
1020
13.40
1640
1655

‘?!0

MW

%0

9
15
17
15
14
15
154
154
197
197
219
242
283
273

010
030
080
1 40
230
280
300
400
470
500
460
440

1
1

—

3
6
9
10
9
10
10
9
8
72

United States, for example, design improvements
and better operations and maintenance regimes
have resulted in availabilities of up to 97 percent,
compared with 20 percent in 1981 (see chapter 5).
Turbines have been simplified and the numnber of
moving parts has been reduced. This has cut down
on maintenance requirements and has enhanced
lifetimes while reducing manufacturing costs.
overall, Europe appears to be gearing up for
largc-scale deployment of wind turbines in the
war term. Plans for installing some 4,000 MW of
wind capacity by the year 2000 have been announced. 11 The large-scale deployment of turbines will permit further economics of scale in
manufacturing and operations.
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I Market Development Initiatives
Various OECD nations have undertaken activities
to support the commercialization of RETs. By encouraging commercialization of RETs. larger
scale production can he initiated. allmving economics of scale to be real ized. In turn. these economics lc)\ver the costs of RETs and allo\v still larger
market opportunities to he tapped. This cY'cle \vill
ultimately alhnv the creation of a large and costeffective RET industry. Commercialization strategies no\\' in usc for wind and PV technologies
include removing regulatory and institutional harriers: information programs to better inform key
decisionmakers regarding rene\\'ahles: demonstrating technically appropriate and cost-effective
applications of the technology: and stimulating
market demand through market conditioning
demonstrations. large-scale government purchases, subsidies. low-interest loans, tax incentives, and other supports.

Photovo/taics
Market conditioning is specifically identified in
(l key' strategy'
clement. Activities include education: technical
assistance and training: market, economic. and financial analyses: technology characterizations:
regulatory and value analyses; and codes and standanis assessment and development. Efforts to improve the policy and regulatory frame\vork
include evaluation of transmission issues affecting PV s, development of integrated resource
planning methodologies, and integration of environmental considerations into utility' planning.
There arc similar market conditioning activities in
other countries, including efforts hy the Photovo!taic Po\\'er Generation Technology Research
Association in Japan and the Future Energies Forum in Germany.
ttlC LT .~5. ph()t()\/()Itaic pr()grarl1 as

Demonstrations are intended to encourage
market participation through example. proving a
new technology application in the critical areas of
appropriateness, reliability. cost-effectiveness.
case of maintenance, integration \'lith existing
systems. and so forth. The major PV evaluation
program in the United States is the PV-USA project. Major demonstration projects in other countries include the --1.000 Roof" PV program in
Germany, promoted \vith the usc of subsidies:
"model" facilities in Japan, which arc supported
through subsidies: and the PLUG modular
\ OO-kW grid-connected PV systems in Italy.
Market subsidies 12 are intended to foster market development and gnnvth to the point at which
the market can operate \vithout them. i j In the
United States, supports are limited to tax incentives, including five-year accelerated depreciation
and a \ O-percent investment tax credit for nonutility generators. At the current state of cost and performance in PVs, these provide only' modest
incentive for additional investment.
Italian subsidies support up to RO percent of
installation costs or provide hUY'back rates for
peak periods of up to 2R~/kWh. In Japan they
range up to two-thirds of the cost of residential
systems, and buybacks rates for PV-produced
electricity are reported to be as high as 24~/kWh.
Japan also offers a 7-percent tax credit for PV sy'stems and lov~'-interest loans \\lith rates as lov,i as
4. i percent. Germany offers suhsidies for sy'stem
capital costs of up to 70 percent.

Wind
For wind energy development. the U.S. experience in the 1980s \vas vlith targeted investment tax
credits. In effect, these favored installation ofturbines over the production of pov-'er. They \'lere
phased out in the mid-\9ROs. The Energy Policy

12An important note with regard to ,uh,idic\ i\ rlJ;1t thev can rranslafc infO .,ignificanf addifinnal gO\l'rllllll'1l1 support of PV ler/molog)
beyond RD&D budgets. Deferll1ining thc level of thi, support ranges from difficult to nearly impmsiblc. Since l110st of the budgl'h de\LTibed
here include only on-budget line iter]]';, sub\idy cxpel1ditUfes for hardware installation and power production (whether they tak:c thc form of
cash support or lax relief) may provide a significantly higher level of support than could bc fully described in this report.
I 'Of

coursc. progral1b may tak:e on a life of their llwn and live on after their intended purpose has heen mct.
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Act of 1992 provides a 1.5¢/kWh production tax
credit for wind-generated electricity, Subsidies
have been used by Denmark and Germany in the
form of stable power purhase prices, paying 85
and 90 percent of the retail price of electricity, respectively. In England. power purchase rates have
been set at very attractive levels for certain periods, which has accelerated installations dramatically.

| Country Programs and Market Share
Photovoltaics

other activities taking place in many countries. A
number of foreign firms have also recently purchased U.S. PV producers. In March 1990, for ex-

ample, Siemens A.G. of Munich purchased
Atlantic Richfield Company’s ARCO Solar. 15
This gave Siemens nearly 50 percent of U.S. photovoltaic shipments in 1992. In March 1994, Ebara Corporation of Japan purchased majority
control of Blue Ridge Industrial Development
Group, a spinoff from Westinghouse Electric that
16
was commercializing dendritic web silicon PV.
In July 1994, Mobil Solar Energy Corporation, a
Massachusetts-based producer of ribbon silicon
PV cells, was sold to Angewandte Solarenergie
GmbH of Germany, a joint venture whose parent
companies include Daimler-Benz A.G. and the
largest electric utility in Germany, 17 In November
1994, Solec International] was purchased by Sumi tomo and Sanyo of Japan. 8 Together, these companies accounted for about 63 percent of the PVs
manufactured in the United States in 1993 (see
table 7-3).
The issue of “who is us” has appeared repeatedly in discussions of international competitiveness.
Closely related is the question of the extent to
which benefits-jobs, earnings, training, intel lectual property-of federal assistance go abroad.
whether transferred by a U.S. firm operating or
sourcing offshore or by a foreign firm operating in
and receiving benefits from the United States. 19
Maintaining U.S.-based production of PVs will
likely require significant RD&D and investments
in advancd automated production facilities, particularly as PV-production increasingly becomes
a commodity production process.

I $The ~i,,
& rcelllcllt 14 :1~ :u]IIOUI)CC’d In nlid 198[). SLY R]chiird hlc’(’ormch, “SIenKn\ Snare\ Arco Solar,” .Vc\\ T(@mology Week. Aug. 7.
1989.
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Company

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

42

55
32
06

65
50
09

70

125

54
09

03
005

01
04
01
12
11.3

04
06
005
003
042
148

57
13
08
06
03
03
005
01
182

65
13
05
0.9
05
02
001

09
865

02
05
005
03
065
141

90
56
12
02
045
02
02
003
02
171

90

29
03

48
165
13
12
15
15
05

48
22
17
13
08
08
05

48
24
25
15
10
10
01

62
22
48
16
10
04

07
128

09
142

60
31
58
16
10
08
01
08
06
198

65
30
51
16
10
06

07
132

49
25
4.5
16
10
08
01
06
08
168

10
oil
188

10
00
173

08
13

10
04
03
02
02

1.3
13
10
09
08
04
03
02
02
04
67

17
14
06
06
15
10
12
05
06
05
06
102

21
22
10
02
18
15
15
05
08
05
13
134

26
35
06
00
20
26
20
06
06
0.8
11
164

26
45
0.5
01
17
32
10

03
45

12
14
07
07
08
08
08
03
04
04
04
79

12

13

13

05

05

06
05
04
03
03
08
40

14
06
06

1.4
0.4
10

05
04
0.3
03
08
47

05
04
03
03
10
50

15
04
05
05
08
03

United States
Siemens Solar
Solarex
Solec International
Advanced PV Systems
Astropower
Ussc
Mobil Solar/ASE GmbH
Entech
Other (Chronar)
Total

22-1

Japan
Sanyo
Kaneka
Kyocera
Talyo Yuden
Sharp
Hoxan
Fuji
Matsushita
Other
Total

Europe
Deutsche Aerospace
BP Solar Systems
Naps France
Cnronar Wales
Photowatt (France)
Eurosolaire (Italy)
Helios (Italy)
Isophoton (Spain)
Siemens ( G e r m a n y )
RES (Netherlands)
Other
Total
Rest-of-World
CEL (Indua)
Sinonar (Taiwan)
Heliodinamica (Brazil)
Reil (India)
Bharat (India)
UDTS/HCR Algiers
Venergia (Venezuela)
Other
Total
NA

not

avaiable

04
—

04

07
28

08
30

10
46

05
05
05
12
166
18
NA
05
NA
10
NA
NA
NA
4.4
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.

Europeans, either privately or through electric

L

v

In general, the major PV RD& D programs have
similar goals. all of which are aimed at producing
PV modules and equipment that are cost-effective
in the broadest array of’ applications. In addition,
activitits that faci1itatc PV tcchnology and market
developmcnt have been adopted. many of which
arc not included in a country RD&D budget.
These include demonstrations. government purchases, market subsidies. low-interest loans, and
tax incentives. Such facilitating support activities
differ widely among countries and are examined
below. Japan, Germany, Italy, and others offer
more aggtrddivr supports than does the United
States in many respects.

Wind
In 1992, European utilities and developers
installed some 225 MW of wind capacity, while
only 5 MW was instulled in the United States.zo

utilities, are investing $300 million to $500 million per year in wind cquipment and associated
services, not including research and development
( R & D ) . 21 More recently. several U.S. utilities
have shown increased interest in wind energy.
In general, the goals of the wind RD&D programs are similarly focused on cost-efective
wind turbine development and deployment, but
emphases vary. Japan, Sweden, Canada, Italy, and
Belgium have financially supported exploitation
of the wind resource primarily as an R&D activity.
In contrast, the United Kingdom, Dcnrnark, the
Netherlands. and Germany have attcmpted to
stimulate the market by subsidizing turbine installations and paying a premium price for- power produced. The U.S. program is balanced between
both approaches. Wind energy RD&D budgets arc
listed in tuble 7-4.
It is now useful to examine country-specific
programs in more dctail. U.S. programs arc discussed in chapter 5.

JAPAN

22

Japanese R&D of new and altermative sources of
energy has taken place under the framework of the
Sunshine Project initiated in response to the first
oil crisis. In 1993, the Sunshine Project was combined with, among others, the Moonlight Project.
which focused on energy conservation technologies, and the Research and Development Project
on Environmcntal Technology, which focused on
reduction of carbon dioxide (COz ) and other emis sions, to form the New Sunshine Project.
The New Sunshine Project includes three initifatives 23:
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Year United States Japan
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

31.4
265
316
25.8
167
85
8.8
91
11 1
21.4
240

alnclud{rg test

stations

15
15
15
20
32
20
20
29
31
65
7.7
for Germany

Germany

Italy

180
160
129
12,9
12,9
135
250
29.5
295
168
222

1.5
19
23
53
96
155
245

62
8.5
96
97
13,0
13.0
155

304
30.4
33 Oc
330

200
20,0
19,6
19.6

Denmark Netherlands

1,0
4,5
8.0
8.0
80
80
8.0
80
76
6.0
6.0

3.3
76
12,0
177
236
236
236
258
27.3
289
326

United Kingdom
5.3
7.1
90
95
95
10.0
100
195
255
15.8
15,8

the Netherlands the Untted States, Italy, and Denmark

bCEC . Commlss,on of the European Commumtles Includes budgets for both the Directorate General for Science, Research and Development and

the Directorate Generalfor

Energy

cAccord’og to Dan Ancona o! the U S Department of Energy, these figures may Include some double counting of funds due to protects falling behind
schedule Thus, the actual budget may be overstated for 1992 and 1993
SOURCE Ted Kennedy and Cbrlstlne
Technology

Egan International Actlwtles Supporting Wind and Photovoltalc Energy, ” report prepared for the Office of

Assessment Nov 8 1993

1. the Action Plan for the Prevention of Global
Warming-focused on C0 2 reduction and an
increase in the pace of development and application of alternative energy technologies;24
2. research under the New Earth 21 Program—fo-

cused on technological development and international cooperation on energy and
environmental issues;25 and
3. the Applica(iom in Neighboring Developing
Countries Program—focused on collaborative
research and application, including support for

2~Ne~ Sun$hlne ~ogram

HeadqUanerS,

feasibility studies, design, installation, operation, and evaluation of renewable energy and
environmental technologies in less developed
countries.2b
The total budget for the New Sunshine Project
through 2020 is $11.5 billion.27
Photovoltaics have been a major focus of Japanese efforts. Although, the budget for PVS under
the New Sunshine Project declined from $53.5
million in 1991 to $51.8 million28 in 1992, the

Agency of Industrial Science and Technology, “Comprehensive Approach to the New Sunshine

Program Which Supports the 21 st Century—Sustainable Growth Through a Simultaneous Solution of Energy and Env konmental Constraints,”
Sun.rh/nc Journal, No. 4, 1993; and Hisao Kobiyashi, “PV Status and Trends in Japan,” paper presented at Soltech 1992, Albuquerque, NM,
Feb. 10-12, 1992.
~5New Sunshine Program Headquarters, op. cit., footnote 24.
2bNobuaki Mori, “Collaborative R&D Program on Appropriate Technologies—Contribution To Reducing Constraints on Energy and Environmental Technologies in Developing Countries,” Sunshine Journal. No. 4, 1993,
27

Yoshihiro Hamakawa, ‘“New Sunfhine Project and Recent Progress in Photovoltaic Technology in Japan, ” UNESCO Solar Energy Summit, Paris, France, July 1993; and Ichiro Tansawa, “Broad Area Energy Utilization Network System Project—Eco Energy City Concept,” Sunshine Journal, No. 4, 1993.
2~One reviewer reP~s a separate eitima[e of $48.1 million, based on a budget of 6.1 billion yen for “solar power” quoted in Joint publications Research Service, Foreign Broadcast Information Service, JPRS-EST-92-037-L, May 7, 1992, p. 46. and a conversion rate of $0.007888
per yen in 1992. Linda Branstetter, Sandia National Laboratory, personal communication, April 1994.
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overall PV budget will increase as a result of new
spending by the Agency of Natural Resources and
Energy of $9.7 million on initiatives to facilitate
“public use.” In recognition of the importance of
reducing balance of system costs, roughly 16 percent of the 1992 budget is aimed at systems-level
development, including BOS components such as
inverters, batteries, and mounting systems. The
world’s most comprehensive dedicated testing facility for grid interconnection of distributed systems-consisting of at least 100 small (2-kW)
arrays-is at a site on Rokko Island.29
The New Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization (NEDO),30 funded by
the New Sunshine Project, established a Photovoltaic Power Generation Technology Research
Association (PVTEC) in November 1991. This
semigovernmental agency has 26 members representing a broad range of Japanese industries.
PVTEC encourages collaborative R&D among
member companies as well as with other private
sector, government, and academic institutions.
PVTEC’s programs focus on production technology of advanced PV cells; production technology
of amorphous PV cells; superhigh-efficiency PV
cells; research and analysis on commercialization;
and investigation of the trends of industry and
technology in photovoltaic power generation,

supporting research, and other activities. PVTEC
also seeks to be a major base of effective R&D
overseas, working in close cooperation with foreign organizations.31
Japan has implemented major financial subsidies for photovoltaics. A 7-percent tax credit has
been established for enterprises installing PV systems. 32 MITI had a fund of $3.7 million in FY
1993 for individuals installing home PV systems
to obtain loans at a rate of 4.55 percent for 5- or

33
10-year terms. An installer of a “model plant”
(interpreted to mean power installations, not
manufacturing facilities) may receive a subsidy of
up to 50 percent of the installation cost. In 1992,
the government set up an institution to finance PV
installations at public facilities such as schools at
two-thirds of the total project cost. A budget of
approximately $6.5 million was reported for FY
1992 34 and $3 million for FY 1993. 35 Japan has
also announced a plan to install four model plants
in developing countries.3b
MITI is also planning to support up to twothirds of the cost of residential systems. The program goal is 1,000 homes the first year and up to
70,000 by the year 2000.37 Some $39 million of
the MITI FY 1994 budget was requested for this
program. The 3-kW systems will be grid con-

29

Dan Shugar, Pacific Gas and Electric Co., personal communication, 1993.
30NED0 was ini[la[ed in 19go in reswnse 10 the second oil crisis. It is responsible for intensive and effective promotion of, and is subsidized
by, the Sunshine Pro&ct. In 1991, NEDO’S responsibilities were expanded from a strict energy security focus to include environmental security.
See Takashi Goto, “’Photovoltaic R&D Program in Japan (Sunshine Project),” paper presented at the Sixth International Photovoltaic Science
and Engineering Conference Proceedings, New Delhi, India, Feb. 10-14, 1992, p. 521.
31 pho[ovo][aic power CJeneration Technology Research Association, “Aiming at a Major Base of Research and Development of Solar
Cells,” Summary Sheet, n.d.; Seiji Wakamatsu, Photovoltaic Power Generation Technology Research Association, slide presentation, n.d.
32. LNEDO SupW~s Field Test program,” IVEDO New’sletrer, August 1992.
~~Kiyoko Matsuya,llu, NeW, Energy and 1ndustria] Technology Development organization, personal Communication to Ted Kennedy and
Christine Egan, Meridian Corp., June 1993.
MNEDO sup~~s Field Test Program, Op. cit., footnote 32.
35 Matsuyama, oP. ci(.~ footnote 33.
‘bPaul Maycock, “Japanese Plan for Global Warming Stimulates Major PV Initiatives,” PV News, vol. 11, No. 5, May 1992.
~7Fore1gn Brc)adc~s[ Information Service, “MITI To Subsidize Household Solar Power Generation Systems,” Puci’c Rim Economic Re~’ie}t’, vol. 2, No. 18, Sept. 8, 1993, p. 7, citing Nihon Keizal Shimbun, Aug. 22, 1993.
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nected, with excess energy sold back to the utilities. 38 If the 70,000-home goal is achieved, it
would represent four times current worldwide
annual production. Firms with access to this market would benefit hugely from economies of scale
and learning.
Beginning in April 1992, utility companies
were directed by the Japanese government to allow grid interconnection39of
systems such as photovoltaics, wind turbines, and
fuel cells and to purchase their excess power. Privately generated renewable energy is purchased
by the utility at the highest marginal price paid by
the user for power. This ranges from approximately 16¢ to 24¢/kWh. 40 Utility companies have set a
goal of 2.4 MW and 150 sites, including rooftops,
offices, and technical centers, by 1995.
Japanese development of wind systems has not
been as aggressive as that for PV. About 23 wind
turbines, totaling 3.2 MW, were designed and
installed from 1982 through 1991 in Japan. Total
capacity additions for the country are expected to
be about 3 MW by 1995, and another 7 MW between 1996 and the year 2000, for a total of 10
MW. Practical R&D is conducted by NEDO and
more theoretical research is performed by the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. Resource assessment work has identified more than 20 prime
wind resource sites within the country. Mitsubishi
has, however, exported about 700 of its 250-kW

machines to the United States, most of which were
installed in California.

EUROPEAN UNION

41

The European Commission (EC) programs for
RD&D in renewable energy are conducted by the
Directorate General for Science, Research, and
Development (DG XII) and the Directorate General for Energy (DG XVII). The major programs

arc JOULE II (focused on R&D and emphasizing
photovoltaics, wind, and biomass with a total allocation of $70.8 million 42 for 1991 -94) and
THERMIE (focused on demonstration and with a
budget allocation of $424 million from 1990 to
1992 and a proposed budget of $181.8 million
from 1993 to 1994). The Commission provides
direct financial support on a cost-shared basis of
up to 50 percent of project costs for R&D and up to

40 percent for demonstration.43 ALTENER is a
recently proposed program under the direction of
DG XVII intended to focus on barriers to the development of renewable energy .44
U.S. industry competition within the European
Union has in the past been constrained by EU
directives that allow public purchasers in four
sectors (water, energy, transport, and telecommunicate ions) to reject bids that have less than half EU
content by value. Furthermore. if purchasers consider non-EU bids. they are required to give a

3xPaul Maycock, “Japan Mount\ 27 Year Conwn atmn and Energjr l%).” PL’ Ve}i.s, L o]. 1 I , No. 10, October 1992.
~~Kobiya~hi, op. ~1(,, foo~o[c 2A.
4)

Mat\uyan1a, op.

cit.. footnote 33.

4 !Former]) the Eu~o~~n &-ononlic Commun]t}, the name w m changed in ,No\ ember 1993. This wction IS prinlari]y drawn from Kennedy
and Egan, op. cit., footnote 10.
A2Comm1\\lon of the Euro~an Communities, Directorate General XII for Science, Research and Development, “Non-Nucicar Energy
(JOULE 11) 1991- 1994,” Information Package, pp. 10-1 I; and Wolfgang Palz, ‘“Thc European Community R&D program on Photot oltaics.”
paper presented at the l[)th European Photolo]taic Solar Energj Confcrcncc. Li\borl, Portugal. Apr. & )2, 1991, p. 1369.
43..~e ~uro~m conlnlur~l[~ and Wind Energy.” \t’/nd D/rctr/on.r, \ol, 1 I , No. 3, w inter 1991-92.
Q’$-’ReneWab]es Could Benefit from EC Tax on COJ Output, ” }~’~n(l Errcrlq}) \k’c[’k/}’, ~U~. k ‘?J, ] 992; “~uropean Cdrbon Dioxide Target Needs
To Triple Renewablcs USC.” .Solur l.et(er, vol.
September 1992.

2. No. 18,

Sept. 4, 1992:

and ‘“Europe Geti ~lean Aw dy,” W[mi

P<)\t er ,V(MIthl>,

Yol. 8, No.

9,
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3-percent price advantage to goods and services of
EU origin. 45 The latest round of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) addresses some of these issues and commits signatories to
follow a set of rules specifying open, nondiscriminatory procurement practices. It should be noted
that EU directives do allow for equal treatment to
be negotiated bilaterally or multilaterally.46
DG VIII (Development Fund) implements an
international development program with activities in developing countries. The projects have
included photovoltaic water pumping and electrification with $1.7 million in funding from the
EC. 47 Donor country contributions, primarily
from Germany and France, have increased the value of this program to U.S. $10 million to $20 mil-

lion. In 1989, a project was initiated within the
THERMIE framework to install PV pumping systems and other small-scale applications for use in
the Sahel region of Africa. More than 1,300
pumps powered by 600-W to 3.5-kW PV arrays
with a total PV capacity of nearly 2 MW were to be
installed beginning in 1992. The EC contributed
$39 million for this program.48
The EC RD&D objectives with regard to wind
energy are to identify the Union’s resources and to
develop design and testing methods with a focus
on large machines. Current expenditures are about
$4.85 million per year.
The EU is considering a Europe-wide carbon
tax on fossil fuels in order to reduce C0 2 emissions. Thus far, only Denmark has passed legislation enacting this type of tax, although several
other countries such as Germany, the Netherlands,
and Italy have considered similar measures. The
renewable energy industry in Europe could benefit from a tax on C0 2 emissions. It should be
noted, however, that European prices for electricity are often substantially higher than those in the
United States without any carbon tax. For example, the price for electricity in the industrial sector
in 1991 was 8.8¢/kWh in Germany compared
with 4.9¢/kWh in the United States.49 This allows
RETs to be fully competitive at a somewhat earlier
point in their development path.
To preserve competition within the European
Union, implementation of a carbon tax is contingent on the introduction of similar tax measures
by other OECD member countries. 50 Oil export-

45u.s. Intema(ional Trade Commission, The Effects ofGreater Economic Integration Within the European Community on the Uniled States,
USITC

Publication 2204 (Washington DC: July 1989).

%u.s. International Trade Commission, The Eflects of Greater Economic Integration Within the United States: Second

Fo[/ow’-up

Report,

USITC Publication2318 (Washington DC: September 1990); U.S. lntemational Trade Commission, The Eflects of Greater Economic lnregration Within the European Community on the United States: Fifth Follow-Up Repor/, USITC Publication 2628 (Washington DC: April 1993).

QTPa]Z, Op. cit., footnote 42.
48M.s. Imamura et a]., Photo}ro//aic System Technology: A European Handbook (Brussels, Belgium: Commission of the European Communities, 1992).
49u.s. Congress, Offlce of Technology Assessment, Industrial Energy Eficiency, OTA-E-560
Offlce, August 1993).
5@’ Renewables Cou[d Benefit from EC Tax on C02 Output,” op. cit., f~tnote 44.

(Washington, DC: U.S. GoVemmem prlntiw
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ers to the EU have threatened retaliatory trade action if the community pushes ahead with this
proposal. 51

DENMARK

52

In 1973, Denmark was 99-percent dependent on
imported energy supplies, mainly oil. As a result
of new energy policies, Denmark’s annual gross
energy consumption is lower now than in 1972,
and its dependence on imported oil is less than 50
percent of the energy supply.53 The Energy 2000:
Plan of Action for Sustainable Development now
serves as the foundation of Denmark’s energy
54
policy. Its goal is to reduce energy use and atmospheric emissions by 2005 by reducing energy
consumption by 15 percent, C0 2 emissions by at
least 20 percent, sulfur dioxide (S0 2) emissions
by 60 percent, and nitrogen oxide (NO X) emissions by 50 percent. Use of renewable energy is
expected to double. As part of this goal, the government has committed to further promotion of
wind power. The plan estimates an installed capacity of 1,500 MW in 2005, corresponding to 10
percent of the expected electricity consumption .55
Installed wind power capacity in Denmark is
currently between 670 and 730 MW; wind power
supplies approximately
2.3 to 2.6 percent of its to-n
56
tal electricity. Wind energy development ‘

s I“EuroWan ofilcla]

Denmark has followed two paths: the development of small wind turbines through private initiatives on an individual or collective basis, and
the development of large wind turbines and windfarms by Danish utilities. 57 PV is not a major focus of the Danish renewable energy program.
The Danish wind energy program was initiated
in 1977. Government support for R&D has been
limited. The RD&D program is funded by both
the Ministry of Energy at $1.6 million/year and
the Ministry of Industry at $2.4 million/year. Most
of the support has gone to the Riso Test Station,
with a small portion allocated to universities and
miscellaneous RD&D projects. The overall Danish wind program during the 1980s cost about $95
million. 58 The Danish government has opted to
pursue direct market stimulation in the form of
subsidies rather than implement an extensive
R&D program.
The private sector has contributed significantly
to the development of wind technology, and rough
estimates suggest that total private contributions
toward wind development are of the same order of
magnitude as government programs .59 Additional
support is provided by the utilities.60 In December
1985, Danish utilities entered an agreement with
the government to develop 100 MW of wind power capacity by the end of 1990; the 100-MW goal

Raps U.S. Stance on Carbon Dioxide,” W/rid Energy Weekly, vol. 11, No. 493, Apr. 13, 1992, p. 4.

sz~l$ section is primarily drawn from Kennedy and E.gan, op. cit., footnote 10.
s~Finn Godtfredsen, “wind Energy planning in Denmark, ” paper presented at the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) s~cial
Topic Conference on [he Potential of Wind Farms in Denmark, Denmark, Sept. 8-11, 1992.
sdDanlsh M1nis~ of Energy, “Energy 2000--A PlaI-I of Action for Sustainable Development,” April 1990; and ibid.

55JenS Kr, vesterdal, “Experience With Windfa~s in Denmark,” paper presented at the EWEA Special Topic COnfeRnCe on the potential Of
Wind Farms in Denmark, Denmark, Sept. 8-11, 1992.
S~Birger T, Madsen, “The Danlsh Wind power Industry, ” paper presented at the Wind Power 199 I Conference, 1991, p. 82; Godtfredsen,
op. cit., footnote 53; and ibid.
sTVilhem Momp-pedersen and Soren pedersen, “Windfarrn Projects Joint Ventures Between a Danish Utility and Private Cooperatives,”
paper presented at the EWEA Special Topic Conference on the Potential of Wind Farms in Denmark, Denmark, 1992.
Energy is Key Part of Global policy, DaneS say,” Wind Energy Week/j, vol. I 1, No. 480, Jan. 13, 1992, pp. 3-4.
sYDanlSh MlnlS~ of Energy wind Ener~}, in Denmark: Research and Technological De\elopmen~ (copenha~m, Denmark: 19W).
b~lbld.; DmlSh Mini\tV of Energy, “~ve]opment of Wind Energy in Denmark,” paper presented at the world Renewable Energy COngreSS

sx’’Renewab]e

11,

Reading, England, Sept. 13-18, 1992.
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was achieved by the end of 1992.61 In March
1990, the Danish Parliament asked the utilities to
develop an additional 100 MW of installed capacity by the end of 1993.
Until the end of 1990, Danish utilities bore 30
percent of the cost of grid connection for private
wind turbines with a ceiling of $54.50/kW
installed. 62 A new approach requires that the
sometimes substantial costs of reinforcing the
grid due to connection of new windmills be paid
by the electric utility companies, while the cost of
connecting to the grid be covered by the wind
63
powerplant owner. This has been controversial.
For a time it appeared that the utilities would be
successful in shifting more of the cost of grid connection back onto wind turbine owners, and requiring them to pay 65 percent of the costs of
strengthening the grid, if necessary. It appears that
the owners’ association has prevailed in this battle
since reports indicate that the cost of grid connection has been made the responsibility of the utilities. b4
Danish wind energy incentives were introduced approximately 10 years ago. Initially each
wind turbine erected by private companies received a government payment of 30 percent of
capital costs. This subsidy was reduced gradually
as the costs of wind energy declined, and it was
discontinued in 1989. Under this payment program, approximately 2,500 wind turbines with a
total capacity of 205 MW were installed.b5 In late
1992, a new subsidy program to stimulate invest-

~1 Intematlonal Energy Agency, Wind Energy Annual Report

ment in wind power was initiated. The program
guarantees private turbine owners a buyback rate
equivalent to 85 percent of the pre-tax price at
which local electricity companies sell power to
customers, and it obligates utilities to purchase the
power. 66 The wind power purchase price ‘ill average 6¢/kWh.b7
Denmark has an energy tax levied at 4.9¢/kWh.
Until May 1992, this tax was refunded to renewable energy power producers in the private sector
at a level of 4¢/kWh. The tax relief was structured
so as to reflect avoided costs.b8 The value of the
electricity tax was added to the payment that owners of wind turbines received for supplying windgenerated electricity to the grid. b9 Electricity
produced by wind turbines owned by electric utilities was not exempted from taxation.
A private individual or group of individuals
pays taxes only on income from the sale of those
wind power kilowatt-hours generated in excess of
domestic consumption of electricity with a
70
10-percent margin. Private turbines receive a
grant amounting to 4.3¢/kWh as part of a C02 tax
package, replacing the refund of a standard electricity tax described above. According to a press
release of the EC, the combined guaranteed buyback rate and the grant “will give windmill operators an average subsidy of around 55 percent of
building and operating turbines.” Altogether,
$19.7 million was channeled to turbine operators
by the program in 1992.71

(Paris, France: 1992).

bzAndrew carrad, EUrOpean Wind Energy Assochtion, “Time for Action: Wind Energy in Europe,” October 1991.
63 EuroPan Commission, “Commission Approves Price Support for Wind Power,” press release, Sept. 30, 1992.
64,. Minis[er Ru]es Against Sing]e Turbines and for Grid connection Charges,” Wind Po\ier Monthly, vol. 8, No. 3, March 1992.
bsAmericm Wind Energy Association, “European Wind Energy Incentives,” Feb. 19, 1992.
66 EuroWan Commission, op. cit., footnote 63.
67*, Deve\oFrs wait Anxiously

for Brussels Approval Of New Regulations, “ Wind Po~\er Mon~hly, vol. 8, No. 8, August 1992.

6~Ganad, op. cit., footnote 6*.
69 Dm1sh Minis~y

of Energy, Op. Cit., footnote 54.

To] bid.; and Gamad, op. cit., footnote 62.
7 I European COmrnission, op. cit., footnote 63.
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In the early 1980s. wind turbine sales were
based primarily on a subsidized home market.
During this time, the Danish wind industry was
characterized by more than 20 small companies
producing 55-kW wind turbines. As of 1989, there
were six significant manufacturers of wind turbines (see table 7-5). In the mid-1980s, exports
became important. Danish wind turbines have
been installed in 30 countries around the world.
The market distribution of Danish wind turbine
exports in 1990 was California, 64 percent; Germany, 19 percent; Spain, 5 percent; India, 4 percent; Netherlands, 3 percent; Sweden, 2 percent;
and others, 3 percent. 76 By the end of 1991> ‘ore
than 8,300 Danish wind turbines with a total capacity of approximately 840 MW had been
installed abroad.77 Development assistance for
wind energy projects, usually tied to Danish
equipment, has been offered by DAN IDA (Danish
International Development Agency) to various
developing countries including India, Egypt, China, and Somalia.

Shareholders in wind plants also reclaimed the
value-added tax (VAT) paid on their power of 22 to
25 percent in 1992. Private owners of turbines
supplying power directly to their properties could
not reclaim the VAT.72
In 1990, the Danish government, in cooperation with Danish wind turbine manufacturers and
two Danish financing companies, created a private company called Danish Wind Turbine Guarantee to offer long-term financing of large projects
using Danish wind turbines. Financing periods
depend on project value and run from 8.5 to 12
years. The Danish program will guarantee repayment of loans on Danish wind turbine projects for
a 2.5-percent premium added to the interest on the
debt, for up to 20 percent of the financed amount.
The price of the guarantee is built into the cost of
the wind project. The guarantees are underwritten
partially by the government and partially by the
limited-risk shareholder company set up to ad-

minister them. The company’s share of the capital
is $6.38 million, and is supported by a guarantee
of U.S. $110 million from the Danish government
and income from sale of the guarantees and interest earned on investment of the shareholder
capital .73
This loan guarantee program significantly reduces the risk in selecting Danish units for a wind
plant. If the units should become uneconomical to
operate in the future, a company could shed the
added debt service burden. It is an attractive tool
to boost export sales and has been used by the
American company Zond
on a recently completed
74
project in California. This financing is not avail able within the EU, however, due to the EU decision that it was a form of unfair competition .75

FRANCE

78

RD&D in renewable energy is the responsibility
of the Agency for Energy and Environment Management (ADEME), which funds and coordinates
R&D with programs undertaken by industrial
partners and other public organizations. For example, in collaboration with the state-owned utility, Electricity de France (EdF), ADEME is
sponsoring a program for 20 isolated homes to
generate electricity from photovoltaic panels and/
or wind turbines. The FY 1993 renewable energy

72’’ Danes Use Carbon Tax TO Pay for Wind,” Wind Po\t)er A40nrhly,

Y’O].

8, No. 6, June 1992.

TsMadsen, op. cit., footnote 56”
741bid.

75see ibid; and ,,If YOU cm’[ ~eat Thenl Join T’hem,” wind po}~er M{)n//l/l, \IO], ~, No, } , January 1992.
76 Mad~en, Op, ~i[,, foo[note 56: Danish Ministry of Energy, Op. Cit., footnote 59.
TTGodtfredsen, op. cit., fOotnOte 53.
78Th1s section is Prlmarl]y drawn from Kennedy and Egan,

op. cit.,

footnote I ().
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Manufacturer
US Windpower
Mitsubishi
Vestas/DWT
Micon
Bonus
Nordtank
Danwin
Windworld
HMZ/Windmaster
Nedwind-Bouma
Nedwind-Newinco
Lagerwey
Holec
MAN
Enercon
MBB
Elektromat
HSW
WEG
WEST
Riva Calzoni
Ecotecnia
Voest

Turbines produced
through end of 1989

Country
United States
Japan
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Denmark
Belgium/NL
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
United Kingdom
Italy
Italy
Spare
Austria

3,500
500
2,800
1,600
1,250
1,100
300
102
269
58
68
125
19
321
35
29
15
9
27
35 (end of 1991)
50 (end of 1991)
NA
NA

NA = not available
SOURCE A J M van Wik et al , W/rid Energy Status, Constraits and Opportunities (L0ndon,England World Energy
Council, Study Group on Wind Energy, July 1992), sitxth draft

budget was $18.7 million, a 15-percent increase
over the 1992 level of funding.
In France, PV is considered among the more
promising of the renewable energy alternatives for
rural electrification and remote offgrid applications. The year 1991 was a turning point for the
French photovoltaic R&D program with the start
of “PV20,” a new R&D program that has the following goals for the year 2000: a 20-percent conversion efficiency for crystalline silicon solar
cells; $3.50/W (20 francs) as the installed price of
a 100-kW grid-connected plant that is assembled
and installed by the utility; a system lifetime of 20

years given basic maintenance; and 20 MW per
year manufactured in France. Under the framework of PV20, an R&D program was initiated for
the 1992-96 period.
France has some excellent wind resources, but
its program is small. France expected to reach 5
MW of wind generation capacity by the end of
1993 and 12 MW by the end of 1994, and has set a
target of 500 MW by the year 2005.79 France has
approved construction of the country’s first commercial wind powerplant. Electricity de France
has agreed to buy wind-generated electricity from

Wp~U1 Glw, “me Race for wind “ Independent Energj, July/August 1993, pp. 60-66
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independently owned turbines. EdF will now pay
an average of 6¢/kWh. EdF will also assist
ADEME in mapping the country’s wind resource
as well as identifying sites for future plants.

GERMANY

80

Germany spends more on renewable energy than
any other country in Europe. In 1992, its federal
budget for renewable energy was approximately
$216 million; this does not i include spending by
the states, which is substantial for some technologies such as wind energy, The national renewable
program is focused on solar, wind, and biomass
energy technologies, with a strong bias toward
PV. In 1992, the government spent $65.4 million
on RD&D in PVS8 1 compared with $17.6 million
on wind. The government program is supplemented by substantial state (up to 30 percent of a project’s total cost in Bavaria82) and utility support, as
well as other financial support. This financial support includes credits/loans through the Energy
Savings Program and the Credit Program To Promote Community Investment: and the "Law on
Supplying Electricity to the Public from Renewable Energy Sources,” which requires public purchase and compensation for electricity generated

x(~ls \ectlon i~ ~ruw n prin)aril~ f r o m K e n n e d y and Egarl,

by small wind or solar systems at a rate of at least
90 percent of the consumer price.83
The Law on Supplying Electricity has had the
effect of raising the national tariff for wind and PV
paid by the utilities, from 7¢~ to 11 ¢kWh.84 Compensation at these rates is not required if it can be
proven to cause ”.. . undue hardship or prevent the
electric companies from meeting their federally
mandated obligations. Undue hardship exists if
the electric company must raise its prices significantly above the market rate.”85
In November 1990, the federal government established a goal of decreasing C0 2 emissions by
25 to 30 percent from the 1987 level by the year
2000, which couId stimulate the use of renewables.86 A proposal has been introduced to initiate
a C02 tax on conventional energy sources; this has
been postponed pending development of related
initiatives by the EU.87
The German PV program is strongly R&D-oriented but has begun to focus more on demonstration projects, which increased from 5 percent of
the PV budget in 1989 to 16 percent in 1991. The
“ 1,000 Roof’ program, initiated in 1990, is a demonstration project that is expected to result in
2,250 systems of 1 to 5 kW capacity on roofs of

op. ~It., footnote 1 ~.

~ IA, Rauber and K, Wo]]ln. “PhO[o\ o][al~ R&D in the Federal Republic of Germany,” paper presented at the 6th International photo~ oltaic
Science and Englneermg Conference. New Delhi, India, Feb. IO- 12, 1992, p. 529.
\~.. Ba~laria Takes Up the C’halicnge. “ W/rid Potter ,Vfomhl}, vol. 8, No. 7, July 1992.
%~compn~atlon for hYC]ropoW”
~r, Illunlclpa] solid wai[e, and agricu][ura] and forestry residues must be at least 75
.
per kilowatt-hour paid by con~umcri.

percent

of [he average rate

x~Germm Fcdera] M ini~tr} of Rewarch and Technology, “’Ltiw on Supplying Electricity to the Public from Renewable Energy Sources
(Electricity Supply Law),” translation in summary of German Go\ emment Document No. 66090, Oct. 5, 1990; American Wind Energy
A\\oc iation, op. cit., footnote 65; and P. Mann et al.. ‘hThe 250 Mw Wind Energy Program in Germany,” paper presented at the Wind Energy
Technology and Implementation European Wind Encrg} Conference, Amsterdam, me Netherlands, 1991.
x~Germm Fcdcra] Mlni\tr} of Rcwarch and Technology, op. cit., footnote 84.
~~~e Cl[lzeni group Germanw a[ch (e\[abl]\hcd to monitor German\ ‘~ action on env ironment and de~ clopment iwe~ ) rckmd a study on
April 7, 1992. that ~tatcd that the countrj would fall \hort of \tated goals for reduction of COj emissions and predicting that Germany will
achie~e COj emlision cuti of onl~ 10 percent by the j ear 2W5. See “Germany Won’t Achieve Goal Environmental Group Says,” R’lnd L’nerg}’
~~ekf), vol. 1 I. )S0, 494, Apr. X), 1992. pp. 5-6.
X7 Arrnjn Rau~.r, Fraunhofer ]n~titu[e of Solar Energy, persona] communication to Ted Kennedy ~d Christine E~an. AII~. I ~, 199*.
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private homes. Participants receive a direct federal subsidy of 50 percent in the western states and
60 percent in the new eastern states. Approximately 20 percent of the cost of the system is subsidized by state govemments.88 A limit has been set
to a total subsidy of 70 percent of the system cost.
This grid-connected application also allows owners to sell unused power to the utility at 12¢/kWh.
The program is accompanied by a comprehensive
measurement and evaluation program. The budget for the “1,000 Roof’ program from 1990 to
1995 is approximately $55 million. This figure is
incorporated in the Federal Ministry of Research
and Technology (BMFT) annual budget figures.
As of January 31, 1992, this program was opened
to non-German manufacturers within the EU with
the appropriate business permits.89 Interest in the
program was very high, but reportedly moderated
in 1993.
The development of wind power has been supported by BMFT since 1975 through cost-shared
wind-related RD&D. Germany has a national goal
of 1,000 MW of installed wind power capacity by
2000. The installed wind power capacity at the
end of 1991 was 110 MW, which had increased to
333 MW by January 1994.90 BMFT provides

approximately 50 percent of the total cost of all
wind-related RD&D projects, with additional
funding provided by the states and the EU. 91
These figures exclude the 250-MW demonstration program, which was reportedly allocated a total budget of$215 million.92 Wind also receives a
10¢/kWh incentive for grid-connected machines
and additional subsidies from several states. Other
initiatives are expected.93
Under the “250-MW” demonstration program,
wind installations are subsidized either through a
price incentive of 3.7@ to 5¢/kWh94 or a one-time
capital investment grant of up to 60 percent of the
facility cost.95 By May 1991, more than 2,300 applications for 4,200 systems with a total capacity
of 520 MW had been submitted.9G By the end of
July 1992, 545 turbines representing an installed
capacity of 89 MW were operating under the government program. Some 690 turbines had been
installed as of December 1992 under the program,
with a capacity of approximately 110 MW.97 As of
March 1993, expenditures for the 250-MW program totaled $24.6 million.98
Special low-rate bank loans from two central
pools contribute significantly to wind power’s fi-

~8Germm Federal Ministry for Research and Technology, “Extension of Deadline for Applicants from the New German States for the
1000-Roofs Photovoltaics Program,” press release, Jan. 31, 1991; and Rauber and Wollin, op. cit., footnote 81.
891bid.
90 Randy Swisher, Americ~ Wind Energy Association, personal
911n[emationa1

Energy Agency,

COITMIIUnlCatiOIL May 1994.

Wind Energy Annual Reporr (Paris, France:

1991).

gzln[emationa] Energy Agency, op. cit., footnote 61; “Guidelines for the Promotion of Wind Turbines Under the 250 MW Program ~d
Within the Framework of the Third Program for Energy Research and Technology,” translation in summary of the German Government document, Feb. 22, 1991.
9~..New ~ogram in the pipeline! “ Wind Po\t’er Monthly, vol. 8. No. 7, July 1992.
!MAn o~rator of a stand-alone machine receives 5@/kWh for power consumed by the operator, and opemtors Of @d-COnneC[ed turbines
receive 3.7@/kWh, as well as the compensation paid by the utility equal to 10@kWh. Payment of this incentive ceases when the sum of the
avoided electricity costs, electricity sales, and public subsidies (including those of the EC) reaches double what it cost to build the wind energy
facility.
95Mmn et a]., op. cit., footnote 84.
961bid.
97Ger-m~ Federal Ministry of Rese~ch and Technology, “Promotion of Wind Energy by the Federal Ministry of Research and Technology,” translation in summary of the German Government document, March 1993.
981bid.
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nancial support. Kredistanstalt fur Wiederaufbau
and Deutsche Ausgleichsbank operate behind the
scenes to offer credit schemes for wind power development, resulting in interest rates as low as 8
percent 99 compared with standard rates of around
15 percent (as of July 1992; assumed to be the
nominal rate) or a rate subsidy of nearly half. Borrowing procedures are simple, and loans often
come through faster than planning permission.
The bank assumes the risk in exchange for the 1
percent interest rate it levies. ’m
International development is supported under
the five-year Eldorado Program initiated in October 1991, which provides for wind and PV energy
projects in developing countries through investment subsidies with a maximum of 70 percent of
the equipment price. German-based manufacturers and suppliers of plants and systems are eligible. 101 The subsidies are granted directly to the
manufacturer of the equipment rather than the
project operator, with the hope that the manufacturer will be more likely to protect its reputation,
and the reputation of the technology, by making
sure the project succeeds. 102 Transportation from
Germany to the site is subsidized 70 percent, and a
scientific measuring and evaluation program is
supported. 103 As of February 1993, six Eldorado
Wind projects with a total capacity of 4.5 MW had
been contracted with Chinese, Brazilian, Russian,
and Egyptian counterparts and one Eldorado Sun
project was supported in the Peoples Republic of
China, including four PV pump systems of 4.8
kW, four battery chargers without inverters (1.1

kW), and 16 battery chargers with inverters (43.8
kW)

ITALY

104

In 1988, all the existing nuclear powerplants in
Italy were shut down and all plans for the
construction of new nuclear facilities were
halted. 105 Renewable energy is viewed as the
most plausible option for decreasing dependence
on imported fossil fuels and protecting the environment. The Italian National Energy Strategy
(PEN) sets national goals for the installed capacity
of renewable energy. For PVs, goals of 25-MW
installed capacity by 1995 and 50- to 75-MW

———
9gRates are

(~pica]]y
7 (0 7.5 percent, with a 1 -percent loan origination fee.
.

lfn+.Finmclal P~Ckaging,” W\nd Power Monthly, vol. 8, No. 7, July 1992.
I o I Geman Federal Ministry of Research and Technology, “Guideline for the Promotion of Piloting Wind Power Plwm Under \’arious Climactic Conditions, ” tran4ation in summary of the German Government document, Oct. 23, 1991.
10Z..Seeking New Horizons, “ wln<~pob,cr ,}~onl}l~}, vol. 8, No. i, Jwuary 19~2
I ~J~Ge~an Federa] M)ni\[ry of Research and Technology. “The Eldorado Te~t and Demonstration of Wind iind Photo\ oltaic Systems Under Different Climactic Condition\,” n.d.; “Staying Power Needed To Reach El Dorado,” Wind Po}ter Monfhl], \ 01.8. No. 9, September 1992;
and “German Wind Power in Brazil,” Solur Energ> ln~elligence Report, vol. 19, No. 3, February 1993.
l~d~ls section is drawn primarily from Kennedy and Egan, op. cit., footno[e 1 ~.
l~s~e moratorlunl ended in December 1992, but it is unclear whether the indus[ry will be revived. Branstetter, op. cl(., f~)~mot~ 28.
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installed capacity by 2000 have been outlined.
When the goals were established in 1991, the
installed capacity was 3 MW. For wind power,
PEN has established a target of 300 to 600 MW by
the year 2000,106 with an interim goal of 60 MW
of installed capacity by 1995. 107 In December
1992, Italy’s wind generating capacity was
approximately 6 MW, another 14 MW were under
construction, and nearly 20 MW were expected to
be in operation by the end of 1993. 108
The Italian renewable energy program is a joint
effort of the Agency for Research and Development on Nuclear and Alternative Energies
(ENEA) and the National Electricity Board
(ENEL). In 1989, ENEL launched a demonstration program including two major initiatives: testing of Italian turbines and foreign turbines side by
side in a marine environment at the Alta Nurra test
site and in mountainous terrain at the Acqua
Spruzza test site; and development of two fullscale windfarms (each equipped with 40 machines
supplied by Italian manufacturers), one in Monte
Arci in Sardinia and another at Acqua Spruzza.
ENEA carries out the bulk of the PV R&D activities, with a focus on research into innovative materials and devices. ENEL works with ENEA on
systems development and demonstration programs.
RD&D initiatives are supplemented by Law
No. 10 passed on January 9, 1991, which determined the use of renewable energy to be in the
“public interest” and provides for grants to public
authorities, private companies, and state organizations. For wind turbines or windfarms with a capacity of 3 MW, investment subsidies of up to 30
percent of the capital expenditure are available.
For PVs, subsidies of up to 80 percent of the capital expenditure are available for isolated houses.

Demonstration plants in both technologies are eligible for a 50-percent subsidy. 109 A similar subsidy, limited to rural residences inhabited by those
engaged in agriculture, was contained in a previous law instituted in 1982. Significant results
came of this support, including the electrification
of 4,100 rural dwellings and a total installed capacity of 1,850 kW of PV systems.
In June 1992, the Interministerial Committee
on Prices passed a new law on the price paid by
ENEL for electricity produced by renewable energy. New PV equipment can now receive 20@ to
28¢/kWh, and new wind equipment can receive
14@ to 17¢/kWh. Payment is determined by
whether the power is dedicated to the grid or
whether only excess capacity is provided, and is
adjusted further for peak or offpeak production
and capacity factors.

NETHERLANDS

11O

The wind energy program in the Netherlands includes RD&D supported by the Ministry of Economic Affairs through the Netherlands Agency
for Energy and the Environment. It also includes
direct funding of research institutions such as the
Netherlands Energy Research Foundation.
The Integral Wind Energy Plan (IPW), which
was in existence from 1986 to 1990, was the first
government program to engage in direct market
stimulation in the form of capital cost incentives
based on installed kilowatts. In 1989, the investment subsidy was between 37 and 45 percent of
the project cost, with a maximum of $600 to
$740/kW installed. In 1990, the subsidy was reduced to 35 to 40 percent, with a maximum of
$545 to $600/kW. In both cases, the percentage
depended on the nonprofit or for-profit status of

l~American Wind Energy Association, op. cit., fOOtnOte 65.
1~7*’lta]ian Federal Wind ~ogram Begins TO Gather Momentum,” Wind Energy Weekly, vol. II, No. 525, ~c. 7, 1992, pp. 2-4.
Ioslbid.
l@G. Ambrosjni et a]., “Programs for Wind Energy Exploitation in Italy: A Progress Report,” paper presented at the Windpower 1991 Conference, Palm Springs, CA, Sept. 24-27, 1991; “Renewable Energy Incentive Gets Approval,” Wind Directions, winter 1991.
I IOThis Swtion is drawn primarily from Kennedy ~d Egan, op. cit., f~~ote 1 ~.
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the company. An environmental/low-noise-pollution subsidy was offered in the amount of $55/kW
installed in 1989 and $27/kW installed in 1990. In
1990,$25 million was available through the IPW
111
program. A total of 127 MW of wind power capacity was installed under this program: 58 percent by utilities, 24 percent in commercial
applications (including farming), 14 percent by
private investors, and 4 percent by family cooperatives. 112 Total wind capacity in 1992 was expected to be 130 MW.
In January 1991, the Application of Wind Energy in the Netherlands (TWIN) program was initiated. TWIN is based on the official government
position developed in the Energy Conservation
Policy Paper and the National Environmental
Policy Plan, which together set ambitious goals
for energy conservation and supply diversification. These include the development of 1,000 MW
of wind power by the year 2000, with $300 million allocated to the first 400 MW, to be followed
by additional support for the remaining 600 MW.
A goal of 2,000 MW of installed wind power capacity by 2010 is outlined. Most of the funds for
wind power development are provided by the
Ministry of Economic Affairs ($22.29 million in
1992), and the Ministry of Housing, Physical
Planning and the Environment ($820,000 in
1992).
Technological development is conducted under
TWIN to ensure continuing product development,
with a goal of a 30-percent improvement in the
price performance ratio and an electricity cost of
14¢/kWh. Wind turbine owners in the TWIN program receive a capital cost subsidy of up to 40 percent as determined by the rotor swept area. A
bonus payment from the Environment Ministry is
offered for low-noise wind turbines 113 and for tur-

bines sited in specially approved, less environmentally sensitive areas. Additionally, 50 percent
of the cost of feasibility y studies can be covered, up
to $31,250. Information dissemination, outreach/
education, assessment of the existing program
against international and market developments,
and promotion of international cooperation are
also conducted under TWIN.
The utility sector has developed an Environmental Action Plan to install 250 MW of wind
power in the Netherlands in 1991-95. The eight
power distribution companies combined to form
an organization called the Windplan Foundation
with plans to construct most of the 1,000-MW
goal of the TWIN program. The objectives of
Windplan are the coordination of a combined investment program of 250 MW of windfarms within the next five years, coordination of a purchasing
program for wind turbines, and support of the development of wind turbine technology.]‘4 In addition, the utilities pay tariffs to turbine owners
ranging approximately from 6.8@ to 10.6¢/kWh
depending on the province. 1 15
The power distribution company for the Netherlands provinces of Gelderland and Flevoland,
PGEM, has more than doubled the tariff it pays for
wind power to private owners of turbines up to 3
MW. Beginning in 1993 for a period of 10 years
the utility will pay new installations 8.8¢/kWh.
The new policy of PGEM apparently offers support to the Association of Private Wind Turbine
Owners (PAWEX). PAWEX is in the midst of a
drawn-out conflict with the Association of Distribution Companies (VEEN) over the tariffs paid
for wind power in the Netherlands. VEEN claims
that 3.5@ to 3.7¢/kWh, the equivalent of the cost of
fuel saved by the use of wind power, is a fair rate.

I ] ‘Joe Bcur\kens, “Wind Energy in the Netherlands,” compiled for the 1990 Annual Report of the International Energy Agency, LargeScale Wind Energ} Conversion Systems Executive Committee, 1990.
11 ~Am~ri~an Wind EnergJ A~\ociation, op. cit., footnote 65.
I I ~.prl~ ate DeYe]OPr\ Granted Larger Share of Subsidy cake,” Wind Pouer Monthly, vol. 8, No. 2, February 1992.
I 1 -lOTA has rccelYed ~ Ord that the windp]~ program had been subs[ant]a]]y ~111 back, but &?ta]]s are not available.
I 1 ~..~ne ~ouJmd F~x[ra Turblne~ ,n F-our Years,” Wind .!) Irections, winter 1991.
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PAWEX wants the utilities to also pay for the
avoided cost of environmental damage and claims
that a tariff of 10.6¢/kWh would be more reasonable. The conflict is now in arbitration. Until December 1991, PGEM followed the VEEN
guidelines, but it has changed its policy to “express its appreciation for the environmental advantages of wind power. ” Members of VEEN in
Friesland and PEN in Noors pay 6¢ and 8¢/kWh,
respect ivel y. 116
An estimated 25 MW will also be installed by
private investors in 1991-95.117 Opportunities for
wind turbine installation by private individuals
were significantly improved in 1992, following
changes in the regulations governing wind power
subsidies.

Of the 250 MW of wind capacity Windplan intends to install, it invited non-Dutch manufacturers to bid for only 80 MW, providing Dutch
companies a significant advantage. It is not clear
how this action—with more than 2,600 turbines
installed in the Netherlands, none imported as of
1991—fits within the framework of EU regulations. l 18
Kenetech-U.S. Wind Power, a privately held
American company, has signed a contract to build
and operate 25 MW of wind energy turbines for a
utility in the Netherlands. U.S. Wind Power will
finance, install, and operate the turbines and, under a power purchase agreement, will sell its output of 60 million kWh of electricity a year to NV
Energiebedrijf, which serves the provinces of
Gronigen and Drenthe. The machines are scheduled to be online by the end of 1994. Actual
construction may be performed by a Dutch company rather than Kenetech’s construction subsidiary, but no transfer of technology is presently
planned. 119

SWlTZERLAND

120

In September 1990, Switzerland’s citizens voted
for a three-pronged energy policy: a moratorium
was declared on the construction of new nuclear
plants for 10 years; existing nuclear plants were to
continue to operate; and the Federal Ministry of
Energy and the states (cantons) were given a mandate to pursue a more intensive energy policy promoting conservation and renewable. As a result,
an action plan, “Energy 2000,” was initiated. As
of early 1993, funds had not been allocated specifically to the Energy 2000 program, and it is not yet
clear what initiatives will be developed for PV or

I l~utlllty Bubles Rate of Pa>,” W/rid Po\~er Monthl.v, vol. 8, No, 1, Februar) 1992.
I ITE Luken and R. de B~ijne, Netherlands Agenc) frn Ener~~ iin~ the En\ lrOI_HllCnl, “The Netherlands Wind Energy Stimulation Program:
The Success of a Continuous Effort,” paper presented at the Wind Energy Technology and Implementation European Wind Energy Conference,
Amsterdam, 1991.
1 I X’One ~ousmd Extra Turbines in Four Years,” op. cit., footnote 115.
I ]~..usw T. supply WindWwer [0 Netherlands utility,” Solar Ener~} /ntel/i~ence Re/n-t, VOI. 18, No. 14, JUIY 13, 1992.
lzo~ls section is dra\vn Primar]]y from Kennedy and Egan,

op. cit.,

footnote 1 ~.
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wind power. The budget will be allocated annually
by Parliament, and the necessary funding is estimated to be approximately $777 million. This is
expected to be covered by the federal government
in the form of incentives, as well as by the private
owner. Subsidies of 30 to 50 percent of the capital
cost of systems would appear to be necessary.
Switzerland stated goal is for renewable energy to provide 3 percent of the thermal energy and
0.5 percent of the electric energy the country
needs by the year 2000. A complementary goal of
50 MW of installed PV capacity by the year 2000
has also been set. Photovoltaic R&D expenditures
have risen from $5.2 million in 1990 to $8.64 million in 1992, but were expected to decrease to
$5.05 million in 1993.
As a result of the energy utilization resolution
passed by the Swiss Parliament in December
1990, public power companies are obliged to purchase the electrical energy produced by independent power producers using PV, wind,
cogeneration. and micro-hydroelectric power stations and to reimburse them at an “appropriate
rate. ” For renewable energy power generation, the
purchase price is based on the marginal cost of
new domestic installations. Remuneration of between 21@ and 29¢/kWh “is possible. ’’121 Scattered canton support in the form of attractive
buyback rates and installation incentives has been
reported, although there does not appear to be a
uniform policy,
The government parties have reached a verbal
agreement to impose a resource or energy tax to

encourage the use of renewable. However, the
rapid introduction of a C02-energy tax is restricted
by the need to find a consensus with the EU. Consequently, it is unlikely to be introduced soon.
A fund exists for PV installations in government-owned buildings, such as military camps,
railway stations, and post oftices. Since September 1992, the Swiss government has supported PV
grid-connected installations for schools with a
payment of $4,000/kW. 122

UNITED KINGDOM

123

The British Department of Trade and Industry has
a series of regional planning studies under way to
assist local authorities in identifying the renewable energy potential. Although the United Kingdom is considered to have the best wind resource
in Europe, relatively few wind turbines had been
installed until recently. High taxation on independent power production and low buyback rates
throughout the 1980s124 hindered large-scale wind
power development. The completion of England’s first commercial wind powerplant, a 2-MW
installation at Delabole in the southeastern county
of Cornwall, brought total wind capacity in the
United Kingdom to 12 MW.125 Proposals for 16
large-scale windfarms amounting to 130 MW
were granted power purchase contracts and planning permission in mid-1992.126 By the end of
1992, 30 MW of wind power capacity were expected to be in operation,127 and an additional 100
MW were under development, to be operational in

1 J IT. N“ordman, “Photo\ oltaics Applications in Switzerland, ” paper presented at the 11 th European Photovo]taic Solar Energy Conference,
,Montrcu\, Switzerland, Oct. 16, 1992.
I ~~[bld,
I ~~~lj ~ectlon is Prlmarl]y drawn from Kennedy and Egan, op. cit., footnote I ~).
1 ~~peter Mu\grove and David Lindley, “1Vind Farm Developments in [he U.K ,.” paper prc~cnted at [he European Wind Energy Conference.
Amwmiam, The Netherlands\, 1991,
I ~s’’Brl[l\h Renewab]e\ Budget Frozen,” Wind Power Monthly, vol. 8, No. 3, March 1992.
I l~Grea[ Oaky from NFFO Acorns,” Wind Power Monrhly, VO]. 8, No. 5, May 1992.
I ~TAndrew Gamard of Ga~ad Hasjan, persona] communication with Ted Kennedy and Chri\tme Egan, Meridian COW., i 993.
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1993, 128 making the British market the largest in
the world in 1992.129
Photovoltaic efforts have not fared as well. A
budget of about $4 million is dedicated to solar energy overall, but there is no official budget for PV.
In 1989-90, an assessment of the prospects for PV
power generation in the United Kingdom was undertaken by the Energy Technology Support Unit
(ETSU). In response to this action, a number of
leading authorities on PVs have setup the British
Photovoltaic Association.
In 1990, the British power industry was privatized, and the government developed the Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation (NFFO), which required the
purchase of specified amounts of power from nonfossil sources. This was done in part to ensure that
the industry continued to buy output from the nuclear stations (despite their higher costs compared
with fossil fuels), but it has also provided an impetus to the development of some renewable energy
technologies such as wind.130 At present costs,
PV projects are not considered supportable under
the obligation. The additional costs incurred by
the regional distribution companies to satisfy the
nonfossil fuel obligation are met by a tax on the
electricity supplier (which is passed on to the consumer) of 10 to 11 percent on all revenue from
coal-, oil-, and gas-generated power sales. 131
Since NFFO was introduced, three calls for
proposals have been made. The first phase of project solicitations took place in 1990 and resulted in

75 contracts totaling 152
MW of installed renew132
The
1991 call resulted in
able energy capacity.
122 contracts for 472 MW. By far the largest portion of the proposals were based on waste burning
to generate power. Wind projects totaling more
than 400 MW were submitted, and nine projects (a
total of 28.4 MW) were selected. 133 Of these, four
were existing prototype projects, and the remaining five were windfarm proposals each of greater
than 1 -MW rated capacity. 134 The most recent call
requires the purchase of an additional 300 to 400
MW of renewable power in contracts that run 15
to 20 years. 135
Originally, power was to be purchased at
11 ¢/kWh, but by 1991 the price for wind was
21¢/kWh. 13b After 1998, payment will fluctuate
and be based on a “pool price” of approximately
4.6¢kWh. This expiration date has been reflected
in the availability of financing for this truncated
period. Because of the planning, permitting, and
construction time of 1 ½ to 2 years, the preferred
rate will be available for only 6 to 7 years, and
lenders have insisted on recovering their investment during the fixed price period. 137 British
wind powerplants cost $2,300/kW installed capacity to build, with power costing about
18¢/kWh, as of 1992.
Throughout the 1990s, NFFO orders are expected to total about 1,000 MW, expanded from an
original obligation of 600 MW. Wind is expected

lz~’’u nlted Kingdom To pass U.S. in the New Wind ]nsta]]atlOnS,” Wind Energ} Weekly, vol. 11, No. 500, June 1, 1992, pp. 4-5.
lz9’’Grea[ Oaks from NFFO Acorns,” op. cit., fOOtnOte 126.
l~~Musgrove and Lindley, op. cit., footnote 124.
13 l.-unl~ed Kingdom Movlng To. sl~~ly on Renewables Government panel Says,” &~/ar Le/[er, VOI. 3, No. 2, Jan. 22, ] 993; D.I. page ~d
H.G. Parkinson, Energy Technology Support Unit, Harwell Laboratory, Didcot, U. K., The Development of Wind Farms in England and
Wales,” n.d.

ljzpa~e ~d Parkinson, op. cit., fOOtnOte ] 31.
]j3Musgrove and Lindley, op. cit., footnote 124.
ljdpage ~d parkinson, op. cit., footnote 131.
I ~SBranstet[er, op. cit., footnote 28.
136page ~d pmkinson, Op. Cit., fOO~Ote 131.
1 37,*UK ExFcted T.

EXpand Renewab]e Energy program,” wind Energy Weekl~’, VO]. 1, No. 499, May 18, 1992, p. 1.
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the most active U.S. firm in the United Kingdom
and is developing 40 MW of capacity there.
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COMPARISONS
The preceding descriptions of national programs,
and those of the United States as discussed in
chapter 5, offer a snapshot of the wide array of
supports that PV and wind technologies are receiving. It is useful here to briefly compare these
supports.
Federal RD&D support for PVS is shown in total current dollars and in dollars per capita in figure 7-2. As noted in chapter 1, U.S. support for
PVS has risen considerably since 1992, but that

-T

7ota/ RD&D investment m PV techno/ogles is gwen for var/ous
OECD counfnes By this measure the Umted States ranked a
close third m investment beh{nd Germany and Japan

‘“4 T---

‘1
I

SOURCE Otice of Technology Assessment, 1995 based on table 7-1
I
,

to comprise about half of this amount. 138 By Sep.
(ember 1992, f“lnal permission had been acquired
for 49 percent of the NFF0.1 3g Monitoring of
these projects will be carried out by ETSU. A few
projects will be singled out for more detailed mon itoring by independent consultants, including two
windfarrns under a three-year, $4.4-million, cofunded R&D program between National Wind
Power and the Department of Trade and Industry. ‘“
According to the American Wind Energy
Association, several U,S. companies have placed
bids through the NFFO program, including the
Wind Harvest Company and a 4-MW project of
Carter Wind Turbines. SeaWest Power Systems is

Switzer- Germany Italy
land

.h
Japan

Us.

France

Per capita RD&D investment In PV technologies IS gwen for
various OECD counfrles By this measure, the Un/fed Slates
ranks a dManf fifth behind Swli’edand, Germany /fa/y, and
Japan
SOURCE Off Ice o! Tectmology Assessment 1995

—
i ~x. ’Poll tlca] Replrt Re~orllnlcnd~ Long-Term Market Incentl Ve$,” Wind Po\~er Monthl), vol. 8, No. 3, March 1992.
c
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Italy

Netherlands

Us.

year was chosen for comparison because more recent data for several countries were not available
on a consistent basis. The United States has a program roughly comparable in terms of total investment to those of Japan and Germany, and
somewhat larger than that of Italy. In terms of per
capita investment, however, the United States
ranks far behind the leading countries.
Total and per capita federal RD&D support for
wind technology is shown in figure 7-3. In terms
of total investment, the United States ranks well
behind Italy and Holland, and is roughly comparable to Germany. In terms of per capita investment,
the United States ranks near the bottom of the list,
for example, spending less than one-twentieth per
capita of the amount spent by the Netherlands.
To encourage PV commercialization, the
United States supports several major initiatives
including the PV Manufacturing Technology
Project and the PV for Utility Scale Applications,
which are discussed in chapter 6. In addition, the
United States provides five-year accelerated depreciation for PV systems as well as 10-percent investment tax credits for PV investments by

Germany

United
Kingdom

Japan

Denmark

nonutility generators. PV power must be purchased at the utility’s avoided costs, but these are
typically in the neighborhood of 3@ to 7¢/kWh,
well below current PV costs.
In comparison, Japan variously provides 7-percent investment tax credits, loans at interest rates
of 4.55 percent, and subsidies of up to 50 percent
on model plants, and it plans to subsidize up to
two-thirds of the cost of residential systems. Further, the purchase price for privately generated
power in Japan is 16@ to 24¢/kWh.
Germany provides 50 to 60 percent federal subsidies and roughly 20-percent state subsidies, with
a limit of 70 percent, for PVs installed under its
“1,000 Roof” program. Utilities purchase PV
power at 12¢/kWh.
In Italy, remote houses can receive a PV subsidy of up to 80 percent of capital costs; grid-integrated PV systems receive 20@ to 28¢/kWh for
power sold to the grid.
RD&D and commercialization strategies
might rely on "deep-pocket” firms that can carry
PV programs over the long term. ARCO and
Mobil are large oil companies that were expected
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SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment 1995

to fill such a role in U.S. photovoltaic development. but both sold their PV division to German
companies.
U.S. PV producers themselves, though technically strong, tend to be small firms. Other than
U.S.-based production by Siemens (Germany)
and Solec International (Japan), the United States
has only one firm that produced 1 MW or more of
PV power in 1992, compared with six Japanese
firms, 14’ five European firms,142 and one firm in
India.
The difficulties faced by small U.S. firms in
accessing long-term financial resources are leading to arrangements with foreign producers in
some cases. A recent example is the Energy Conversion Devices agreement with Canon (Japan) to
build a production facility in Virginia (box 6-2).

This leads naturally to the question of the extent to
which PV manufacturing might move offshore as
it becomes more like a commodity production
process. As discussed above. maintaining U. S.based production of PVs will require maintaining
a lead in RD&D as well as developing and investing in advanced automated production facilities.

POLICY OPTIONS
Given the rapid change in technologies and government programs, more current data and anal ysis
are needed for effective decisionrnaking. Thus,
Congress could direct both the Departments of
Energy and of Commerce to expand recent work
examining competitiveness. 1 4 3 S u c h w o r k m i g h
include a more detailed examination of the sup-

International, now owned by Sumitomo tind SanJO.
.
I qZNot includlng u.s.-ba~ed production bjf Siemen+solar.
I ~1 No[ inc]lldlng U. S,. baJed

pr~duc[t~n by SOIW

] q~work is ~umently being done at Sandia N’atlona] Laboratory at the reques[ of the Office of lnte]ligen~e, Office of Foreign In[el]igcn~e,
U.S. Department of Energy.
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of these supports could be compared on the basis
of their long-term impacts on competitiveness;
particularly important may be support for early
scaleup of manufacturing that captures significant
economies of scale and learning.
Correspondingly, specific strengths and weaknesses of the U.S. system could be examined to
determine where it might be improved with respect to the international challenge. This analysis
might include an examination of:
RD&D and commercialization to develop adomestic industry (see chapters 5 and 6);
the effectiveness and means of improving industry consortia and public-private partnerships for RD&D and market development;
how RD&D can support U.S. exports;
m the access of small entrepreneurial firms to capital markets; 144 and
gaps in support for developing export markets—particularly the lack of technology-specific knowledge or support, and weak market
development support (especially public-private export project finance)-on the part of
trade agencies.145
■

■

■

■

CONCLUSION
port provided by foreign governments to their industries, including RD&D, tax. financial, and
export assistance. This analysis could compare
the effective level of subsidy provided to different
technologies and firms within each country’s accounting framework. It could also examine the
firm-or industry-specific impact of these supports
in terms of profitability, access to capital, ability
to expand and capture market share, and other
measures of vitality. Such analysis would seem
particularly important in terms of small entrepreneurial U.S. firms, which may have difficulty
adequately accessing capital even to match costshared R&D programs. Finally, the effectiveness

l~~M1chael E pofier,

Renewable energy technologies could become a
major growth industry in the 21st century. Competition in global renewable energy markets is
likely to become increasingly intense, and the
winners stand to dominate a lucrative international market. Several countries are vying for the lead
in the world PV and wind markets with very
aggressive programs. The U.S. is still a major
player in the international marketplace and, given
the opportunity, U.S. firms can continue to be
competitive in international markets for renewable energy technologies. This may provide substantial long-term economic and environmental
benefits at home and abroad.

“capital DiSa~Van(a~e: America’s Failing capita] Investment

sySWTl,”

Har\’ard Business Ret’iet(, September-

October 1992, pp. 65-82.
ldsF~r ~ ~a]ysls and discussion of U.S. export programs, see

the references in fOOKIOte 6.
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Appendix A:
Units,
Scales, and
Conversion
Factors
Area
1 square

Energy
2

kilometer (km ) =
0.386 square mile
247 acres
100 hectares

1 square mile=
2.59 square kilometers (km2)
640 acres
259 hectares
| hectare = 2.47 acres

Length
| meter= 39.37 inches
| kilometer= 0.6214 miles

Weight
1 kilogram (kg)= 2.2046

pounds

(lb)
1 pound (16)= 0.454 kilogram
(kg)
1 metric tonne (ml) (or “long
ton”) =
1,000 kilograms or 2,204 lbs
1 short ton = 2,000 pounds or
907 kg

1 Exajoule = 0.9478 quads
1 Gigajoule (GJ) = 0.9478
million Btu
1 MegaJoule (MJ) = 0.9478
thousand Btu
1 quad (quadrillion Btu) =
1.05x 1018 Joules (J)
1.05 exajoules (EJ)
4.20x 107 metric tonnes, coal
1.72x 108 barrels, oil
2,34x10 7 metric tonnes, oil
2.56x10 ]0 cubic meters, gas
5.8x10 7 metric tonnes dry wood
2.92x 1011 kilowatthours
1 kilowatthour =
3410 British thermal units (Btu)
6

3.6x10 Joules (J)
1 Joule=
9.48x10-4 British thermal unit

(Btu)
2.78x10_ 7 kilowatthours (kWh)
1 British thermal unit (Btu) =
2.93x10- 4 kilowatthours (kWh)
1.05x 103 Joules (J)

A

Volume
1 l liter (1)=
0.264 gallons (liquid, U. S.)
6.29x 1 0-3 barrels (petroleum,
Us.)

cubic meters (m3)
3.53x1 0-2 cubic feet (ft3)
1x 10-

3

1 gallon (liquid, U.S.)=
3.78 liters (1)
2.38x 10-2 barrels (petroleum,
Us.)

3.78x 10-3 cubic meter (m3)
1.33x10_ ] cubic feet (ft3)
1 barrel (bbl) (petroleum, U. S.) =
1 .59x 102 liters (1)
42 gallons (liquid, U. S.)
1 cord wood=
128 cubic feet (ft3) stacked
wood
3.62 cubic meters (m3) stacked
wood

Temperature
From Celsius to Fahrenheit:
((9/5) X (“C))+ 32 =°F
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From Fahrenheit to Celsius:
(5/9) X (oF - 32)= “C

9/5o x (change in ‘C)= change
in F
| To convert a Fahrenheit

Temperature changes:
■

To convert a Celsius change to
a Fahrenheit change:

change to a Celsius change:
5/9 x (change in ‘F) = change
in C
o

Example: a 3.0‘C rise in
temperature = a 5.4 ‘F rise
in temperature
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A
Accelerated depreciation, 15,205,207,213,215
Acid hydrolysis, 117-118
Action Plan for the Prevention of Global Warming,
239
Active space heating and cooling, 71,73,81-82
Advanced Wind Turbine Program, 179
Agency for Research and Development on Nuclear
and Alternative Energies, 250
Agricultural energy crops
advances in development of, 33-35
bioenergy supplies, 36-40
commercialization, 54-60
crosscutting issues, 64-65
ecology principles, 55
economic impacts, 45-49
federal incentives for, 36
growing regions, 34
key issues and findings, 3
national policies that influence the use of, 35
policy options, 60-64
potential environmental impacts, 40-45
potential roles for, 36
research, development, and demonstration, 49-54
Agricultural Resources Interregional Modeling
System, 41
Air quality
impact of energy crops, 52
motor vehicles and, 104-105
pollution reduction from methanol use, 114
Alkaline cell, 133
All-electric drivetrains, 104
Alliance To Save Energy, 217
Alternative fuels, 126-128
Alternative Minimum Tax, 15,212
Alternative Motor Fuels Act, 35
American Public Power Association, 80, 193
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air
Conditioning Engineers, 100
American Solar Energy Society, 88
AMONIX, Inc., 163
Amorphous silicon, 167

Applied Research Program, 179-180
Arco Solar, 7
Arizona State University, 89
Association of Distribution Companies,251 -252
Association of Private Wind Turbine Owners,
251-252
Avoided cost of power, 200

B
Backup systems, 181, 184
Bagasse-fueled demonstration unit, 112
Baseload plants, 150
Battery-powered electric vehicles
drivetrain efficiencies, 128-130
energy efficiency, 111
projected emissions of greenhouse gases, 107
technical objectives of the U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium, 131-132
Bid selection criteria, 224
Binary systems, 153
Bioelectric industry, 147, 150
Bioelectricity, 47-48
Bioenergy
advances in development, 33-35
key issues and findings, 3,6
national policies that influence the use of, 35
Biofuels, 38,48
Biological diversity, 43
Biological enzymes, 118
Biomass
bioelectric capacity, 147
energy resources and technologies, 148-149
federal incentives for, 36
gasifiers, 112
methanol production, 112
potential roles for, 36
RD&D needs, 150-151
site specificity, 6-8
uses, 3
Bonneville Power Administration, 225
Builder Guide, 88, 89
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Buildings
active space heating and cooling, 81-82
assistance and information exchange, 88-89
building energy rating systems, 91
changes in energy use, 67-68
commercialization, 86-87
construction, 90-94
cost-effective renewable energy technologies, 71
crosscutting issues, 101
daylighting. 77-79
design competitions and awards, 89-90
direct solar use, 4
education and training, 89
energy costs, 96-97
federal procurement, 97-98
integrated design, 83
landscaping, 82-83
lessons learned, 98
national policy influencing use, 69
ownership, 96
passive architecture, 73-77
policy options, 98-101
potential roles for renewable energy
technologies, 68-69
research, development, and demonstration, 83-86
sale, 94-96
solar water heaters, 79-81
tools and guidelines, 87-88
tree planting, 82-83
Business energy investment tax credit, 213

c
CAFE. See Corporate Average Fuel Economy
California Air Resources Board, 125, 141
California Energy Commission, 14,94, 190,213
California Investor Owned Utilities, 190
California Public Utilities Commission, 215
California Solar Energy Tax Credit, 215
California Standard Offer 4, 178, 213,215
energy investment tax credit, 215
pilot test program, 141
wind energy development, 213-214
Capacity value, 9-10, 183, 184, 191, 192, 195
Capital Asset Pricing Mode], 221
Carbon dioxide
BPEV emissions, 107
carbon tax, 242
FCEV emissions, 107
motor vehicle emissions, 105, 106
from natural gas powerplants, 122
Cellulose, 117, 118
Cellulosic biomass, 42
Central receivers, 171, 172
Centrally fueled-fleet program, 140

Chrysler electric minivan, 129
Class B Residential Passive Solar Performance
Monitoring Program, 85, 88
Clean Air Act, 4, 125
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990,29,35,45,
140-141, 203,223
Clean Coal program, 86, 155
Clerestories, 69
Climate Change Action Plan, 35, 203
Closed-loop basis for growing bioenergy crops, 41
Coal gasification plants, 120
Codes and standards, 92-94
Cofiring fuels, 59,61
Collaborative Wind Technology Program, 179
Collectors, 165
Commercialization
agricultural energy crops, 54-60
building design, 86-87
competitive bidding, 224-225
direct and indirect subsidies, 227
federal taxes, 226-227
front-loaded costs, 227
green pricing, 225,226
incentives to purchase renewable energy
technologies, 226
policy options, 17-18,22-23
programs, 196-197
risk and environmental costs, 227-228
strategies, 191-194
structural change, 228
transaction costs, 227
Commodity support programs, 63
Community Development Block Grants, 69
Competitive bidding, 224-225
Competitive set-asides, 225
Comprehensive Housing Assistance Plans, 69
Compressed natural gas, 123-124
Computer-aided design tools, 88, 89
Concentrating collectors, 165
Conservation compliance programs, 57
Conservation Reserve Program, 41,49,56-57,63
Conversion efficiencies, 10,232
Corn-based ethanol, 103, 115
Corn stover, 116
Corporate Average Fuel Economy, 140
Credit Program To Promote Community Investment,
247
Crop insurance, 49
Crops. See Agricultural energy crops

D
Dams, 160
Daylighting, 4,77-79
Declaration of Madrid, 229
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Deficiency payments, 56
Demand risks, 222
Demand-side management programs, 80,81,91
Demonstration projects
agricultural energy crops, 50-51
buildings, 90
Denmark, energy technology programs, 243-245
Department of Energy
Clean Coal program, 155
energy-efficient mortgages, 93
ethanol reforming program, 134
funding of vehicle technology R&D, 143
Passive Solar Commercial Buildings Program,
84-85,88
passive solar design strategies. 88-90
PV-BONUS program, 193
PV Manufacturing Technology Project, 191
RD&D funding, 15, 21
solar buildings program funding, 4, 98
Solar Program, 89
U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium, 131-132
Utility Photovoltaic Group, 193
Utility Solar Water Program, 80
wind energy R&D program, 179
Department of Housing and Urban Development
energy-efficient mortgages, 93
passive solar design competitions, 89-90
Developing countries, 1, 22, 181, 230, 231,239,
240, 24], 245,249
Development Fund, 242
Diesel engines, 146
Diffuse radiation, 164
Diffuse sunlight, 77-78
Direct microbial conversion, 118
Direct radiation, 164
Direct steam systems, 153
Direct sunlight, 77
Dish stirling systems, 171
Distributed utility systems, 186-188
DOE-2, 88
Double-flash systems, 153
Double-glazed windows, 76
Drive trains
all-electric, 104
efficiencies, 130
DSM. See Demand-side management programs

E
Earth Summit, 35
Ecology principles, 55
Econinic impacts, 29-31,45-49
Edison Electric Institute, 80, 193
EEMs. See Energy-efficient mortgages
Efficiency Upgrade Program, 161

Electric Power Research Institute, 51, 163, 189, 193
Electricity
approaches to commercialization. 224-228
biomass, 147-151
changes in industry, 199-203
commercialization, 191-194
design, planning. and information programs, 196
direct and indirect subsidies, 217-219
distributed utility systems, 186-188
economic impact of energy crops, 47-48
environmental costs and benefits, 222-224
finance and commercialization programs.
196-197
fossil-fueled, 146
geothermal energy, 151-158
hydroelectricity, 158-162
key issues and findings, 6
manufacturing scaleup, 190-191
overcoming barriers in use of renewable energy
technology, 188-189
photovoltaics, 162-170
policy options, 194-197
RD&D needs, 189-190
RD&D programs, 195-196
remote systems, 180-183
resource assessment, 191, 194-195
risks in powerplant financing, 217, 220-222
share of U.S. energy consumption, 145
solar thermal technologies, 170-174
standards programs, 196
structural change in sector, 14
total fuel-cycle emissions for generation of, 32
use in transportation systems, 121-122
utility finance, 204-208
utility full-fuel-cycle tax factors, 214-217
utility systems, 183-186
wind energy, 174-180
world consumption, 230
Electricity buyback rates, 7
Electricity intensity, 28-29
Electrolysis, 121
Electrolytic hydrogen systems, 120
Emissions reduction, 44
Emissions standards, 126
Energy 2000,243,252
Energy Conservation Po] icy Paper, 251
Energy consumption, 27-29
Energy Conversion Devices, 167
Energy crops. See Agricultural energy crops
Energy efficiency, 28
Energy-efficient mortgages, 93
Energy Information Administration, 12, 30, 194,
224
Energy investment tax credit, 215
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Energy markets, 12-15
Energy Policy Act of 1992,4, 14,35,63,69,93,
141-142,202,203,235-236
Energy production credits, 63
Energy rating systems, 91
Energy Savings Program, 247
Energy Star Computer, 71
Energy taxes, 97
Energy use, buildings, 71
Environmental Action Plan, 251
Environmental issues
biomass impact, 149
commercialization and, 227-228
costs and benefits, 222-224
effect on national energy use, 29
geothermal energy impact, 154
hydropower impact, 160
photovoltaics impact, 169
potential impact of agricultural energy cropping,
40-45
renewable energy technologies impact, 31-32
research, development, and demonstration, 50,
52-53
solar thermal technologies impact, 173
wind energy impact, 177
Environmental Protection Agency, 125,223
Environmental taxes, 97
EPACT. See Energy Policy Act of 1992
EPRI. See Electric Power Research Institute
Equipment rating and certification, 91
Ethanol
comparative analysis, 126-128
projected production levels, 48
reforming, 133-134
use in transportation systems, 115-118
European Union, energy technology programs,
241-243
Evaporative cooling, 75
Exempt Wholesale Generators, 14,202
Externality taxes, 63

F
Farm support programs, 56
Federal agricultural expenditures, 48-49
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 161,223
Federal investment tax credit, 215
Federal procurements, 63-64
Federal subsidies, 218-219
Federal taxes, 226-227
Feebates, 95-96
Feedstocks
energy crop development, 60
methanol production, 112-114
Field monitoring, 20

Finance programs, 196-197
Financing. See Commercialization
Fixed collectors, 165
Flexible-fuel vehicles, 111
Florida Power and Light, 80,81
Flywheels, 134
Ford Flexible Fuel vehicle, 5
Foreign markets. See International programs
Forest residues, 112-113
Formaldehyde, 114
Framework Convention on Climate Change, 29,35
France, energy technology programs, 245-247
Front-loaded costs, 13,227
Fuel Adjustment Clauses, 22
Fuel cell electric vehicles
efficiency, 110-111, 132
projected emissions of greenhouse gases, 107
proton-exchange membrane, 132-136
R&D challenges, 136-137
reforming fuels, 133-134
types of, 132-133
Fuel cells
advances in, 104
thermal benefits, 101
Fuel cost risks, 221
Fuel-cycle taxes, 214-217
Fuel economy ratings, 125

G
Gas turbines, 146, 149
Gasification, 120, 149
Gasifiers, 112
Gasoline
comparison with methanol, 114
comparison with ethanol, 115
oxygenation, 141
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 39,242
General Motors, 125
Geopressured brines, 152
Geothermal energy
electricity-generation capacity, 151, 155
key issues and findings, 6
RD&D needs, 155-158
resources and technologies, 152-154
site specificity, 6
Geothermal heat pumps, 73
Germany
energy technology programs, 247-249
photovoltaic RD&D, 7
The Geysers, California, 151-155
Global radiation, 164
Global warming, 43,223-224
Grassy crops, 33-34
Green pricing, 225,226
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Greenhouse-gas-neutral energy, 43
Greenhouse gases
impact of energy crops, 53
projected emissions of ICEVs, 106-107
Grid support, 188, 192

H
Heat pumps, 73
Heating and cooling systems. See Active space heating and cooling; Passive solar buildings
Heliostats, 172
Hemicellulose, 117
Herbaceous biomass. See Lignocellulose
Herbaceous energy crops, 37
High-productivity crop varieties, 50
Home Energy Rating Systems, 91,93
Horizontal axis wind turbine, 176
Hot dry rock resources, 152
Housing and Community Development Act, 69,93
Hybrid electric vehicles, 137-139
Hybrid systems, 110
Hydroelectricity
generating capacity, 158
RD&D needs, 161-162
resources and technologies, 159-161
site specificity, 6
Hydrogen
comparative analysis, 126-128
use in transportation systems, 119-121
Hydrogen ICE hybrid vehicle, 138
Hydrolysis, 117
Hydropower. See Hydroelectricity
Hydrothermal fluids, 152
Hydrothermal resources, 6

I
ICE-based hybrid, 110
Incremental cost of power, 200
Information programs, 90-91
Infrastructure development, 15
Insurance programs, 63
Integral Wind Energy Plan, 250
Integrated building design, 83
Intermediate plants, 150
Intermittence
impact on conventional generating capacity,
183-185
resource characteristics, 8-10
Internal combustion engine vehicles
advanced designs, 124-126
alternative fuels in, 126-128
hybrid vehicles, 137-138
hydrogen fuel, 119
projected emissions of greenhouse gases, 106

International programs
changes in, 229-231
comparisons, 255-257
cost-effectiveness, 232-234
market development, 235-236
market share, 236-238
for photovoltaics, 232-238
policy options for competitiveness, 257-258
potential roles, 231
for wind energy, 233-238
International trade, 30-31
Interstate Solar Coordination Council, 91
Investment tax credit, 213
Investor-owned utility powerplants, 208
Italy
energy technology programs, 249-250
photovoltaic subsidies, 7

J
Japan
energy technology programs, 238-241
photovoltaic RD&D, 7

K
Kenetech-U.S. Windpower, Inc., 177,226,252

L
Law on Supplying Electricity to the Public from
Renewable Energy Sources, 247
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 76,88,91
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 137-138
Lead-acid batteries, 129
Liability-related policies, 221-222
Life-cycle processes, 51-52
Light-duty motor vehicles, 126
Lignin, 117
Lignocelluose, 116-117
Liquefied natural gas, 123-124
Liquid fuels
economic impact of energy crops, 48
potential roles for, 36
Load following plants, 150
Low Alamos National Laboratory, 88
Low Emission Vehicle Program, 141
Low-emissivity windows, 76
Luz International, Ltd., 170, 171,215

M
Magma, 152
Manufacturing scaleup, 13-14, 190-191
Marginal lands, 49
Market aggregation, 196
Market conditioning, 235
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Methanol
comparative analysis, 126-128
projected production levels, 48
reforming, 133-134
use in transportation systems, 111-115
Mobil Solar, 7
Modularity, 186
Monoculture crops, 42-43
Mortgages, energy-efficient, 93,94
Multiple cropping, 53
Municipal solid waste, 112-113
N
National Affordable Housing Act, 93
National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners, 201
National Audubon Society, 51
National Biofuels Roundtable,51
National Energy Strategy, 15,93, 195
National Environmental Policy Plan, 251
National Fenestration Rating Council, 91,95
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 85,88,89,
116-117, 176
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association,
193
National security, 32
Native species, 55
Natural gas
comparative analysis, 126-128
hydrogen from, 121
use in transportation systems, 123-124
Natural habitat, 43,51,52,55
Netherlands, energy technology programs, 250-252
Neuffer Construction, 92,99
Nevada Solar Enterprise Zone, 7
New England Electric System, 225
New York State Energy Plant, 225
Nickel-iron battery packs, 129
Nickel-metal hydride battery, 129
Night cooling, 75
Nitrogen oxides, 122
Nonutility generators
bioelectric, 147
financing for, 208-214
increasing role of, 14
North American Free Trade Agreement, 39
NREL. See National Renewable Energy Laboratory
NUGs. See Nonutility generators
Nutrient cycling, 52

0
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 33

OECD. See Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development

Oil embargo, 2
Oil imports, 30
Oil market, 104-105
One-axis tracking collectors, 165
1,000 Roof PV program, 235,247-248
Onsite generation, 182
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, 232
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries, 1,2
Overhangs for summer cooling, 75
Ovonic Battery, 129

P
Pacific Gas and Electric, 187
Parabolic dish systems, 171, 173
Parabolic trough systems, 172,215
Partnerships, 63
Passive solar buildings
alternative renewable energy technologies, 73
construction, 90-94
cost-effective renewable energy technologies, 71
design, 87-90
direct solar use, 4
energy costs, 96-97
federal procurement, 97-98
national policy influencing use, 69
ownership, 96
passive architecture, 73-77
potential roles for renewable energy
technologies, 68-69
principal design elements of, 69-71,72
sale of, 94-96
Passive Solar Commercial Buildings Program,
84-85
Passive Solar Design Strategies: Guidelines for
Home Building, 88,89
Passive Solar Industries Council, 88,89
Passive Solar Journal, 88-89
Peak power device, 134
Peaking plants, 150
Perennial crops, 42
Phosphoric acid cell, 133
Photovoltaic hydrogen systems, 121
Photovoltaics
building-integrated systems, 162
in buildings, 101
cell and module shipments, by company, 237
comparison of international programs, 255-257
cost reductions, 9
European Union program, 242
exports, 231
French program, 246
German program, 247-248
government supports for, 7
international competition, 7, 232-238
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Italian program, 249-250
Japanese program, 239-241
key issues and findings, 6
perspectives influencing direction of industry,
163
production, by region, 234
publicly funded R&D, by country, 233
RD&D needs, 166, 169-170
solar collectors, 165-166
solar resources, 164
Swiss program, 253
technologies, 167-169
Platinum catalyst, 104
Policy options
agricultural energy crops, 60-64
building design, 98-101
commercialization, 17-18, 22-23
development, 15-22
transportation systems, 139-144
Polycultures, 53-54
Pool heaters, 79
Poplar crops, 34
Power Marketing Administrations, 196-197
Power Marketing Authorities, 63-64
Power quality, 185
Powerplant finance, 204-214
Price-Anderson Act, 221
Price lock-in, 213
Primary energy, 71
Property taxes, 208
Proton-exchange membrane cell, 104, 132-136
Public Service of Colorado, 226
Public Utilities Commission, 91,225
Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act, 158, 178,
200,213
Pumped storage, 160
PURPA. See Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act
PV. See Photovoltaics
PV20, 246
PV-BONUS program, 193
PV for Utility Scale Applications project, 187, 193
PV Manufacturing Technology Project, 191
PV Pioneer program, 226
PVUSA. See PV for Utility Scale Applications
project

Q
Qualifying facilities, 200-201

R
Ratepayer Impact Test, 91
Ratings and standards, 17,20,22
Reactive power, 185

Reformulated gasoline
comparative analysis, 126-128
uses, 123
Regenerative braking, 104
Regional Biomass Program, 63
Regional landscape planning, 54
Remote markets, 191-192
Remote systems, 180-183
Renewable Electricity Production Credit, 15,205
Renewable electrolytic hydrogen, 120
Renewable energy technology mortgages, 94
Renewables-intensive utility, 122
Research, development, and demonstration
agricultural energy crops, 49-54
biomass, 150-151
building design, 83-86
DOE funding, 15,21
electricity technologies, 189-190, 195-196
funding for, 24
geothermal energy, 155-158
hydroelectricity, 161-162
photovoltaics, 166, 169-170
policy options, 16,20
solar thermal technologies, 171
wind energy, 179-180
Research and Development Project on Environmental Technology, 238
Resource assessment, 16,20, 191, 194-195
Resource intensity, 10-12
Resources Conservation Act, 38-39
Retail fuel prices, 113
Retail wheeling, 202
Riparian zones, 52
Run-of-river systems, 160
Rural economies, 45-46

s
Sacramento Municipal Utility District, 226
Scaleup, 13-14
Sedimentation, 52
Separate hydrolysis and fermentation, 118
SERI. See Solar Energy Research Institute
Shift reactors, 112
Short rotation woody crops, 37
Sierra Pacific Power Company, 92
Simultaneous saccharification and fermentation, 118
Single-flash systems, 153
Single-reactor direct microbial conversion, 118
Site specificity, 6-8, 185-186
Soil erosion, 42
Soil quality, 52,53
Solar Assistance Financing Entity, 69
Solar cells. See Photovoltaics
Solar domestic hot water, 79-81
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Solar energy. See also Photovoltaics; Solar thermal
technologies
intermittence, 8
key issues and findings, 4
site specificity, 6
Solar Energy Industries Association, 91
Solar Energy Research Institute, 85
Solar Load Ratio Method of Los Alamos, 88
Solar One Central Receiver, 170
Solar pond systems, 172
Solar Program, 89
Solar Rating and Certification Corporation, 91
Solar thermal technologies
key issues and findings, 6
Luz International, Ltd., 215
state incentives for, 210-211
technology development, 170-174
Solar water heaters, 79-81
Solarex, 7
Solec, 7
Solid oxide cell, 133
Southern California Edison, 226
Space heating and cooling systems. See Active ‘
space heating and cooling; Passive solar buildings
Stand-alone PV recharging stations, 122
Standards. See Ratings and standards
Standards programs, 196
State taxes
incentives for solar technologies, 210-211
property taxes, 208
for wind energy development, 213-214
Steam reforming, 120
Steam turbines, 146, 148
Storage batteries, 134
Subsidies, 217-219,227
Sulfur oxides
from natural gas powerplants, 122
reduction from bioenergy use, 44
Sun-tempering, 74
Sunlight, 77-78
Sustained Orderly Development, 196
Switchgrass crops, 34
Switzerland, energy technology programs, 252-253
Synthesis gas, 112

T
Tax credits
effect on wind industry, 178
for electric utilities, 206
incentives for renewable energy technology use,
226-227
policy options, 19,23
renewable energy technology homes, 94-95
for wind energy development, 213-214

Taxes, fuel-cycle, 214-217
T&D. See Transmission and distribution systems
TEAM-UP. See Technology Experience To Accelerate Markets in Utility Photovoltaics
Technology adoption, 54,56-58
Technology Experience To Accelerate Markets in
Utility Photovoltaics, 193
Tennessee Valley Authority, 158
TEVan, 129
Thermal mass, 70,74,75
Thermochemical processes, 112
Title 24 Building Standards, 94
Tracking collectors, 165
Trade balance, 49
Transaction costs, 227
Transmission and distribution systems, 8, 181,
185-186
Transportation systems
advanced ICEV designs, 124-126
advances in transport fuels, 103-104
alternative fuels in ICEVs, 126-128
battery-powered electric vehicles, 128-132
electricity use, 121- )22
ethanol use, 115-118
fuel cell vehicles, 132-137
hybrid vehicles, 137-139
hydrogen use, 119-121
key issues and findings, 5
methanol use, 111-115
nonrenewable competitors 123-124
policy issues, 139-144
potential roles of renewable energy technology,
104-108
retail fuel prices, 113
technology pathways, 108-111
Traverse City Light & Power, 226
Tree planting, 82-83
Trinity University, 89
Turbines, 6, 146, 148,234

u
Ultra-low emission vehicles, 125, 141
Ultracapacitor, 134
Ultralite, 125
United Kingdom, energy technology programs,
253-255
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change, 35
University of Wisconsin, 88
Unocal, 155
Urban air pollution, 105, 114
Urban buses, 140
U.S. Advanced Battery Consortium, 131-132
U.S. Energy Research and Development Agency, 88
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USH2O. See Utility Solar Water Program
Utility demand-side management programs, 80, 81,
91
Utility finance, 204-208
Utility Integration Program, 179
Utility operations, 150
Utility Photovoltaic Group, 188, 193, 196
Utility powerplants, 209
Utility-Scale Joint-Venture program, 171
Utility Solar Water Program, 80
Utility systems, 183-186

v
Value-added tax, 245
Value Engineered Turbine Program, 179
VAT. See Value-added tax
Vehicle efficiencies, 138
Vehicles. See Transportation systems
Ventilation, 74, 75
Vertical axis wind turbine, 176
Veteran Home Loan Program Amendments, 93

w
Water heaters, 79-81
Water quality, 52
Wildlife, 51-52
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Wind energy
British programs, 253-255
cost reductions for, 9
Danish program, 243-245
development in California, 213-214
French program, 246-247
German program, 248-249
intermittency, 8
international competition, 233-239
Italian program, 250
key issues and findings, 6
manufacturers of grid-connected turbines, 246
Netherlands program, 250-252
RD&D needs, 179-180
resources and technologies, 175-177
site specificity, 6-7
wind capacity, 174
wind farms, 174, 175
Window technologies, 74,76
Wisconsin Public Service Commission, 226
Wood heat, 73
Woody biomass. See Lignocellulose
Woody crops, 33-34

z
0/85 program, 56
Zero emission vehicles, 105, 141

